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Abstract 

 This dissertation is the first ever attempt to analyse an Early Iron Age warfare related 

topic by primarily using the archaeological evidence that has been uncovered from the era’s 

northern Syrian and south-eastern Anatolian contexts.  Publications which have focused on 

the two main cultural groups that inhabited the region during the period, the Neo-Hittites and 

Aramaeans, have a lineage in ancient Near Eastern historical studies that dates back to the 

late 19th century CE.  Writings which have exclusively devoted themselves to early 1st 

millennium BCE Near Eastern warfare discussions have also been pursued for over a century, 

with the Neo-Assyrian textual source analysis completed by Walther Manitius in 1910 being 

widely regarded as one of the earliest efforts in this discipline.  However, virtually no prior 

research has been devoted to understanding how the EIA northern Syrians understood 

warfare through their own iconographic, textual, or material remains.  In lieu of native 

sources, previous scholars in both fields have usually called upon collections of evidence 

from neighbouring areas such as northern Mesopotamia in order to fill out the history of our 

main focus region.  The primary goal of this thesis is to provide a new viewpoint on the 

conflicts that characterised the age by examining how the EIA northern Syrians visualised 

and understood warfare through their archaeological contexts which contained monumental 

art such as large carved orthostat reliefs and colossal statues. 

 In order to accomplish this objective we will start by reviewing the available sources 

from EIA northern Syria, paying particularly close attention to the sets of evidence from nine 

sites where the monumental iconographic and related textual sources were located in their in 

situ locations by archaeologists.  These finds will then be presented context by context in a 

catalogue which seeks to assemble all the pertinent information together in manners that will 

allow for extended analysis in the ensuing chapters.  The latter sections will look at the 

imagery from art and military historical perspectives, with the intention of fully embedding 
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our understanding of the reliefs and statues within their original environments.  We will then 

cross-compare the functions of the region’s monumental artwork to collections from 

neighbouring areas, with particular attention being paid to how the usage of the imagery in 

Late Hittite and Neo-Assyrian contexts differed from those present in EIA northern Syria.  

Once this is complete it will then be time to use all the available sources from the region, 

especially the Aramaic and Luwian texts that contain a surprisingly high amount of conflict 

related content in combination with the information from the monumental art contexts, to 

begin the process of understanding how the cultures of the regions conceptualised and 

pursued warfare.  This assessment will not concentrate on just battles or warriors, but will 

focus on the impact of conflicts across an entire culture and emphasise the importance of 

political decision making in warfare whether violence was involved or not. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

In the year 1000 BCE the core lands of northern Syria encompassed all the territory 

which existed between the mountains of the anti-Taurus ranges, the western portions of the 

Jazira Desert, the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, and the fertile agricultural fields of 

the Amuq Valley.  Although the region would eventually be subjected to an increasing 

amount of external influences as the era wore on, for the first three centuries of the 1st 

millennium BCE the history of the area was shaped by small kingdoms that scholars since the 

late 19th century CE have classified as belonging to one of two main cultural groups: the Neo-

Hittites and the Aramaeans. 

 Although the archaeological presence of the Neo-Hittite and Aramaean cultural 

groups has been known for nearly a century and a half, the standard narrative associated with 

them has often been told through the eyes of their contemporaries, especially the Neo-

Assyrian Empire, instead of their own sources.  While this situation has started to change in 

recent years thanks to publications by authors such as Federico Giusfredi (2010), it remains 

true for their histories of politics and warfare. 

 The course of this traditional narrative starts at the end of the 10th century BCE, when 

the Neo-Assyrians under Adad-Nārārī II (911-891 BCE) began to violently expand from their 

northern Mesopotamian base, with eight of Adad-Nārārī’s 18 recorded military campaigns 

targeting Aramaean groups.  In these and subsequent campaigns by Ashurnasirpal II and 

Shalmaneser III Assyrian sources noted a northern Syria rich with economic resources and 

ripe for conquest because the region’s armies could not hope to compete with Assyria’s 

power.  The Assyrian texts documented a long list of tributes handed over by the Neo-Hittite 

and Aramaean states while never mentioning a single defeat at the hands of a polity or 

coalition throughout the entire 9th century BCE (see RIMA 2 & 3).  The Assyrians exploited 

this militaristic advantage by forcing these smaller states into compulsory annual tribute 
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payments that provided the largely resource starved Mesopotamians with everything from 

precious metals and lumber to livestock, thus enriching the empire and allowing it to conduct 

campaigns further afield.  As one of its first victims, the states of northern Syria are often 

noted more for their role as the initial economic engine which helped to spark the domination 

of the Neo-Assyrian Empire from the mid-9th to late 7th centuries BCE rather than for any of 

their own geo-political accomplishments as independent factions (for an example of this see 

Winter 1983a). 

 Scholars who have studied the warfare which occurred in Early Iron Age northern 

Syria contributed heavily to establishing this traditional pattern by relying upon Neo-

Assyria’s magnificent reliefs and informative texts to reconstruct the military history of 

virtually every known society in the region (e.g. Dalley 1985, Stillman & Tallis 1984, Yadin 

1963).  Yet when used inappropriately it is well known that both of these source types can 

inspire severely flawed views which have the potential to undermine our knowledge of Early 

Iron Age warfare.  This is especially pertinent for Assyrian images intended to represent the 

enemies of the empire, as their depictions were deeply embedded in the rhetorical 

conventions of Assyrian state ideology as well as those of the genre and media through which 

they were represented (see especially De Backer 2010; Collins 2006; Cifarelli 1998; Winter 

1997, 1981; Bachelot 1991; Fales 1982; Zaccagnini 1982; Reade 1979a). 

 Conflict studies based on Neo-Hittite and Aramaean sources are rare and 

underdeveloped despite warfare related activity being registered in a surprisingly high 

amount of their inscriptions (as was noted by Giusfredi 2010, 66).  Although no less than five 

major comprehensive histories of either the Neo-Hittite (Bryce 2012) or Aramaean (Niehr 

2014, Lipiński 2000, Dion 1997, Sader 1987) cultural groups in northern Syria have been 

produced in the last 30 years, Dion’s was the only one to devote a section specifically to 

warfare related evidence.  Not a single major work has ever even attempted to reconstruct the 
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history of EIA northern Syrian conflicts primarily from the area’s artistic or textual sources, 

let alone for a single culture within the region. 

 The primary goal of this dissertation is to contribute to changing this situation by 

examining how the EIA northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare through their 

monumental art contexts in comparison to their Late Bronze Age predecessors and Early Iron 

Age contemporaries in the Near East.  We will explore this phenomenon by attempting to 

answer three major questions about the topic: 

1) Can the contexts which contained monumental iconography tell us anything about 

how the Early Iron Age northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare? 

2) Can the warfare related material remains and/or textual information from the region, 

especially ones which were recovered within monumental art containing contexts, tell 

us anything about how the early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrians visualised and 

understood warfare? 

3) Did the nature of how warfare was visualised and understood by the northern Syrians 

through the monumental iconography in comparison to their predecessors and 

contemporaries change from c.1000-650 BCE? 

This study will begin by first presenting a full catalogue of the relevant monumental 

iconographic and textual information from EIA northern Syria’s monumental iconographic 

contexts together in Chapter II.  This catalogue will then be used to pursue answers to our 

three major queries in Chapters III-V, which are intended to analyse the catalogue on 

iconographic, textual, and regional cross-comparative levels in order to understand as much 

about how the northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare as possible.  These 

findings will then be summarised in Chapter VI.  Before we can proceed with these quests it 

will first be necessary to begin by defining the terminology and geo-political parameters of 
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this dissertation, then follow with the sources and methodologies used before moving on in 

subsequent chapters to the substantive catalogue and analysis themselves. 

Geo-Political Introduction 

Neo-Hittites & Aramaeans: Terminologies & Problems 

 The beginning of our usage of the term ‘Hittite’ in modern times can be directly 

traced to a presentation given by Archibald Henry Sayce at the May 2nd, 1876 meeting of the 

Society of Biblical Archaeology.  In this talk he hypothesized the hieroglyphic symbols that 

had already been uncovered by archaeologists at Syrian sites such as Hama and Aleppo could 

not be directly traced to any Semitic language as previously believed, but instead were likely 

the work of “the great Hittite race” which had already been noted in Egyptian hieroglyphic 

and Biblical texts (Sayce 1877, 27-28).  Sayce and his compatriot Reverend William Wright 

built on this argument in another society meeting in 1880 when they connected their newly 

understood Hittite texts with inscriptions found at Ḫattuša, near the modern Turkish village of 

Boğazköy.  These finds revolutionised Late Bronze Age studies and would eventually lead to 

founding of the discipline which is today known as Hittiteology.  However, Sayce’s original 

1876 presentation also contained the seeds for one of the largest cultural misnomers in Early 

Iron Age studies. 

Multiple passages from his presentation made it quite clear that Sayce did not 

differentiate between the archaeological evidence available for the 2nd millennium BCE 

Bronze Age Hittites and the early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrian kingdoms, as he noted 

the “cradle of the [Hittite] nation… was the tract of country between the Euphrates and 

Orontes [Rivers],” yet at the same time cited the treaty between Pharaoh Rameses II and 

Hittite King Muwatalli II after the Battle of Qadesh as further proof of his argument (Sayce 

1877, 28).  Sayce is not entirely to blame for this vagueness as both Neo-Assyrian and 

Biblical sources were also unclear in defining the differences between the Late Bronze Age 
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Hittites and the Early Iron Age northern Syrians.  In Shalmaneser III’s Annals of his sixth 

campaign in 853 BCE his scribes noted that tribute came from the “kings of the land of 

Hatti,” which was synonymous with an inscription from the third campaign that referred to 

“the kings of the other side of the Euphrates” (Yamada 2000, 145).  The Annals gave no 

description of whether this was simply a geographical term, a statement that applied to the 

State of Carchemish only, or referred to a title that could correlate with the Luwian-Hittite 

concept of MAGNUS.REX (“great king”).  Similar issues can be found in the Book of Kings, 

which failed to specify whether the Hittites they mentioned were from the Upper Euphrates 

River region, a separate Semitic speaking Canaanite tribe as originally purported by Sayce’s 

predecessors, or something else entirely. 

Although further excavations and historical research have been able to define a clear 

line between the Late Hittite Empire and the Early Iron Age northern Syrian states that 

followed, the original misnomer purported by Sayce has largely remained in the form of the 

term Neo-Hittites, or simply Hittites who existed after the fall of their largest empire.  The 

use of this terminology characterised 20th century CE research into the Luwian speaking 

cultures of the Early Iron Age, with some of the most notable scholars in the field including 

Winfried Orthmann (1971) and John David Hawkins (2000) regularly using the term to 

define the cultures in their works.  Even as late as the 2010s, general surveys of the Neo-

Hittites such as the one done by Trevor Bryce (2012, 47) noted they are usually defined from 

their contemporaries because they either had Luwian hieroglyphic texts uncovered at their 

sites, their rulers were occasionally named after Hittite kings, or their iconography and 

architecture showed some signs of similarities with Late Hittite Empire artistic styles. 

There are two main issues with using the term Neo-Hittite in the pages of this thesis.  

The first is the terminology implies a direct connection between the populations of the Late 

Hittite Empire and the states of early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria can be made, which 
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in fact does not exist outside of the re-usage of a few royal titles and possibly some artistic as 

well as architectural designs (for the titles see especially Giusfredi 2010, Hawkins 2000).  

This connection becomes even more difficult to establish if we consider that the main “Neo-

Hittite” language used in Early Iron Age northern Syria, Luwian, may not have been 

originally associated with the Hittites until they absorbed some of Late Bronze Age Syria into 

their empire (see Melchert 2003, 1-3 for a basic survey of the LBA origins of the Luwian 

language and territory).  The second issue is this small amount of evidence has often been 

used to exclude or arbitrarily separate the archaeological remains present for the other large 

cultural group known to the region, the Aramaeans. 

So little is known for certain about any original group of cultures known as the 

Aramaeans from the 12th century BCE forward that discussing them is very much an 

adventure into the shadows of our knowledge of ancient Near Eastern history.  The first 

undisputed mention of the Aramaeans occurred in the records of Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 

BCE), who claimed to have “crossed the Euphrates twenty-eight times, twice in one year, in 

pursuit of the ahlamu Aramaeans.  I brought about their defeat from the city Tadmar of the 

land Amurru, Anat of the land Suḫu, as far as Rapiqu of Karduniaš” (RIMA 2: 43).  While 

we can be fairly certain the scribes of Tiglath-pileser I were referring to a specific opponent 

that was eventually defeated and absorbed into Assyrian territories by the end of the 10th 

century BCE, archaeologists have been unable to clearly identify any physical elements of an 

Aramaean cultural identity that was present across all of Mesopotamia during the period 

(Dion 1995, 1281). 

The only type of Aramaean evidence scholars have been able to link together at all is 

the spread of their associated Aramaic language, which became far more widely spoken 

across the Near East starting in the 11th century BCE and eventually became the main 

language of the royal courts in the Neo-Assyrian and Achaemenid Persian Empires.  Thus 
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publications about the Early Iron Age Aramaeans have tended to linger on the linguistic 

aspects of their history, with André Dupont-Sommer (1949), Hélène Sader (1987), and Paul-

Eugène Dion (1997) all pursuing the Aramaic evidence present in ancient Syrian kingdoms 

such as Sam’al, Ḫamat, and Damascus.  This text-based approach was taken to its most 

extreme extent by Edward Lipiński (2000), who systematically collected together and 

reviewed the Aramaic evidence present in every Early Iron Age context in the Near East, 

which stretched from the Bīt-Adini of the Upper Euphrates River region to the Chaldeans of 

the far southern Mesopotamian marshes.  Lipiński assumed gathering all the Aramaic 

linguistic information together and presenting it in a unified manner would result in the 

creation of a central Aramaean cultural identity, but instead just served to expose one of the 

major methodological weaknesses of 20th century CE Aramaean research. 

As evident in the use of English in the modern world, language cannot be used by 

itself to define a distinct cultural identity.  There is absolutely no evidence for Lipiński’s 

(2000, 50) assertion that the Aramaeans appeared as a unified “definable force threatening the 

political establishment of the Near East” at any point simply because cultures such as the Bīt-

Agūsi and Chaldeans spoke the same language.  We also have no evidence from EIA 

northern Syria which suggests political alliances formed along linguistic lines instead of for 

the pure desire to coordinate geo-political goals.  This situation is reflected clearly with 

sources such as the Zakkur Stele, which recorded the attempt by a coalition of states 

including members which have been traditionally established as Neo-Hittite (Adanawa, Patin, 

Gurgum, Malatya) or Aramaean (Damascus, Sam’al, Bīt-Agūsi) to besiege a city under the 

control of King Zakkur of Ḫamat (CS II: 155). 

Because of these difficulties alternative terms to Neo-Hittite and Aramaean have been 

consistently pursued since the early 20th century CE, although a consensus inspiring term the 

whole field can agree on remains elusive to this day.  One of the first that was popularised 
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was Syro-Hittite.  First established in art historical discourse which discussed the difficulties 

of separating Syrian and Hittite seal types from each other, Syro-Hittite was already in 

relatively common use by the early 20th century CE and remains popular with some current 

experts of the field including Stefania Mazzoni (1997a), Mariana Pucci (2008), and 

Alessandra Gilibert (2011).  As was noted by Pucci (2008, 1), Syro-Hittite attempts to clarify 

the original misunderstanding purported by Sayce by emphasising the Syrian geographical 

origin of these cultures, while at the same time still noting the similarities between the 

archaeological evidence present for northern Syrians and the Late Hittite Empire.  While this 

usage at least minimalises any potential direct connection between the Imperial Hittites and 

Luwian speaking Syrians, it has always been objected to by some scholars such as René 

Dussaud (1926) because it is still misleading when the term is applied to Syrian cultures 

without any clear Hittite influences on their art and architecture, like Pucci (2008, 81-216) 

did when discussing the remains at Tell Halaf.  In an effort to avoid this issue and 

synchronise the studies of the Neo-Hittite and Aramaean information together Heinz Genge 

(1979) suggested the region’s scholars should focus more squarely on identifying these sites 

on purely geographical boundaries, i.e. understanding them as north Syrians or southern 

Anatolians.  Brian Brown (2008) and James Osborne (2013) in recent years have followed up 

with this more geographically inclined approach, with Brown using the term north Syrians 

liberally and Osborne simply referring to all the states of the region regardless of their Neo-

Hittite or Aramaean influences as Syro-Anatolians.  This thesis will follow Genge, Brown, 

and Osborne by using more generic geographically based terminology such as north Syrian 

and south-eastern Anatolian when referring to the region as a whole.  The greatest focus of 

this work though will be on a more specific level that seeks to present the region’s 

monumental art in their appropriate contexts as much as possible. 
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The Kingdoms of Northern Syria & South-Eastern Anatolia, c.1000-c.650 BCE 

 What we find in the region at the outset of the Early Iron Age is a collection of small, 

independent kingdoms that were largely concentrated along the riverbank of the Upper 

Euphrates River, within valleys on the northern and southern edges of the Amanus Mountain 

range, and embedded in the labyrinth of the Anti-Taurus mountain ranges.  For modern 

scholars the most famous polity of the group has been the State of Carchemish, a city on the 

current northern Turkish-Syrian border that was situated on a commanding strategic position 

overlooking the western banks of the Upper Euphrates.  Carchemish is traditionally 

considered the state with the most perceptible Hittite influence among its material finds, 

especially since the city was home to a viceroy of the Late Hittite Empire from the late 14th 

century down to the empire’s fall at some undetermined point in the late 12th century (for 

more on Carchemish see Gilibert 2015, 2011; Marchetti 2014a; Denel 2007; Hawkins 2000). 

Three other major polities lined the banks of the Euphrates to the north and the south 

of Carchemish.  To the north was Kummuḫ, a kingdom most attested to in Neo-Assyrian 

records starting in the 9th century BCE.  20th century CE scholars usually considered 

Kummuḫ as mostly Neo-Hittite due to several Luwian language inscriptions that were found 

in the area, but largely because the Atatürk Dam project flooded the region in 1989 before 

major excavations could be conducted at any site very little is known about this kingdom 

(Hawkins 2000).  Two more states existed just twenty kilometres to the south of Carchemish 

and were both concentrated around the archaeological site of Til-Barsip.  The one that is 

known from some out of context monumental art fragments and Luwian language 

inscriptions is the Kingdom of Masuwari, near the modern city of Tell Ahmar.  Masuwari’s 

existence seems to have predated Neo-Assyrian influence in the area because by the time 

Ashurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III arrived in the 870s-850s BCE their records indicated 

the very same area was ruled by a King Aḫunu of the Bīt-Adini, who had no proven 
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connection to the Kingdom of Masuwari.  Although the Bīt-Adini were one of the most 

consistent enemies of the Neo-Assyrian Empire throughout the early 9th century BCE, no 

archaeological evidence from Til-Barsip or anywhere else has been directly connected to 

their existence in northern Syria, meaning this thesis will mostly focus on the Kingdom of 

Masuwari’s finds over any speculation about the potential roles of the Bīt-Adini in the Early 

Iron Age (for more on Masuwari see Bunnens 2006, Hawkins 2000, Thureau-Dangin 1936).  

The final kingdom of the larger Upper Euphrates region existed to the east of Carchemish and 

Til-Barsip, along a major trade route that ran through the Jazira Desert.  It was known as the 

Kingdom of Palê, with its capital at the archaeological site of Tell Halaf.  More individual 

pieces of monumental art have been collected from this site than any other in the region, 

although unfortunately these finds have not been coupled with copious amounts of textual 

information (for the site’s most recent artefact catalogue see Cholidis & Martin 2010). 

 According to 9th-8th century BCE Late Assyrian records Carchemish and the 

enigmatic Bīt-Adini actively corresponded and occasionally allied with multiple neighbours 

to the west including the Bīt-Agūsi, Patin, Sakçagözü, Sam’al, and Aleppo.  The latter was 

undoubtedly an international centre in the region due to being home to one of the largest 

temples for the Storm God Tarhunza in the entire Near East, although nothing is known for 

certain about which state controlled the area in the Early Iron Age or if it was an independent 

city (see especially Töyräänvuori 2012; Kohlmeyer 2009, 2000).  Our first attestation to the 

Bīt-Agūsi (also known as Arpad, last capital city of the kingdom and probably the ancient 

name of Tell Rifa’at) also came from this area, with their first capital likely being at the city 

of Arne just twenty-five kilometres to the southeast of Aleppo’s city centre.  Very little is 

known about the Bīt-Agūsi outside of Assyrian records, but the state slowly gained more 

prominence in north Syrian affairs from c.823-c.740 BCE as a central member of several 

anti-Assyrian alliances that occurred during the period before being conquered by the 
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Mesopotamian empire in 740 BCE (for more see Kahn 2007).  Like the aforementioned Bīt-

Adini, no monumental art that can be conclusively associated with the Bīt-Agūsi has ever 

been recovered so their stories will only feature lightly in this work.  More evidence survived 

from the Kingdom of Patin, which resided at the southernmost foot of the Amanus Mountains 

in the fertile farmlands of the Amuq Plain.  The main archaeological site of the kingdom is at 

Tell Ta’yinat, where one of the largest pieces of north Syrian monumental art ever recovered 

was discovered in 2012 complete with a Luwian inscription on the back (Harrison 2012a, 

2011, 2010).  Patin also featured prominently in Neo-Assyrian records, especially in 858 

BCE when they participated in a coalition against Shalmaneser III (RIMA 3, 10).  The other 

two major sites with monumental art in the Amanus Mountains were located at Sakçagözü 

and Sam’al.  Little is known about the geo-political nature of Sakçagözü since no EIA 

northern Syrian language records mentioned the area, although several pieces of monumental 

art had been collected from the site by John Garstang as of 1911 (for more see Ussishkin 

1966a, du Plat Taylor et al. 1950).  Even more archaeological information was found to the 

west near the modern day town of Zincirli at the site of Sam’al, including Luwian and 

Aramaic language inscriptions, multiple pieces of monumental art in several major contexts, 

and three sets of stone walls to protect it all from invaders.  Like Carchemish, Patin, and 

Aleppo, the information from Sam’al’s monumental art contexts will feature prominently 

within the pages of this thesis (for notes on the latest excavations see Schloen & Fink 2009a, 

2009b). 

 The remainder of the north Syrian and south-eastern Anatolian kingdoms were 

embedded in narrow valleys of the Anti-Taurus mountain ranges that were connected to each 

other by a network of trade routes which often passed through very tight mountain passes.  

The Kingdom of Gurgum was centred on the high mountain spur formed by an intersection 

between the Taurus and far northern Amanus Mountains which today contains the remains of 
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the city of Maraş.  This settlement was connected via narrow valleys to Sam’al and 

Sakçagözü to the south, but was most easily approached through the relatively flat terrain 

occupied by the Kingdom of Kummuḫ to the east.  No official excavation of Maraş has ever 

taken place, but several out of context pieces of monumental art with Luwian inscriptions 

have been found in the area by more unsystematic means (for a full listing of these as of the 

turn of the millennium see Hawkins 2000). 

Far to the northeast of Gurgum and almost directly north of Kummuḫ across the 

Malatya Mountains was the kingdom of the same name, whose capital was located within the 

boundaries of the modern archaeological site at Arslantepe.  Contexts such as the Lions’ Gate 

have made it clear the Kingdom of Malatya’s main cultural influences came in the form of 

Luwian, but geographically the state was largely isolated from their southern neighbours and 

more prone to influences such as those coming from the Kingdom of Urartu in the late 9th and 

early 8th centuries BCE (for information on the most recent excavations see Liverani 2012, 

Manuelli 2011). 

The remainder of the Taurus kingdoms were located west of the Amanus Mountains, 

largely on the fringes of the world known to Carchemish, Patin, and the Neo-Assyrian 

Empire.  The Kingdom of Adanawa’s capital was at Karatepe, a Cilician Plain settlement on 

the Anatolian side of one of the most important east-west passes through the Amanus 

Mountains directly opposite Sam’al.  Adanawa was originally known from Neo-Assyrian 

texts, but was finally discovered archaeologically in the late 1940s (for the most recent 

catalogue see Çambel 2003).  To the northwest of the Cilician Plain in the heart of the Taurus 

Mountains was an area the Assyrians knew as Tabal.  Due to their emplacement on the edges 

of the north Syrian and Late Assyrian worlds very little is known about the geo-political 

nature of these highland cultures, although some information has been drawn from 
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iconographic finds near Turkish mountain villages such as İvriz and Niğde (see Dinçol et al. 

2015, Özcan & Yiğit 2014, Taş & Weeden 2011, and Hawkins 2000 for a selection of these). 

 The geo-political nature of the area was also shaped by several other states from 

southern Syria, eastern Anatolia, and northern Mesopotamia.  The largest and most pertinent 

of these was the Neo-Assyrian Empire, whose kings heavily recorded northern Syria’s 

polities from the late 12th to late 8th centuries BCE, with significant interludes in the records 

from 1076-c.883 BCE and 823-744 BCE.  Our Assyrian information has come from a variety 

of sources including the monumental stone reliefs carved into the interior palace walls of sites 

such as Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Nineveh, brief but informative textual entries inscribed 

directly onto their artwork or into their royal Annals, and from the records of the Assyrian 

court recently made available by the State Archives of Assyria project (see especially RIMA 

2, RIMA 3, and RINAP 1).  According to these sources the five kings who campaigned most 

in the region were Tiglath-pileser I, Ashurnasirpal II, Shalmaneser III, Tiglath-pileser III, and 

Sargon II, the latter two being the most responsible for crushing the autonomous rule of most 

northern Syrian states outside of the Taurus Mountains by King Sargon II’s death in 705 

BCE.  Outside of the Assyrians, the remainder of foreign influences on northern Syria were 

relatively sporadic and isolated.  The Kingdom of Urartu briefly intervened in north Syrian 

affairs starting in the late 9th century down to 743 BCE, when an alliance Urartian King 

Sarduri II had inspired including the north Syrian Kingdoms of Gurgum, Arpad, Malatya, and 

Kummuḫ was decisively crushed by Assyrian King Tiglath-pileser III’s army (for a summary 

of these inscriptions see König 1955).  Although Urartu would exist as an independent state 

for another century and a half, they never again intervened in north Syrian geo-political 

affairs.  The Phrygians of central Anatolia also had a brief foray into north Syrian affairs 

during the reign of Assyrian King Sargon II, when according to the latter’s inscriptions the 

Phrygians seized a diplomatic mission from the Kingdom of Adanawa that was recruiting 
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allies and handed them over to the Assyrian monarch (for more on this incident see Postgate 

1973, 21-34).  On the other side of the region were the southern Syrian Kingdoms of Ḫamat 

and Damascus.  These are mainly known to linguists from Biblical, Aramaic, and Neo-

Assyrian texts, although a couple of Luwian language inscriptions have also been located 

around the ancient city of Ḫamat (modern Hama; see CS II, RIMA 3 for the Aramaic and 

Neo-Assyrian texts respectively). 

Methodology 

 In order to accomplish the main objective of this work, which is to further our current 

understanding of how the EIA northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare through 

their monumental iconography in comparison to their predecessors and contemporaries, it 

will first be necessary to review the major methodological issues associated with ancient 

Near Eastern art history and warfare studies.  Like every field, both have strengths and 

weaknesses when attempting to illustrate our current understanding of how ancient Near 

Eastern societies lived, so when used in cooperation with each other they must synchronise 

their methods in order to create the best possible product.  To begin, I will review the 

previous studies which have most influenced this thesis in a chronological manner, starting 

with dominant methodologies utilised from the middle of the 19th century CE to roughly the 

1960s before moving on to the more modern research that has been conducted since the 

1970s.  Once this has been completed the next section will review the types of archaeological 

evidence available for warfare related studies in Early Iron Age north Syria in order to justify 

this dissertation’s focus on monumental art. 

Prior Research on Early Iron Age Near Eastern Warfare & Art I: Traditional Approaches 

 The first European travellers who began exploring the major sites of the Near East 

from the 17th century CE onward usually determined their routes based on information 

preserved from Classical Greco-Roman sources and the Bible.  Sir Henry Layard’s (1867, 
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xviii-xix) research in northern Mesopotamia began in this manner, as he alluded to the 

Biblical origins of his research in Nineveh and Its Remains published in 1849.  What started 

as a Biblical based project quickly became something else as soon as Layard and his main 

competitor of the time Paul-Émile Botta started sending reports of their discoveries back to 

London and Paris respectively.  For the literate western European of the 1840s reading about 

their archaeological adventures was similar to the dreamy, exotic stories of the Orient popular 

at the time, like The Thousand and One Nights (Bohrer 2003, 3).  Layard’s (1867, 1-2) 

narrative fed those desires directly with passages about his initial travels through northern 

Mesopotamia with compatriot Edward Ledwich Mitford: “We were both equally careless of 

comfort and unmindful of danger.  We rode alone; our arms were our only protection; a 

valise behind our saddles was our wardrobe, and we tended our own horses, except when 

relieved from the duty by the hospitable inhabitants of a Turcoman village or an Arab tent… I 

look back with feelings of grateful delight to those happy days when, free and unheeded, we 

left at dawn the humble cottage or cheerful tent…  [and] found ourselves, as the sun went 

down, under some hoary ruin tenanted by the wandering Arab, or in some crumbling village 

still bearing a well-known name.” 

The first Assyrian bas-reliefs uncovered by Botta at Khorsabad and Layard at Nimrud 

were immediately associated with the exploration of this new Oriental dream world and 

quickly whisked away to the Louvre and British Museums.  Layard’s combination of 

archaeological prowess with his literary and publicising skills allowed him to become an 

overnight sensation to the point that he was able to start a political career in 1852 that lasted 

until his appointment as Great Britain’s ambassador to the Ottoman Empire ended in 1880.  

Layard’s famously successful career and the massive amount of archaeological material his 

workers unearthed ensured that potential excavators from the western hemisphere would be 

inspired to pursue Near Eastern studies for generations to come. 
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This next group of archaeologists largely continued along the lines pioneered by Botta 

and Layard, expanding their excavations to new sites across the entire region.  This included 

multiple northern Syrian sites such as Carchemish (1876), Zincirli (1888), Tell Halaf (1899), 

and Sakçagözü (1908).  While more and more finds began to flow from the Near East into the 

museums of Europe and North America, these materials were slowly being catalogued, 

published, and then presented to academic level societies such as Reverend Sayce’s 

aforementioned Society of Biblical Archaeology.  Many of the initial excavators also 

followed the publishing example of Layard by contributing overall histories of different areas 

within the Near East, such as Hugo Winckler’s Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens (1892) 

and John Garstang’s Land of the Hittites (1910). 

These first attempts to construct the history of the region broadly covered what 

evidence was known and often attempted to make inferences about their societies of interest, 

but often quickly ran aground when trying to speculate about more specialised topics such as 

warfare.  This was the state of the field when Walther Manitius produced his “Das stehende 

Heer der Assyrer-Könige und seine Organisation” in 1910.  Manitius’ article is often cited as 

the first specialised work of ancient Near Eastern warfare studies because he collected all the 

previous inferences about the organisation of the Neo-Assyrian army from authors such as 

Layard (1867), Winckler (1892), and W.M. Müller (1893), then presented his own arguments 

in detail.  The discussions of the time had largely centred on whether the Neo-Assyrians 

mainly employed a standing army or a professional mercenary force.  Manitius (1910, 101-

149) systematically assessed and countered both of these arguments by analysing the usage of 

the term kiṣir šarrūti in the available texts of the time to establish that the Neo-Assyrian army 

was mostly composed of levied militias until the reign of Tiglath-pileser III, when they 

became more professionalised.  Manitius (1910, 117) saw his article as just the beginning of 

his research which “would present the development of the whole military world of the 
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Assyrians, exploiting the entire available material in literature and sculpture.”  This proposed 

research would have been over 60 years ahead of its time had he been able to continue with 

it, but unfortunately his plans were derailed by the outbreak of World War I. 

 The events of the world war and ensuing Turkish War of Independence combined to 

implode the Ottoman Empire from within by 1922, creating a new world order that all Near 

Eastern archaeologists had to operate within.  Although foreign travel during this period was 

in the vast majority of cases out of the question, scholars such as E.A. Wallis Budge (1914) 

and Leonard King (1915) worked diligently to assemble full catalogues of iconographic 

evidence organised by site or placed into context by the textual inscriptions of a given ruler.  

Although they were quite limited in scope compared to the breadth of topics discussed by 

Layard’s and Winckler’s books, their publications laid the beginning foundations for future 

ancient Near Eastern art history research. 

A second golden age of archaeology commenced from the late 1920s to 1939, with 

archaeologists working on two fronts to excavate in new locations such as Til-Barsip (1929) 

and Arslantepe (1930) while at the same time producing the first region wide collections of 

art historical artefacts (e.g. Gadd 1936’s collection of Late Assyrian sculptures).  For the 

purposes of this thesis the most influential regional art history from this period was Ekrim 

Akurgal’s Späthethitischen Bildkunst, first distributed in 1949.  A German educated Turkish 

archaeologist who was able to conduct his studies largely isolated from the deadly chaos that 

characterised the era, Akurgal was one of the main proponents in German language academia 

of the mid-20th century CE that Neo-Hittite monumental artwork could be placed into their 

temporal contexts by cross-comparing the stylistic details of the reliefs with each other.  His 

overall intention was not only to chronologically organise the information from Neo-Hittite 

contexts, but to also assess when Assyrian artistic influence became more prevalent on the 

monuments (Orthmann 1971, 15).  Based on these criteria Akurgal (1949, 139-143) split his 
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Neo-Hittite artwork between c.1200-700 BCE into three eras which, in his opinion, showed 

progressively more Assyrian influence in the art.  Although Akurgal’s research has remained 

influential in Neo-Hittite circles since its publication, his approaches have never been 

universally accepted for several reasons.  First of all, he omitted a large amount of Neo-

Hittite artefacts from the region that had already been uncovered.  The other major issue with 

his book was the temporal approach itself, which archaeologist such as Ernst Herzfeld (1930, 

138) felt did not work in Neo-Hittite contexts because there was no established chronology 

for when their artistic styles were first developed.  Herzfeld’s reservations have been shared 

by later archaeologists such as Mario Liverani (2012, 341-344), who by using a more 

ceramics based chronology of the Lions’ Gate artwork has sought to move Akurgal’s initially 

proposed dates by nearly three centuries.  Thus while his influence can be felt in the field of 

Early Iron Age northern Syrian archaeology to this day, there was plenty of room for 

improvement from his successors. 

The regional art histories constructed by Gadd and Akurgal during the late 1930s and 

1940s laid the final framework which Henri Frankfort used to create the first overall history 

of art in the ancient Near East (1954).  Although as outlined above Near Eastern historians 

already had a long tradition of using iconographic evidence in their studies, Frankfort was the 

first that wished to study the artwork for their pure evolution of artistic styles, techniques, and 

genres, although he did not approach related topics like art theory or composition (Uehlinger 

2007, 176-177).  When assessed strictly as a catalogue Frankfort’s work must be considered 

an unqualified success, as he seamlessly organised the major sources of evidence from Early 

Bronze Age Sumer down to the Phoenicians of Early Iron Age southern Syria into one 

concise volume. He then compared and contrasted the evidence from each to create an 

understanding of an ancient Near Eastern art tradition that was on par with similar studies 

from Classical eras.  This did come with caveats, however.  Frankfort (1954, 11-12) felt the 
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Egyptian and Mesopotamian artistic traditions were the only two that showed enough 

continuity to discuss as a unified whole, while the other areas of the region including 

Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, and Persia did not feature enough “originality nor artistic maturity” 

and were best “treated as peripheral regions where art reflected- within narrow limits- the 

contemporary achievements of Egypt and Mesopotamia.”  He pursued this thought process in 

his brief discussions of Early Iron Age north Syrian artwork, which he believed was “fostered 

by a number of princelings of Syrian, Aramaean, and Hittite extraction who wished to 

emulate the royal setting of the Assyrian kings” (Frankfort 1954, 280).  Frankfort’s 

Mesopotamia centric approach appealed to several of his contemporaries including André 

Parrot (1961) and Anton Moortgat (1969), who combined to produce a series of books in the 

1960s that further explored the relationships between the artistic techniques, literature, and 

music of Mesopotamia, with special focuses being placed on Sumerian traditions in the 

Bronze Age and Neo-Assyrian traditions of the Early Iron Age.  Like Frankfort, Moortgat 

(1969, ix-x) noted that Mesopotamian art formed “the central classical stem of ancient Near 

Eastern art, in comparison with which all the other arts, such as that of the Elamites, Hittites, 

or Phoenicians, were of only peripheral importance,” but unlike his predecessor believed 

these outside influences could have tangible impacts on mainstream Mesopotamian art.  

According to Moortgat (1969, 125-143) one of the largest creative influences on Late 

Assyrian art and architecture were the Aramaean states of northern Syria, so strong that he 

felt the remains associated with Ashurnasirpal II’s palace at Nimrud were best explained as a 

Middle Assyrian and Aramaean fusion rather than simply as an Assyrian invention.  While 

the approaches of Parrot, Moortgat, and especially Frankfort deserve plaudits for being the 

core founders of their discipline, their obvious Mesopotamian bias and the very subjective 

nature of their artistic explanations ensured their research would be investigated thoroughly 

in the following decades. 
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 One of the first fields Frankfort’s 1954 book had an impact on was ancient Near 

Eastern warfare studies via Yigael Yadin (1963).  Following the success of Manitius’ 1910 

article, studies of warfare in the era had largely been carried out along philological lines 

throughout the world wars period, although understandably interest in military history topics 

in general waned to some extent in the wake of these conflicts.  Yadin’s Art of Warfare 

represented a stern methodological challenge to the text experts because instead of focusing 

on histories of conflicts reconstructed from inscriptions, Yadin was of the opinion that the 

illustrated monuments were “in some ways, the most important for a study of ancient warfare 

(Yadin 1963, 25).”  While he did not dismiss the potential of textual and material evidence 

completely, his arguments were so iconography centric he left himself reliant on the biases 

purported by art historians such as Frankfort and Parrot, especially their emphasis on 

analysing the artistic traditions of Egypt and Mesopotamia over what they considered the 

more peripheral regions of the ancient Near East.  Thus Yadin relied heavily on Egyptian and 

Neo-Assyrian art sources as well, while including no texts and only eleven images from Early 

Iron Age northern Syrian contexts.  Yadin’s (1963, 1-24) work was also limited in terms of 

warfare studies as he focused almost exclusively on tactical matters such as weapons and 

armour over other aspects of conflicts, such as army recruitment and potential non-violent 

grand strategies. 

Prior Research on Early Iron Age Near Eastern Warfare & Art II: Investigations into 

Historical Context 

With ancient Near Eastern art history and warfare studies firmly established, by the 

1970s the academic communities associated with these disciplines had shifted their attention 

to re-examining the original speculations made by scholars such as Akurgal, Frankfort, 

Yadin, and Moortgat, challenging their initial suppositions with more region or topic specific 

context.  For Early Iron Age northern Syrian iconography this process started in earnest in 
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1971 when Winfried Orthmann published his Untersuchungen zur Späthethitischen Kunst.  

Orthmann’s work was the direct successor to Akurgal’s Späthethitischen Bildkunst and 

greatly expanded on his predecessor’s research by conducting a thorough two part 

investigation on all aspects of Neo-Hittite art from chronology to scene types.  Unlike 

Akurgal, Orthmann backed up his arguments with a massive catalogue of every known piece 

of north Syrian monumental iconography at the time that he used as his basis for studying the 

reliefs both as individual pieces and in their context based groups.  Orthmann’s catalogue 

alone has made Untersuchungen a vital source for anyone who has attempted to use Early 

Iron Age north Syrian iconography in their publications since, but some of his other 

arguments have failed to stand the test of time.  Like Akurgal, Orthmann (1971, 12-18) was 

very concerned with establishing a temporal dating system that compared and contrasted 

northern Syrian with Neo-Assyrian evidence.  However, unlike Akurgal and Frankfort he was 

less certain if the artwork could be chronologically organised by its apparent Assyrian 

influence.  Orthmann also used very few non-monumental material remains, limited Late 

Assyrian texts, and was unlucky enough to publish his work just before the content of the 

Luwian hieroglyphic texts began to be explored in depth by Anna Morpurgo Davies and John 

David Hawkins (see especially Hawkins 1979, Davies & Hawkins 1978, Hawkins 1972). 

Right around the same time Orthmann was presenting his full catalogue to the 

scholarly world, Julian Reade was busy reshaping the approaches of his own field by 

assessing how conflict studies should be approached in his 1972 article “The Neo-Assyrian 

Court and Army: Evidence from the Sculptures.”  Reade’s (1972, 108) main objective was to 

improve the coordination between Early Iron Age warfare studies and the iconography 

represented on the Neo-Assyrian sculptures.  Since Manitius’ 1910 article coordination 

between the two disciplines had gradually slackened.  Art history based speculation such as 

the hypothesis by Moortgat about how Near Eastern imagery could be perceived through the 
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lens of Tammuz mythology met with harsh criticism from philologists such as F.R. Kraus, 

leading to distrust between specialists in the descriptive abilities of their respective evidence 

types (Uehlinger 2007, 177-179).  Reade (1972, 87) was well aware of this schism and 

thoroughly believed the Neo-Assyrian sculptures were “somewhat difficult to use as a 

historical source,” but felt the images could be used in cooperation with textual source when 

contextualised properly.  Reade’s plea for a more unified methodological approach has been 

answered by subsequent Assyriologists such as Stephanie Dalley (1985), J.N. Postgate 

(2000), and Davide Nadali (2005, 2010). 

In order for there to be any possibility of correlating northern Syria’s texts and 

iconography together in a similar manner, it will be necessary to briefly survey the process 

which led to the decipherment of EIA northern Syria’s Luwian texts.  Remains with Luwian 

hieroglyphic inscriptions on them have been associated with the region ever since the first 

full scale excavations began in the late 19th century CE, but even by the late 1940s they had 

only been partially translated.  This began to change in 1947 when the Karatepe bilingual 

stele was discovered, with the previously known Phoenician text on the artefact serving as a 

translatory base for the Luwian hieroglyphics.  This sparked a new series of research into the 

inscriptions that was initiated by a seminar Professor Leonard Palmer hosted in the mid-

1960s, with notable attendees including Oliver Gurney, Jill Hart, Anna Morpurgo Davies, and 

John David Hawkins (Davies & Hawkins 1987, 267).  Their research was aided significantly 

by several other notable linguists who were working on the finer details of transliterating and 

translating the texts including Emmanuel Laroche (1960), Piero Meriggi (1966, 1967, 1975), 

and Frank Starke (1985).  Davies and especially Hawkins took the lead on revising and 

developing the EIA Luwian translations, which the latter scholar had already collected into a 

preliminary unpublished corpus form by the late 1980s.  The stated objective of this new 

corpus was to “accompany the publications of the texts with new transliterations and 
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translations, commentary and bibliography” (Davies & Hawkins 1987, 269-270).  The 

ensuing Corpus published in 2000 followed through on this promise by organising all the 

Early Iron Age inscriptions known at the time from ten northern Syrian and south-eastern 

Anatolian areas (Karatepe, Karkamiš, Tell Ahmar, Maraş, Malatya, Commagane (Kummuḫ), 

Amuq (Patin), Aleppo, Hama, and Tabal) into two volumes, complete with a concise history 

of the region and archaeological exploration of each.  This book is well beyond any reproach, 

but despite Hawkins’ research limits remain on what information can be gleaned from our 

knowledge of Luwian linguistics.  The inscriptions are relatively few in number and gathered 

from hundreds of different contexts across the region.  As such, they do not offer as detailed 

of a look into ancient life as the massive text libraries that were uncovered at sites such as 

Boğazköy.  This means writing an overall history of the era exclusively from the perspective 

of Luwian texts is still nearly impossible.  However, these inscriptions can be a very valuable 

ally when used in cooperation with other source types such as north Syria’s monumental art. 

 Modern research in both ancient Near Eastern art history and warfare studies have 

continued to trend toward employing multiple source types within inter-disciplinary 

methodologies as a means of refining their respective investigative methods.  Two of the 

most important investigative refinements that have shaped the creation of this thesis are the 

art historical approaches which were introduced into ancient Near Eastern archaeology by 

Irene Winter and what has been referred to as “cultural” or “new” (Keegan 1976, Lynn 2003, 

Black 2004; see further discussion below) military history, which has since been taken up 

within ancient Near Eastern studies by scholars such as Frederick Mario Fales (1990, 2000) 

and Nadali (2014).  Despite being different disciplines, both approaches share theoretical 

similarities.  Both seek to contextualise the available archaeological evidence by trying to 

understand what constructed and shaped the material within its original context instead of 

simply taking the content of an image or a text at face value. 
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For art historians, this meant it was necessary to outline the formation process of the 

artwork itself from the beginning of the image’s composition down to how its intended 

narrative was transmitted to an audience both visually and textually.  Reade (1979b, 1979c) 

started to explore this topic, but it was Winter (1981) who truly assessed how art transmitted 

information to audiences within ancient Near Eastern contexts for the first time.  Winter’s 

article did not just emphasise that Neo-Assyrian art was influenced by a royal bias like 

scholars such as Reade (1972, see above) had done.  Rather, Winter also explained how Neo-

Assyrian art communicated its intended ideology in the form of a historical narrative that 

used iconographic images in a parallel manner with the associated text, as opposed to 

repeating information in the manner of modern captions.  Although Winter’s exact 

conclusions regarding the propagandistic functions of this art have since been updated by 

herself (1985a) and then challenged by some of her successors (e.g. Collins 2014), the basic 

tenants of her context based methodology continue to be used by ancient Near Eastern art 

historians to this day (e.g. Ataç 2010; Bahrani 2006, 2008; Holloway 2002).  Winter herself 

greatly expanded on her original methodology after 1981, publishing a series of essays that 

explored the variety of roles art served in the ancient Near East including being used as 

centres of receiving ritual action (1992), promoting the visual and physical aspects of 

expressing political power via palatial complexes (1993), and as active participants in 

constructing the visual ideology behind the institution of kingship (1997).  More recently, she 

has pursued topics such as the potential agency of the region’s art (Winter 2007) and 

analysing whether any of the iconography could be characterised as portrait in the western 

European sense (Winter 2009).  This was all done not only with the intention of 

understanding more about ancient Near Eastern artwork, but also because it was her “mission 

to be able to bring the sculptural images of Mesopotamia into art historical discourse” instead 

of relying upon publications such as the ones completed by Frankfort and Moortgat, which 
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she considered to be systematic listings of iconographic artefacts more than proper art 

historical books (Winter 2009, 255-256; Winter 1985b, 3).  Winter has largely succeeded in 

this achievement toward the end of her career, although her approaches did not resonate 

strongly within European schools of research until the last decade (Uehlinger 2007, 177). 

 Winter’s pioneering career has set the basic methodological standard by which her 

successors have sought to pursue with their own research in the new millennium.  This 

process had already started within United States academia by the late 1990s (e.g. Pittman 

1996; Bahrani 1995).  However, like Frankfort’s original research, this tended to focus almost 

exclusively on Mesopotamia as the core region of ancient Near Eastern iconography while all 

other areas were only of secondary concern.  Winter (1973) herself spent far more time on 

Early Iron Age north Syrian contexts than most in her field due to publishing her doctoral 

thesis on the region’s evidence for ivory carving.  Unfortunately, even her articles focusing 

on polities such as Carchemish were largely concerned with the commercial or cultural 

interactions between Assyria and northern Syria rather than outlining how a state from the 

latter region sought to imagine itself through monumental art (Winter 1983a, 1982).  This 

continued Mesopotamian-centric approach was largely because the state of preservation 

among most Early Iron Age north Syrian archaeological contexts has not been ideal (see 

below for more), but this has changed in recent years. 

Despite the methodological issues two major context based studies involving north 

Syrian monumental art have been published in the last decade including Pucci’s Functional 

Analysis in Syro-Hittite Architecture (2008) and Alessandra Gilibert’s Syro-Hittite 

Monumental Art (2011).  While neither can be termed a purely art historical study of 

composition and style like the articles by Winter, they were both aware of Winter’s new 

interpretive approaches to the monumental art of the period and explicitly focused on 

archaeological contexts.  Pucci (2008) used this to study the usage of space in Syro-Hittite 
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architecture, while Gilibert (2011, 98) surveyed Carchemish and Zincirli for signs of 

monumental art serving as “key elements of a built environment devised for open-air 

ceremonial events.”  The latter concluded the archaeological evidence types available from 

both settlements showed their monumental art contributed during four distinct phases of ritual 

performances ranging from c.1200-690 BCE.  These included eras where the art seemed to 

focus on 1) reinforcing Hittite Empire traditions, 2) distributing messages of power from 

rulers to the civil classes, 3) the rise of a new non-royal elite stratum, and 4) the exclusive 

refinements of courtly life (Gilibert 2011, 115-134).  While the main tenants of Gilibert’s 

methodological approach were sound and will be largely emulated by this thesis, her four era 

structure and several other conclusions remain unconvincing in the absence of independent 

chronological evidence.  For example, her promotion of Mazzoni’s (2001) argument that the 

proliferation of non-royal funerary stelae from 870-790 BCE signalled the rise of a 

previously “silent or non-existent” non-royal aristocratic class cannot be verified by any 

independent criteria (Gilibert 2011, 134). 

 The other major academic movement that has shaped the formation of this thesis is 

what has been termed “cultural” (Lynn 2003) or “new” (Black 2004) military history.  The 

first publication in this discipline is generally considered to be John Keegan’s The Face of 

Battle (1976), although the novelty of his ideas has been challenged by scholars such as 

Jeremy Black (2004, 35-37).  At its most basic level the field has an overall objective similar 

to Winter’s approaches to art in that it seeks to contextualise our evidence for warfare.  For 

the most part, the study of ancient and medieval warfare since the late 19th century CE up to 

the late 20th century CE tended to revolve around the experience of battle itself over all other 

aspects of conflict (see Black 2004, 26-49 for a synopsis of approaches to military history and 

warfare studies).  Keegan challenged this to some extent by noting that battles should not be 

divided from how the cultures in question perceived them, thus making it desirable to 
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understand the perspectives of everyone in the society instead of just the highest political 

leadership.  However, Keegan still focused the vast majority of his attention on the 

battlefield, with his main objective being to seek the gritty details of the average soldier in a 

tactical situation.  Cultural military historians such as Lynn and Black have sought to 

significantly expand on Keegan’s research by embedding these tactical events within an even 

broader framework that not only brings together the study of all facets of warfare from the 

political tasking of objectives to how societies logistically supported their troops while in 

garrison, but represents the impact each of these had within the overall structure of the 

society in question (Black 2004, 232-233).  The significance of non-battlefield factors have 

been well known to successful military professionals across the world for at least three 

millennia (see for example Sawyer 1993, Kautilya [no date]), but the implementation of these 

ideas into ancient and medieval warfare studies has often lagged behind until the late 20th 

century CE.  For our purposes, Lynn and Black make it clear that issues surrounding how a 

society represented itself in any walk of life can be used to understand the potential nature 

and form of military activity in that society. 

Ancient Near Eastern conflict studies were not isolated from any of these movements 

and have gradually begun to produce research which goes beyond simply restating what the 

evidence itself said about Early Iron Age warfare (Yadin 1963) or proposing tactical based 

answers to how ancient Near Eastern wars were won without referencing the larger geo-

political objectives of the battles (Nadali 2010, De Backer 2007, Scurlock 1997).  One of the 

leading pioneers of translating cultural military history like ideas to ancient Near Eastern 

conflict studies has been Frederick Mario Fales.  His research began to explore how to 

answer non-tactical questions about Neo-Assyria’s warfare such as the logistical tasks every 

quartermaster of the era would have had to deal with, like how much food it would take to 

feed an army on the march (1990) or how many supplies were needed to mobilise the army 
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for a foreign campaign (2000).  Although Fales (1990, 34; 2000, 53) initially lamented that he 

had stumbled into “an indisputably complex analysis of daily rations, where the little 

available information is difficult to make out when not mutually conflicting,” he was able to 

eventually produce some state of the art logistical information on Neo-Assyrian forces, 

including a general estimation of the size of Shalmaneser III’s army in 845 BCE. 

Fales’ studies of logistics were joined at the turn of the millennium by an increased 

amount of interest in the role of non-combatants in ancient Near Eastern warfare, a trend that 

was pioneered by Marc Van de Mieroop (1999, 97-103) as part of his critical analysis 

concerning the social perspectives of those who wrote cuneiform texts.  Mieroop was able to 

successfully penetrate beyond the records of royal successes in war by bringing a couple of 

texts from the southern Mesopotamian city of Nippur back to prominence for the sake of 

understanding how civilians suffered when a city was under siege.  Mieroop’s small section 

about warfare was joined a decade later by Israel Eph’al’s (2009) research into the nature of 

ancient Near Eastern life under siege and eventually became one of the founding inspirations 

behind the production of The Other Face of the Battle (2014).  This edited volume explored 

instances of ancient Near Eastern civilians participating in warfare related activities in seven 

different Near Eastern cultures, including articles which focused on Early Iron Age Israelite 

(Zorn 2014), Neo-Assyrian (Nadali 2014), and Neo-Babylonian (MacGinnis 2014) non-

combatant populations. 

 These approaches which have sought to contextualise the evidence on both art and 

conflict related levels can help us understand more about EIA northern Syria’s warfare than 

what simply appears at a single glance of each image.  Taking intricate account of the context 

every piece of monumental art was located in, as well as any possible relationships witnessed 

between them, will allow us to understand the essential backgrounds which these images 

belonged to instead of having to rely purely on modern interpretations of what the sculptors 
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were intending to render.  As was noted by Winter’s (1981) article, understanding the 

environment which the monumental iconography would have projected their images into can 

significantly help scholars by associating their roles with the overall function of the entire 

area as well as highlighting the most likely audiences which were intended to perceive these 

images.  Monumental art did not work in isolation from each other or surrounding artefacts; 

there were often other images or texts in the area which contributed to the visual nature of the 

entire context in addition to more practical matters such as their size, lighting, and location 

which could also have significant effects.  Understanding the relationships between these can 

help us on inter-site and inter-regional levels by outlining exactly how the northern Syrians 

emplaced their monumental artwork in comparison with each other as well as other 

contemporary states such as the Neo-Assyrian Empire, offering the grounds by which to 

construct an art historical comparative perspective between the regions.  These comparatives 

can in turn be used to accomplish the main desire of cultural military historians, which is to 

establish as much as possible about the core cultural values which influenced every facet of 

warfare.  According to scholars such as Lynn (2003, xiv) these cultural values can be used to 

grant societies their “full personal, social, and cultural character,” encouraging discussions of 

conflicts which focus on their impact across an entire culture instead of just narrowly 

concentrating on warriors and violence. 

Sources of Evidence in Early Iron Age Northern Syria 

 Art history, warfare studies, and ancient Near Eastern archaeology will have a 

substantial influence on this thesis, but like any archaeological publication this work will be 

most answerable to the physical materials that have been uncovered from early 1st 

millennium BCE north Syrian and south-eastern Anatolian excavations.  Before reviewing all 

the pertinent evidence in detail it will first be necessary to have a basic understanding of 

every archaeological remain type that has been found in the region since the late 19th century 
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CE.  This will help us understand why, despite different types of evidence having distinct 

strengths and weaknesses in relation to the study of ancient warfare, it is necessary at present 

to focus on monumental art in the case of EIA northern Syria. 

As was noted above, the first archaeologists of the ancient Near East usually 

determined their excavation sites based on the desire to prove or disprove the validity of 

historical writings such as the New Testament of the Bible or Herodotus’ The Histories.  This 

focus quickly changed after the first iconographic and textual sources were uncovered from 

the area in the late 19th century CE.  Intricately detailed scenes such as those depicted on the 

Balawat Gates captured the attention of museum visitors and archaeologists alike.  Textual 

sources such as the cuneiform tablets located within the palaces of Khorsabad and Nineveh 

also gave previously unprecedented insights into how these societies operated, sometimes 

even on a day-to-day basis.  The search for more iconographic and textual data remained 

major objectives for most Near Eastern archaeology excavations up through the Second 

World War, and these two source types remain the most analysed of the era to the present day 

(Gates 2005, 66-67).  The popularity of these two has largely come at the expense of material 

remains, which often form the core of archaeological investigations into periods such as 

Mycenaean Greece and Pre-Columbian North America.  The strengths and weaknesses of 

constructing a methodological structure around any of the three source types (i.e. artefacts, 

texts, and iconography) found in Early Iron Age northern Syria will be reviewed below, 

starting with the material artefact remains. 

Non-Iconographic Warfare related Material Remains 

 It is easy to forget when perusing publications on ancient Near Eastern artwork that 

the vast majority of eras which utilise archaeological evidence in conflict studies rely most 

heavily on artefacts, while specialised studies on warfare related iconography and texts are 

comparatively rare (Carman & Harding 2004, 6-9, 41).  The strengths of artefact based 
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research are self-apparent to anyone familiar with archaeology: these material remains 

provide our only direct connection to the warriors of the past that do not have to rely upon 

secondary sources mediated by sculptors or scribes.  When found in situ the context of an 

artefact can even tell us a great deal more about the society involved than the object itself.  If 

enough weaponry is recovered one can even tell the entire course of events in a battle as has 

been done at conflict sites such as Agincourt, Waterloo, and the Little Bighorn.  Studying the 

materials and techniques used in the construction of these artefacts has also been a popular 

method by which to learn more about warfare, industry, and trade connections.  While these 

approaches are all very valuable when applied in their particular eras, pure artefact studies 

have only slowly trickled down into ancient Near Eastern research since the Second World 

War and were virtually non-existent for Early Iron Age contexts until John Curtis penned his 

dissertation on Late Assyrian metalwork in 1979 (published as Curtis 2012).  Curtis (2012, 

31-49) collected together just under one hundred different artefact types from nine main 

Assyrian sites which included implements such as axes, knives, daggers, swords, scabbards, 

spearheads, arrowheads, helmets, shields, and armour scales.  Many of the equipment types 

catalogued by Curtis from northern Mesopotamian contexts can also be found in early 1st 

millennium BCE northern Syria, especially at Carchemish (arrowheads, short 

swords/daggers, bronze shield, spearheads, axeheads, mace heads, one bronze greave; 

Woolley 1921, 73-131,  Plates 22b, 23a 3-7, 23a 10-14, 24), Tell Halaf (arrowheads, short 

swords/daggers; Hrouda 1962, 50, 54, Tafels 36-37), Tell Ta’yinat (arrowheads, iron shield; 

Harrison 2012a, 11; Harrison 2010, 6-8), Zincirli (arrowheads, spearheads, mace heads, two 

helmets, small mail armour plates; Luschan & Andrae 1943, 91-105), and Arslantepe 

(arrowheads, axeheads; Pecorella 1975, 52-53, Figure 13; Puglisi & Meriggi 1964, Tavola 

58). 
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 While the strengths of studying material remains are relatively self-apparent to 

anyone who has taken an interest in archaeology, there are also a number of practical and 

methodological downsides to be aware of with this type of evidence in the Early Iron Age 

Near East.  The biggest problem is the artefact remains have simply not preserved very well 

into the archaeological record.  When the initial excavations of sites such as Nimrud and Tell 

Halaf were conducted, the head excavators did not always catalogue the original find 

locations of the artefacts.  A perfect example of this approach can be found in Tell Halaf IV: 

Die Kleinfunde Aus Historischer Zeit (Hrouda 1962, 50, 54, Tafels 36-37), which mentioned 

the existence of 77 projectile points and several more short swords/daggers beyond that, but 

only in a single paragraph without the proper contextual information of each piece preserved.  

Oppenheim’s methods were the rule rather than the exception; of the five EIA northern 

Syrian sites where major amounts of warfare related material remains were found (see the list 

in the previous paragraph), the original contexts of only some of those found in Zincirli have 

been published.  The find spots of the Tell Ta’yinat remains uncovered in the past decade 

have also been published, but are at present few in number.  An additional problem with these 

artefacts was the metal itself, which was often made of very poor quality iron, bronze, or a 

combination of the two that even in the early 21st century CE has required state of the art 

preservation techniques to ensure their survival (Barron 2010, 202-203).  Even if earlier 

archaeologists had been more interested in metallic finds, these preservation techniques were 

well beyond the scientific capabilities of the time. 

Additional problems of interpretation remain for the lucky artefacts that survived.  As 

was noted by John Chapman (2004), the differences between warfare specific weapons, 

common tools, and ceremonial items are often far more blurred than it would initially appear.  

Chapman (2004, 105-110) broke down the weapons available from prehistoric central and 

eastern European contexts into four different types: specialised weapons, weapon-tools, tool-
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weapons, and weapons of opportunity.  Specialised equipment such as maces, swords, and 

shields were ones made specifically for warriors and did not have an obvious secondary 

usage, making them more easily discernible from pure tools in the archaeological record.  

Unfortunately for scholars, for this very same reason they were also the most likely to be 

used as ceremonial or status evoking items by the society in question.  For example, 

specialised equipment that was heavily decorated or made out of soft materials like gold 

identified the individual as a warrior of status, but did not have a practical use on the 

battlefield.  Telling apart tools from weapons can be similarly frustrating for academics.  

Artefacts from the spear family provide a perfect example of this difficulty; since the wooden 

shaft almost never survives into the archaeological record scholars have been unable to use 

material remains to consistently differentiate between hunter’s spears, spears for inflicting 

violence on other humans, javelins, pikes, and lances from each other despite numerous 

attempts to do so (e.g. Guida & Fonseca 1992).  Out of context warfare materials also provide 

next to no information on the essential cultural factors that have traditionally driven the 

decision making behind conflicts because “the ability to maximize new technology depends 

very much on civil culture, such as religious, social, and political values” over having 

superior types of equipment (Lynn 2003, xvii-xix).  More information about these social 

values must be drawn primarily from the other two major source types that have been 

uncovered from the region. 

Written Sources 

 It is no exaggeration to state that the basic framework of Early Iron Age northern 

Syrian history has largely been written based on the information provided by textual sources.  

This process had already started by the 1850s, when Sir Henry Rawlinson finished the work 

of his predecessors by fully deciphering the basic tenants of what we now know as the Late 

Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian dialects of Akkadian, and has continued to the present day 
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with the aforementioned Luwian language Corpus organised by Hawkins.  Textual sources 

have taken on an increased role in ancient Near Eastern research because they offer 

archaeologists a particular set of advantages that suit the nature of the evidence that has been 

found in the region.  One of the most significant is that texts could at least partially 

compensate for being found out of context by producing some chronological and contextual 

information via their inscribed content (Gates 2005, 66-67).  This was very valuable for early 

archaeologists in the region who only rarely used proper ceramic based stratigraphic 

techniques in their excavations.  There also have been many advantages to using texts in the 

study of specific topics related to society and warfare.  Unlike the art or artefacts, texts have 

allowed scholars to obtain very specific information such as the names of weapons, types of 

soldiers and fortifications, structure and size of battle units, organisation of armies, centres of 

arms production, systems of intelligence, logistical services, and important political events 

that would otherwise be unavailable (Yadin 1963, 26-27).  It is in the latter field where 

textual sources have really come into their own within Early Iron Age northern Syria, as the 

majority of the political conquest events in the period have been documented through Neo-

Assyrian inscriptions.  These records combine to mention every major state in northern Syria 

that is currently known to us except for the Kingdom of Masuwari and even mention quite a 

few cultures we have no other information on, such as the Bīt-Adini.  As a result, Neo-

Assyrian inscriptions have traditionally formed the basic framework by which Early Iron Age 

northern Syrian geo-political history is told.  Mentions of northern Syrian affairs in these 

records have tended to focus the most attention on the political actions of a series of five 

Assyrian kings who ruled at different points between c.1114-705 BCE, including Tiglath-

pileser I (c.1114-1076 BCE), Ashurnasirpal II (c.883-859 BCE), Shalmaneser III (858-824 

BCE), Tiglath-pileser III (743-727 BCE), and Sargon II (722-705 BCE).  Thus our 
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knowledge of major northern Syrian political events is strong in the mid-9th and late 8th 

centuries BCE, but very limited otherwise. 

The information available to fill in these large gaps of knowledge has been provided 

in four other languages including Luwian, Aramaic, Urartian, and Phoenician.  The Luwian 

sources collected by Hawkins’ Corpus (2000) have proven to be the most informative of this 

smaller language group by providing inscriptions from the majority of north Syria’s states 

that existed in the Upper Euphrates River and Amanus Mountain regions (with the important 

exceptions of the Bīt-Agūsi and Bīt-Adini), as well as for a few kingdoms in the Anti-Taurus 

Mountain areas such as Tabal.  Northern Syrian sources for the other three languages have 

been harder to come by.  Aramaic language sources tended to shed more light on southern 

Syrian and Levantine events than they did for cultures further to the north, although the Sfire, 

Zakkur, and Melqart stelae are important exceptions to this.  The three Sfire stelae mentioned 

at least one treaty (or a series of treaties) between King Bar-ga’yah of KTK (unknown 

kingdom) and King Mati’el of Arpad, where the former largely imposed his terms on the 

latter’s realm (CS II: 213-217).  The Zakkur Stele was composed by the scribes of King 

Zakkur of Ḫamat & Lu’ash.  They stated that Zakkur faced a coalition of 17 rulers outside of 

Hazrach which included representatives from Damascus, Arpad, Adanawa, Patin, Gurgum, 

Sam’al, and Malatya.  The Melqart Stele was a short dedicatory inscription that mentioned 

the name of King Bir-Hadad of Aram, although it is unknown whether this stele involved 

northern Syria at all or it was affiliated with the Kingdom of Damascus to the south (CS II: 

152-153, 155).  The other kingdom with some important Aramaic inscriptions was Sam’al, 

most notably from the reign of King Kilamuwa (these will be presented in the next chapter).  

Sam’al and the nearby Kingdom of Adanawa also have had a couple of Phoenician language 

records preserved, with the most famous of these being the bilingual Phoenician and Luwian 

inscription found at Karatepe in 1947 (see Hawkins 2000, Çambel 1999).  Urartian texts 
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briefly mentioned northern Syrian geo-political events when they invaded in the middle of 

the 8th century BCE, with their inscriptions being most pertinent for the history of the 

Kingdom of Malatya and the alliance between Malatya, Gurgum, Kummuḫ, and Urartu that 

was crushed in 743 BCE by Tiglath-pileser III (König 1955, 106-115, 136-139, 150-161). 

 While these sources are extremely valuable and ancient Near Eastern studies would be 

significantly worse off without them, analysing these texts within a methodology that seeks to 

explore Early Iron Age northern Syrian warfare comes with a number of inherent 

disadvantages that must be accounted for.  One is the very nature of the evidence that has 

survived from the region’s Luwian contexts.  Although Luwian texts concerning royal events 

such as military campaigns and temple dedications do exist at a number of the largest sites in 

the area (see especially Chapters III and V), the information they offer pales in comparison to 

the thousands of Neo-Assyrian texts that provided information on everything from the names 

of different soldier types within the army (e.g. Manitius 1910) to a letter suggesting that 

houses should be built with a coat of bitumen in Baqarru in order to survive the cold 

conditions of winter (Nadali 2014, 106).  We have very few similar types of inscriptions in 

Luwian that even mention the existence of northern Syria’s non-ruling class.  Even in the 

case of Carchemish, which has the largest amount of surviving Luwian language inscriptions 

from the era, information on the wider society comes primarily from six inscriptions.  These 

include one dealing with a sale of houses from a number of locals including Urasarma of the 

city Ihasa to tarwani- Kamani of Carchemish, a dedicatory inscription of a Storm God statue 

by Kazupi, the dedication of a granary to the Goddess Kubaba by a government official, two 

separate funerary inscriptions for Ziti the Sun-Blessed person and his son Zahanani, and 

another funerary inscription for the translators Tasa and Sarpuwani (Peker 2014, 190; 

Hawkins 2000, 151-152, 172-173, 177-178, 181-183).  Any information about the armed 

forces of the region is also hard to come by in the Luwian evidence.  Although conflict 
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related events are mentioned on a surprisingly high percentage of cases, nothing specific 

about the structure or estimated size of the entire army while on campaign is ever discussed, 

let alone anything about essential matters such as how supplies were acquired or the army’s 

preferred recruitment patterns.  Thus any scholar who would want to explore the methods of 

warfare used by the north Syrian kingdoms using only textual evidence would need to rely on 

Late Assyrian sources, yet even this evidence has its issues when applied to study north 

Syrian armies.  Military themed Neo-Assyrian sources such as those collected together by 

Florence Malbran-Labat (1982) and Walter Mayer (1995, see especially Chapters VIII-IX) 

were exclusively interested in assessing the organisation and potential capabilities of Neo-

Assyrian forces rather than providing an equal treatment of both opposing armies in battle.  

Our most descriptive account of an order of battle from early 1st millennium BCE Syria 

comes from the Kurkh Monolith, when King Shalmaneser III faced a 12 king coalition at 

Qarqar in 853 BCE.  This inscription listed the overall number of chariots, cavalry, and 

infantry employed by each army that opposed the Assyrians (RIMA 3: 23).  Unfortunately 

none of these kings originated from northern Syria, so for the purposes of this thesis the 

Qarqar numbers can only be used to create a circumstantial argument for the size of each 

northern Syrian state’s army and even at that still does not tell us anything about the social, 

religious, and political values that inspired these soldiers and their rulers when they all went 

out on campaign.  In short, constructing a history of early 1st millennium BCE northern 

Syrian warfare exclusively from textual evidence is an impossible task, but these inscriptions 

can be very useful when used in cooperation with other evidence types. 

Iconographic Sources 

 Pictorial representations have often captured the imagination of ancient Near Eastern 

scholars because they combine the beauty of detailed artistic design with the artists’ first-

hand perspective to illustrate viewpoints of the past.  These images could be conveyed in 
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many forms and with a plethora of different material types in ancient Near Eastern art 

depending on the resources available in the region and the associated trade patterns 

surrounding them.  Analysis of the artwork has traditionally worked on two separate levels, 

one which focuses on the archaeological contexts where these finds were located and the 

second on interpreting the meaning of what the images themselves represented. 

For Early Iron Age northern Syria, these dually informative pieces of evidence can be 

broadly collected together into seven main categories: pottery (including ceramics and 

stoneware), metalwork, ivories, glyptic art, statuettes, stelae, and monumental art (including 

orthostat reliefs, freestanding monumental statues, and rock carving reliefs).  With a few 

notable exceptions the monumental art types, especially orthostats, have tended to take 

precedent over the other six categories for a variety of reasons.  Smaller objects like pottery 

with iconographic imagery were irrevocably hurt by the operational methods of pre-World 

War I archaeologists in the region who either did not bother with or only lightly adhered to a 

stratigraphic excavation process.  Many of these sherds have not even been published until 

the last decade, like the engraved basin piece from Carchemish that was plucked from the 

storerooms of the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara by Luisa Guerri (2014, 145-

146).  Glyptic representations such as royal, religious, and private seals have only contributed 

in a minor way to the study of northern Syrian art.  This phenomenon can be seen especially 

with the inscribed seals that have been found in very low numbers across all of Syria and 

Mesopotamia during this period, which is interesting considering how popular seals with 

texts were in Late Bronze Age contexts across both regions (Hawkins 2000, 572).  Very little 

has been published about statuettes in Early Iron Age northern Syrian contexts, with the vast 

majority of the region’s examples being found by Oppenheim’s excavation team around the 

three cultic buildings at Tell Halaf (see Tell Halaf catalogue in Chapter II and the 

Miscellaneous contexts section in Chapter III for an overview of these areas), although two 
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more bronze statuettes have been located by Marchetti’s (2014b, 305-320) most recent 

excavations at Carchemish.  Iconography bearing metalwork also suffered at the hands of 

early archaeological excavation and conservation in northern Syria.  The main exception to 

this was Zincirli, where Von Luschan’s team was able to find and preserve a number of 

bronze and iron artefacts including a couple of chariot ornaments, brooches, and decorative 

attachments to cauldrons (Winter 1988, 339-349; Luschan & Andrae 1943, 79-85).  While all 

of these find categories and their associated contexts are worthy of further pursuit by future 

archaeologists, none of them as they are currently constituted can help us define much about 

the general nature of northern Syrian warfare without support from other more prevalent 

artefact types. 

 Another important category of artefacts that has been previously explored in relation 

to Early Iron Age northern Syrian research has been the ivory carvings that have been found 

over the last century and a half in the Upper Euphrates Region sites of Arslantaş and Tell 

Halaf, along with more limited quantities from Tell Ta’yinat, Zincirli, and Carchemish 

(Winter 1987, 105-130).  The main explorer of these luxury goods in the academic world was 

once again Irene Winter, who as mentioned above completed her doctoral thesis on these in 

1973 and started her career as an expert in early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrian artefacts 

before venturing out to broader ancient Near Eastern and art history topics.  In her thesis and 

a series of articles thereafter Winter explored the stylistic similarities between these ivories 

and ones that could be found in other contexts of the era such as at Hasanlu, Samaria, 

Khorsabad, and Nimrud in order to assess the transmission of artistic ideas in this median 

across the Near East during the early 1st millennium BCE.  These arguments originally 

followed the theoretical path pioneered by Friedrich Poulsen (1912), who was the first to 

suggest there was a distinctive northern Syrian style of ivory carving that appeared alongside 

the already known Phoenician and Egyptian styles of rendering during the Early Iron Age in 
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northern Syria.  Winter (1976a, 1976b) followed and greatly expanded on this argument by 

first connecting the styles to the non-northern Syrian sites mentioned above in order to create 

a broader impressionistic understanding of the distribution of these three ivory carving styles.  

She then further refined her argument by sub-dividing the artwork into a fourth south Syrian 

category mostly based on what had been uncovered at Damascus (Winter 1987) and then 

constructed a more refined methodological structure by which artwork could be used to 

analyse cultural contact during the era (Winter 2005). 

While it cannot be doubted the research conducted by Winter has highlighted the 

ivory carvings of Early Iron Age northern Syria, employing this evidence within this thesis 

presents two large problems.  The first is none of the carvings which came from northern 

Syrian archaeological contexts can be securely identified with even the broadest definition of 

warfare related activities, a phenomenon which can also be seen among Late Assyrian ivory 

carving (Collins 2014, 620).  The second is in order to establish the stylistic differences 

between the Phoenician, Egyptian, and north Syrian styles of ivory based artwork, both 

Poulsen (1912) and Winter (1976b, 3) needed to cross-compare their evidence type to the 

more prevalent stelae and monumental art of the region. 

 While the ivories are mostly restricted to Neo-Assyrian and a few isolated north 

Syrian sites, stelae have been found across the entirety of the region at nearly three dozen 

separate locations, including especially heavy concentrations at Maraş, Tell Ahmar, and a 

number of sites in Tabal (including ÇİFTLİK, Kültepe).  This wide finds radius easily makes 

stelae one of the most widespread artistic types found in Early Iron Age north Syrian contexts 

and so they have naturally been an essential part of Neo-Hittite art history studies since 

Akurgal’s Bildkunst was first published in 1949.  Stelae are relatively small tablets, usually 

no larger than the typical modern Christian gravestone, yet when found in context are often 

packed with multiple types of iconographic, contextual, and even linguistic evidence that can 
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provide a wealth of information on a society.  A perfect example of this is the Kilamuwa stele 

from Zincirli, which not only contains a Phoenician text but also an image of the king in the 

upper left-hand corner.  These inscribed stelae can be valuable to the study of northern Syrian 

history even when they are found outside their original context because of the contents of the 

inscription, although this obviously eliminates the surrounding area as a source of 

information.  This proved to be important to the construction of Hawkins’ Corpus, which 

relied heavily on out of context Luwian texts from stelae found in wayward locations such as 

Babylon to supplement evidence known from the more archaeologically established 

monumental art contexts.  Dominik Bonatz (2000, 198) also explored these stelae in an 

attempt to ascertain the funerary traditions of the region’s cultures, even going as far as to 

suggest the statues and stelae associated with deceased kings continued to receive offerings 

from mortuary cults well after the associated leader had passed away. 

Bonatz and Hawkins have proven that stelae can be used to at least some extent in 

academic discussions of the era, a massive limitation does remain with this type of evidence.  

These stelae have been found at around three dozen sites across the region, but virtually none 

of them have been found in their original contexts.  These stelae are small enough that once 

taken out of the ground it is extremely difficult to re-establish their original find spots, so 

unless they have an inscription they can contribute very little information to northern Syrian 

studies.  This has been problematic even for the majority of the inscribed stelae because 

unless the events or people associated with the inscription are known from another artefact 

there is no way to properly date when they occurred.  A perfect example of this difficulty can 

be found at Maraş; travellers, archaeologists, and farmers alike have been able to locate over 

a dozen stelae over the last century, but none of their original EIA emplacements are known 

because they were all simply taken off the surface before archaeologists could record their 

surrounding find areas.  Many of these stelae, such as Orthmann 1971’s Maraş B/3 and B/16, 
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even have inscriptions associated with them that speak of kings like Larama I and 

Halparuntiya II, but pinpointing the dates of their respective reigns any more specifically than 

sometime in the 10th or early 9th century BCE is impossible without any additional evidence 

(Hawkins 2000, 252-253).  Thus using these stelae as the primary source in a context oriented 

methodology is impossible, although the inscribed stelae can help evaluate the other warfare 

related evidence types. 

 The lone type of archaeological evidence which has traditionally been able to 

overcome more of these major methodological issues than any other has been monumental 

iconography.  These tend to come in three major forms: as freestanding monumental statues, 

open air rock relief carvings which survived largely unscathed from the Iron Age to the 

present day, and stone orthostat reliefs which lined the walls of select buildings in the region.  

The advantages to studying these large pieces of art are obvious to anyone who has been to a 

museum containing them.  They are massive, with the complete orthostat slabs from sites 

such as Carchemish usually being between one to two metres in height and often the same in 

width.  This left plenty of room for northern Syrian sculptors to carve not only a large image 

but also an inscription that was meant to interact with the scene.  These scenes occasionally 

were meant to coordinate with each other as well, creating entire rooms or public spaces that 

were surrounded with the orthostats.  Monumental statues were often associated with the 

reliefs as well, creating a combination of 2D and 3D scenery that have created awe among 

ancients and archaeologists alike throughout their entire history.  Largely in an effort to bring 

these works of art into more tourist friendly confines the earliest systematic excavations of 

the region were often founded with the basic intention of finding monumental art pieces, so 

the archaeological contexts associated with them tend to be some of the best documented in 

the original reports.  Even when this was not the case the colossal size of the orthostats have 

often left such big gaps in the built environment of the site that it makes it easier to 
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reconstruct their original find locations than other artefact types as has been done at 

Arslantepe since 1949 (see Malatya in the next chapter).  Once their original contexts are 

reconstructed, orthostat reliefs can be used by a number of different scholars including ones 

who wish to focus on their artistic content (Gilibert 2011, Orthmann 1971, Akurgal 1949), 

their effect on the architectural design of the settlement in general (Pucci 2008), or on the 

inscriptions that are often preserved with them (Hawkins 2000).  Monumental statues and 

rock reliefs share some of these advantages with orthostats, although they have been found 

out of context more frequently (Arslantaş, Arslantepe) and can also be located on rock faces 

where no systematic excavations have ever been done in the region (e.g. İvriz, Niğde). 

Monumental orthostat reliefs and colossal statues will be the main archaeological 

evidence types that fuel the proceedings of this thesis, but they are far from perfect sources of 

evidence.  These pieces of art may be easier to place in their original locations even when 

removed, but destroying the deposits they were originally associated with has made 

establishing chronologies around them extremely difficult.  This was further exacerbated by 

Near Eastern art history studies before the 1980s (see Orthmann 1971, Frankfort 1954, 

Akurgal 1949), which as noted above tended to concentrate on analysing the artistic 

developments of the era for temporal information rather than reconstructing their original 

stratigraphic contexts and chronologies.  This has led to a very imperfect chronological 

framework for Early Iron Age north Syrian history in general, making correlations with 

external evidence such as the Neo-Assyrian texts difficult.  A perfect example of this can be 

found at Carchemish where none of the 15 rulers that have been mentioned in the Luwian 

inscriptions can be connected to the Sangara of Carchemish from Shalmaneser III’s records. 

In addition to struggling with chronological information, the monumental 

iconography also cannot establish topics of research from their images alone because they are 

far from direct photographic visions into the past.  As Winter and her successors have 
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explored in relation to ancient Near Eastern and Late Assyrian monumental art, these images 

were “created to function at a number of interrelated levels and carried complex political, 

ideological and esoteric messages and were filled with performative imagery” (Collins 2014, 

638).  These interrelated levels cannot be understood by just “reading carefully and 

exercising a little common sense” as suggested by JoAnn Scurlock (1997, 516) for Neo-

Assyrian tactical studies, but must rely on reconstructing the entire context where these 

pieces of monumental art were located.  This is possible, but will require a synchronised 

effort from a combination of early 1st millennium BCE north Syrian source types. 

Summary of the Sources 

 There is no denying the current state of north Syrian archaeological research is far 

from ideal.  Initially shaped by the desire to find more monumental art contexts such as the 

ones located by Botta and Layard in northern Mesopotamia, archaeologists such as D.G. 

Hogarth and Max von Oppenheim successfully filled their respective museums with 

fascinating finds but largely accomplished this at the expense of severely damaging the 

stratigraphic layers associated with them.  Excavations that have occurred within the past 

decade at sites such as Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, Tell Ta’yinat, and Tell Halaf which 

have employed more modern archaeological techniques offer a significant amount of hope for 

future scholarship and will be used whenever possible in this thesis.  However, all of these 

projects remain largely in their infancy and will likely need at least the next decade to fully 

publish all of their materials.  As such, some sources of evidence will have their roles 

minimalised in this thesis in favour of others. 

Conflict related artefacts are usually the core of any ancient warfare study, but 

unfortunately they have been poorly preserved at EIA north Syrian sites to the point that they 

will not form an integral element to this thesis and only occasionally be referenced.  Largely 

in lieu of properly stratified layers, texts will form the main backbone for how this thesis 
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handles chronology.  They will also serve a significant role in establishing the methodology 

of how this thesis plans to pursue an explanation of north Syrian warfare.  This will largely be 

done with the Luwian language inscriptions, which were mostly catalogued by Hawkins’ 

Corpus (2000), but will be aided by several isolated Aramaic inscriptions (Zakkur stele, 

Melqart stele, Al-Sfire stelae) and the Neo-Assyrian texts, especially from the reigns of 

Tiglath-pileser I, Ashurnasirpal II, Shalmaneser III, Tiglath-pileser III, and Sargon II.  The 

main body of evidence will be drawn from the iconographic sources, especially the 

monumental orthostat reliefs and colossal statues.  Iconography bearing ceramic and 

stoneware finds will not be used to aid this discussion because very few have been published, 

but chronological arguments based on in situ pottery finds will be utilised whenever they are 

available.  Iconography bearing ivories and glyptic arts have also been found in the region, 

but usually out of context or in insufficient numbers to significantly help the aims of this 

work.  Metalwork and statuettes largely fall into this discussion as well, although the recent 

metallic discoveries at Tell Ta’yinat and the bronze statuettes in the Temple of the Storm God 

at Carchemish offer hope for more extensive future research.  Stelae which were originally 

found or had their original find location reconstructed to a monumental art context will also 

be utilised in this thesis, especially if they contain a Luwian, Aramaic, or Phoenician text, but 

stelae with out of context find locations will be excluded from the catalogue on the grounds 

that they cannot contribute directly to a context oriented discussion.  The textual information 

on these out of context stelae will be reviewed more thoroughly in Chapters III and V, 

especially those which contain militaristically relevant information.  The rock reliefs will also 

be referenced to on occasion, especially if they contain a Luwian language text, but will 

otherwise not appear since the very nature of their high isolated rock face locations prevents 

any traditional context based analysis. 
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 This choice of evidence comes with inevitable weaknesses that cannot be avoided. 

Amongst the most significant are the original biases of the northern Syrian sculptures who 

created and patrons who commissioned these monumental pieces of art.  As has been 

documented by Pucci (2008) and Gilibert (2011), monumental art at sites such as Carchemish 

and Zincirli were almost always created and placed by royal commission.  Because of our 

reliance on the monumental art this thesis will largely be unable to present the pure unfiltered 

viewpoints of the middle or lower classes desired by scholars such as Van Mieroop (1999).  

However, as will be discussed in Chapters III and V, the messages projected from EIA 

northern Syria’s monumental art do seem to have been projected to a broad range of local 

audiences.  Unlike the Neo-Assyrian Empire, where the vast majority of the monumental 

iconography was found within palatial or interior temple architecture (Collins 2014, 620), 

northern Syria’s monumental artwork has been found in a number of different public areas 

including temples that were international centres of pilgrimage, exterior citadel walls, and in 

fortification wall gateways.  In all three cases the artwork was usually emplaced on the 

exteriors of buildings where they were intended to reach a wide range of middle and lower 

class audiences in addition to the social elites (see Chapter III for more about EIA northern 

Syrian monumental art contexts). 

Selecting the monumental artistic evidence as the core archaeological source for this 

thesis also means that some northern Syrian states will have their roles in Early Iron Age 

history accentuated, while others will be severely minimalised.  Due to containing large 

collections of orthostat reliefs the State of Carchemish, Kingdoms of Sam’al, Adanawa, 

Malatya, Palê, Patin, and the settlements of Aleppo, ‘Ain Dāra, and Sakçagözü will form the 

main focus groups of this thesis largely at the expense of their neighbours.  The Kingdom of 

Kummuḫ will not appear strongly in the following chapter because no systematic excavations 

have ever been conducted in a context associated with this kingdom before it was absorbed 
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by the Neo-Assyrian Empire in the late 8th century BCE.  Despite being very well known 

from Neo-Assyrian records, especially those pertaining to the reigns of Ashurnasirpal II and 

Shalmaneser III, the Kingdoms of Damascus, Bīt-Adini, and Bīt-Agūsi (i.e. Arpad) will not 

feature heavily within the contents of this work because none of them have been definitively 

connected to any contexts containing monumental art.  In the absence of monumental artwork 

little can be said about these three which has not already been stated by Aramaic or Akkadian 

philologists.  Another polity which will not be catalogued in the following chapter is the 

southern Syrian Kingdom of Ḫamat.  Several colossal statues of lions with Luwian 

inscriptions were located in their original contexts at Hama, but there is perilously little 

supporting linguistic evidence from Luwian, Aramaic, or Neo-Assyrian sources to suggest 

the rulers of Ḫamat consistently participated in northern Syrian political affairs.  The only 

recorded occasion where northern Syrian states and the Kingdom of Ḫamat are mentioned at 

the same time is the Zakkur Stele, and even this presents Ḫamat as an enemy of the northern 

Syrian states who Bar-Hadad of Damascus was able to organise into a coalition with the 

objective of taking territory away from Zakkur (CS II: 155).  Neo-Assyrian sources also fail 

to mention Ḫamat’s participation in a northern Syrian alliance at any point, although they do 

record the kingdom allying with southern Syrian coalitions against Shalmaneser III on several 

occasions (RIMA 3: 23, 37-39). 

Several other northern Syrian states of the era will not be entirely excluded, but will 

have their roles severely minimalised.  The Kingdoms of Masuwari and Gurgum have had 

multiple stelae attributed to them and there are even a few fragments to suggest the former 

had a series of orthostat reliefs that pre-dated Late Assyrian times.  Unfortunately, without an 

excavated context to connect these fragments or stelae little can be said about the role of the 

artwork at either site beyond the warfare related Luwian inscriptions preserved on them, 

which will be surveyed in Chapters III and especially V.  The kingdoms associated with the 
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Tabal region also suffer from a lack of excavated contexts, although a number of warfare 

related inscriptions such as Hawkins 2000’s TOPADA have survived which will be employed 

later in this dissertation. 

Proposed Methodological Structure 

This dissertation will seek to answer the question of how the early 1st millennium 

BCE northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare in comparison to their Late Bronze 

predecessors and Early Iron Age peers by using the archaeological information present in the 

monumental art contexts of the region.  As part of this goal I will address the warfare related 

textual information present in the non-monumental art contexts of the region as well as what 

information can be gleaned from Neo-Assyrian sources on northern Syrian warfare topics.  

To do this, I will organise all the monumental iconographic evidence from EIA northern 

Syria into a catalogue which seeks to identify all the monumental art contexts of the region, 

then use these to form a preliminary structure for understanding how warfare was visualised 

and comprehended by the Early Iron Age northern Syrian states in Chapter VI. 

As was noted above, catalogues of northern Syria’s iconography have been compiled 

before by Akurgal (1949), Orthmann (1971), and with the region’s Luwian linguistic 

information by Hawkins (2000).  However, in each case the methods they used to present 

their evidence varied widely.  Akurgal and especially Orthmann attempted to slide the 

iconography into a chronologically based structure that split the evidence into three different 

eras, which were entitled Späthethitischen I, II, and III.  This three-part approach was largely 

defined by comparing the artistic styles on the artwork to how much perceived sophistication 

or Neo-Assyrian influence each individual piece of art exhibited, leading to a wide variety of 

dates for these finds.  A perfect example of these difficulties was given by Guy Bunnens 

(2006) in relation to the dating of the Storm God stele from Tell Ahmar (TELL AHMAR 6).  

Depending on whether the author was François Thureau-Dangin, Akurgal, Orthmann, David 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=8&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDQQFjAHahUKEwjpnIfykYXHAhWqCNsKHcFzA5o&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FFran%25C3%25A7ois_Thureau-Dangin&ei=Eku7VenLGaqR7AbB543QCQ&usg=AFQjCNHW7xw5zCGxom9-lGeI-iKtlKf2tQ&sig2=w-Ch2BszTNm17n_VpLlXDA&bvm=bv.99261572,d.ZGU
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Ussishkin, Mazzoni, or Hawkins, dates for the stele have ranged anywhere from the 12th to 

late 8th century BCE (Bunnens 2006).  Hawkins was well aware of this deficiency when he 

started the construction of his Luwian Corpus (2000) and was able to largely avoid it by 

organising his texts by the site they were discovered at instead of forcing them into a 

chronology.  He then added an introduction to each section that surveyed the historical 

sources and chronological arguments surrounding each site. 

This dissertation will follow Hawkins by grouping our monumental artistic evidence 

by site, particularly as this allows us to focus on the original contexts as much as possible.  

Chapter II forms the empirical core of this dissertation and consists of a presentation of each 

piece of in situ monumental art grouped by site and organised alphabetically according to the 

primary Luwian or Aramaic name of the polity which it belonged (in cases where multiple 

names are known, priority has been given to the name present in northern Syrian texts).  The 

entry for each state includes a brief survey of the pertinent geographical, historical, and 

chronological information for each site.  This is then followed by a context by context survey.  

Each of these starts with a brief note about any potential relationships which have been 

identified between the scenes in the context by previous scholars, then a tabular listing of 

each piece of monumental artwork.  These listings include each artefact’s type (i.e. orthostat, 

statue), a note on any associated inscription in a language native to northern Syria at the time 

(i.e. Luwian, Aramaic, or Phoenician), and a description of the location in comparison to 

other images within the same context.  These entries are meant to function in cooperation 

with the preliminary paragraph or two discussing the possible overall scene relationships 

within each context as well as the overall context plan that visually illustrates the locations of 

the artefacts in comparison with each other.  The main goal of this chapter will be to 

assemble all the pertinent information together in a manner that will allow a review of the 

most common context types in the ensuing section. 
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 Chapter III is the main iconographic analysis chapter and begins with a discussion of 

the more “communicative” nature of these pieces of art within their original and spatial 

architectural contexts in order to comprehend the possible functions and intended audiences 

of each context type during times of peace as well as war (cf. Winter 1981, 45).  In order to 

accomplish this, each context section will survey the pertinent evidence on art and warfare 

related levels.  The first part will focus on more art historical matters such as the monumental 

artefact type(s) that were found within the context and the history of utilising these in the said 

context before the Early Iron Age.  It will then assess the possible audiences for and functions 

of the artwork as have been hypothesized by this thesis’ predecessors before turning to a 

discussion of how the context would have been used during times of war.  It will then 

conclude by merging the conflict and artistic related discussions together to see what each 

context can tell us about the potential roles of the artwork during periods of conflict.  The 

evidence in this chapter will allow us to connect the monumental artistic evidence to warfare 

on a preliminary level. 

 Chapter IV builds on the progression of the analysis by turning the viewer’s attention 

to comparable monumental art contexts from the Late Hittite and Neo-Assyrian Empires, 

with the latter specifically focusing on the collections which were rendered between the 

reigns of Tiglath-pileser I down to Sargon II.  This will be done in order to create a greater 

understanding of the cultural values which drove the populations of the areas that surrounded 

early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria.  Late Assyria’s available monumental artistic 

contexts will first be quickly surveyed, then a discussion of how these likely related to the 

warfare of the era will be undertaken.  The chapter will then conduct a cross-comparative 

between the EIA northern Syrian contexts surveyed in Chapter III and the comparable Late 

Assyrian contexts, looking for differences between the two in order to establish more about 

the functional aspects of the art as well as any possible differences between the target 
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audiences for the images in each region.  It will conclude with a quick survey of the Late 

Bronze Age central Anatolian and Syrian sources of evidence which may have influenced the 

creation of EIA northern Syria’s colossal imagery. 

 Having established that northern Syrian monumental art contexts can help us 

understand more about the topic in comparison to their predecessors and contemporaries, 

Chapter V will explore the available textual sources from all EIA Near Eastern contexts that 

can help us understand more about early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrian warfare.  These 

will be explored with two major themes in mind: geo-political matters and the employment of 

armed forces.  The information within both of these categories will be presented in manners 

which promote a more encompassing definition of warfare as desired by Lynn (2003) and 

Black (2004) instead of simply focusing on weapon technologies or speculating about 

battlefield related events.  The overall goal of this chapter is to explore how the written 

records of the era, particularly those which were located in northern Syrian monumental art 

containing contexts, can further facilitate our understanding of the primary question this work 

seeks to address. 

 Chapter VI contains the main concluding arguments of this dissertation, which will 

focus on answering whether the archaeological evidence within the monumental art contexts 

of EIA northern Syria can be used to examine how the cultures of the region visualised and 

understood warfare in comparison to their Late Bronze Age predecessors and Early Iron Age 

contemporaries.  The chapter will break down the answer to our main query into three sub-

questions, including: 

1) Can the contexts which contained monumental iconography tell us anything about 

how the Early Iron Age northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare? 

2) Can the warfare related material remains and/or textual information from the region, 

especially ones which were recovered within monumental art containing contexts, tell 
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us anything about how the early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrians visualised and 

understood warfare? 

3) Did the nature of how warfare was visualised and understood by the northern Syrians 

through their monumental iconography in comparison to their predecessors and 

contemporaries change from c.1000-650 BCE? 

While this publication may be the first one that has ever focused exclusively on Early 

Iron Age northern Syrian warfare, it does not intend to be the final one.  This thesis does not 

intend to answer every question that could be asked about the topic, but does hope to act as a 

starting point from which to develop a more encompassing history of northern Syrian 

conflicts comparable to what has been produced for the New Kingdom Egyptians and Late 

Assyrians.  As such this work will not in any way attempt to identify, provide, or support any 

previous suggestion for what the term warfare meant to Early Iron Age northern Syria or to 

the ancient Near East in general.  This is because no definition like this has ever been 

archaeologically preserved from any Early Iron Age Near Eastern context, and artificially 

creating or inserting a definition such as this from another era would be well beyond the 

scope of this thesis and very unlikely to be useful to any future endeavour anyway (Hamblin 

2006, 11-13).  Conflicts have consistently defied attempts to define them by a single 

collection of artefacts, a simple definition, or a necessary biological urge of humanity.  It is 

an incredibly complex phenomenon that, as the famous author of the early 1st millennium 

BCE Art of War Sun-tzu stated “is the greatest affair of state, the basis of life and death, the 

Tao to survival or extinction” (Sawyer 1993, 157), yet at the same time is “never autonomous 

and self-regulating.  War always forms part of something else” (Otto et al. 2006, 9).  This 

dissertation will attempt to establish the basis of northern Syrian conflict studies by aiding in 

the reconstruction of what we know about the overall societal values exhibited through their 

sets of archaeological evidence, then begin the preliminary processes of understanding how 
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those values were shaped and reshaped by the broad coalition of subjects we refer to in the 

early 21st century CE as warfare. 
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Chapter II: Catalogue of North Syria’s Early Iron 

Age Monumental Iconography 

Kingdom of Adanawa 

Introduction 

 The ruins of Karatepe, a fortified elevation in the far north-eastern part of the Cilician 

Plain, are located above the left bank of the Ceyhan River 22 kilometres southeast of the 

modern Turkish town of Kadirli.  The site was first excavated in 1947 by Helmuth Theodor 

Bossert and Halet Çambel, who were able to uncover two monumental gate houses by the end 

of the first season.  Two more seasons of work allowed Bossert and Çambel’s team to 

uncover the rest of the holy precinct in Karatepe and begin preliminary work on Domuztepe, 

another fortified elevation located on the opposite side of the Ceyhan River.  Bossert and 

Çambel’s work immediately drew a large amount of academic attention because of two 

nearly identical inscriptions uncovered on each of the monumental gates that were written in 

both Luwian and Phoenician, with the latter eventually serving an essential role by providing 

a translation bridge to understanding the former.  While linguists began to debate how to 

transliterate and transcribe these texts, excavation teams with personnel hailing from the 

Turkish Historical Society, the Istituto Centrale del Restauro in Rome, and the University of 

Istanbul under the leadership of Çambel once again commenced work at the site in 1952.  

They first focused on preserving the contexts of the reliefs from Turkish government officials 

who wanted to remove them to national museums, then diligently pieced together thousands 

of small relief fragments which were laying around the site into their approximate original 

positions as was hypothesized by Çambel.  The restoration work done by these teams was so 

successful it was decided to turn the monuments of Karatepe into an open air museum, 

complete with shelters for the gateways and a nationally protected forest surrounding it 
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(Çambel 1999, 2-5).  In the 1990s a full scale museum building was added to the site to 

protect some of the more fragile artefacts and funding was found to support a further 

excavation led by Çambel and Asli Ösyar on the main palace of Karatepe. 

Our first Early Iron Age attestation to the region is in 858 BCE, when Katê of 

Adanawa (the latter known as Que in Assyrian sources) took part in the large coalition that 

faced Shalmaneser III during the Battle of Alimuš.  Despite losing this battle, according to 

Assyrian textual sources Katê became a consistent thorn in Assyria’s side until 831 BCE, 

when Shalmaneser III was able to defeat and remove him from his throne (RIMA 3: 10, 67-

69).  After this Assyrian victory the Kingdom of Adanawa was not heard from again until 

738 BCE, when a King Urikki of Que paid tribute to Tiglath-pileser III.  28 years later in 710 

BCE the same or another King Urikki of Que attempted to send a delegation to Urartu, likely 

to negotiate an anti-Assyrian alliance.  The delegation was captured by the Phrygians though 

and handed over to Sargon II before their ambitions could be realised (RINAP 1: 70, 77, 87; 

Postgate 1973, 21-34).  After this the Kingdom of Adanawa was never mentioned again in 

Neo-Assyrian records, although it did appear a century later in the Babylonian Chronicle as 

the Kingdom of Ḫume (Hawkins 2000, 41-44). 

These small pieces of textual information from Assyrian and Babylonian sources have 

not given scholars nearly enough information to construct a full Iron Age history of the 

Kingdom of Adanawa from an outside perspective, leaving them reliant on what can be 

gleaned from Karatepe’s own archaeological discoveries.  Starting with Çambel’s (1948, 

151) own preliminary site report, the general consensus among non-iconographic experts has 

been that the site dated to some point between the late 8th-early 7th century BCE.  

Linguistically the main controversial issue has centred on whether the King Awariku 

mentioned in the site’s bilingual texts and the King Urikki of Que from Assyrian sources 

were the same individual, which if true would date all the associated artwork to the latter’s 
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late 8th century BCE reign (or reigns if there were two King Urikki’s).  Bossert was the first 

man to propose this connection and has since been supported by Hawkins (2009, 165-166; 

2000, 44-45), with the latter basing his opinion mostly on the palaeographic style of the 

Phoenician texts which linguists have generally agreed date to the same period.  Despite the 

relative consensus among non-iconographic experts on the site’s chronology, their arguments 

were circumstantial enough and lacked “direct and conclusive evidence which might have 

proved” their dating to inspire several generations of academics to speculate on the site’s 

chronology by using stylistic analysis of the iconography (Ussishkin 1969, 121).  These 

arguments, led by R.D. Barnett (1953) and Ussishkin (1969), threw the site’s proposed 

chronology into chaos by concluding that the artwork was carved in the mid-9th century BCE, 

around the time Shalmaneser III interdicted in the region (c.858-824 BCE).  They based this 

observation largely on the lack of Neo-Assyrian influence in the artwork and the number of 

correlations there were with the collections at Malatya, Tell Halaf, and Zincirli, which 

Ussishkin (1969, 126-13) assumed all dated to the 9th century BCE or before.  Winter (1979, 

131) combined the Barnett/Ussishkin proposal with Bossert and Çambel’s original research 

by suggesting that Karatepe dated to the late 8th-early 7th century BCE, but a few artistic 

styles came from the mid-9th century BCE because some of the sculptures were reused from 

nearby Domuztepe which had been originally constructed during that century.  Winter’s 

theory combined what was known about the stratigraphy of both sites rather well but had one 

significant flaw: it was based on the circumstantial evidence from the Barnett/Ussishkin 

proposal that the artwork from Karatepe and Domuztepe dated to the mid-9th century or 

before because it lacked Neo-Assyrian influence and could be compared to the collections at 

Malatya, Tell Halaf, and Zincirli.  As will be noted below the chronologies associated with all 

three of these sites have been challenged by the construction of more properly grounded 

ceramic based stratigraphies since the publication of Winter’s article, stratigraphies which 
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have proven the monuments at Malatya and Zincirli were still being used even after contact 

with the Neo-Assyrian Empire.  Çambel (2003, 141-144) reaffirmed her 1948 article in 2003 

by stating that Karatepe’s iconography could not have been carved before c.709 BCE.  

Although Winter’s reuse hypothesis cannot be disproven by the evidence, this thesis will 

largely limit its attempts to understand the iconography from the Kingdom of Adanawa to the 

late 8th-early 7th century BCE date range proposed by Karatepe’s original excavation team. 

Adanawa Context #1: North Gate 

 

Karatepe: North Gate (after Çambel 2003, Abb.27) 

Bossert and Çambel’s initial excavation in 1947 located a large fortification wall 

protecting a 430 by 190 metre area with two gates, one on the north-northeast wall section 

facing toward the Amanus Gates pass and the other on the south-southeast wall section facing 

toward the eastern Cilician Plain (Çambel 1948, 149).  Visitors who had just made the trek 

from the Upper Euphrates Valley who wished to enter the city via the northern gateway 

would have first entered into a five metre wide north to south running hallway before 

encountering an open courtyard area that preceded the entry to the gatehouse itself.  Thanks 
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in large part to the efforts of Çambel (2003) and her associates the artwork from the majority 

of the hallway and on both sides of the courtyard has been reconstructed.  The artwork in 

both the northern and southern gates was accompanied by the Phoenician and Luwian 

language inscriptions collected together and presented by Hawkins (2000, 48-58) as 

KARATEPE 1.  They combined to discuss the life and times of “Azatiwata the Sun-Blessed 

man, whom Awariku the Adanawean king promoted.”  According to this written record 

Azatiwata was a very powerful man in the Kingdom of Adanawa that was able to accomplish 

numerous tasks in his era including expanding the state’s political boundaries with his armies 

to helping the economic prosperity of the area.  What KARATEPE 1 did not do was provide 

a narrative description which defined how (or even if) the artwork was meant to coordinate 

with Azatiwata’s overall storyline, thus complicating attempts to identify the exact nature of 

the characters within the images.  The hallway was lined with two separate series of 

orthostats (North Gate 3-7 on the eastern wall and NG 10-16 on the western side) that were 

flanked by two separate sets of portal statues, with the lion statues NG 2 and 9 anchoring the 

northern entrance to the gate while the sphinxes represented by NG 8 and 17 marked the 

southern boundary of the hallway’s artwork before reaching the gateway’s antechamber area 

to the south.  NG 1 also appeared in this area, directly adjacent to the portal lion NG 2 on the 

eastern portion of the northern gate’s wall.  Neither set of orthostats displayed any obvious 

signs of visual coordination with their adjacent neighbours, with the illustrations instead 

presenting a random selection of themes including ones featuring violence (NG 1, 5, 7) 

hunting (bottom half of NG 3, NG 6, 11, 13), civilians (top half of NG 3, NG 4, 14, 16), and 

mythology (NG 10, 12, 15).  All but two of the orthostats on the eastern wall (NG 5-6 being 

the exceptions) featured an inscribed register system with a dividing ground line running 

down the middle of the illustration that separated the upper and lower halves of the image 
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from each other, which might have been a way to provide two sets of iconography for the 

gate while only using the surface of one orthostat. 

 Once visitors had ventured roughly 12 metres into the complex the walls opened out 

into an antechamber area that was lined with artwork along every wall.  The right (western) 

side of this antechamber area was slightly larger than the left (eastern) side, but both had their 

artwork arranged in similar manners.  Each side of the northern entrance into the open area 

was flanked by orthostats illustrating sphinxes (NG 18, 29) that were facing directly toward 

each other across the pathway.  For those who decided to venture to the left first, another 

series of orthostats (NG 19-27) that were clearly emplaced at the same time but shared only 

minimal visual coordination with each other would have been visible.  The northern wall of 

the east wing consisted of a three man chariot representation (NG 19) and then a heavily 

damaged orthostat with an unidentified character (NG 20) before turning toward the eastern 

wall orthostats.  NG 21-25 aligned this part of the antechamber, with NG 22-24 representing 

either sacrificial (NG 22) or religious scenes (NG 23-24) and the other two orthostats also 

possibly representing individual deities, although this cannot be confirmed by the images.  

The final two orthostats along the southern wall of the eastern antechamber featured birds, 

with the heavily damaged orthostat NG 26 illustrating what appeared to be a bird’s wing and 

NG 27 more clearly representing a man who may have been trying to club a bird in the head.  

This would have been a bizarre way to injure or kill a flying creature in an era that knew the 

bow very well, so it is possible this scene had more religious connotations as well.  The 

eastern chamber’s iconography was finished off by NG 28, which was a portal lion that was 

meant to visually cooperate with NG 43 across the pathway in the western antechamber.  13 

orthostats (NG 30-42) lined the three walls of this part of the antechamber, with NG 30-32 

appearing on the northern wall, NG 33-37 on the western wall and NG 38-42 on the southern 

wall before ending with the aforementioned portal lion NG 43.  The two main themes that 
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appeared among these pieces of art were processions of humans either cooperating with or 

sacrificing animals, with NG 31-32 and NG 35-41 all illustrating humans walking in 

procession like manner (NG 31, 35-39, 41) or in the presence of animals (NG 31-32, 39-40).  

The exceptions to this rule were NG 30 with an image of a deity with two monkeys that was 

clearly modelled along the same lines as NG 10 in the entrance hall, NG 33 with two helmet 

and shield wearing characters that could have been fighting a duel with each other, NG 34 

with two goats around a possible piece of vegetation or an unknown ritual symbol in the 

centre, and the illustration of a ship on NG 42, although even this featured a school of fish 

swimming quite prominently below it. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000)  

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

North Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/31 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 0 

Orthostat N North-eastern outer wall.  

Adjacent to NG 2, isolated 

otherwise. 

 
North Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/25 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 1 

Statue N Right portal lion, outer 

passageway entrance 

northern gate. 

 

North Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/26 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 2 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway entrance (1st 

of 5). 
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North Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/27 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 7 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway entrance (2nd 

of 5). 

 

North Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/28 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 8 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway entrance (3rd 

of 5). 

 

North Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/29 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 10 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway entrance (4th 

of 5). 

 

North Gate 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/32 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 11 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway entrance (Last 

of 5). 
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North Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/30 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 12 

Statue N Right portal sphinx, outer 

passageway exit. 

 

North Gate 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/1 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 1 

Statue KARATEPE 1 Left portal lion, outer 

passageway entrance 

northern gate. 

 

North Gate 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/2 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 2 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (1st 

of 7). 

 

North Gate 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/3 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 4 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (2nd 

of 7). 

 

North Gate 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/4 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 5 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (3rd 

of 7). 
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North Gate 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/5 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 7 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (4th 

of 7). 

 

North Gate 14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/6 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 8 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (5th 

of 7). 

 

North Gate 15 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/7 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 9 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (6th 

of 7). 

 

North Gate 16 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/8 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 

11 

Orthostat KARATEPE 1 Western wall, outer 

passageway entrance (Last 

of 7). 

 

North Gate 17 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/9 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof rechts (NVr) 

13 

Statue KARATEPE 1 Left portal sphinx, outer 

passageway exit. 
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North Gate 18 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/33 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 1 

Orthostat N Eastern portal sphinx, 

northern antechamber 

entrance. 

 

North Gate 19 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/34 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 2 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (1st of 

9). 

 

North Gate 20 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 3 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (2nd of 

9). 

 

North Gate 21 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 4 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (3rd of 

9). 

 

North Gate 22 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 5 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (4th of 

9). 

 

North Gate 23 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 6 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (5th of 

9). 
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North Gate 24 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 7 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (6th of 

9). 

 

North Gate 25 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 8 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (7th of 

9). 

 

North Gate 26 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 9 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (8th of 

9). 

 

North Gate 27 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/35 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 10 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber (Last 

of 9). 

 

North Gate 28 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/24 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(NKl) 12 

Statue N Portal lion, eastern 

antechamber exit. 

 

North Gate 29 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/10 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 1 

Orthostat N Western portal sphinx, 

northern antechamber 

entrance. 
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North Gate 30 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/11 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 2 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (1st 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 31 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/12 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 3 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (2nd 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 32 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/13 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 6 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (3rd 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 33 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/14 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 9 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (4th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 34 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/15 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 10 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (5th 

of 13). 
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North Gate 35 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/16 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 11 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (6th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 36 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/17 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 12 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (7th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 37 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/18 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 13 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (8th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 38 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/19 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 15 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (9th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 39 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/20 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 16 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (10th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 40 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/21 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 17 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (11th 

of 13). 
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North Gate 41 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/22 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 18 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (12th 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 42 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/23 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 19 

Orthostat N Western antechamber (Last 

of 13). 

 

North Gate 43 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe A/37 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(NKr) 21 

Statue N Portal lion, western 

antechamber exit. 

 

North Gate Non-

Iconographic 

Inscriptions 

Çambel 2003: Nordtor 

Vorhof links (NVl) 3-

6; Nordtor Vorhof 

rechts (NVr) 3, 10; 

Nordtor Rechte 

Torkammer (NKr) 5, 

7, 22 

N/A KARATEPE 1 Scattered around both 

antechambers and between 

the NG 3-4 orthostats on 

the eastern wall of the outer 

passageway. 

N/A (No Iconography) 

 

Adanawa Context #2: South Gate 

The architecture of the Southern Gate complex was very similar to the northern one, 

as it consisted of a hallway that was lined on both sides with artwork that in turn led into 

another antechamber area filled with orthostats and statues.  Much of the artwork from the 

southern side of the site was initially found in very fragmented states, but thanks to Çambel’s  
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Karatepe: South Gate (after Çambel 2003, Abb.34) 

archaeological team the basic layout of this area has been more or less reconstructed as it 

stood in the Early Iron Age.  The initial hallway was once again lined with two sets of 

orthostats that were anchored by two separate sets of statues, with the winged portal lions on 

SG 1 and 7 occupying the front (southern) side of the hallway and the two normal lion statues 

SG 6 and 10 the back (northern) side of the artwork before potential visitors from the south 

would have entered into the southern gate’s antechamber area.  All four statues were found in 

very poor shape, with many pieces missing including all four of their heads.  The orthostats 

survived in better condition, with SG 2-5 lining the left (western) wall of the passage and SG 

8-9 the right (eastern) side.  Banquet style scenes took centre stage on the western orthostats, 

with SG 2 and 3 both featuring a cornucopia of musicians, characters bearing objects, a 

sacrificial animal (bottom of SG 3), and a noble residing on his chair around a pile of food 

(top of SG 3).  The other two orthostats illustrated a human or deity standing on top of a bull 

while holding an animal by the hind legs (SG 4) and an orthostat with six total characters, 
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with two armoured (top) or mounted (bottom) individuals on each edge looking inward 

toward a central figure.  While it is possible that SG 2 and 3 were meant to visually 

coordinate with each other, the orthostat scenes on SG 4 and 5 seem to have illustrated 

completely different topics.  The vast majority of the eastern wall was reserved for inscribed 

Luwian orthostats (Çambel 2003’s SVr 2, 5, and 6), but two more iconography bearing 

orthostats were located between these inscriptions.  The first and farthest south of the two 

(SG 8) appeared to illustrate a man sitting on a throne with an attendant behind him while the 

second clearly showed two mythical creatures holding spears (SG 9).  The orthostat scenes 

once again did not show any obvious coordination with each other, which is especially 

intriguing in this case as SG 8’s depiction is usually associated with a king receiving a 

procession of followers in 1st millennium BCE Northern Syrian art (see for instance Sam’al 

Citadel Area 20). 

 The South Gate’s antechamber area before reaching the gatehouse itself was also 

lined with artwork, although a projected eight or so orthostats which likely lined the left 

(western) walls in this area have never been recovered (Çambel 2003, 129).  Five of the eight 

were likely located in the southern wall of the western wing, meaning that fragments from 

only two orthostats (SG 11-12) could be reconstructed into their original locations.  The first 

of these (SG 11a) was a two part corner block orthostat illustrating an individual human or 

deity on the eastern face and two similarly dressed characters surrounded by at least five 

animals on the northern face (SG 11b).  SG 12 illustrated two human looking figures and was 

preserved clear on the other side of the southern wall. It would have connected at a 90 degree 

angle with SG 13 on the western wall of the western antechamber area.  The orthostats along 

the latter wall (SG 13-19) were dominated by civilians and animals, with SG 13-16 and 19 

featuring the former while SG 13-15 and 17-18 contained illustrations of the latter.  SG 12-15 

might have been coordinated together into one procession (starting with SG 12) or two 
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separate ones (starting with SG 12 and SG 14), but this can be considered speculation.  It is 

also possible the birds on SG 18 were meant to interact with the fishing scene on SG 19, but 

this as well cannot be established for certain.  Three more orthostats (SG 20-22) were 

preserved on the north-western half of the northern wall.  They showed a collection of six 

total characters between them (two on each) moving in a right to left direction toward the 

small character on the left hand side of SG 20 that wore a crested helmet and held an 

unidentified object out with its left hand.  The entire group may have been meant to move 

toward this unknown character, although this cannot be firmly established.  The western 

antechamber’s artwork ended with the portal lion statue SG 23 and a final fragmented corner 

block orthostat (SG 24) that lined the wall between the antechamber and the south gatehouse 

proper.  It was illustrated with two separate scenes that featured a human or deity looking 

character on each side, but very little can be discerned from the image otherwise due to the 

damaged state it was recovered in. 

 The remainder of the artwork at Karatepe was either recovered in the eastern wing of 

the south gate’s antechamber or just to the north of the gatehouse associated with this area.  

17 orthostats and a portal lion statue (SG 24-43, the portal statue being SG 42) occupied the 

right wing of the antechamber, but the entire collection was found in very fragmented states, 

with the six projected orthostats that occupied the southern wall (SG 24-29) being 

particularly poorly preserved.  The main highlights from this group were the illustrations on 

SG 28-30, which contained the bottom edge of a likely bireme ship (SG 28) and two separate 

chariot representations (SG 29-30), with the former of these (SG 29) apparently being 

illustrated with a two man crew.  Once the orthostats of the eastern wall began (SG 31-36) the 

main topic of interest once again turned to toward civilian interactions with animals, with SG 

31 and 35 showing fishermen in action while SG 32-33 and 36 contained at least seven 

images of animals between them.  This theme was broken up by the scenes on SG 34 and 36, 
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which probably illustrated a mythical scene (SG 34) and a possible interaction between 

animals and deities or humans (SG 36).  None of the orthostats along the wall appear to have 

been intended to visually cooperate with each other in an obvious manner.  SG 37-41 along 

the adjacent northern wall showed more signs of cooperation, with SG 38-39 possibly 

intending to represent the same banquet scene with a royal sitting on his throne.  The other 

orthostats along this wall (SG 40-41) could only be partially reconstructed, although the large 

top half of a human or deity wielding a bow on SG 41 can be clearly seen.  The right wing 

antechamber collection was finished off by the portal lion statue SG 42 and the two separate 

illustrations associated with the corner block SG 43 that showed a human or deity on the 

northern edge and a probable horse on the eastern edge.  The final piece of monumental 

artistic evidence in the area was a statue of a deity standing on a base of two bulls which were 

having their collar areas held by an unidentified human or deity character in the centre (SG 

44).  The associated inscription quite clearly states that this statue was dedicated to the 

worship of the Storm God Tarhunza and his Phoenician equivalent Ba’al.  The exact 

emplacement of this statue remains unknown, although it likely dominated the visual 

landscape of an area just beyond the South Gate’s northern exit. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000)  

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

South Gate 1 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof links (SVl) 1 

Statue N Western winged portal lion, 

outer passageway entrance. 
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South Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/1 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof links (SVl) 2 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway (1st of 4). 

 

South Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/2 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof links (SVl) 3 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway (2nd of 4). 

 

South Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/3 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof links (SVl) 4 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway (3rd of 4). 

 

South Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/4 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof links (SVl) 5 

Orthostat N Western wall, outer 

passageway (Last of 4). 

 

South Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/5 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof links (SVl) 7 

Statue KARATEPE 1 Western portal lion, 

northern passageway exit. 
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South Gate 7 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof rechts (SVr) 1 

Statue N Eastern winged portal lion, 

outer passageway entrance. 

 

South Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/19 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof rechts (SVr) 3 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway (1st of 2). 

 

South Gate 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/20 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof rechts (SVr) 4 

Orthostat N Eastern wall, outer 

passageway (Last of 2). 

 

South Gate 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/22 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof rechts (SVr) 7 

Statue KARATEPE 1 Eastern portal lion, 

northern passageway exit. 

 

South Gate 11 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 1 

Orthostat N South-western corner 

block, South Gate 

antechamber. 
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South Gate 12 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 7 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

southern wall.  Only 

surviving illustration from 

this wall. 

 

South Gate 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/8 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 8 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (1st of 7). 

 

South Gate 14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/9 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 9 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (2nd of 7). 

 

South Gate 15 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/10 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 10 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (3rd of 7). 

 

South Gate 16 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 11 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (4th of 7). 
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South Gate 17 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/12 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 12 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (5th of 7). 

 

South Gate 18 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/13 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 13 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (6th of 7). 

 

South Gate 19 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/14 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 14 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

western wall (Last of 7). 

 

South Gate 20 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/15 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 15 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

northern wall (1st of 3). 

 

South Gate 21 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/16 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 16 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

northern wall (2nd of 3). 
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South Gate 22 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 17 

Orthostat N Western antechamber, 

northern wall (Last of 3). 

 

South Gate 23 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 21 

Statue N Western portal lion, 

antechamber exit. 

 

South Gate 24 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Linke Torkammer 

(SKl) 22 

Orthostat N Corner block orthostat, 

south-western corner South 

Gate gatehouse. 

 

South Gate 25 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 2 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

southern wall (1st of 6). 

 

South Gate 26 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 3 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

southern wall (2nd of 6). 
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South Gate 27 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 4 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

southern wall (3rd of 6). 

 

South Gate 28 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 5 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

southern wall (4th of 6). 

 

South Gate 29 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 6 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

southern wall (5th of 6). 

 

South Gate 30 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 7 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

southern wall (Last of 6). 

 

South Gate 31 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 8 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

eastern wall (1st of 6). 
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South Gate 32 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 9 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

eastern wall (2nd of 6). 

 

South Gate 33 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 10 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

eastern wall (3rd of 6). 

 

South Gate 34 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 11 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

eastern wall (4th of 6). 

 

South Gate 35 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 12 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

eastern wall (5th of 6). 

 

South Gate 36 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 13 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

eastern wall (Last of 6). 
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South Gate 37 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 14 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

northern wall (1st of 5). 

 

South Gate 38 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/26 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 15 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

northern wall (2nd of 5). 

 

South Gate 39 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 16 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

northern wall (3rd of 5). 

 

South Gate 40 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 17 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

northern wall (4th of 5). 

 

South Gate 41 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 18 

Orthostat N Eastern antechamber, 

northern wall (Last of 5). 
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South Gate 42 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe B/25 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 19 

Statue N Eastern portal lion, 

antechamber exit. 

 

South Gate 43 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Rechte Torkammer 

(SKr) 20 

Orthostat N Corner block orthostat, 

south-eastern corner South 

Gate gatehouse. 

 

South Gate 44 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karatepe C/1 

Çambel 2003: 

Tarhunzas/Ba’al auf 

Stiersockel (Ph St/C) 

 

Statue The Statue: 

PhSt/C (Çambel 

1999) 

North of the Southern 

Gate’s far northern 

entrance. 

 

South Gate Non-

Iconographic 

Inscriptions 

Çambel 2003: Sudtor 

Vorhof rechts (SVr) 2, 

5, 6; Sudtor Vorhof 

links (SVl) 6 

N/A KARATEPE 1-4 Mostly along the western 

antechamber’s southern 

wall (just below SG 11-12). 

N/A (No Iconography) 

 

Temple at ‘Ain Dāra 

Introduction 

The archaeological site of ‘Ain Dāra was first established on a 125 by 60 metre 

mound which sits on the eastern bank of the ‘Afrin River, roughly 70 kilometres to the north-
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west of the modern day city centre of Aleppo.  The area’s pre-Classical information was 

discovered at a relatively late date compared to many of the sites that will be reviewed below, 

with the first sculptures only being recognised in 1954.  A series of excavations were 

subsequently arranged by the General Department of Antiquities and Museums in Damascus 

which were either headed by Feisal Seirafi, Maurice Dunand, or ‘Alī Abū ‘Assāf.  The most 

extensive of these excavations were completed by ‘Assāf, who by 1990 was able to publish a 

complete survey of the site’s main temple building which contained the majority of the 

currently known monumental art from the settlement.  From 1982-1984 the authorities in 

Damascus also consented to the presence of a separate second expedition that was conducted 

by Elizabeth Stone and Paul Zimansky.  No official archaeological expeditions have been led 

to the site since the 1980s, and it is unlikely any further research will be possible until the 

events of the Syrian Civil War have fully passed. 

No written sources from a known ancient language have ever been found in the site’s 

contexts (for a hypothesis about a possible unknown ancient text being present at the site see 

Zimansky 2002), and further uncertainties with the stratigraphic records from the Early Iron 

Age have conspired against the creation of an undisputed chronological background to ‘Ain 

Dāra’s remains.  Although the site had likely been settled since the 6th millennium BCE, the 

main lower town portion of the tell did not appear to have been established until the Late 

Bronze Age (Stone & Zimansky 1999, 10).  Very little research has been done on the lower 

town with the exception of the Stone and Zimansky (1999, 59, 139) survey, which despite 

collecting around 129,000 potsherds was unable to establish anything other than the ceramic 

remains were similar to the inventories at other contemporary Syrian sites such as Hama, Tell 

‘Afis, and Tell Ta’yinat.  Limited efforts were also made by Seirafi and Abū ‘Assāf to 

establish a stratigraphic chronology around the main temple on the citadel mound, but 

unfortunately this area was heavily disturbed by post-Hellenistic building projects and was 
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completely dishevelled by a 1990s trench that was dug around the entirety of the structure in 

order to support the erection of a protective covering roof for tourism purposes (Stone & 

Zimansky 1999, 3).  Based on purely the stratigraphic information we can say the town of 

‘Ain Dāra was continuously inhabited throughout the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages up to 

the Late Assyrian conquest of the area, but cannot offer a more detailed chronology of the 

site’s history that includes any information on the cultural transitions the area experienced.  

This has proven to be especially problematic for any arguments which have involved 

attempts at establishing the chronological, cultural, or geo-political backbone to the history of 

‘Ain Dāra’s temple. 

 Despite the vagueness of our knowledge about ‘Ain Dāra’s overall site chronology, 

multiple attempts have been made to date the artwork of the temple to a particular period and 

associate it with a certain cultural group based on the architectural style of the building’s 

foundation or the artistic nature of the monumental iconography.  For his part, Orthmann 

(1971) believed that the artwork was originally commissioned at some point during his 

Späthethitischen I period, which dated from roughly the 13th to mid-9th century BCE.  

Orthmann (1971, 56-59) also believed all the artwork on the temple was emplaced at the 

same time.  His theories have since been joined by the proposals of Abū ‘Assāf (1990), 

Zimansky (2002), Manfred Weippert (2003), Kay Kohlmeyer (2008), and Mirko Novák 

(2012), each of which has sought to refine or reject Orthmann’s initial propositions.  One of 

the most important of these was completed by Abū ‘Assāf (1990, 10, 39-41), who was able to 

greatly elaborate on the architectural design of the building by concluding from his 

excavation remains that the temple was built in three separate phases, the first from 1300-

1000 BCE, the second spanning the 10th century, and the final from 900-700 BCE.  This 

research has helped the architectural studies of the area immensely, but the chronological and 

cultural arguments which he accompanied this work with have not been as well received.  
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Abū ‘Assāf believed the main decoration plan of the temple was only instituted during the 

last of his three eras and was also of the opinion that the temple was ruled and operated by 

the Kingdom of Arpad from the 9th-8th centuries BCE.  Neither of these hypotheses has found 

any support in current ancient Syrian academic circles.  Zimansky (2002, 177) was of the 

opinion that the building was “clearly in existence” before 1000 BCE, a proposition that has 

since been supported by Weippert (2003), Kohlmeyer (2008), and Novák (2012).  There is 

also absolutely no archaeological evidence, such as even a single line from an Aramaic 

language text, to support the supposition that the Kingdom of Arpad intervened in the 

temple’s affairs in any way.  Fresh off his own excavation from the nearby temple at Aleppo 

(see below), Kohlmeyer (2008) was of the opinion that the artwork was originally created by 

Late Hittite Empire artisans in the 15th-14th centuries BCE, a considerably earlier date than 

even Orthmann (1971) suggested.  Kohlmeyer (2008) clearly saw Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra as 

partner temples that were perpetuated in the latest parts of the Bronze Age by the Hittite 

Empire and their successors, but unlike at Aleppo there is no proven stratigraphic record or 

Luwian language inscriptions to back up his dating of ‘Ain Dāra’s artwork.  These 

reservations about the lack of Anatolian influence on the site compared to Aleppo have been 

expressed most consistently by Zimansky (Zimansky 2002, 178; Stone & Zimansky 1999, 

139), who has noted on repeated occasions that the lower town remains showed very little 

trace of Anatolian influences and that even the temple area itself was “subject to numerous 

foreign influences.”  While Zimansky’s (2002, especially 179) research deserves plaudits for 

suggesting alternatives to the blanket hegemony of the Hittite Empire throughout the area we 

have no evidence for, one of his main motivations for pursuing this course seems to have 

been to compare ‘Ain Dāra’s structure to the projected architectural design of Solomon’s 

temple in Jerusalem as noted by Biblical records (most notably 1 Kings 6).  Novák (2012, 51-

52) also supported this assertion, but neither of them was able to pinpoint a single piece of 
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physical evidence to support their research as Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem has never been 

located archaeologically.  Thus it is fair to say that the exact chronology and cultural 

affiliations of the temple at ‘Ain Dāra are still largely a mystery, with the general scholarly 

consensus being that the structure was first built either just before or after the collapse of the 

Hittite Empire by a culture that produced almost uniformly Syrian ceramic remains (Stone & 

Zimansky 1999, 139). 

‘Ain Dāra Context #1: Outer Enclosure Wall & Entrance 

 

‘Ain Dāra: Outer Enclosure Wall & Entrance (after Abū ‘Assāf 1990, Tafel 63) 

 The temple of ‘Ain Dāra consisted of two separate parts according to the research 

conducted by Abū ‘Assāf (1990): an outer enclosure wall which surrounded the entire 

building except the south-eastern wall and an entrance emplaced in the middle of the latter 

that gave access to two interior rooms in the building, the antecella and the cella.  According 
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to the main excavator the outer enclosure wall was likely built during the third and final 

phase of the temple’s construction (c. 900-740 BCE), while the main temple building was 

originally constructed during the first period (c. 1300-1000 BCE), although as noted above 

the exact nature of these dates remains very debateable (Abū ‘Assāf 1990, 39-41).  Based on 

this information the only pieces of artwork in this context that would have existed in the 

original two periods were Outer Entrance Wall & Enclosure orthostats 5-10 and statues 15-

27, with the rest of the monuments being added almost certainly after the fall of the Late 

Hittite Empire.  The most elaborate decorations of the outer structure were located along the 

south-eastern wall, with a bottom row of orthostat reliefs (OEWE 1-10) being topped by a 

second row of statues that looked directly toward the south-east toward projected visitors 

(OEWE 11-27) on either side of the main building entrance.  The collection had a marked 

thematic uniformity compared to many of the other monumental art bearing contexts in 

northern Syria because absolutely every single orthostat represented a single image of either a 

lion or a sphinx, with only the former’s form being represented on statues OEWE 11-27.  

Despite their uniform appearance there did not seem to be any attempt to coordinate the 

individual pieces into any recognizable overall narrative manner, with the lion statues OEWE 

11-19 simply being emplaced side-by-side in a single row on top of the individual orthostats, 

while the OEWE 20-27 lion statues stood over the north-western and north-eastern walls of 

the entrance area passage into the antecella beyond.  The remainder of the artwork on the 

outer enclosure wall which ran alongside the north-eastern, north-western, and south-western 

sides of the building continued to exclusively contain images of lions and sphinxes, although 

no lion statues were placed on top of these walls.  Large sections of the outer enclosure wall 

were found in severe disrepair by Abū ‘Assāf’s team, with only two orthostats (OEWE 28-

29) from the north-eastern wall and seven from the north-western wall (OEWE 30-36) 

surviving relatively intact compared to 18 from the south-western enclosure wall (OEWE 37-
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54).  These illustrations ensured the entire temple was completely surrounded by 

representations of lions and sphinxes no matter which direction the visitor sought to perceive 

the exterior of the temple from. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Abū ‘Assāf 1990 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 1 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B4 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (1st of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 2 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B3 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (2nd of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 3 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B2 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (3rd of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 4 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B1 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (4th of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 5 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: A3 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (5th of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 6 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: A2 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (6th of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 7 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: A1 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (7th of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 8 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: A4 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (8th of 10). 
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Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 9 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: A5 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (9th of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 10 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: A6 

Orthostat N Bottom row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (Last of 10). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 11 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C1 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (1st of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 12 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C2 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (2nd of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 13 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C3 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (3rd of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 14 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C4 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (4th of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 15 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C5 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (5th of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 16 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C6 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (6th of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 17 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C7 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (7th of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 18 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C8 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (8th of 9). 
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Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 19 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C9 

Statue N Top row on the south-

eastern outer wall of the 

building (Last of 9). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 20 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C10 

Statue N South-western wall of the 

entrance area into the 

antecella. 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 21 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C11 

Statue N North-western wall of the 

entrance area into the 

antecella (1st of 3). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 22 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C12 

Statue N North-western wall of the 

entrance area into the 

antecella (2nd of 3). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 23 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C14 

Statue N North-western wall of the 

entrance area into the 

antecella (Last of 3). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 24 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C15 

Statue N South-western passageway 

wall from the entrance to 

the antecella. 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 25 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C16 

Statue N North-eastern passageway 

wall from the entrance to 

the antecella. 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 26 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C17 

Statue N North-eastern wall of the 

entrance area into the 

antecella (1st of 2). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 27 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C18 

Statue N North-eastern wall of the 

entrance area into the 

antecella (Last of 2). 
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Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 28 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B76 

Orthostat N North-eastern outer wall of 

the building (1st of 2). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 29 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B75 

Orthostat N North-eastern outer wall of 

the building (Last of 2). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 30 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B46 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (1st of 7). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 31 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B45 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (2nd of 7). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 32 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B44 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (3rd of 7). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 33 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B43 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (4th of 7). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 34 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B40 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (5th of 7). 
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Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 35 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B39 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (6th of 7). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 36 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B38 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the building (Last of 7). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 37 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B25 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (1st of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 38 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B24 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (2nd of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 39 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B23 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (3rd of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 40 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B22 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (4th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 41 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B21 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (5th of 18). 
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Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 42 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B20 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (6th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 43 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B19 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (7th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 44 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B18 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (8th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 45 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B17 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (9th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 46 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B16 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (10th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 47 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B15 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (11th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 48 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B14 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (12th of 18). 
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Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 49 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B13 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (13th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 50 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B12 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (14th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 51 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B11 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (15th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 52 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B10 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (16th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 53 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B9 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (17th of 18). 

 

Outer Enclosure 

Wall & Entrance 54 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: B8 

Orthostat N South-western outer wall of 

the building (Last of 18). 

 

 

‘Ain Dāra Context #2: Temple Antecella 

The antecella room was the first of the two main inner rooms of the temple building 

itself which visitors would have approached through the south-eastern entrance area.  It was a 

rectangular room in shape 15.8 metres wide from south-west to north-east and 6 metres deep 

from north-west to south-east.  The antecella was likely constructed during the first building 

phase of the temple that has been dated to the end of the Late Hittite Empire’s rule in the  
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‘Ain Dāra: Temple Antecella (after Abū ‘Assāf 1990, Tafel 63) 

region or to the very beginning of the Early Iron Age (see chronological arguments, above).  

14 pieces of relatively intact monumental artwork have been located by the various 

excavators of the site so far.  12 of these were statues that occupied the north-western wall on 

either side of the entrance to the cella room, while the other two were orthostats which were 

emplaced directly adjacent to the north-western wall in the north-western (Temple Antecella 

1) and north-eastern (TA 14) corners of the room.  The 12 north-western wall statues (Temple 

Antecella 2-13) continued the lion centric theme from the outer enclosure and entrance, with 

all of them being lined up alongside each other while looking from the north-western wall 

directly toward the entrance to the antecella from the south-east.  Not a single one of these 

statues was preserved in 100% intact condition, but the two front paws of especially TA 2-8 
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and 12-13 remain quite clearly visible.  The south-western (TA 1) and north-eastern (TA 14) 

orthostats did introduce some thematic variety into the collection, although it is difficult to 

tell what either piece was intending to represent because they were both recovered in 

fragmentary conditions.  Abū ‘Assāf (1990, 57) hypothesized that TA 1 and TA 14 both 

contained illustrations of a mountain god or a similar deity, although the only clearly 

discernible piece of imagery from these two orthostats was the roughly human shaped right 

foot of the character on TA 1.  As Abū ‘Assāf suggested this probably would have been 

associated with a deity or mortal human, but can otherwise provide no sustainable 

information. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Abū ‘Assāf 1990 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Temple Antecella 1 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: D1 

Orthostat N South-western wall, 

directly adjacent to north-

western wall. 

 

Temple Antecella 2 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C31 

Statue N North-western wall (1st of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 3 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C32 

Statue N North-western wall (2nd of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 4 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C33 

Statue N North-western wall (3rd of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 5 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C34 

Statue N North-western wall (4th of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 6 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C35 

Statue N North-western wall (5th of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 7 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C36 

Statue N North-western wall (6th of 

12). 
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Temple Antecella 8 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C37 

Statue N North-western wall (7th of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 9 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C38 

Statue N North-western wall (8th of 

12). 

N/A (Artwork very badly 

damaged) 

Temple Antecella 10 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C39 

Statue N North-western wall (9th of 

12). 

N/A (Artwork very badly 

damaged) 

Temple Antecella 11 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C40 

Statue N North-western wall (10th of 

12). 

N/A (Artwork very badly 

damaged) 

Temple Antecella 12 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C41 

Statue N North-western wall (11th of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 13 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: C42 

Statue N North-western wall (Last of 

12). 

 

Temple Antecella 14 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: D3 

Orthostat N North-eastern wall, directly 

adjacent to north-western 

wall. 

 

 

‘Ain Dāra Context #3: Temple Cella 

The second inner room of the main temple building was a square cella that directly 

adjoined with the antecella chamber to the south-east.  It was roughly square in shape, 

measuring 16.7 metres by 16.8 metres and was originally paved with limestone slabs.  The 

cella likely contained some of the oldest known imagery from the site, with especially 

Weippert (2003) and Kohlmeyer (2008) believing these orthostats were first emplaced at 

some point during the Late Bronze Age, possibly even by representatives of the Late Hittite 

Empire.  Seven orthostats containing iconography were found in total in the room, although 

additional aniconic stone blocks lined the entirety of the south-western, north-eastern, and 

south-eastern walls of the context.  Six of the seven pieces (Temple Cella 2-7) were emplaced 

directly adjacent to each other along a south-west to north-east running wall that cut the base 

foundation of the cella room in two instead of on the actual foundation walls, a placement  
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‘Ain Dāra: Temple Cella (after Abū ‘Assāf 1990, Tafel 63) 

that shared notable similarities with the architectural phenomenon that Kohlmeyer (2009) 

attributed to the final Early Iron Age renovation of Aleppo’s Temple of the Storm God 

(Novák 2012, 46; see below for more on Aleppo’s temple).  The only exception (TC 1) was 

located on a similar south-east to north-west running wall that acted independently of the 

main building foundation.  The images on these seven reliefs were all constructed in the same 

manner, with a central figure occupying the middle of the image while two accompanying 

characters flanked him on either side.  Although there are no surviving inscriptions to identify 

them unequivocally, based on Late Hittite cross-comparatives (see especially Yazilikaya, 

Eflatunpinar) the central figure was likely a mountain god who was flanked by either half 

steer-half human creatures (TC 1-5) or hybrid bird-human illustrations (TC 6-7).  Novák 

(2012, 48-50) believed these gods were meant to serve more minor roles compared to the 

main patron god of the temple, which in his opinion was likely the Storm God Tarhunza.  The 
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Temple Cella evidence does not directly contradict this theory, but without any evidence for 

the Storm God’s intended presence in the temple it must be considered speculative at best. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Abū ‘Assāf 1990 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Temple Cella 1 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E7 

Orthostat N South-western portion of 

the north-western wall. 

 

Temple Cella 2 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E1 

Orthostat N North-western wall (1st of 

6). 

 

Temple Cella 3 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E2 

Orthostat N North-western wall (2nd of 

6). 

 

Temple Cella 4 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E3 

Orthostat N North-western wall (3rd of 

6). 

 

Temple Cella 5 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E4 

Orthostat N North-western wall (4th of 

6). 

 

Temple Cella 6 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E5 

Orthostat N North-western wall (5th of 

6). 

 

Temple Cella 7 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: E6 

Orthostat N North-western wall (Last of 

6). 

 

 

‘Ain Dāra Context #4: Exterior Temple Gallery 

The final portion of the temple which contained monumental artwork existed in the c. 

2.5-3 metre space between the outer enclosure wall and the north-eastern, north-western, and 

south-western foundation walls of the main temple building.  Before the construction of the 

outer enclosure wall during the third renovation this area likely could have been approached 

from the outside, but then became enclosed with access being provided by an inverted 

staircase that rested almost exactly in the middle of the space between the north-eastern  
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‘Ain Dāra: Exterior Temple Gallery (after Abū ‘Assāf 1990, Tafel 63) 

foundation and outer enclosure walls.  Abū ‘Assāf (1990, 58-60, Abb. 18) was of the opinion 

that around 30 pieces of artwork were originally emplaced in this area (F1-F30 as he 

catalogued them), but not a single one survived fully intact and only relatively large 

fragments of ten could be located by his team.  Of these only five contained elements of the 

original imagery which was carved upon them, namely Exterior Temple Gallery 3-4 in the 

south-western, ETG 6-7 in the north-western, and ETG 10 in the north-eastern gallery areas.  

It is impossible to suggest with certainty what each of these five illustrations were intending 

to represent due to their fragmented states and without accompanying inscriptions, but four of 

the five contained elements which would suggest they were either meant to represent mortals 
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or deities in human form.  These four were ETG 3, which represented the feet of a man with 

the hooves of an adjacent animal to the left, ETG 4’s single human looking foot, a standing 

character with a possible piece of furniture to the left on ETG 6, and the left facing figure on 

ETG 10.  Given the overall temple context they were most likely intended to represent 

deities, although as already stated this cannot be confirmed.  The lone surviving illustration 

fragment which did not contain a human form was ETG 7.  According to Abū ‘Assāf (1990, 

59-60) this may have intended to represent an unidentified piece of vegetation, but the 

image’s state of preservation does not allow for a conclusive identification. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Abū ‘Assāf 1990 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 1 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F1 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the south-

west wall of the main 

building (1st of 3). 

N/A (no image was recovered 

from the artefact) 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 2 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F2 

Orthostat N North-east face of the 

south-western outer 

complex wall (1st of 2). 

N/A (no image was recovered 

from the artefact) 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 3 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F3 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the south-

west wall of the main 

building (2nd of 3). 

 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 4 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F7 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the south-

west wall of the main 

building (Last of 3). 

 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 5 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F8 

Orthostat N North-east face of the 

south-western outer 

complex wall (Last of 2). 

N/A (no image was recovered 

from the artefact) 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 6 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F13 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the north-

western wall of the main 

building (1st of 2). 

 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 7 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F15 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the north-

western wall of the main 

building (Last of 2). 

 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 8 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F25 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the north-

eastern wall of the main 

building (1st of 3). 

N/A (only a small fragment of the 

image survived) 
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Exterior Temple 

Gallery 9 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F27 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the north-

eastern wall of the main 

building (2nd of 3). 

N/A (no image was recovered 

from the artefact) 

Exterior Temple 

Gallery 10 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F29 

Orthostat N Outer portion of the north-

eastern wall of the main 

building (Last of 3). 

 

 

‘Ain Dāra Miscellaneous Monumental Artwork 

 A significant amount of other monumental art fragments were found out of context by 

Abū ‘Assāf’s team scattered in the vicinity of the temple.  Efforts to reconstruct these pieces 

to their original locations remain in their infancy, but their find contexts strongly suggest they 

played a role in the temple’s architecture at some point from 1300-740 BCE.  The largest 

group of these artefacts (‘Ain Dāra Miscellaneous 1-12) was found immediately outside the 

southern edge of the building between the main entrance and a well that was 14 metres to the 

south.  In stark contrast to the exterior art which was preserved on the building, many of the 

pieces belonged to three dimensional images representing humans or deities in human form 

including ‘ADM 1-4 and 6-8, with lion imagery also presenting itself on ‘ADM 10-11.  The 

remainder of the ‘Ain Dāra pieces in this catalogue were found within one of the four major 

contexts already reviewed above, but did not have their original emplacements definitively 

identified.  Three of these were found in the main southern entrance to the structure (‘ADM 

13-15), with ‘ADM 14 being located right in front of the lion statue OEWE 10 and the other 

two in the rubble layers associated with the south-eastern (‘ADM 13) and south-western 

corners of the building (‘ADM 15).  Five more artefacts (‘ADM 16-20) were found in the 

northern portion of the antecella room, including representations of two human heads, a 

human torso, parts of what Abū ‘Assāf catalogued as two bird heads, and an unidentified 

image of a deity in human form.  The most notable of these is the latter, which was originally 
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denoted as the “Ištar-Relief” based on cross-comparatives with Late Hittite Imperial artwork 

at Yazilikaya, although no inscription on the artefact has survived to confirm this supposition 

(Orthmann 1993, 246).  Although it is one of the best preserved orthostats at the site, its 

original emplacement on either the southern wall of the cella or the northern wall of the 

antecella makes it unlikely that the represented deity was the focus of worship at the temple, 

with the piece likely serving a more auxiliary role similar to the pedestal wall orthostats at 

Aleppo (see below).  The final two artefacts in this catalogue were found in the north-western 

(‘ADM 21) and south-eastern (‘ADM 22) portions of the exterior temple gallery.  Several 

other monumental art artefacts, including the ones catalogued as G1 by Abū ‘Assāf (1990) as 

well as ‘Ain Dāra A/1, A/2, and A/3 by Orthmann (1971), were also originally found within 

the boundaries of the tell, but none of these contain inscriptions or any specific contextual 

information so have been omitted for the purposes of this particular thesis. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000 

unless otherwise 

stated)  

Location Picture (Abū ‘Assāf 1990 unless 

otherwise stated) 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 1 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G3 

Unknown N In rubble that was located 

along the exterior south-

western corner of the 

temple. 

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 2 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G5 

Unknown N Right in front of the OEWE 

3-4 orthostats on the south-

eastern wall of the temple. 

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 3 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G9 

Unknown N Right in front of the middle 

part of the south-western 

temple wall.  

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 4 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G10 

Unknown N West of a well that existed 

14m to the south of the 

main southern temple 

entrance. 

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 5 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G11 

Orthostat N West of a well that existed 

14m to the south of the 

main southern temple 

entrance. 
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‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 6 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G13 

Unknown N In some debris which was 

located in front the 

temple’s façade. 

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 7 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G14 

Unknown N In the vicinity of the 

eastern part of the temple’s 

southern wall. 

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 8 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G15 

Unknown N Near the south-western 

corner of the temple’s 

southern wall. 
 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 9 
Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G16 

Unknown N Near the south-western 

corner of the temple’s 

southern wall. 

 
‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 10 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G19 

Unknown N Just off the southern wall of 

the main temple building. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 11 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G20 

Unknown N In front of the temple’s 

main southern façade. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 12 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G21 

Orthostat N In some debris which fell 

right in front of OEWE 48-

49 on the south-western 

portion of the outer western 

enclosure wall. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 13 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G2 

Orthostat AIN DARA In some rubble to the east 

of the main temple 

entrance; no other 

information provided. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 14 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G4 

Unknown N Directly in front of the lion 

statue OEWE 10 on the 

south-eastern portion of the 

temple’s southern wall. 
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‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 15 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G17 

Orthostat N Near the exterior side of the 

southern facing south-

western corner of the 

temple. 
 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 16 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G6 

Orthostat N In the north-western corner 

of the temple antecella, 

near TA 1. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 17 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G7 

Orthostat N In the north-eastern corner 

of the temple antecella, 

near TA 14. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 18 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G8 

Orthostat N In the north-eastern corner 

of the temple antecella, 

near TA 14. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 19 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G18 

Unknown N In the northern half of the 

temple antecella. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 20 

Orthmann 1993: Ištar-

Relief 

Orthostat N Embedded in the western 

half of the wall between the 

temple’s antecella and 

cella. 

  
(Orthmann 1993) 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 21 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: G12 

Unknown N In the north-western part of 

the exterior temple gallery. 

 

‘Ain Dāra 

Miscellaneous 22 

Abū ‘Assāf 1990: F28 

Orthostat N In the south-eastern part of 

the exterior temple gallery, 

near the projected location 

of Abū ‘Assāf’s F28. 
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Temple at Aleppo 

Introduction 

 Aleppo is located in modern north-western Syria, roughly 120 kilometres to the 

southwest of Carchemish on a plateau that rises above the western bank of the Queiq River.  

The city is no stranger to the history books as it was a vitally important trade centre in 

western Syria throughout the Hellenistic, Roman, and Medieval eras, which has made 

accessing the Iron Age layers of the site difficult.  The one important exception is the temple 

to the Storm God Tarhunza located within the walls of the Ayyūbid citadel.  Georges Ploix de 

Rotrou initially suspected the temple was located in the vicinity in the late 1920s, but the 

building was not fully discovered until Kohlmeyer (2000, 17) was able to acquire a permit to 

conduct an urban style archaeological excavation within the citadel from 1996 to 2009.  In 

this 13 year stretch Kohlmeyer and his team were able to uncover all the iconographic pieces 

of evidence which will be reviewed by this section and attempted to establish a preliminary 

site chronology. 

 While the temple itself is one of the best preserved contexts from all of EIA northern 

Syria (see context section below), attempts to establish the overall early 1st millennium BCE 

history of the area have been frustrated by the inability of archaeologists to access the EIA 

layers which likely reside under the main citadel and a very limited amount of alternate 

sources from neighbouring regions.  The main textual evidence for the c.1200-900 BCE 

cultures that inhabited the area came from an inscription Hawkins labelled ALEPPO 6.  It 

was uncovered by Kohlmeyer’s team in 2003 (see TSG 30-31, below) and noted the 

existence of a King Taita from the Kingdom of Walistin/Palistin.  Hawkins (see especially 

2009, 2000) used a couple of his Luwian inscriptions, including ALEPPO 6 and TELL 

TAYINAT 1, along with the thick layer of Late Helladic IIIC pottery sherds that were 

discovered at nearby Tell Ta’yinat to suggest that King Taita was a descendant of the 
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Philistines.  This would naturally connect him to the overall Sea Peoples phenomenon which 

was recorded by the scribes of Pharaoh Rameses III during the early 12th century BCE. 

Hawkins’ philological hypothesis was supported at least to some extent by Kohlmeyer 

(2009), Harrison (2009), and Benjamin Sass (2010a, 2010b), but has tediously little support 

from any archaeological evidence.  No artefacts belonging to a distinct material culture 

associated with the Philistines has ever been recovered and associating them in any way with 

the Helladic sherds is problematic as this assumes that the Sea Peoples were a series of 

migratory bands from the Aegean, a theory that has no direct support from any ancient 

linguistic evidence and was only first mentioned by Gaston Maspero in the late 19th century 

CE (1873, 81-86).  Although it is true that Harrison’s (2009, 181) team found a large amount 

of Late Helladic IIIC ceramic pieces and associated loom weights at Tell Ta’yinat, he himself 

noted that it was “clearly the product of local manufacture” and could just as easily be 

explained as the popularisation of an imitation pottery type that sought to replicate the 

designs on some of the pottery that was imported from the Aegean during the 15th-13th 

centuries BCE rather than an introduction from an invader (for a wide selection of LBA 

Aegean imports to the Near East see especially Cline 1994).  For the same reasons the 

possible Philistine connection to southern Levantine site assemblages such as Ekron and 

Ashdod cannot be substantiated for certain without further proof, although these at least have 

Hawkins’ ALEPPO 6 inscription for potential circumstantial support if this new evidence 

does arise (see Weeden 2013 for more on this argument).  King Taita’s own inscriptions were 

carved by his artisans in Luwian across the area he ruled over, which included at least Aleppo 

and probably Tell Ta’yinat based on the shared toponyms in ALEPPO 6 and TELL 

TAYINAT 1.  The assumption from Hawkins (2011, 2009) that Taita ruled from the latter 

settlement instead of the former is plausible but unsafe considering how little we know of 

Aleppo’s EIA architecture, which as noted above extends well beneath the current city. 
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Once the eras of Kings Taita I and II had passed, the latter of which according to 

Hawkins (2011, 53) may have extended his territories south into the area that would by the 9th 

century BCE be associated with the Kingdom of Ḫamat, Aleppo was likely either associated 

with the Kingdom of Patin, Kingdom of Bīt-Agūsi, or remained an independent state.  Based 

on Halab’s proximity to the site of Tell Rifa’at just 30 kilometres to the north, both Hawkins 

(2011, 36) and Lipiński (2000) have assumed that Aleppo probably belonged within the 

Kingdom of Bīt-Agūsi’s sphere of influence during the era.  The texts associated with 

Shalmaneser III’s approach to the city in 853 BCE arguably treat Aleppo as an independent 

city state, with the Mesopotamian ruler noting how the city’s army was “afraid to do battle 

with me (and) submitted to me,” but implying they had armed forces capable of resisting if 

this was considered the most prudent option (RIMA 3: 2).  Given the amount of uncertainty 

surrounding the temple’s geo-political and chronological contexts this thesis will assess the 

monumental iconographic remains here in a separate manner, while keeping in mind that the 

temple may have changed hands once or several times during the Early Iron Age. 

Aleppo Context #1: Temple of the Storm God 

The HTW Berlin team led by Kohlmeyer was able to construct a preliminary but 

detailed ceramic based stratigraphy with which to date the architecture of the building.  They 

were able to conclude that the temple was first built around 2500 BCE and renovated five or 

six times afterwards, including once or twice in the Early Iron Age (see below on the reason 

for the number discrepancy).  The vast majority of the artistic evidence was added during 

either the Late Hittite Empire period or the Early Iron Age rule likely associated with King 

Taita I’s royal line.  Dating the iconography in a more precise manner than this has proven to 

be difficult and drawn criticism from Sass (2010a, 2010b).  The team started by trying to 

establish their stratigraphy around the artwork, but not enough sherds were found in close 

enough proximity to the iconographic evidence to date them conclusively.  In order to relieve  
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Aleppo: Temple of the Storm God (after Gonella et al. 2005, Abb. 117) 

this difficulty the excavators attempted to back up their chronology of the temple by using 

radiocarbon dating, and this resulted in a statistical analysis that concluded there was a 95.4% 

chance the reliefs were carved in c.1130-970 BCE.  Unfortunately these were taken from the 

wooden beams of the building that generally give the least reliable dates and could serve as 

no more than a terminus post quem chronology for the building’s Iron Age remains (Sass 

2010a, 1; Kohlmeyer 2009, 198).  Thus Kohlmeyer resided to artistic temporal arguments to 

settle the chronology of the artwork, suggesting based on these that the artwork was inserted 

into the temple at three different times.  The first group, which included the monumental 

Storm God and two bull men representations on the east wall, three northern wall orthostats 

(two of which have been recovered), and three of the four portal statues around the main 

southern entrance to the building, was carved during the Late Hittite Empire’s reign in the 

area.  The second group, consisting only of King Taita’s large orthostat on the east wall 
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facing directly toward the Storm God and the final portal statue around the southern entrance, 

was erected when King Taita I ruled in the 11th century BCE (Hawkins 2009; see above for 

more on Taita’s chronology).  The final addition in the 9th century BCE was the northern 

pedestal wall that incorporated two of the three LBA orthostats and added 22 more to them 

before the site seems to have been abandoned shortly thereafter (Kohlmeyer 2009, 194-202).  

Sass (2010a, 2010b) challenged this chronology by suggesting the final two groups were 

constructed at the same time by Taita I in the late 10th century BCE.  Without further 

evidence these arguments cannot be resolved, although Hawkins and Kohlmeyer have stood 

fast by their chronology in the face of Sass’ challenges. 

Although the exact chronology of the Early Iron Age artwork within the temple 

remains debateable, the importance of the building to the entirety of the ancient Near East 

cannot be understated.  The Storm God Tarhunza was worshipped in many different forms 

across the region but the Storm God of Aleppo seems to have held a special place within 

Near Eastern holy pantheons throughout the Bronze and Early Iron Ages, with shrines in 

several other cities such as the Hittite capital of Ḫattuša being specifically devoted to 

worshipping the Aleppian deity.  According to Joanna Töyräänvuori (2012, 148, 161), 

Aleppo’s shrine was almost certainly ranked alongside the temples of Ištar at Nineveh and 

Arbela along with the Moon God’s place of worship at Harran as one of the most famous 

religious centres in the entirety of the ancient Near East.  Texts uncovered from the powerful 

Bronze Age Kingdom of Mari’s archives indicate religious visits by their rulers to Aleppo’s 

temple were commonplace and even as late as 853 BCE Shalmaneser III made sure his 

scribes specifically noted that he visited and made sacrifices to Aleppo’s Storm God (RIMA 

3: 23). 

The architecture of the structure they would have visited consisted of a five metre 

wide main entrance to the south that led into the main 26.75 x 17.10 metre open area of the 
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temple itself.  The first group of artwork was found along the western edge of this entrance 

(Temple of the Storm God 1-3), including statues of a portal sphinx (TSG 1), portal lion 

(TSG 2), and an orthostat representing a likely fish genius (TSG 3) emplaced directly 

adjacent to each other.  The sphinx was found in a heavily damaged state and the entire 

eastern wall of the entrance passage was crushed by a later Byzantine era building, but some 

fragments from the former were combined together to create what Hawkins (2011) termed 

the inscription ALEPPO 7.  This inscription was commissioned by King Taita, who was also 

responsible for the majority of the artwork that was carved along the eastern wall (TSG 28-

32).  Before any personnel who were allowed entrance would have perceived this wall they 

would have been able to see the beginnings of the northern pedestal orthostats (TSG 4-27) 

that were placed directly opposite the entrance.  These pieces of art were aligned with each 

other in consecutive order roughly five metres to the south of the structure’s original Middle 

Bronze Age northern wall.  Although they were all placed directly adjacent to each other 

without any significant gaps and generally faced to the right (east), they were probably not 

intended to form a narrative style overall scene.  The characters carved into these orthostats 

usually had mythological themes, with TSG 7, 8, 12, 14, 18, 20-22, 24, and 26 representing 

different types of supernatural creatures and all but two of the remainder (TSG 5, 6, 9-11, 13, 

15, 16-17, 19, 23, 25) illustrating probable deities in their human forms.  The two exceptions 

were both paired animal motifs that flanked either side of the wall, with the north-western 

corner being anchored by the two bulls on TSG 4 and a pair of lions meeting each other in a 

violent manner on TSG 27.  The only orthostat that was inscribed in this group was TSG 10’s 

depiction of the Stag God Kuruntiya with a bow and a spear (left) and Aleppo’s Storm God 

riding in a bull driven chariot (right).  These northern orthostats would have been somewhat 

overshadowed by the size of the artwork that lined the eastern wall (TSG 28-32), especially 

the depictions of the Storm God of Aleppo and King Taita himself (TSG 30-31).  These were 
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placed in an adjacent fashion and were clearly meant to visually interact with each other, as 

was confirmed by the inscriptions ALEPPO 5 and especially ALEPPO 6.  At nearly two 

metres high each they would have dominated the room, with the images of two mythically 

themed bull men on either side (TSG 29, 32) only serving to support the main colossal 

orthostats.  The final piece of monumental art that was found on the far north-eastern corner 

of the eastern wall was TSG 28.  This may have originally been an illustrated orthostat, but 

the piece was recovered in such an unfinished state there is no way to tell what the sculptor’s 

intentions were. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2011) 

Location Picture (Gonella et al. 2005 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Temple of the Storm 

God 1 

Kohlmeyer 2009, Pg. 

196: Southern 

Entrance Sphinx Portal 

Figure 

Statue ALEPPO  7 Portal sphinx of the 

Southern building 

entrance’s western wall. 

 
(Kohlmeyer 2009) 

Temple of the Storm 

God 2 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 158: Southern 

Entrance Portal Lion 

Statue ALEPPO 7 Portal lion of the southern 

building entrance’s western 

wall. 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 3 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 158: Southern 

Entrance Portal Fish 

Genius 

Orthostat N Portal orthostat, southern 

building entrance’s western 

wall. 

 
(Kohlmeyer 2009) 

Temple of the Storm 

God 4 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Erstes Relief 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (1st 

of 24). 

 
(Kohlmeyer 2000) 
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Temple of the Storm 

God 5 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Zweiter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (2nd 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 6 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Dritter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (3rd 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 7 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Vierter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (4th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 8 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Funfter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (5th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 9 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Sechster Reliefblock 

Orthostat & 

Reused 

Statue 

N Northern pedestal wall (6th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 10 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Siebenter Reliefblock 

Orthostat ALEPPO 4 Northern pedestal wall (7th 

of 24). 

 
(Hawkins 2011) 
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Temple of the Storm 

God 11 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Achter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (8th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 12 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Neunter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (9th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 13 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Zehnter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (10th 

of 24). 

 
(Kohlmeyer 2000) 

Temple of the Storm 

God 14 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Elfter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (11th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 15 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Zwolfter Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (12th 

of 24). 
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Temple of the Storm 

God 16 

Kohlmeyer 2000: 

Dreizehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (13th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 17 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Vierzehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (14th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 18 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Funfzehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (15th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 19 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Sechzehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (16th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 20 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Siebzehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (17th 

of 24). 
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Temple of the Storm 

God 21 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Achtzehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (18th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 22 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Neunzehnter 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (19th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 23 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Zwanzigster 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (20th 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 24 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Einundzwanzigster 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (21st 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 25 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Zweiundzwanzigster 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall 

(22nd of 24). 
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Temple of the Storm 

God 26 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Dreiundzwanzigster 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall (23rd 

of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 27 

Gonella et al. 2005: 

Vierundzwanzigster 

Reliefblock 

Orthostat N Northern pedestal wall 

(Last of 24). 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 28 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 119: Unfinished 

Relief 

Orthostat N Northern inner eastern wall, 

far north-eastern corner. 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 29 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 121: Ostwand der 

Cella Stiermensch 

[North-Eastern Wall] 

Orthostat N Northern inner eastern wall, 

to the left (north) of TSG 

30-31. 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 30 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 124: Ostwand der 

Cella Bildnis des 

Wettergottes von 

Aleppo 

Orthostat ALEPPO 5 Centre inner eastern wall, 

adjacent to TSG 31. 

 
(Hawkins 2011.  Left side is TSG 

30.) 

Temple of the Storm 

God 31 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 124: Ostwand der 

Cella Bildnis des 

König Taita 

Orthostat ALEPPO 6 Centre inner eastern wall, 

adjacent to TSG 30. 

 
(Hawkins 2011.  Right side is 

TSG 31.) 
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Temple of the Storm 

God 32 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 123: Ostward der 

Cella Stiermensch 

[South-Eastern Wall] 

Orthostat N Southern inner eastern wall, 

to the right (south) of TSG 

30-31. 

 

 

Aleppo Miscellaneous Monumental Artwork 

 The HTW Berlin team was also able to uncover several more pieces of monumental 

iconography from the temple area, but their precise locations on the building could not be 

restored.  Two of these were basalt orthostats of lions which were likely emplaced along 

either side of the southern entrance passage or on the southern wall of the building, although 

their exact locations remain unknown.  The other two miscellaneous iconography bearing 

artefacts (Aleppo Miscellaneous 3-4) were both found in the vicinity of the eastern wall, with 

Miscellaneous 3 being found in a pit near the colossal orthostats of King Taita and Aleppo’s 

Storm God while Miscellaneous 4 was found in a context that was located just to the west of 

these images.  Kohlmeyer (Gonella et al. 2005, 100) hypothesized that Miscellaneous 4 was a 

possible Bronze Age piece of art that may have been used along with some metal finds as 

possible offerings to the Storm God and King Taita.  This is entirely possible, although the 

task of finding more supporting evidence for this will have to wait until excavators can return 

to the site. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Gonella et al. 2005 

unless otherwise stated) 

Aleppo Miscellaneous 

1 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 89: Zwei 

Basaltlowen [First of 

Two] 

Orthostat N Found in the vicinity of the 

southern entrance. 

 

Aleppo Miscellaneous 

2 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Pg. 75: Zwei 

Basaltlowen [Second 

of Two] 

Orthostat N Found in the vicinity of the 

southern entrance. 

N/A (No Picture Available) 
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Aleppo Miscellaneous 

3 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 127: Bildnis 

eines Gottes 

Orthostat N Found near the inner 

eastern wall. 

 

Aleppo Miscellaneous 

4 

Gonella et al. 2005, 

Abb. 155: Altsyrisches 

Relief: Gabenbringer 

Orthostat N Found buried directly in 

front of TSG 30-31. 

 

 

State of Carchemish 

Introduction 

 The city of Carchemish was originally established on a raised embankment running 

along the western side of the Upper Euphrates River, near the modern Syrian town of 

Jerablus.  Carchemish’s name and history were unknown to western European scholars 

beyond vague biblical references until 1876, when Consul W.H. Skene of Aleppo showed the 

site to British Assyriologist George Smith while the latter was on his way to Nineveh 

(Marchetti 2012, 132; Hogarth 1914, 5-6).  Skene’s successor Patrick Henderson 

subsequently conducted some preliminary excavations at the site from 1878-1881.  Further 

research had to wait until a team assembled by the British Museum including D.G. Hogarth, 

T.E. Lawrence, Campbell Thompson, and C.L. Woolley worked at Carchemish from 1911-

1914.  A series of wars including World War I and the following Turkish War of 

Independence largely interrupted work after this initial excavation, with Woolley’s 1920 

expedition representing the only major archaeological foray to the site during the period.  

This situation continued on largely unchanged until 1956 when the entire 500 kilometre 
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border between Turkey and the newly independent country of Syria was mined by Turkish 

forces, including the majority of Carchemish itself.  Luckily large scale conflict never erupted 

over the site and the Turkish, with the help of an Azerbaijani de-mining company, cleared the 

area of mines from 1996-2011.  As soon as the de-mining was completed an archaeological 

expedition headed by Nicolò Marchetti (2012, 132-134) and Hasan Peker arrived and has 

worked on the parts of the site which reside within the current national borders of Turkey 

since 2011. 

While most other kingdoms in the region were falling apart in the 13th and 12th 

centuries BCE, from what historians can tell Carchemish was able to maintain and might 

have even increased their power over northern Syria during the earliest parts of the Iron Age.  

According to Hawkins the last viceroy of the Hittite Empire, Kuzi-Tešub, became king of 

Carchemish during this period and likely claimed the territories associated with Carchemish 

as well as Malatya to the north (see below for Malatya evidence).  He based this conclusion 

on two Luwian inscriptions found at Gürün and Kötükale in the vicinity of Arslantepe far to 

the north in areas that likely belonged to the Kingdom of Malatya (see below), which both 

noted how an otherwise unknown Country-Lord of the city Malizi named Runtiya was the 

“grandson of Kuzi-Tešub, the Great King, the Hero of Karkamiš, son of PUGNUS-mili.”  

The specifics of the dynastic line that apparently connected Kuzi-Tešub, PUGNUS-mili, and 

Runtiya remains unclear and it is possible the term “grandson” used on the inscription could 

simply denote Runtiya as a descendant of Kuzi-Tešub instead of a direct line, but either way 

the kings of Carchemish and Malatya seem to have been related at some point in the earliest 

parts of the Iron Age (Hawkins 2000, 295-301; Hawkins 1995, 88-91; see Temple of the 

Storm God 3, below).  Whether this meant Kuzi-Tešub and his successors effectively 

controlled Malatya’s territory at any point, or what exactly the Carchemish’s political borders 

were from c.1200-c.870 BCE, remains impossible to prove with our current body of 
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evidence.  What scholars do know is by the time Ashurnasirpal II and his son Shalmaneser III 

campaigned in the region (c.870 and 858-848 BCE respectively), the State of Carchemish 

was essentially a city state located exclusively on the western side of the Euphrates River.  

Neo-Assyrian textual sources largely treated the polity as an afterthought, only mentioning 

two of their political leaders who lived between c.870-717 BCE (Hawkins 2000, 73-76). 

The vast majority of the iconographic evidence comes from a series of large stone 

reliefs which were uncovered during the 1911-1914 excavations and are now housed mostly 

in Ankara, with a few scattered reliefs in the British Museum, the Louvre, and one in Adana 

(Gilibert 2011, 20).  The extremely large site contains 90 hectares worth of ruins including at 

least three layers of fortification walls, but nearly all the monumental art came from what 

Hogarth’s team termed the ceremonial area just to the south of the main citadel mound.  This 

area consisted of a long west to east running corridor that connected the broad public 

pathway between the King’s Gate area to the far west and the Water’s Gate to the east.  The 

monumental architecture was mostly concentrated on the western side of this corridor, with 

the Processional Entry, Royal Buttress, and Herald’s Wall directly adjoining the King’s Gate 

itself on the south-western side of the path while the Great Staircase to the citadel, Long Wall 

of Sculpture, and Temple of the Storm God existed opposite the gateway around what the 

original excavation team termed the Lower Palace area.  Just to the southeast of the Lower 

Palatial remains was a building known simply as the “Hilani,” with the Water’s Gate existing 

75 metres to the east.  No less than 75 pieces of monumental art had been recovered from all 

of these contexts except the “Hilani” by the end of 1914.  Our survey of contexts will proceed 

in an east to west fashion, starting with the Water’s Gate artwork and then working down 

toward the Lower Palace area before ending in the King’s Gate environs.  The only other in 

situ artwork uncovered at Carchemish was found half a kilometre to the south of the 

ceremonial area around the inner city wall’s southern gate.  This context was not explored as 
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heavily by Hogarth’s team as the ceremonial area and thus only two pieces of monumental 

iconography have been uncovered from this area to date. 

Before we can delve into the more exact nature of all of these monuments, a thought 

or two must be spared for the chronological arguments that have surrounded the site’s 

artwork over the last century.  The basic chronological framework of the site has traditionally 

been anchored at three points from Neo-Assyrian textual sources: the reign of King Sangara 

c.870-848 BCE, the reign of King Pisiri c.738-717 BCE, and Neo Assyria’s final conquest 

and absorption of the city into their empire in 717 BCE (RIMA 2: 217-218; RIMA 3: 9-10, 

37; ARAB II: 4).  Unfortunately, not a single piece of iconographic evidence can be 

associated with the two kings of Carchemish mentioned by Assyrian sources.  Hawkins and 

Orthmann both came to a consensus that most of the artwork dated after 1000 BCE.  Hawkins 

(2000, 76-79) grouped the relevant art into three time periods including evidence from the 

Archaic, Suhi-Katuwa Dynasty, and Astiruwa Dynasty eras.  Both Orthmann and Hawkins 

dated the Suhi-Katuwa Dynasty’s materials to the 10th-early 9th century BCE, just prior to the 

beginning of Sangara’s reign c.870 BCE.  They also dated the ruling line of Astiruwa’s 

Dynasty to some point between 848-717 BCE, an era when Carchemish is mostly unattested 

to in Assyrian records.  Thanks to inscribed evidence embedded on the monuments the Long 

Wall of Sculpture, Processional Entry, and Royal Buttress can be ascribed to the periods of 

Suhi II, Katuwa, and Astiruwa respectively.  The date ranges surrounding the other four 

major excavation areas are more uncertain.  Orthmann generally assumed the Herald’s Wall, 

King’s Gate, and Great Staircase all dated to the 10th-early 9th century BCE, but publications 

by Winter (1983a), Asli Ösyar (1991), and Gilibert (2011, 34-41, 50) have sought to push the 

beginning date range for all three areas.  Ösyar (1991, 52) in particular has aggressively 

argued the first pieces of the Herald’s Wall and Water’s Gate collections were carved earlier 
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than c.1000 BCE and could have been made as far back as the Late Hittite Empire’s reign in 

the city (c.13th century BCE). 

These arguments have remained largely unresolved to the present day due to the 

fragmentary nature of the evidence and associated contexts, but Marchetti’s team have taken 

an important step forward in chronological research over the past five years by seeking to 

construct a ceramic stratigraphy of the urban areas within Carchemish’s lower and upper 

towns.  Six areas of the excavation (A, B, C, F, G, and H) have begun exploring the 

stratigraphies in and around the ceremonial area, with Area G just to the north revealing five 

main Iron Age phases of occupation (layers 5-9; Bonomo & Zaina 2014, 137-144).  Only 

limited efforts have been made to coordinate these as of yet with the monumental art, but it is 

virtually certain that Marchetti’s team will successfully produce a full Early Iron Age ceramic 

based stratigraphy of the site within the next decade. 

Carchemish Context #1: Water’s Gate 

The Water’s Gate was located on the city’s eastern wall and was one of two fortified 

access points for those who wished to enter Carchemish from the docks located on the 

Euphrates River (Woolley 1921, 103-110).  Orthmann assumed the Water’s Gate was likely 

one of the earliest structures built at Carchemish and placed it within the c.11th century BCE 

of his early Späthethitischen I era, but as mentioned above Gilibert and Ösyar have suggested 

the associated reliefs were carved earlier than this.  The original excavations were unable to 

preserve the entire gate intact, with the southern portion of the area largely surviving but the 

northern half suffering severe damage from a combination of erosion and later Roman era 

walls that were built in the area (Gilibert 2011, 25).  Based on the notes left behind by 

Woolley (1921), Early Iron Age visitors approaching from the Euphrates would have first 

entered into the structure through a four metre wide gateway that stretched 30 metres to the  
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Carchemish: Water’s Gate (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 6) 

west before the associated path emptied out of the structure toward the ceremonial area.  Each 

side of this 30 metre passageway was likely lined with monumental orthostats, but only four 

of them on the south side (Water’s Gate 1-4, see below) were found, with a fifth (WG 5) 

surviving on the northern wall.  The four southern wall orthostats do not seem to have been 

coordinated with each other in any obvious manner.  They mostly represented mythological 

or religion oriented topics, with WG 2 clearly showing a winged lion and WG 3 preserved the 

bottom half of what was likely a half human, half animal figure.  Further down the 

passageway WG 4 continued this theme by showing a libation scene that included at least 

two human attendants and two animals, along with the Storm God Tarhunza on the far right.  

The remainder of the pieces from the passageway largely continued this mythical theme, with 

WG 6-8 portraying a sphinx, winged lion, and bull between them.  WG 5 offered a slightly 

different topic matter by clearly showing a banquet scene with three servants attending to the 

needs of the central figure.  Although it is tempting to include WG 6-8 as part of the northern 

passageway’s décor pattern, WG 5 is the only one that was firmly established on the northern 
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wall of the gate roughly seven metres to the north-east of WG 4 and five metres north-west of 

WG 3. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? Location Picture (Orthmann 1971) 

Water’s Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Aa/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 3 

Orthostat N Passageway southern wall 

(1st of 4). 

 

Water’s Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Aa/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 4 

Orthostat N Passageway southern wall 

(2nd of 4). 

 

Water’s Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Aa/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 5 

Orthostat N Passageway southern wall 

(3rd of 4). 

 

Water’s Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Aa/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 6 

Orthostat N Passageway southern wall 

(Last of 4). 

 

Water’s Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ab/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 7 

Orthostat N Passageway northern wall.  

Initially found in the centre 

of the wall. 

 

Water’s Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ab/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 8 

 

Orthostat N Likely formed a corner 

block on the south-eastern 

corner of the Water Gate’s 

eastern entrance. 

 

Water’s Gate 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ab/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 11 

Orthostat N Exact in situ emplacement 

unknown. 
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Water’s Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ab/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 12 

Orthostat N Exact in situ emplacement 

unknown. 

 

 

Carchemish Context #2: Great Staircase 

 

Carchemish: Great Staircase (after Gilibert 2011, Figs. 9 & 10) 

 After continuing west for about 100 metres along the avenue leading from the western 

exit of the Water’s Gate visitors would have emptied out into the expanse that the initial 

excavators termed the Lower Palace Area, with the Great Staircase appearing to the right 

(north).  The first monumental art that would have been clearly visible on the eastern side of 

the staircase would have been the Great Lion Slab.  This was erected independently of any 
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known wall in the area and faced directly south-west, toward the central public area to the 

south of the Great Staircase.  Directly behind this large orthostat in a separate room that 

existed just off the eastern staircase was a statue (Great Staircase 2), of which only the base 

has survived.  This would not have been visible from the main public area of the Lower 

Palace area.  The remainder of the Great Staircase orthostats were located facing toward each 

other on the western and eastern edges of the southern entrance to the Great Staircase’s 

gatehouse.  Although only two (GS 7-8) of these orthostats were found directly in context by 

Woolley’s team, the reconstructed locations of the other five pieces of art are relatively 

certain.  Five of the orthostats (GS 4-8) were arrayed facing each other across the pathway in 

two separate processions, one that can be attributed by inscription to the rule of Katuwa (GS 

4-6) and the second which was likely inscribed by the son of a “sun-blessed prince” Sastura 

(GS 7-8), who could have been King Pisiri or another unidentified leader (See Hawkins 2000, 

157-163 for more discussion).  Both processions faced outward from the gate toward the 

Lower Palace area to the south.  These two processions were accompanied by west to east 

facing corner blocks on each side of the southern gatehouse entrance, with one containing an 

image of a god (GS 3) while the other had a political leader and inscription on it, although not 

enough of the text has survived to ascertain who the leader was (Hawkins 2000 KARKAMIŠ 

A26f).  Woolley’s team also restored two monumental lion statues and their associated 

inscriptions from the periods of Astuwatamanza and Suhi II, although the statue base and 

fragments were originally found in separate contexts.  If Woolley’s reconstruction of the 

statues is correct the Great Staircase was home to the inscriptions of at least four different 

rulers from an estimated two or three century timespan, likely indicating that the gateway 

underwent several rebuilding periods and transformations in its pre-Assyrian existence. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000 

unless otherwise 

noted) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Great Staircase 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Bb/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 28 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ B33 Emplaced just to the right 

(east) of the Great 

Staircase’s centre steps. 

 

Great Staircase 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Bb/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 29 

Statue N Emplaced just to the right 

(east) of the Great 

Staircase’s top steps. 

 

Great Staircase 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/6 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 31 

Orthostat N Great Staircase gatehouse 

south-western entrance 

wall. 

 

Great Staircase 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/5 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 32 

Orthostat N Great Staircase gatehouse 

western entrance wall (1st 

of 3). 

 

Great Staircase 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 33 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ 

A23c 

Great Staircase gatehouse 

western entrance wall (2nd 

of 3). 

 

Great Staircase 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 34 

Orthostat N Great Staircase gatehouse 

western entrance wall (Last 

of 3). 

 

Great Staircase 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 35 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A21 

(b+a) with A20b 

Great Staircase gatehouse 

eastern entrance wall (1st of 

2). 
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Great Staircase 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 36 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A21 

(b+a) with A20b 

Great Staircase gatehouse 

eastern entrance wall (Last 

of 2). 

 

Great Staircase 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 37 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ 

A26f 

Great Staircase gatehouse 

south-eastern entrance wall. 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Great Staircase 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis Ba/8, K/19, 

& K/21 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 38 

Statue KARKAMIŠ 

A14b and A14a 

Probably the western side 

of the Great Staircase 

gatehouse entrance. 

 

Great Staircase Non-

Iconographic 

Inscriptions 

N/A KARKAMIŠ 

A20a1+2, A24a 

Fragments scattered across 

the southern entrance into 

the Great Staircase. 

N/A (No Iconography) 

 

Carchemish Context #3: Long Wall of Sculpture 

The Long Wall of Sculpture ran approximately 36 metres in a south-west to north-

eastern direction from roughly 15 metres opposite the centre of the Herald’s Wall (see below 

in context #4) up to within two to three metres of the south-western corner of the Great 

Staircase gatehouse.  Thanks to Hawkins 2000’s KARKAMIŠ A1b inscription (see Long 

Wall of Sculpture 4), the Long Wall can be dated securely to the reign of Suhi II, who was 

the third political leader of his line that likely existed in either the late 10th or early 9th century 

BCE.  The other important artefact which was clearly meant to cooperate with the images in 

some form was the long inscription found on Long Wall of Sculpture 10 (KARKAMIŠ A1a) 

that discussed the events of a campaign against an otherwise unknown plunderer named 

Hatanima.  According to the inscription he managed to break into Carchemish and destroy a  
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Carchemish: Long Wall of Sculpture (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 7) 

group of images which were present along a previous version of the Long Wall before 

returning to his own holdings.  Although they are not mentioned, this presumably would have 

been accomplished with a substantial amount of armed followers as well, as it would have 

been virtually impossible for one man to cause that much destruction by himself.  Suhi II 

responded by gathering his army together for retribution by marching against the settlements 

of Alatahana and Hazauna (exact locations unknown), which were presumably connected to 

Hatanima in some manner.  According to the text Suhi’s army succeeded in their quest by 

thoroughly pillaging the two towns and their surrounding environs. 

Whether all of these scenes were meant to support the A1a text in a narrative manner 

or served a different function is still up for debate.  Hogarth (1914) noted the scenes likely 

represented a military procession celebrating the victory over Hatanima.  For his part 

Hawkins (1972, 87-114) believed the entire wall was meant to illustrate the events of Suhi 

II’s life, with the artwork accomplishing this in three separate parts.  The first section on the 

far northern (right) side of the wall consisted of a procession of deities and the queen (Long 

Wall of Sculpture 1-4), the second featured a row of charioteers riding over human corpses 
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(LWS 5-10), and the last portrayed a group of armour wearing characters marching with 

severed heads in their hands (LWS 11-15).  However, they clearly do not follow any known 

narrative structure from the Early Iron Age as they cannot be read continuously, with the 

scenes only representing generic symbols of battlefield victory such as chariots riding over 

enemies and the carrying of severed heads (see Winter 1981, 12-15 for more on illustrated 

historical narratives).  Despite lacking a clear visual narrative to aid the text, the Long Wall 

orthostats showed a remarkable level of coordination between them.  Every character was 

clearly done in ratio, with the gods and royalty on LWS 1-4 standing just slightly higher than 

the chariots on LWS 5-9, who are themselves raised just above the eye levels of the 

illustrations on LWS 11-14 (LWS 15 was fragmented off the wall, but likely conformed to 

this as well).  The materials used to construct the orthostats were also carefully selected, with 

the LWS 11-14 being carved into limestone blocks, the LWS 5-9 in limestone and basalt, and 

LWS 1-4 entirely in basalt (Gilibert 2011, 33).  These intricate features were clearly meant to 

illustrate the visitor’s path in a south to north fashion from the King’s Gate area to the Great 

Staircase gatehouse and the citadel itself.  They also would have cooperated visually with the 

Great Lion Slab and especially the artwork on the Herald’s Wall that could be clearly seen to 

the south. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 26 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (1st 

of 14). 
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Long Wall of 

Sculpture 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 25 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (2nd 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 24 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ 

B39a 

Long Wall of Sculpture (3rd 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 23 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A1b Long Wall of Sculpture (4th 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/5 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 22 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (5th 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/6 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 21 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (6th 

of 14). 
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Long Wall of 

Sculpture 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 20 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (7th 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/8 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 19 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (8th 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/9 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 18 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture (9th 

of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 10 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 17 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A1a Long Wall of Sculpture 

(10th of 14). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/10 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 16 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture 

(11th of 14). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 
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Long Wall of 

Sculpture 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/11 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 15 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture 

(12th of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/12 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 14 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture 

(13th of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/14 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 13 

Orthostat N Long Wall of Sculpture 

(Last of 14). 

 

Long Wall of 

Sculpture 15 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis C/13 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 27 

Orthostat N In a Roman era wall near 

the Long Wall of Sculpture. 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

 

Carchemish Context #4: Herald’s Wall 

 The Herald’s Wall was a roughly 30 metre west to east running wall with a slight 

northern bend in the middle that formed the southern boundary of the Lower Palace area.  13 

monumental orthostats lined the wall, but the artwork does not appear to have presented any 

coherent organisational pattern to the visitor.  The difficulties associated with trying to 

identify any potential arrangement has been exacerbated by the imperfect preservation of the 

wall, which was heavily disturbed by Roman era ruins, and the original locations of the 

artwork, which effectively existed in two separate visual contexts.  The first context  
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Carchemish: Herald’s Wall (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 12) 

contained the eastern group of orthostats (Herald’s Wall 1-6) which would have existed 

opposite the Long Wall of Sculpture and directly participated in the visual effects of the 

southern Lower Palace area.  Four of the six scenes (HW 1-4) directly abutted each other and 

were heavily mythological in character, with three of the four showing pairs of deities or 

mythological animals striking a character in the middle from both sides.  HW 5-6 existed on 

the opposite side of some basalt drums according to Woolley, but still maintained the 

mythological themes from HW 2-4.  The only exception occurred on HW 1, which showed a 

single camel archer moving from left to right.  These scenes showed more similarities with 

the Water’s Gate subject matter than the Lower Palace area artwork, although the architecture 

between that gate and the Herald’s Wall has not been preserved.  The remainder of the 

orthostats (HW 7-13) would have lined the western exit from the Lower Palace area.  The 

western orthostats were mostly illustrated with a mix of animals and mythological characters.  

Lions made an especially strong appearance, with HW 8 and 11-13 all featuring the feline in 

aggressive (HW 8, 10, 12), sacrificial (HW 11), or slightly more peaceful (HW 13) forms.  

The last of these, HW 13 showing a group of animals around a single human looking 

character, would have existed almost directly opposite the main south-western entrance to the 

Temple of the Storm God. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000 

unless otherwise 

noted) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated): 

Herald’s Wall 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/13 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 39 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (1st of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/12 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 40 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (2nd of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/11 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 41 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (3rd of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/10 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 42 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (4th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/9 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 43 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (5th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/8 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 44 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (6th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 45 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (7th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/6 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 46 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (8th of 13). 
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Herald’s Wall 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/5 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 47 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (9th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 48 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (10th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 49 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (11th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 50 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (12th of 13). 

 

Herald’s Wall 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis E/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 51 

Orthostat N Herald’s Wall (Last of 13). 

 

 

Carchemish Context #5: Temple of the Storm God 

Less than 30 metres to the north of the Herald’s Wall and behind the Long Wall of 

Sculpture was the Temple of the Storm God.  The building itself consisted of a contained 

courtyard that could only be accessed by two entrances, a main one in the south-western wall 

and a second small passage that connected to the Great Staircase.  The temple contained a 

limited amount of artwork including only one stele (Temple of the Storm God 3), a 

monumental statue (TSG 1), and a possibly reused orthostat (TSG 2).  The most conspicuous 

of these was the 1.2 metre high and 2.4 metre wide monumental statue base or laver, which 

was located in the western wing of the complex almost exactly 90 degrees to the left of the 

main south-western entrance.  The south-western part of the room just to the left of the 

entrance according to Woolley’s original excavation notes contained a raised platform where  
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Carchemish: Temple of the Storm God (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 21) 

the orthostat TSG 2 would have been present.  As no other artwork or obvious related 

architectural features have survived around this orthostat, it is uncertain whether it was reused 

from another location as suggested by Gilibert (2011, 51) or if it was meant to cooperate with 

any other artwork that has not survived.  The final piece of imagery that survived was along 

the centre of the northern wall in the same main temple area where the TSG 3 stele was 

located.  This stele contained an inscription that discussed how Great King Ura-Tarhunza 

resolved a “mighty dispute” between Carchemish and Sura (possibly a reference to Assyria; 

see Marchetti 2014a, 128).  A similar inscription was found by Marchetti’s excavation team 

in 2011 that likely noted the existence of the same Great King Ura-Tarhunza, son of Sapaziti, 

who apparently “opposed the army” of Sura (Marchetti 2014a, 128).  This stele, along with 

the Luwian inscriptions KARKAMIŠ A2 and A3 that were found on door jambs in the 

northern part of the building, indicates the temple was almost certainly used in an active 

manner from the beginning of the Iron Age right down to the 8th century BCE (Gilibert 2011, 

50-52). 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Temple of the Storm 

God 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis D/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 93 

Statue N In the centre of the south-

western room of the 

Temple. 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis D/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 94 

Orthostat N In the centre of the inner 

southern wall of the 

building. 

 

Temple of the Storm 

God 3 

Hawkins 2000: 

KARKAMIŠ A4b 

Stele KARKAMIŠ A4b On the outer eastern wall of 

the north-western room. 

 
(Hawkins 2000) 

Temple of the Storm 

God Non-

Iconographic 

Inscriptions 

N/A KARKAMIŠ A2, 

A3 

Two door jambs on the 

southern entrance into the 

north-western room of the 

temple. 

N/A (No Iconography) 

 

Carchemish Context #6: Processional Entry & Royal Buttress 

The King’s Gate complex consisted of two north to south running walls separated by 

roughly 25 metres at their furthest point that both funnelled down toward the gate itself, 

which featured an enclosed gatehouse with four metre wide northern and southern entrances. 

Both the western and eastern running walls leading north from the King’s Gate itself likely 

contained orthostats, but only the images from the eastern one have survived in what Woolley 

classified as two different sections.  The first series was what he termed the Processional 

Entry, which ran straight from the farthest northern orthostat on the wall (Processional Entry 

& Royal Buttress 1) down to the King’s Gate itself (PE & RB 25), with the only significant 

gap being a three to four metre wide stairway that began roughly ten metres south of the  
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Carchemish: Processional Entry & Royal Buttress (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 14) 

northern starting point of the wall known as the Stairway Recess.  This Processional Entry 

was interrupted by a later series of carvings Woolley’s team knew as the Royal Buttress (PE 

& RB 6-14), which added a 5 x 3.5 metre extension to the northern part of the wall that 

directly abutted with the northern edge of the Stairway Recess to the south.  These two 

architectural features combined to display no less than 25 orthostats and a monumental statue 

in remarkably coordinated fashions.  The first group of artwork a visitor proceeding from the 

north toward the gate would have observed were the four northernmost orthostats of the 

Processional Entry (PE & RB 1-4).  All four were nearly identical to the armoured characters 

illustrated on the Long Wall of Sculpture, except they are not carrying any severed heads or 

prisoners.  This procession was shielded by a monumental statue (PE & RB 5), of which the 

base was found in its original context but the statue was largely smashed into pieces around 

the area.  At this point the wall took a 90 degree turn to the right (west) as the Royal Buttress 
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interrupted the progress of the Processional Entry.  The Royal Buttress was clearly 

constructed with the intention of projecting a narrative in both illustrated and textual forms, 

with the seven figures carrying weapons but wearing no obvious armour in the first four 

orthostats (PE & RB 6-9) and the royal family in the last three orthostats (PE & RB 11-13) all 

facing directly toward the large Luwian inscription on the centre orthostat (PE & RB 10) 

which discussed the role of Regent Yariri in raising Country-Lord Kamani as an infant (see 

Hawkins 2000 KARKAMIŠ A6, 124-125).  After the interlude of the Royal Buttress, the 

remainder of the wall along the sides of and to the south of the Stairway Recess were filled 

mostly with large repetitive processions of civilians moving from south to north.  Three of 

these orthostats (PE & RB 14-16) were located on opposite walls of the entrance, with the 

first (PE & RB 14) occupying the southern facing wall of the Royal Buttress and the other 

two on the northern facing wall of the Stairway Recess.  PE & RB 14 and 16 both had 

musical themes, with the former clearly showing one individual playing a double flute while 

the latter featured a musician with a horn.  PE & RB 16 was abutted to its left (east) by a 

sphinx character, although the image was too poorly preserved to say little else.  The 

remaining ten orthostats of the Processional Entry continued without a single interruption for 

roughly 15 metres to the south (PE & RB 17-26).  They all showed either female figures (17-

22) or males carrying domesticated animals (23-26).  They were clearly all meant to be 

perceived as part of the same procession heading from south to north directly toward the 

entrance of the Stairway Recess, but little else can be definitively said about them. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000 

unless otherwise 

noted) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 90 

Orthostat N Northern Processional 

Entry Wall (1st of 4). 
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Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 89 

Orthostat N Northern Processional 

Entry Wall (2nd of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 88 

Orthostat N Northern Processional 

Entry Wall (3rd of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 87 

Orthostat N Northern Processional 

Entry Wall (Last of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/17 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 85-86 

Statue N Between PE&RB 3-4 in the 

middle of the northern 

Processional Entry wall. 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 84 

Orthostat N Royal Buttress, northern 

wall (1st of 4). 
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Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 83 

Orthostat N Royal Buttress, northern 

wall (2nd of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 82 

Orthostat N Royal Buttress, northern 

wall (3rd of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 81 

Orthostat N Royal Buttress, northern 

wall (Last of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/8 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 80 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A6 Royal Buttress, western 

wall (1st of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/5 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 79 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A7a Royal Buttress, western 

wall (2nd of 4). 
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Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/6 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 78 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ 

A7b-i 

Royal Buttress, western 

wall (3rd of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis G/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 77 

Orthostat KARKAMIŠ A7j Royal Buttress, western 

wall (Last of 4). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/5 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 76 

Orthostat N Royal Buttress, southern 

wall. 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 15 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/6 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 75 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry, southern wall of the 

Stairway recess (1st of 2). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 16 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 74 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry, southern wall of the 

Stairway recess (Last of 2). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 17 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 74 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (1st of 10). 
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Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 18 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/8 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 73 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (2nd of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 19 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/9 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 72 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (3rd of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 20 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/10 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 71 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (4th of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 21 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/11 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 70 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (5th of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 22 

Orthmann 1971: F/12 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 69 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (6th of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 23 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/13 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 68 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (7th of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 24 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/14 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 67 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (8th of 10). 

 

Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 25 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/15 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 66 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (9th of 10). 
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Processional Entry & 

Royal Buttress 26 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis F/16 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 65 

Orthostat N Southern Processional 

Entry wall (Last of 10). 

 

 

Carchemish Context #7: King’s Gate 

 

Carchemish: King’s Gate (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 14) 

 The final monumental art containing context of the Lower Palace Area was the King’s 

Gate gatehouse.  Three inscriptions found and translated by Hawkins (KARKAMIŠ A11a, 

A11b+c; 2000, 94-108) noted that Katuwa, the grandson of Astuwatamanza, commissioned 

several pieces of monumental artwork in the area including several new orthostats on the 

King’s Gate itself and the nearby colossal statue to the god Atrisuha (King’s Gate 3).  Based 

on the inscription and temporal assessments of artistic styles it has been generally assumed by 

Orthmann (1971, 33) and Gilibert (2011, 41-44 and Table 50) that the gate itself was built 

earlier than Katuwa’s period, with many of the orthostats being reused by his artisans for the 
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renovation.  The original resting places of all 12 pieces of art were established by Barnett and 

Woolley’s team (1952, 200-201) in three separate groups.  The first group (KG 1-3) existed 

along the north-western wall of the gate in the King’s Courtyard area and would have 

visually accompanied the southern Processional Entry artwork explored above.  The second 

(KG 4, 6-9) group of orthostats was found wrapped around the exterior and interior of the 

south-western gatehouse, while the third group (KG 5, 10-12) was more tentatively 

reconstructed by Woolley to the south-eastern portion of the gatehouse.  KG 1 and 2 were 

orthostats that abutted each other along the west to east running north-western outer wall of 

the gatehouse.  The two scenes were not part of a linked narrative, with KG 1 illustrating 

images of two armoured characters which were nearly identical to the groups found on the 

northern part of the Processional Entry and Long Wall of Sculpture, while KG 2 was an 

orthostat showing a human with a beaked head.  The other piece of art was the large statue 

dedicated by Katuwa to Atrisuha (KG 3), which would have dominated the right hand 

(western side) vision of any visitor proceeding from north to south down the King’s courtyard 

area toward the gate.  The interior of the gatehouse was found in poor condition, with 

Woolley only attributing two orthostats to the area on either side of the southern entrance 

(KG 4-5).  Both originally showed lions, with KG 5’s animal crouching while facing directly 

toward the gate entrance.  It is possible that KG 4 showed another lion in the same manner as 

KG 5, but the location of this orthostat has been unknown for over 50 years.  The remaining 

seven orthostats were all located on the southern facing wall of the gatehouse and would have 

interacted with the inner city’s pedestrian traffic.  The KG 6-9 orthostats were on the left 

(south-western) side and portrayed a mixture of mythological and hunting scenes.  The only 

two scenes that could have facilitated each other were the stags and archer on KG 8-9, but 

this cannot be conclusively established.  These two hunting scenes were joined on the other 
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south-eastern side of the gate entrance by KG 10-12, which showed mythological creatures or 

an unidentified figure facing from right (east) to left (west) toward the gate entrance. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000 

unless otherwise 

noted) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

King’s Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/12 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 62 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the gatehouse (1st of 2). 

 

King’s Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 61 

Orthostat N North-western outer wall of 

the gatehouse (Last of 2). 

 

King’s Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/11 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 63-64 

Statue KARKAMIŠ A4d Along the north-western 

outer wall of the gatehouse.  

 

King’s Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/10 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 59 

Orthostat N Inner south-western 

gatehouse wall. 

N/A (No Picture Available) 

King’s Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 60 

Orthostat N Inner south-eastern 

gatehouse wall. 

 

King’s Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/9 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 52 

Orthostat N Outer south-western wall 

(1st of 4). 
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King’s Gate 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/8 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 53 

Orthostat N Outer south-western wall 

(2nd of 4). 

 

King’s Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/7 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 54 

Orthostat N Outer south-western wall 

(3rd of 4). 

 

King’s Gate 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/6 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 55 

Orthostat N Outer south-western wall 

(Last of 4). 

 

King’s Gate 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/3 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 58 

Orthostat N Outer south-eastern wall 

(1st of 3). 

 

King’s Gate 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/4 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 57 

Orthostat N Outer south-eastern wall 

(2nd of 3). 

 

King’s Gate 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis H/5 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 56 

Orthostat N Outer south-eastern wall 

(Last of 3). 

 

King’s Gate Non-

Iconographic 

Inscriptions 

N/A KARKAMIŠ 

A11a, A11b+c 

Fragments scattered in the 

northern entrance to the 

gatehouse. 

N/A (No Iconography) 

 

Carchemish Context #8: Inner City South Gate 

 Two more pieces of monumental art were found within the confines of the Inner 

City’s Southern Gate, which existed just under a half a kilometre south of the King’s Gate  
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Carchemish: Inner City South Gate (after Woolley 1921, Plate 12) 

area.  This gateway was likely one of the main entrances into the inner city from the 

boundaries of the outer city and consisted of three west to east running walls, each with a 3.5 

metre wide gateway built into it.  Woolley (1921, Plate IIB) suggested the entire gateway was 

originally lined with orthostats, but none of these have survived into the modern 

archaeological record.  Inner City South Gate 1 was found scattered between the eastern 

recess of the third (far northern) and second (middle) walls, with most of the fragments 

existing within five metres of the far northern gate.  The pieces combined together to form 

the head and shoulders of a statue of an unknown individual.  Based on the genealogical 

information from the incomplete inscription preserved on the statue it was likely 

commissioned by a political leader, possibly Kamani (“Astiruwa’s son”) according to 

Hawkins (KARKAMIŠ A13a-c; 2000, 167-168), but this cannot been confirmed.  The other 

piece of art (ICSG 2) was recovered roughly five metres to the south-east of the gate complex 

and was a statue of a lion that was facing south.  It was likely accompanied by another lion on 

the other side of the pathway, but the latter sculpture did not survive into the archaeological 

record. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Inner City South 

Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis J/1 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 1 

Statue KARKAMIŠ 

A13a-c 

Eastern half of the northern 

gate chamber. 

 

Inner City South 

Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Karkemis J/2 

Gilibert 2011: 

Carchemish 2 

Statue N Just outside of the southern 

gatehouse entrance.  

 

 

Kingdom of Malatya 

Introduction 

 Located on a settlement mount called Arslantepe six kilometres northeast of the 

modern Turkish town of Malatya, available evidence indicates the ancient town of Malatya 

(also known as Melid) was likely the capital of a prominent state during the beginning of the 

Early Iron Age.  The artefacts on the surface had been explored intermittently since the 

1890s, but the first major excavation was coordinated by Louis Delaporte from 1928-38.  His 

team managed to uncover a large fortified gateway with a number of blocks inscribed in 

Luwian as well as finding the original emplacements of several other inscribed stones from 

the same structure that had been located previously (Hawkins 2000, 282-283).  Three 

succeeding excavations led by Claude Schaeffer from 1949-51, Salvatore Puglisi and Piero 

Meriggi from 1960-68, and Marcella Fragipane along with Alba Palmieri from 1975-83 

followed up Delaporte’s work.  They largely worked to clarify the stratigraphy of the Early 

Iron Age levels after the huge trenches of Delaporte’s team had left these in a precarious 

state, then moved on the Early Bronze Age layers of the site after 1968 (Liverani 2012, 327-
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330).  Most of our information about the site has been gleaned from these three excavations, 

although a modern team headed by Università di Roma La Sapienza’s Mario Liverani has 

started to significantly add to our knowledge base. 

The chronology of the site’s Early Iron Age history has been heavily debated because 

a discrepancy has appeared over the dating of the Lions’ Gate.  This monumental evidence 

was how the site was initially found in the late 19th century CE, but many of the images were 

removed from the ground before any archaeologists could accurately document the 

surrounding stratigraphy or even establish where the sculptures were originally located.  

Delaporte’s team worked diligently to reconstruct a portion of the original look of the gate, 

but in the process caused even more damage to the site’s stratigraphy.  Schaeffer’s large 

excavation trenches dug from 1949-51 did not help matters, especially since his work was 

never fully published (Liverani 2012, 327).  Given the damage caused by these early 

excavations it was generally assumed by north Syrian iconography and Luwian linguistic 

experts that the site’s archaeological contexts would only be of limited chronological 

usefulness, so they have relied upon their own types of evidence to fill in the ensuing gaps.  

Akurgal (1949, 72-73) placed most of Malatya’s iconographic evidence in his 

Altspäthethitischen era (Old Late Hittite, c.1200-900/850 BCE), while Orthmann (1971) and 

Genge (1979) more specifically suggested that the Lions’ Gate evidence came from the late 

10th-early 9th centuries BC.  Luwian linguistic evidence collected together by Hawkins in his 

Corpus (2000) also mostly agreed with Orthmann’s date range and even suggested that some 

of Malatya’s carvings could date back to the 12th-11th century BCE when a “Country-Lord of 

the city Malizi” named Runtiya, who was the “grandson of Kuzi-Tešub, the Great King, Hero 

of Karkamiš, son of PUGNUS-mili” reportedly ruled the region.  Runtiya, along with a series 

of other political leaders including Arnuwanti I and II, are all attested to in Luwian 

inscriptions which were recovered from several nearby areas including GÜRÜN, 
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KÖTÜKALE, İSPEKÇÜR, and DARENDE.  According to Hawkins (2000, 286-305), the 

region’s evidence suggested that there were at least two distinct royal lines that must have 

ruled at different points before c.853 BCE because they do not correlate with the names of 

the rulers who are listed as Malatian kings by a variety of Assyrian and Urartian sources from 

c.853-711 BCE (see below for details on these rulers). 

In an interesting twist the chronological proposals of Akurgal, Orthmann, and 

Hawkins have been turned on their head by recent excavations conducted since 2008 at 

Arslantepe under the supervision of Mario Liverani.  As noted above, a series of Italian 

archaeologists since the 1960s never gave up on the physical remains of the Lions’ Gate and 

worked on cleaning up the area’s stratigraphy.  They quickly found that although numerous 

archaeologists had disturbed the layers around the Lions’ Gate, a terracing wall connecting 

the gate structure with a previously unexcavated area to the east allowed the team to use this 

architectural feature to date the layers of the site in a far more accurate manner than 

previously thought possible.  Five architectural layers of a monumental building were found 

by Liverani’s team in the new excavation area along with several fill layers containing 

enough pottery to construct a relatively accurate stratigraphy which, combined with the 

numerous radiocarbon samples that were also taken, could be used for most of the site 

(Manuelli 2011, 64-65).  This new stratigraphy split the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age 

history of the site into 14 different chronological levels (Liverani 2012, 329 for a chart of the 

levels).  According to this research, the Late Bronze Age ended in Malatya violently in the 

first quarter of the 12th century with the destruction of the Late Hittite Empire’s main 

“Imperial” gate and a large portion of the city wall by an unknown outside invader.  This 

destruction did not seem to deter the population of Malatya for long, because after a brief 

period of abandonment the gate and city wall were rebuilt and used for about another century, 

from c.1150-c.1070 BCE.  Our only other source for Malatya from this era came from 
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Tiglath-pileser I’s textual sources.  These suggested the king visited Malatya twice and was 

able to assert his authority over the rulers there on each occasion without much resistance, 

although the Assyrian chroniclers did note how Malatya was a “rebellious and insubmissive 

city Milidia of the land of Ḫanigalbat” (RIMA 2: 22).  This era was violently cut short with a 

second destruction event in c.1070-970 BCE.  This attack appears to have been far more 

devastating to the city than the first, because for the next two centuries the only major 

archaeological features present in the remains were pits, post-holes, fire-places, and shelters 

characterised by Liverani as “squatters’ installations.”  These semi-permanent inhabitants 

seem to have dominated the site down to c.830 BCE, although some slightly more substantial 

structures started appearing after 900 BCE.  This stratigraphy has essentially rendered the 

temporal dates suggested by the iconographic experts obsolete because these squatters would 

not have been capable of sponsoring major artwork like the Lions’ Gate orthostats.  Liverani 

concluded that the Lions’ Gate artwork dated to c.825-750 BCE, although he did suggest that 

some of the art may have been reused in an earlier gate (known as context A1278 M1) that 

dated to just prior to the c.1070-970 destruction layer.  He seems to have largely constructed 

this hypothesis based on the merging of his team’s stratigraphy with Hawkins’ research on 

Great King Kuzi-Tešub mentioned above, but hedged his bets by suggesting that he was not 

even sure the relevant artwork had been completely “installed” before the gate was destroyed 

(Liverani 2012, 330-332). 

In addition to removing any possibility the Lions’ Gate itself was constructed before 

the late 9th century BCE, barring the artwork reuse hypothesis this new site chronology also 

suggested the rulers listed on the iconography all lived in the late 9th-early 8th century BCE 

(Liverani 2012, 327-344).  This presents several chronological difficulties in relation to the 

inscriptions associated with the Kuzi-Tešub inscription, Urartian, and Neo-Assyrian sources.  

The first ruler that was referred to by sources from the latter region was a King Lalla of 
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Malatya, who ruled from at least 853-835 BCE according to the annals of Shalmaneser III.  In 

c.782 and once again in c.760 BCE two different rulers from Urartu attacked a King Hilaruda 

of Malatya, son of Šahu as part of the Kingdom of Urartu’s efforts to exert their political 

influence into south-eastern Turkey during the early 8th century BCE.  Aside from these small 

scraps of information little else is known about the Kingdom of Malatya until they 

participated in the Urartian inspired alliance against Tiglath-pileser III in c.743 BCE under a 

King Sulumal.  Sulumal, along with two succeeding rulers named Gunzinanu and Tarhunazi, 

allegedly ruled after this event down to c.710 BCE but were not considered a major threat by 

Assyrian sources to their empire’s political supremacy in the region (Hawkins 2000, 284-

285).  Efforts to integrate Liverani’s new timeline with the inscribed evidence are in their 

infancy, but several observations can be made here.  Establishing the Lions’ Gate artwork in 

the late 9th century BCE would clearly create chronological issues with Hawkins’ proposal 

that the PUGNUS-mili discussed at the Lions’ Gate was the same man who was mentioned as 

the grandson of Kuzi-Tešub of Carchemish, but Hawkins (2000, 288) admitted as much in his 

Corpus by noting that “the king PUGNUS-mili of the Lions’ Gate could be the same as the 

first or second of that name or possibly another.”  The Urartian and Neo-Assyrian sources 

also fit surprisingly well into this c.825-750 date range, where the Assyrians are generally 

assumed to have seen a lull in their geo-political power between the reigns of Shalmaneser III 

and Tiglath-pileser III, although it does largely minimalise any suggestions that the Urartians 

were able to conquer anything more than “a score of fortresses” from the Kingdom of 

Malatya during this period (Liverani 2012, 340-342; Manuelli 2011, 71). 

Malatya Context #1: The Lions’ Gate 

 According to the stratigraphy assembled by Liverani’s 2008-2012 teams, the Lions’ 

Gate appears to have been an elaborate double gated complex that was first built into the  
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Malatya: The Lions’ Gate (after Orthmann 1971, Plan 7) 

northern fortification wall of Malatya in the late 9th century BCE.  It likely functioned as the 

main entrance to the city from the north and appears to have been directly attached to large 

structure known as Building A1168 to the south that was possibly used as a welcoming centre 

to the city (Liverani 2012, 340).  The initial stratigraphy of the gate was heavily disturbed on 

repeated occasions starting in 1907, when three of the monumental orthostats (Lions’ Gate 3, 

13, and the corner block with both 8 and 12 on it) were removed from the site, and was 

completely shuffled around by Delaporte’s first excavations from 1928-32 when he shipped 

the rest of the Lions’ Gate artwork off to Istanbul.  In 1940 Delaporte redeemed himself by 

laying the groundwork for later archaeological efforts in the area with a reconstruction of 

what the gateway looked like when he first saw the site.  According to Delaporte, his team 

was able to locate five of these orthostats in their original contexts (Lions’ Gate 4-5, 7, corner 

block 9 and 11) and reconstruct the probable locations of the rest.  All the orthostats and 

monumental lion statues were found around the second (southern) gate except for LG 1, 
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which was emplaced somewhere along the north to south running western wall of the 

complex.  This piece of art, which showed the Storm God on a chariot and PUGNUS-mili, 

does not seem to have interacted with the rest of the collection directly.  However, this 

orthostat does indicate that both sides of the entrance leading up to the second (southern) 

gateway were likely lined with orthostats as well.  Four more orthostats were found along the 

northern wall of the second gateway, split into two separate abutting scenes.  LG 2-3 were on 

the visitor’s left (east) when approaching from the north and both had the titles of the main 

protagonists inscribed upon them in Luwian.  Based on this linguistic information, LG 2 was 

intended to show PUGNUS-mili (see above for his possible identifications) pouring a libation 

into a jug while facing the Hurrian-Hittite God of Mountains Sarruma on the right (western) 

side of the orthostats.  LG 3 had a similar libation pouring scene except it illustrated a 

meeting between a “Tuwati the Princess” and Hurrian-Hittite goddess of healing and war 

Sauska, with an attendant brining a likely sacrificial animal from the left (western) side of the 

orthostat toward the two main protagonists.  Neither scene seemed to directly interact with 

each other, although both were likely involved in the larger context of illustrating the events 

of PUGNUS-mili’s lifetime.  LG 4-5 would have been on the other (western) side of the 

gateway and showed the Storm God of the town POCULUM-ta (LG 4) or Malizi (LG 5; 

possibly Malatya’s Hittite name but this is unconfirmed; see Hawkins 2000, 298) having a 

libation poured into a jug in front of them by PUGNUS-mili, who was followed in both 

scenes by an attendant with a sacrificial animal.  Like LG 2-3, these two orthostats do not 

seem to have visually cooperated with each other in a narrative manner even though they 

shared a similar theme. 

 The remainder of the Lions’ Gate artwork would have been located within the passage 

walls of the second gateway or along the southern wall that faced toward Building A1168 and 

the rest of the inner settlement of Malatya just beyond.  The two most conspicuous of these 
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would have been the monumental lions that flanked either side of the northern passageway 

(LG 6-7).  The eastern lion of this pair (LG 6) was preserved with an inscription from 

Halpasulupi, which provides our only direct non-PUGNUS-mili connection to the gate’s 

artwork.  The southern half of the passage was covered with two more large orthostats (LG 8-

9) that both faced directly to the south and would have been the final two pieces of artwork 

that were easily perceptible to north to south running traffic.  The other four orthostats were 

aligned on the southern wall of the second (southern) gate and would have been more visible 

for people leaving the settlement from the south.  The two orthostats on the left (western) side 

of this wall would have been LG 10-11.  These contained two more illustrations of 

PUGNUS-mili (far left of both images) pouring libations to either a single god (LG 10) or a 

procession of at least four deities (LG 11), although the names of these have not survived.  

LG 10 also appeared to show an important female character or attendant talking to another 

deity on the right (eastern) side of the image, but neither of these could be identified via 

inscription.  LG 12-13 continued the overall mythological themes of the gateway on the 

south-eastern corner of the complex, with LG 12 showing a meeting between a god and 

PUGNUS-mili while LG 13 illustrated two more likely gods facing towards an aquatic 

looking environment with a snake looking creature on the bottom of it.  The orthostat was 

found fractured in two and a large piece in the centre remains missing.  A massive 

monumental statue that was 3.8 metres high was also found within the confines of the Lions’ 

Gate area (LG 14).  This would have towered over the entire area and certainly formed a local 

focal point for visitors to the gateway complex, but the original emplacement of this statue 

has not been identified as of yet. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Lions’ Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/11 

Orthostat MALATYA 8 Likely on the western 

passageway wall. 
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Lions’ Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/10 

Orthostat MALATYA 7 South-western wall of the 

northern gate entrance (1st 

of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/7 

Orthostat MALATYA 6 South-western wall of the 

northern gate entrance 

(Last of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/3 

Orthostat MALATYA 9 South-eastern wall of the 

northern gate entrance (1st 

of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/4 

Orthostat MALATYA 10 South-eastern wall of the 

northern gate entrance 

(Last of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/2 

Statue MALATYA 4 Western portal lion, Lions’ 

Gate northern entrance. 

 

Lions’ Gate 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/1 

Statue N Eastern portal lion, Lions’ 

Gate northern entrance. 

 

Lions’ Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/9 

Orthostat N Lions’ Gate, western wall 

of the northern entrance. 

 

Lions’ Gate 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/5 

Orthostat N Lions’ Gate, eastern wall of 

the northern entrance. 

 

Lions’ Gate 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/6 

Orthostat MALATYA 12 North-eastern wall of the 

northern entrance gate (1st 

of 2). 
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Lions’ Gate 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/5 

Orthostat MALATYA 11 North-eastern wall of the 

northern entrance gate 

(Last of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/9 

Orthostat MALATYA 5 North-western wall of the 

northern entrance gate (1st 

of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/8 

Orthostat N North-western wall of the 

northern entrance gate 

(Last of 2). 

 

Lions’ Gate 14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Malatya A/12 

Statue N Between the northern and 

southern entrances to the 

Lions’ gate. 

 

 

Kingdom of Palê 

Introduction 

 The initial explorations of Tell Halaf were conducted by Max von Oppenheim (1966, 

1-32) from 1911-1913, after which there was a 14 year break before they were resumed once 

again in 1927 and 1929.  Despite only excavating for five years in total, Oppenheim’s team 

was able to uncover so much information that Tell Halaf remains one of the best known Early 

Iron Age Near Eastern sites to this day.  After a 77 year absence, modern excavations led by 

the team of Lutz Martin, Abd el-Masih Hanna Bagdo, Jörg Becker, and Novák have worked 

diligently since 2006 to clarify Oppenheim’s initial site chronology.  These excavations have 

concluded the site was settled from the 7th millennium down to c.3000 BCE, followed by a 
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period of abandonment stretching all the way through the Late Bronze Age.  Tell Halaf was 

then resettled at some point in the late 12th-11th century BCE and a city that would become 

known to the Neo-Assyrians as Guzana emerged on the site. 

Evidence for the site’s initial rise to prominence in the Early Iron Age is extremely 

limited, partially because it is connected to the larger conundrum of the Aramaean cultural 

group’s emergence in the region starting in the 13th century BCE.  The Aramaeans had 

become so powerful by the end of the 11th century BCE Assyrian Kings Tiglath-pileser I 

(1114-1076) and Aššur-bēl-kala (1073-1056) spent most of their time fighting encroachment 

from different members of the Aramaean cultural group (see introduction chapter).  

Gradually Assyrian control of the Upper Jazira and northern Khabour River regions was 

infiltrated by a number of Aramaean cultures toward the end of the 11th century BCE, 

although excavations at lower Khabour River sites such as Tell Barri, Tell Taban, and Tell 

Ajaja suggest that this area mostly remained under Assyrian control (Novák 2013, 267; 

Zadok 2012, 575-577). 

Tell Halaf appears to have been resettled and heavily fortified during the later parts of 

this immigration period, with this process likely ending around the second half of the 10th 

century BCE.  The Kingdom of Palê was first mentioned in textual sources by a series of 

laconic Aramaic inscriptions found in the artwork at the main site itself (see below) that were 

commissioned on the behalf of a King Kapara, who is unattested to in any Assyrian or 

Luwian records.  According to these scraps of information Kapara was the son of a man 

named Ḫadiānu who was able to accomplish “what his father and grandfather never had 

done” (Meissner 1933, 71-79).  Kapara’s claim can be supported by the ceramic based 

stratigraphy of the site, which indicates the buildings associated with his inscriptions were 

built directly on top of the Bronze Age abandonment layers.  When this process started is 

difficult to say because scholars have struggled mightily to identify when exactly King 
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Kapara ruled, with the estimates of experts such as Frankfort (1954), Akurgal (1979), 

Orthmann (1971), Pucci (2008), and Novák (2013) ranging anywhere from the 10th down to 

the late 8th century BCE.  These estimates were largely based on each individual scholar’s 

opinion on the artistic style of the orthostats or the architectural design of the city.  Many of 

these theories were combined together with the stratigraphic layering of the site by Novák 

(2013, 277-280) to suggest that King Kapara ruled in the second half of the 10th century BCE, 

although this ran directly counter to the architectural based evidence previously presented by 

Pucci (2008) who tried to popularise an early 8th century date for King Kapara’s rule.  

However, Pucci’s and the remainder of the post-early 9th century BCE based chronologies do 

not make much logical sense in the wake of Neo-Assyrian evidence for the area, which first 

recorded a ruler from the “Kingdom of Bīt-Baḫiāni” at Guzana in 893 BCE in the annals of 

Adad-Nārārī II and was likely incorporated into the Neo-Assyrian Empire no later than 808 

BCE, making it highly unlikely that artwork without any obvious Assyrian influence could 

have been produced by the area’s artisans (RIMA 2: 153).  Whether the Kingdom of Bīt-

Baḫiāni the Assyrians came into contact with was the same as or had any prior contact with 

the Kingdom of Palê cannot be established by our current sources of evidence, leaving our 

knowledge of Tell Halaf’s 10th-9th century BCE chronology tantalisingly incomplete. 

Tell Halaf Context #1: Southern Lower Town Cult Building 

The Southern Lower Town Cult Building was an approximately 30 x 15 metre 

structure that was found in the middle of a residential area roughly 80 metres to the north-east 

of the southern gate in the outer wall that surrounded the lower town.  The area was not 

completely excavated by Oppenheim’s team but appears to have been a local neighbourhood 

religious building.  Three nearly intact rooms were excavated, with a small square entrance 

room on the eastern portion of the building connecting to a long (c. 20 metre) room that 

contained what Oppenheim called an altar and two statues, one measuring 0.80 metres and  
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Tell Halaf: Southern Lower Town Cult Building (after Pucci 2008, Plate 13 and Orthmann 2002, Abb. 29) 

the other almost exactly one metre (SLTCB 1-2).  The final room was found to the south of 

the altar area and could only be accessed through the cult room.  The first of the cult room’s 

statues (SLTCB 1) was emplaced just behind (west) the altar area in the middle of the room, 

while the two seated figures of SLTCB 2 were found along the building’s western wall.  All 

three were facing directly east toward the entrance to the structure.  In addition to these larger 

pieces of art, a series of artefacts were found buried in the debris of the altar area right in 

front of the statues.  One of these was an intact stele (SLTCB 3) that illustrated a single 

individual.  This artefact’s find context is very similar to the mortuary stele found in 

Zincirli’s lower town (see Sam’al Northern Lower Town 1 and Pardee 2009) and could have 

been used for a similar purpose, although in Tell Halaf’s case no inscription exist to confirm 

this hypothesis. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? Location Picture (Moortgat 1955 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Southern Lower 

Town Cult Building 1 

Orthmann 2002: 6.1 

Moortgat 1955: C,2 

Statue N Emplaced just to the west 

of the main altar area. 

 
Southern Lower 

Town Cult Building 2 

Orthmann 2002: 6.2 

Moortgat 1955: C,1 

Statue N Located along the 

building’s western wall. 

 
Southern Lower 

Town Cult Building 3 

Orthmann 2002: 6.4 

Moortgat 1955: D,3 

Stele N In the debris of the altar 

area, right in front of 

SLTCB 1-2. 

 

 

Tell Halaf Context #2: Northern Lower Town Cult Buildings 

Two small buildings just to the east of the main southern citadel gateway each 

contained a monumental statue of an individual sitting down on a chair (Northern Lower 

Town Cult Buildings 1-2).  The buildings were not physically connected but were built and 

aligned with each other, with the northernmost building of the pair containing the 1.42 metre 

tall NLTCB 2 and the southern building holding the 1.92 metre high NLTCB 1.  Both statues 

associated with these structures were found emplaced in the centre of their respective mud 

brick basements near deposits that contained a mixture of what can almost certainly be  
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Tell Halaf: Northern Lower Town Cult Buildings (after Pucci 2008, Plate 13) 

interpreted as offerings.  These included a ring, a bronze glass, a jar, ivory fragments, a 

limestone tripod, and earrings (Pucci 2008).  The contexts around both of these statues can 

thus be considered conspicuously similar to the iconographic finds associated with the 

southern lower town, especially since both areas would have likely been accessible to the 

general population even if the citadel environs were more restricted.  Based on artistic 

temporal criteria Orthmann (1971) believed the statues were used in two different eras, with 

the finer lines of NLTCB 1 suggesting to the German professor that it was carved with a 

more advanced sculpting technique than its compatriot in the northern building.  This 

hypothesis was virtually quashed by Pucci (2008, 92, 119, Table 72), who noted that both 

structures were almost certainly used during the same era due to their similar elevation and 

were paved over with a mud brick platform built during the Neo-Assyrian conquest period. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? Location Picture (Moortgat 1955 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Northern Lower 

Town Cult Buildings 

1 

Orthmann 2002: 5.1 

Moortgat 1955: A,1 

Statue N In the middle of the 

southern building’s main 

room. 

 
Northern Lower 

Town Cult Buildings 

2 

Orthmann 2002: 5.2 

Moortgat 1955: A,2 

Statue N In the centre of the northern 

building’s main room. 

 
 

Tell Halaf Context #3: Bīt-Hilani Palace, South Face 

The grandest architectural feature that was built during King Kapara’s reign was the 

large palace area that existed just to the north of the main southern gateway through the 

citadel wall.  The largest single collection of preserved iconography bearing artefacts in all of 

Early Iron Age northern Syria was found on southern façade of this building, with no less 

than 171 orthostats lining the base of the structure.  At roughly 0.40-0.75 metres high each 

these orthostats would have been conspicuously obvious to individuals who entered through 

the southern gate, especially those that were emplaced on the south-eastern corner of the 

building.  The majority of scholars who analysed the orthostats including Sader (1987), 

Orthmann (2002), Pucci (2008), and Novák (2013) have been in universal agreement that 
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Tell Halaf: Bīt-Hilani Palace, South Face (after Pucci 2008, Plate 13 and Orthmann 2002, Abbs. 78-82) 

these illustrations were reused from a previous structure or structures that were built in the 

area by King Kapara’s predecessors due to a variety of factors including their artistic styles 

(which differ from the northern face artwork, see below) and several peculiarities concerning 

their emplacement within the architecture of the building (including not always being placed 

in exactly adjacent manners with each other and corner blocks only having one illustrated 

side reused; Pucci 2008, 95).  According to Novák’s (2013) timeline outlined above this 

would date the original carving of the artwork to either Kapara’s father Ḫadiānu or one of his 

predecessors, although this theory would directly contradict any assertion that the Kingdom 

of Palê’s population prior to Kapara’s rule was nomadic as they would have been unable to 

carve monumental orthostats such as these.  This popular reuse hypothesis for the orthostats 

will not be challenged here, but does little to help our context themed study because the 
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hypothesized original location(s) of these images have never been located.  One of these 

previous locations could have been a temple to the Storm God as indicated by the laconic 

inscriptions on several of the pieces including BHPSF 75, 87, and 104, but this cannot be 

determined for certain (see below for a full listing of these inscriptions). 

 The 171 orthostats were emplaced on the south-western and south-eastern faces of the 

main palace in addition to the entire length of the southern façade.  The southern wall itself 

was not linear but consisted of five bastions that jutted out from the main structure, thus 

creating distinctive angles from which the artwork would have been viewed from.  We will 

analyse these orthostats in a left to right (west to east) fashion, although as mentioned above 

the first group that would have been visible when approaching from the gate would have been 

around the south-east corner of the building (Bastion 5).  The first 13 orthostats, of which five 

contained iconography (Bīt-Hilani Palace Southern Face 1-5), were located on the southern 

portion of the western wall of the palace.  They would have been facing toward the citadel’s 

western wall that was roughly 15 metres away and just to the south of a west to east running 

wall that separated the citadel entrance on the northern portion of the building from the 

southern citadel area.  The orthostats continued with only minimal interruption around 

Bastion I of the south-west corner of the palace with BHPSF 6-8 on the northern facing wall, 

BHPSF 9-19 on the western facing wall, BHPSF 20-32 on the southern facing wall, and 

BHPSF 33-37 on the eastern facing wall.  The only notable gaps in these groups were on 

either side of BHPSF 25 on the southern face and a smaller one between BHPSF 33 and 34 

right before the southern and eastern facing walls merged.  They featured mostly a 

combination of wildlife, weapon bearing, vegetation, and mythological themes which showed 

virtually no visual coordination from scene to scene.  Bastions I and II were connected by the 

southern wall of the palace, which was lined with orthostats BHPSF 38-48.  A large gap 

existed between BHPSF 39 and 40, while BHPSF 43’s scene that appeared to illustrate a 
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diverse collection of animals was particularly long at 1.17 metres.  Bastion II contained 

images BHPSF 49-65, with 49-52 facing west, 53-60 facing south, and 61-65 facing east.  

Illustrations of animals and vegetation were much more common among these, although the 

characters holding weapons on BHPSF 53, 57, and 59 served as exceptions to this.  The base 

southern wall of the palace between Bastions II and III resumed at this point with 19 more 

orthostats (BHPSF 65-83), once again featuring a healthy mix of animal and vegetation based 

themes with the occasional mythological (BHPSF 67, 75) or weapon carrying (BHPSF 68) 

exception.  Another section without orthostats presented itself starting at BHPSF 83 and 

extended onto the north-western corner of Bastion III, but the images resumed half way down 

the western facing wall of the bastion with BHPSF 84.  They once again wrapped their way 

around the bastion, with BHPSF 97 being the farthest north-eastern orthostat on Bastion III.  

Here vegetation themes decreased in favour of a nearly equal combination of mortal, 

mythological, and animal representations.  Bastions III and IV were connected by the 

southern wall of the palace and illustrated in a continuous fashion with BHPSF 98-116.  

Images of animals dominated this group, with 13 of the 18 illustrations showing a variety of 

wildlife including lions (BHPSF 107, 113-114, 116), deer or antelope (102, 110-111), and 

long legged bird species (97, 99, 106).  BHPSF 117-130 lined the walls of Bastion IV, 

although only two preserved orthostats (BHPSF 129-130) were located on the eastern facing 

wall of this area before a large open space in the artwork emerged between Bastions IV and 

V.  The animal centric themes from the western adjoining orthostats continued on the western 

portion of Bastion IV, with three of the five images showing animals.  These gave way on the 

southern and eastern faces of bastion to a set of vegetation and mythology focused orthostats 

on BHPSF 122-130, with the human forms featured on 123, 127, and 129 being the main 

exceptions to this.  After a space of five metres on the wall which contained no preserved 

orthostats, the images resumed along the south-eastern portion of the southern palace wall 
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with BHPSF 131-147.  The left (western) side of this wall was mostly characterised by 

humans, with six of the eight orthostats (BHPSF 131-138) containing illustrations 

concentrating on men holding weapons.  The right (eastern) side resumed the animal centric 

themes, with eight orthostats between BHPSF 139-147 and the ensuing 148-151 on the 

western facing wall of Bastion V concentrating on these creatures.  The remainder of the 

artwork lined the eastern (BHPSF 152-156) and northern (BHPSF 157-162) walls of Bastion 

V, with the last small orthostats covering the south-eastern portion of the eastern wall.  These 

orthostats, which featured a nearly equal distribution of animal, human, and mythology based 

illustrations, would have been easily visible to pedestrian traffic that was heading toward the 

main northern entrance to the palace via the Scorpion’s Gate. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Moortgat 1955 

unless otherwise 

stated) 

Location Picture (Moortgat 1955 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 1 
Orthmann 2002: 3.1 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,100 

Orthostat N South-western portion of 

the palace’s western wall 

(1st of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 2 
Orthmann 2002: 3.6 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,24 

Orthostat A 3,24 South-western portion of 

the palace’s western wall 

(2nd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 3 
Orthmann 2002: 3.7 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,99 

Orthostat A 3,99 South-western portion of 

the palace’s western wall 

(3rd of 5). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 4 
Orthmann 2002: 3.9 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,151 

Orthostat A 3,151 South-western portion of 

the palace’s western wall 

(4th of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 5 
Orthmann 2002: 3.13 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,94 

Orthostat A 3,94 South-western portion of 

the palace’s western wall 

(Last of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 6 
Orthmann 2002: 3.15 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,95 

Orthostat N Northern wall of Bastion I 

(1st of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 7 
Orthmann 2002: 3.16 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,12 

Orthostat A 3,12 Northern wall of Bastion I 

(2nd of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 8 
Orthmann 2002: 3.17 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,56 

Orthostat A 3,56 Northern wall of Bastion I 

(Last of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 9 
Orthmann 2002: 3.19 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,165 

Orthostat A 3,165 Western wall of Bastion I 

(1st of  11). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 10 
Orthmann 2002: 3.21 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,66 

Orthostat A 3,66 Western wall of Bastion I 

(2nd of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 11 
Orthmann 2002: 3.22 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,33 

Orthostat A 3,33 Western wall of Bastion I 

(3rd of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 12 
Orthmann 2002: 3.24 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,156 

Orthostat A 3,156 Western wall of Bastion I 

(4th of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 13 
Orthmann 2002: 3.26 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,7 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion I 

(5th of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 14 
Orthmann 2002: 3.27 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,58 

Orthostat A 3,58 Western wall of Bastion I 

(6th of  11). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 15 
Orthmann 2002: 3.28 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,6 

Orthostat A 3,6 Western wall of Bastion I 

(7th of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 16 
Orthmann 2002: 3.29 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,41 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion I 

(8th of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 17 
Orthmann 2002: 3.30 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,15 

Orthostat A 3,15 Western wall of Bastion I 

(9th of  11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 18 
Orthmann 2002: 3.31 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,13 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion I 

(10th of  11). 

N/A (Never illustrated in a 

publication and its current 

location is unknown). 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 19 
Orthmann 2002: 3.32 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,77 

& A 3,132 

Orthostat A 3,77 South-western corner block 

of Bastion I, with the last of 

11 images on Bastion I’s 

western wall and the first of 

14 on the southern wall of 

the same structure. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 20 
Orthmann 2002: 3.34 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,61 

Orthostat A 3,61 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(2nd of 14). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 21 
Orthmann 2002: 3.35 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,60 

Orthostat A 3,60 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(3rd of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 22 
Orthmann 2002: 3.36 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,74 

Orthostat A 3,74 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(4th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 23 
Orthmann 2002: 3.37 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,38 

Orthostat A 3,38 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(5th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 24 
Orthmann 2002: 3.38 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,5 

Orthostat A 3,5 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(6th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 25 
Orthmann 2002: 3.39 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,14 

Orthostat A 3,14 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(7th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 26 
Orthmann 2002: 3.40 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,124 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion I 

(8th of 14). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 27 
Orthmann 2002: 3.41 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,19 

Orthostat A 3,19 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(9th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 28 
Orthmann 2002: 3.42 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,149 

Orthostat A 3,149 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(10th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 29 
Orthmann 2002: 3.43 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,153 

Orthostat A 3,153 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(11th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 30 
Orthmann 2002: 3.44 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,127 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion I 

(12th of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 31 
Orthmann 2002: 3.45 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,57 

Orthostat A 3,57 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(13th of 14). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 32 
Orthmann 2002: 3.46 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,155 

Orthostat A 3,155 Southern wall of Bastion I 

(Last of 14). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 33 
Orthmann 2002: 3.47 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,110 

Orthostat A 3,110 Eastern wall of Bastion I 

(1st of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 34 
Orthmann 2002: 3.48 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,160 

Orthostat A 3,160 Eastern wall of Bastion I 

(2nd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 35 
Orthmann 2002: 3.49 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,31 

Orthostat A 3,31 Eastern wall of Bastion I 

(3rd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 36 
Orthmann 2002: 3.50 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,159 

Orthostat A 3,159 Eastern wall of Bastion I 

(4th of 5). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 37 
Orthmann 2002: 3.51 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,125 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of Bastion I 

(Last of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 38 
Orthmann 2002: 3.52 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,118 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (1st of 11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 39 
Orthmann 2002: 3.53 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,126 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (2nd of 

11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 40 
Orthmann 2002: 3.54 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,103 

Orthostat A 3,103 Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (3rd of 11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 41 
Orthmann 2002: 3.55 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,28 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (4th of 11). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 42 
Orthmann 2002: 3.56 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,32 

Orthostat A 3,32 Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (5th of 11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 43 
Orthmann 2002: 3.57 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,174 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (6th of 11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 44 
Orthmann 2002: 3.58 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,36 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (7th of 11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 45 
Orthmann 2002: 3.59 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,42 

Orthostat A 3,42 Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (8th of 11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 46 
Orthmann 2002: 3.60 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,162 

Orthostat A 3,162 Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (9th of 11). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 47 
Orthmann 2002: 3.61 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,53 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (10th of 

11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 48 
Orthmann 2002: 3.62 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,3 

Orthostat A 3,3 Connecting wall between 

Bastions I and II (Last of 

11). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 49 
Orthmann 2002: 3.63 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,86 

Orthostat A 3,86 Western wall of Bastion II 

(1st of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 50 
Orthmann 2002: 3.64 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,68 

Orthostat A 3,68 Western wall of Bastion II 

(2nd of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 51 
Orthmann 2002: 3.65 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,122 

Orthostat A 3,122 Western wall of Bastion II 

(3rd of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 52 
Orthmann 2002: 3.66 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,128 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion II 

(Last of 4). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 53 
Orthmann 2002: 3.67 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,9 

Orthostat A 3,9 South-western corner block 

of Bastion II, with only the 

image on the southern side 

surviving into the 

archaeological record. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 54 
Orthmann 2002: 3.68 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,130 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion II 

(2nd of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 55 
Orthmann 2002: 3.69 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,143 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion II 

(3rd of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 56 
Orthmann 2002: 3.70 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,76 

Orthostat A 3,76 Southern wall of Bastion II 

(4th of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 57 
Orthmann 2002: 3.71 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,18 

Orthostat A 3,18 Southern wall of Bastion II 

(5th of 8). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 58 
Orthmann 2002: 3.72 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,82 

Orthostat A 3,82 Southern wall of Bastion II 

(6th of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 59 
Orthmann 2002: 3.73 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,52 

Orthostat A 3,52 Southern wall of Bastion II 

(7th of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 60 
Orthmann 2002: 3.74 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,64 

Orthostat A 3,64 Southern wall of Bastion II 

(Last of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 61 
Orthmann 2002: 3.75 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,47 

Orthostat A 3,47 Eastern wall of Bastion II 

(1st of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 62 
Orthmann 2002: 3.76 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,111 & A 3,131 

Orthostat A 3,111 Eastern wall of Bastion II 

(2nd of 5). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 63 
Orthmann 2002: 3.77 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,163 

Orthostat A 3,163 Eastern wall of Bastion II 

(3rd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 64 
Orthmann 2002: 3.78 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,170 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of Bastion II 

(4th of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 65 
Orthmann 2002: 3.79 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,148 

Orthostat A 3,148 Eastern wall of Bastion II 

(Last of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 66 
Orthmann 2002: 3.80 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,112 

Orthostat A 3,112 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (1st of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 67 
Orthmann 2002: 3.81 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,150 

Orthostat A 3,150 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (2nd of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 68 
Orthmann 2002: 3.82 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,8 

Orthostat A 3,8 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (3rd of 

18). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 69 
Orthmann 2002: 3.83 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,142 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (4th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 70 
Orthmann 2002: 3.84 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,113 

Orthostat A 3,113 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (5th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 71 
Orthmann 2002: 3.85 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,140 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (6th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 72 
Orthmann 2002: 3.86 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,50 

Orthostat A 3,50 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (7th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 73 
Orthmann 2002: 3.87 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,93 

Orthostat A 3,93 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (8th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 74 
Orthmann 2002: 3.88 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,87 

Orthostat A 3,87 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (9th of 

18). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 75 
Orthmann 2002: 3.89 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,1 

Orthostat A 3,1 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (10th of 

18). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 76 
Orthmann 2002: 3.90 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,141 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (11th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 77 
Orthmann 2002: 3.91 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,35 

Orthostat A 3,35 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (12th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 78 
Orthmann 2002: 3.92 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,175 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (13th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 79 
Orthmann 2002: 3.93 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,71 

Orthostat A 3,71 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (14th of 

18). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 80 
Orthmann 2002: 3.94 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,89 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (15th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 81 
Orthmann 2002: 3.95 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,120 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (16th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 82 
Orthmann 2002: 3.96 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,135 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (17th of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 83 
Orthmann 2002: 3.97 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,63 

Orthostat A 3,63 Connecting wall between 

Bastions II and III (Last of 

18). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 84 
Orthmann 2002: 3.98 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,91 

Orthostat A 3,91 Western wall of Bastion III 

(1st of 3). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 85 
Orthmann 2002: 3.99 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,167 

Orthostat A 3,167 Western wall of Bastion III 

(2nd of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 86 
Orthmann 2002: 3.100 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,101 

Orthostat A 3,101 Western wall of Bastion III 

(Last of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 87 
Orthmann 2002: 3.101 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,17 

Orthostat A 3,17 Southern wall of Bastion III 

(1st of 6). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 88 
Orthmann 2002: 3.102 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,34 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion III 

(2nd of 6). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 89 
Orthmann 2002: 3.103 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,102 

Orthostat A 3,102 Southern wall of Bastion III 

(3rd of 6). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 90 
Orthmann 2002: 3.104 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,157 

Orthostat A 3,157 Southern wall of Bastion III 

(4th of 6). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 91 
Orthmann 2002: 3.105 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,172 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion III 

(5th of 6). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 92 
Orthmann 2002: 3.106 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,46 

Orthostat A 3,46 Southern wall of Bastion III 

(Last of 6). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 93 
Orthmann 2002: 3.107 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,104 

Orthostat A 3,104 South-eastern corner block 

of Bastion III, with only the 

image on the eastern side 

surviving. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 94 
Orthmann 2002: 3.108 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,81 

Orthostat A 3,81 Eastern wall of Bastion III 

(2nd of 5). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 95 
Orthmann 2002: 3.109 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,117 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of Bastion III 

(3rd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 96 
Orthmann 2002: 3.110 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,177 

Orthostat A 3,177 Eastern wall of Bastion III 

(4th of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 97 
Orthmann 2002: 3.111 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,98 

Orthostat A 3,98 Eastern wall of Bastion III 

(Last of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 98 
Orthmann 2002: 3.113 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,37 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (1st of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 99 
Orthmann 2002: 3.114 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,106 

Orthostat A 3,106 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (2nd of 

19). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 100 
Orthmann 2002: 3.115 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,119 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (3rd of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 101 
Orthmann 2002: 3.116 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,92 

Orthostat A 3,92 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (4th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 102 
Orthmann 2002: 3.117 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,144 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (5th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 103 
Orthmann 2002: 3.118 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,105 

Orthostat A 3,105 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (6th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 104 
Orthmann 2002: 3.119 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,154 

Orthostat A 3,154 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (7th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 105 
Orthmann 2002: 3.120 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,88 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (8th of 

19). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 106 
Orthmann 2002: 3.121 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,97 

Orthostat A 3,97 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (9th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 107 
Orthmann 2002: 3.122 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,67 

Orthostat A 3,67 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (10th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 108 
Orthmann 2002: 3.123 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,116 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (11th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 109 
Orthmann 2002: 3.124 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,29 

Orthostat A 3,29 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (12th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 110 
Orthmann 2002: 3.125 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,147 

Orthostat A 3,147 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (13th of 

19). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 111 
Orthmann 2002: 3.126 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,79 

Orthostat A 3,79 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (14th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 112 
Orthmann 2002: 3.127 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,85 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (15th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 113 
Orthmann 2002: 3.128 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,70 

Orthostat A 3,70 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (16th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 114 
Orthmann 2002: 3.129 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,62 

Orthostat A 3,62 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (17th of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 115 
Orthmann 2002: 3.130 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,123 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (18th of 

19). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 116 
Orthmann 2002: 3.131 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,114 

Orthostat A 3,114 Connecting wall between 

Bastions III and IV (Last of 

19). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 117 
Orthmann 2002: 3.132 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,115 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion IV 

(1st of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 118 
Orthmann 2002: 3.133 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,73 

Orthostat A 3,73 Western wall of Bastion IV 

(2nd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 119 
Orthmann 2002: 3.134 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,90 

Orthostat A 3,90 Western wall of Bastion IV 

(3rd of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 120 
Orthmann 2002: 3.135 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,69 

Orthostat A 3,69 Western wall of Bastion IV 

(4th of 5). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 121 
Orthmann 2002: 3.136 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,23 

Orthostat A 3,23 Western wall of Bastion IV 

(Last of 5). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 122 
Orthmann 2002: 3.137 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,121 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (1st of 7). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 123 
Orthmann 2002: 3.138 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,45 

Orthostat A 3,45 Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (2nd of 7). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 124 
Orthmann 2002: 3.139 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,152 

Orthostat A 3,152 Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (3rd of 7). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 125 
Orthmann 2002: 3.140 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,134 

Orthostat A 3,134 Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (4th of 7). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 126 
Orthmann 2002: 3.141 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,161 

Orthostat A 3,161 Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (5th of 7). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 127 
Orthmann 2002: 3.142 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,54 

Orthostat A 3,54 Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (6th of 7). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 128 
Orthmann 2002: 3.143 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,107 

Orthostat N Southern wall of Bastion 

IV (Last of 7). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 129 
Orthmann 2002: 3.144 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,2 

& A 3,133 

Orthostat A 3,2 South-eastern corner block 

of Bastion IV, with the last 

image on the southern wall 

(top) and the first of two 

surviving orthostats from 

the eastern wall (bottom). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 130 
Orthmann 2002: 3.145 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,148 

Orthostat A 3,148 Eastern wall of Bastion IV 

(Last of 2). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 131 
Orthmann 2002: 3.146 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,59 

Orthostat A 3,59 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (1st of 

17). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 132 
Orthmann 2002: 3.147 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,51 

Orthostat A 3,51 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (2nd of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 133 
Orthmann 2002: 3.148 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,158 

Orthostat A 3,158 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (3rd of 

17). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 134 
Orthmann 2002: 3.149 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,16 

Orthostat A 3,16 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (4th of 

17). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 135 
Orthmann 2002: 3.150 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,39 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (5th of 

17). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 136 
Orthmann 2002: 3.151 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,55 

Orthostat A 3,55 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (6th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 137 
Orthmann 2002: 3.152 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,136 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (7th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 138 
Orthmann 2002: 3.153 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,30 

Orthostat A 3,30 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (8th of 

17). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 139 
Orthmann 2002: 3.154 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,72 

Orthostat A 3,72 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (9th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 140 
Orthmann 2002: 3.155 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,96 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (10th of 

17). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 141 
Orthmann 2002: 3.156 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,22 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (11th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 142 
Orthmann 2002: 3.157 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,75 

Orthostat A 3,75 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (12th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 143 
Orthmann 2002: 3.158 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,83 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (13th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 144 
Orthmann 2002: 3.159 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,109 

Orthostat A 3,109 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (14th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 145 
Orthmann 2002: 3.160 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,138 

Orthostat N Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (15th of 

17). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 146 
Orthmann 2002: 3.161 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,145 

Orthostat A 3,145 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (16th of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 147 
Orthmann 2002: 3.162 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,21 

Orthostat A 3,21 Connecting wall between 

Bastions IV and V (Last of 

17). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 148 
Orthmann 2002: 3.163 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,178 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion V 

(1st of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 149 
Orthmann 2002: 3.164 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,137 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion V 

(2nd of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 150 
Orthmann 2002: 3.165 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,78 

Orthostat A 3,78 Western wall of Bastion V 

(3rd of 4). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 151 
Orthmann 2002: 3.166 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,139 

Orthostat N Western wall of Bastion V 

(Last of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 152 
Orthmann 2002: 3.167 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,164 

Orthostat A 3,164 Eastern wall of Bastion V 

(1st of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 153 
Orthmann 2002: 3.168 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,169 

Orthostat A 3,169 Eastern wall of Bastion V 

(2nd of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 154 
Orthmann 2002: 3.169 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,173 

Orthostat A 3,173 Eastern wall of Bastion V 

(3rd of 4). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 155 
Orthmann 2002: 3.170 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,171 & A 3,20 

Orthostat A 3,20 North-eastern corner block 

of Bastion V, with the last 

image on the eastern wall 

(top) and the first on the 

northern wall of Bastion V 

(bottom). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 156 
Orthmann 2002: 3.171 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,43 

Orthostat A 3,43 Northern wall of Bastion V 

(2nd of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 157 
Orthmann 2002: 3.172 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,108 

Orthostat A 3,108 Northern wall of Bastion V 

(3rd of 8). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 158 
Orthmann 2002: 3.173 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,44 

Orthostat A 3,44 Northern wall of Bastion V 

(4th of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 159 
Orthmann 2002: 3.174 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,65 

Orthostat N Northern wall of Bastion V 

(5th of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 160 
Orthmann 2002: 3.176 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,10 

Orthostat N Northern wall of Bastion V 

(6th of 8). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 161 
Orthmann 2002: 3.177 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,26 

Orthostat A 3,26 Northern wall of Bastion V 

(7th of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 162 
Orthmann 2002: 3.178 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,146 

Orthostat N Northern wall of Bastion V 

(Last of 8). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 163 
Orthmann 2002: 3.179 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,25 

Orthostat A 3,25 South-eastern palace wall 

(1st of 9). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 164 
Orthmann 2002: 3.180 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,176 

Orthostat N South-eastern palace wall 

(2nd of 9). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 165 
Orthmann 2002: 3.181 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,84 

Orthostat A 3,84 South-eastern palace wall 

(3rd of 9). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 166 
Orthmann 2002: 3.182 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,49 

Orthostat N South-eastern palace wall 

(4th of 9). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 167 
Orthmann 2002: 3.183 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,80 

Orthostat A 3,80 South-eastern palace wall 

(5th of 9). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 168 
Orthmann 2002: 3.184 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,166 

Orthostat A 3,166 South-eastern palace wall 

(6th of 9). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 169 
Orthmann 2002: 3.185 

Moortgat 1955: A 

3,129 

Orthostat A 3,129 South-eastern palace wall 

(7th of 9). 

N/A (No picture available). 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 170 
Orthmann 2002: 3.186 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,4 

Orthostat A 3,4 South-eastern palace wall 

(8th of 9). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Southern Face) 171 
Orthmann 2002: 3.187 

Moortgat 1955: A 3,11 

Orthostat A 3,11 South-eastern palace wall 

(Last of 9). 
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Tell Halaf Context #4: Bīt-Hilani Palace, Scorpion’s Gate 

 

Tell Halaf: Scorpion’s Gate (after Pucci 2008, Plate 13) 

The Scorpion’s Gate was directly attached to the eastern wall of the palace building 

and was the only way to enter into the main palace complex.  According to the archaeological 

information uncovered by Oppenheim, the gateway consisted of a five metre wide hallway 

that led into two consecutive gatehouses separated by a wall in the middle.  The entire 

passage measured c.15 metres from north to south before traffic would have emptied out into 

a courtyard just to the north of the main palace entrance.  The gateway was decorated with a 

series of aniconic orthostats and two monumental statues that were emplaced in the front 

(southern) side of the gateway.  Both statues, which were around two metres tall each 

(Scorpion’s Gate 1 was 2.06 metre high and Scorpion’s Gate 2 was 1.85 metres tall; 

Orthmann 2002, 32-33, 124), illustrated nearly identical images of mythical hybrid sphinx 

characters that were both looking to the south directly toward traffic entering the gateway 

from the lower town. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? Location Picture (Moortgat 1955 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Scorpion’s Gate 1 

Orthmann 2002: 4.2 

Moortgat 1955: Bd,4 

Statue N Western wall of the 

southern Scorpion’s gate 

entrance. 

 
Scorpion’s Gate 2 

Orthmann 2002: 4.1 

Moortgat 1955: Bd,3 

Statue N Eastern wall of the southern 

Scorpion’s gate entrance. 

 
 

Tell Halaf Context #5: Bīt-Hilani Palace, Northern Entrance 

Once a potential visitor to the palace had cleared the northern entrance to the second 

gatehouse of the Scorpion’s Gate they emptied out to the north-west into a palace courtyard 

area.  The northern entrance to the palace was on the southern side of this courtyard, roughly 

25 metres from the Scorpion’s Gate.  The entrance consisted of a staircase that proceeded 

onto a terrace area before the palace building itself was reached.  It was right at this point 

when the first of two layers of artwork could be found in the gateway, one on the front 

(northern) wall of palace entrance and the second on the walls of the ensuing inner passage 

out of the entrance area toward the main hallway of the palace.  Each layer was decorated 

with a combination of statues and orthostats, with the former generally flanking or being 

placed right inside the pedestrian path while the latter supported the statues on the 

surrounding western and eastern walls.  The first group of orthostats on the left (eastern) side 

of the northern wall were Bīt-Hilani Palace Northern Entrance 1-3.  Unlike the southern 

façade orthostats, the three orthostats here and BHPNE 12-14 on the right (western) side of 

the northern wall showed a general visual coordination with each other.  BHPNE 1 and 14 

both illustrated archers aiming toward directly toward the gateway, with the man on BHPNE 

1 facing to the right (west) standing astride a bull and the bowman on BHPNE 14 facing to 

the left (east) while standing next to a stag looking directly back at him.  Mythological  
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Tell Halaf: Bīt-Hilani Palace Northern Entrance (after Pucci 2008, Plate 13 and Orthmann 2002, Abb. 77) 

themes appeared on orthostats BHPNE 2 and 13, with the former containing three mythical 

creatures holding up a winged disc and the latter featuring the weather god holding two 

unidentified implements in the air.  All four characters on both of these orthostats stared 

directly to the north at the intended audience.  Both sets of orthostats were completed by 

large illustrations of lions on either side of the entrance itself, with BHPNE 3 on the left 

(eastern) and BHPNE 12 on the right (western) side.  The centre of the passageway was 

occupied by three sets of paired monumental statues that each featured a human looking deity 

standing on a platform just behind a similarly sized animal which were all facing directly to 

the north, with roughly two metre gaps between each to allow pedestrian traffic to pass 

through into the main palace to the south.  BHPNE 5, 7, and 9 contained the deity images, 

which represented two male deities (5 and 7) and a goddess (9), while BHPNE 6, 8, and 10 

were the animals, with 6 and 10 on either side of the passage representing lions and BHPNE 

8 showing a bull.  The path was also flanked on both wall edges with the sphinx statues 

BHPNE 4 (eastern wall) and 11 (western wall) that were placed at approximately the same 
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height as the three adjacent statues BHPNE 6, 8, and 10.  The artwork at the front of the 

entrance was finished off by BHPNE 15, which was an orthostat on the western wall of the 

entrance chamber portraying a mythological winged sphinx creature, and BHPNE 16, which 

was a monumental statue of a beaked bird species.  The original emplacement of the latter 

was never discovered as it was originally found shattered into pieces on both sides of the 

entrance (Orthmann 2002, 103). 

 A final layer of artwork greeted visitors to the palace as they passed through the inner 

passage into the grand palace hall.  Four more orthostats and two monumental statues were 

found on the western and eastern walls of the inner passageway.  Like the rest of the northern 

entrance artwork these showed a significant amount of visual coordination between them, but 

were found in much more fragmented conditions.  The first two pieces that would have been 

visible were the orthostats BHPNE 17 and 22, which were emplaced on the southern wall of 

the entrance directly on either side of the passage.  They both appeared to show sphinx like 

creatures, although the top of each orthostat was not preserved.  The ensuing orthostats and 

statues BHPNE 18-21 lined each side of the inner passageway proper, with BHPNE 18 and 

21 being statues of what Oppenheim’s team termed griffins and BHPNE 19-20 containing 

illustrations of human looking feet with a possible wing from a mythical figure.  The top 

halves of all four pieces were found in severely fragmented states, limiting our knowledge of 

what King Kapara’s sculptors were intending to represent here. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Moortgat 1955 

unless otherwise 

stated) 

Location Picture (Moortgat 1955 unless 

otherwise stated) 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

1 

Orthmann 2002: 1.1 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/1 

Orthostat N North-eastern wall of the 

palace entrance (1st of 3). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

2 

Orthmann 2002: 1.2 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/2 

Orthostat Ba,2 North-eastern wall of the 

palace entrance (2nd of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

3 

Orthmann 2002: 1.3 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/3 

Orthostat Ba,3 North-eastern wall of the 

palace entrance (Last of 3). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

4 

Orthmann 2002: 1.4 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/1 

Statue N Eastern wall of the palace 

entrance passageway. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

5 

Orthmann 2002: 1.5 

Moortgat 1955: Bc/4 

Statue N Eastern portion of the 

palace’s main northern 

entrance pathway, directly 

behind BHPNE 6. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

6 

Orthmann 2002: 1.6 

Moortgat 1955: Bc/1 

Statue N Eastern portion of the 

palace’s main northern 

entrance pathway. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

7 

Orthmann 2002: 1.7 

Moortgat 1955: Bc/5 

Statue N Centre portion of the 

palace’s main northern 

entrance pathway, directly 

behind BHPNE 8. 

 
(Cholidis & Martin 2010) 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

8 

Orthmann 2002: 1.8 

Moortgat 1955: Bc/2 

Statue N Centre portion of the 

palace’s main northern 

entrance pathway. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

9 

Orthmann 2002: 1.9 

Moortgat 1955: Bc/6 

Statue Bc,6 Western portion of the 

palace’s main northern 

entrance pathway, directly 

behind BHPNE 10. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

10 

Orthmann 2002: 1.10 

Moortgat 1955: Bc/3 

Statue N Western portion of the 

palace’s main northern 

entrance pathway. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

11 

Orthmann 2002: 1.11 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/2 

Statue N Western wall of the palace 

entrance passageway. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

12 

Orthmann 2002: 1.12 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/4 

Statue N North-western wall of the 

palace entrance (1st of 3).  

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

13 

Orthmann 2002: 1.13 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/5 

Orthostat Ba,5 North-western wall of the 

palace entrance (2nd of 3).  
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

14 

Orthmann 2002: 1.14 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/6 

Orthostat N North-western wall of the 

palace entrance (Last of 3).  

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

15 

Orthmann 2002: 1.15 

Moortgat 1955: Ba/7 

Orthostat Ba,7 Western wall of the 

entrance terrace, adjacent to 

BHPNE 14. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

16 

Orthmann 2002: 1.16 

Moortgat 1955: Bd/1 

Statue N Fragments found on both 

sides of the main northern 

entrance to the palace. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

17 

Orthmann 2002: 2.1 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/6 

Orthostat N South-eastern wall of the 

northern entrance 

antechamber. 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

18 

Orthmann 2002: 2.2 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/4 

Statue N Eastern wall of the inner 

passageway into the main 

throne room of the Hilani 

(1st of 2). 
 

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

19 

Orthmann 2002: 2.3 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/8 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the inner 

passageway into the main 

throne room of the Hilani 

(Last of 2). 

 
Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

20 

Orthmann 2002: 2.4 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/7 

Orthostat N Western wall of the inner 

passageway into the main 

throne room of the Hilani 

(1st of 2). 
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Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

21 

Orthmann 2002: 2.5 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/3 

Statue N Western wall of the inner 

passageway into the main 

throne room of the Hilani 

(Last of 2).  

Bīt-Hilani Palace 

(Northern Entrance) 

22 

Orthmann 2002: 2.6 

Moortgat 1955: Bb/5 

Orthostat Bb,5 South-western wall of the 

northern entrance 

antechamber. 

 

 

Kingdom of Palê Out of Situ Monumental Artwork 

 Several hundred other monumental art fragments of varying sizes were also located 

by Oppenheim’s workers or the more recent Vorderasiatisches team, but reconstructing their 

original emplacements has been a painstakingly difficult task that is currently far from 

complete.  These efforts, which had already started after Oppenheim’s initial excavations in 

1911-1913, were further exacerbated by the aerial bombing of the Tell Halaf Museum in 

Berlin by Great Britain’s Royal Air Force during 1943.  This bombing destroyed the building 

and severely damaged a significant part of the collection before it could be recovered by 

experts from the nearby Vorderasiatisches Museum.  Despite these difficulties, significant 

progress has been made especially in the last 20 years thanks to the efforts of the Tell Halaf 

Ausgrabungsprojekt, which has worked to reassemble the remains present in Berlin and Tell 

Halaf.  Their efforts up through the 2000s have been summarised by Nadja Cholidis and Lutz 

Martin (2010; for index see page 419) in a catalogue that includes what remained from the 

archives in Berlin after the bombing and the fragments collected from the most recent 

investigations of the site.  The vast majority of these were originally found in broad 

association with the architectural remains of King Kapara’s palace, although pieces of art 

such as Moortgat 1955’s D,4 (first located east of the main southern citadel gate) and E,1 

(found in the north-eastern palace) serve as exceptions to this rule.  Unfortunately the exact 
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original locations for any of these remains cannot be currently pinpointed, so they will not be 

included individually within this catalogue. 

Kingdom of Patin 

Introduction 

The settlement of Tell Ta’yinat was established on top of two adjoining mounds that 

encompassed an area of roughly 40 hectares near the northernmost waters of the Orontes 

River, right before it turned south-west toward what would eventually be known as the city of 

Antioch and the Mediterranean Sea beyond.  The site was first excavated by Robert 

Braidwood from 1935-1938, who found several structures within what he determined to be 

five distinct Early Iron Age architectural periods including several palace buildings (Harrison 

2009, 175-176).  The groundwork laid by Braidwood’s team was followed up from 2003-

2012 by an expedition led by Timothy Harrison, who has significantly expanded our 

knowledge of the architecture in the area, especially in Fields 1, 2, and 7 in the centre of the 

mounds. 

Prior to these excavations almost all of our knowledge about the Amuq Plain’s Early 

Iron Age history came from off-site textual sources, especially those from the Neo-Assyrian 

Empire.  These first mentioned the Kingdom of Patin (Unqi to the Assyrians) around the year 

870 BCE, when Ashurnasirpal II passed peacefully through King Lubarna I of Patin’s 

territory on his way to the Kingdom of Ḫamat to the south.  According to Ashurnasirpal’s 

scribes Patin’s capital was at a city called Kunulua (almost certainly Tell Ta’yinat’s name in 

Assyrian records) on the Amuq Plain.  The kingdom likely controlled the entire plain as well 

as some territory around it, although the exact boundaries and the nature of their sphere of 

influence continue to be up for debate (see especially Osborne 2013, Hawkins 1995).  King 

Lubarna was either succeeded or replaced around 858 BCE by King Suppiluliuma I, although 

the transition might not have been very smooth since the city Urimu was still listed as the 
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“fortified city of Lubarna” during Shalmaneser III’s invasion that same year.  King 

Suppiluliuma was one of Shalmaneser’s most steadfast opponents in this invasion, first 

joining the initial anti-Assyrian coalition at Lutibu and then becoming the main inspiration 

behind the second coalition that formed before the Battle of Alimuš (RIMA 3: 9-10).  

According to Assyrian evidence Suppiluliuma’s reign did not last past 858 BCE, because in 

the next year a new king named Halparuntiya occupied the throne of Patin and maintained 

relatively cordial relations with Shalmaneser III until at least 853 BCE.  After Halparuntiya’s 

reign Assyrian records mentioned the kingdom on only two more occasions and in both cases 

it was to suppress what they termed a revolt.  The second of these revolts was inspired in 739 

BCE by a King Tutammû of Patin, who was promptly executed by Tiglath-pileser III in the 

following year and had his territories absorbed directly into the expanding Neo-Assyrian 

Empire. 

Kingdom of Patin Context #1: Upper Mound Citadel Gate 

Excavations in this area began in 2011 with an exploratory sounding to the south of 

the temple structure (Building XVI) that unexpectedly encountered a gateway complex that, 

based on its proximity to the palatial buildings to the north-west, likely provided access to the 

citadel area of Tell Ta’yinat at some point in the c. 9th-8th centuries BCE.  Four pieces of 

monumental artwork have been pinpointed so far by Harrison’s team, although there is a 

strong possibility that more statues or other types of monumental artwork were part of the 

gateway’s original architectural design.  Our knowledge of the latter was unfortunately 

compromised by a destruction event in the late 8th century BCE that demolished the gateway 

and saw monumental pieces of art thrown out of their intended places of usage.  This 

destruction event likely coincided with the Neo-Assyrian conquest of the area by King 

Tiglath-pileser III’s army in 738 BCE and the ensuing construction that covered over the gate 

with a central courtyard (Harrison 2012a, 13-14).  Thus we have no concrete knowledge of  
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Tell Ta’yinat: Upper Mound Citadel Gate (after Harrison 2012a, Fig. 8, Harrison 2011, Fig. 6, and Pucci 2008, 

Plate 25) 

how (or even if) these sculptures were meant to relate to each other in a visual manner within 

the complex.  The first two sculptures (UMCG 1-2) were found the first year of excavation in 

within three metres of each other, with UMCG 1 toppled over on its left side in the area 

where Harrison projected the north-western portion of the gate complex was located while 

UMCG 2 was in the centre of the roughly north to south running gateway path.  UMCG 1 

was a 1.3 metre high and 1.6 metre long monumental lion statue that showed the creature 

sitting on all fours while roaring.  It was likely a portal lion for either the northern or southern 

side of the gateway, although this cannot be confirmed.  UMCG 2 was a fragment of a statue 

base with what looked to be a lion’s head, with the right hand of a smaller unidentified figure 

reaching for the neck area of the animal.  Harrison hypothesized that the statue shared a 
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resemblance to the statue listed in this thesis as Carchemish’s Processional Entry & Royal 

Buttress 5, but this cannot be conclusively confirmed.  The other two pieces of art (UMCG 3-

4) were located right next to each other almost exactly in the centre of the projected gateway 

complex, just to the right of UMCG 2.  The first of these (UMCG 3) was the top fragment of 

a monumental statue that was c. 1.5 metres in height, which would have meant the entire 

intact statue likely stood around 3.5-4.0 tall.  The obverse of the preserved fragment showed 

the face of a man clutching the top portion of a spear in his right hand and a shaft of wheat in 

his left, while the back contained a Luwian inscription that noted the exploits of Suppiluliuma 

of Patin.  According to this text Suppiluliuma apparently set a political border with an 

unnamed kingdom, campaigned with his army against “100 cities,” and erected a stele to his 

father (Harrison 2012a, figure 11).  As was noted above we do know of a King Suppiluliuma 

of Patin from Neo-Assyrian records, but this inscription does not correlate well with the 

Assyrian texts because it is unlikely that the Suppiluliuma they mentioned was able to 

campaign against “100 cities” and fight Shalmaneser III in two separate major engagements 

all in the same year before being deposed King Halparuntiya in c.857 BCE.  This suggests the 

statue was commissioned by a different King Suppiluliuma from the one known to Neo-

Assyrian records or that his reign may have started before or lasted after 858 BCE.  UMCG 4 

was also located in the same gateway area, although because both sculptures had clearly been 

removed from their original intended locations it is unknown at the moment whether the two 

were actually meant to be affiliated with each other or not.  The base clearly had a more 

mythical theme than Suppiluliuma’s statue, with images of a winged bull and sphinx 

appearing on the obverse and left sides of the object respectively.  Harrison (2012a, 7-8) 

noted that the right side of the sculpture was sanded down and undecorated, which likely 

meant it was intended to stand up against a wall along either the western or eastern side of the 

gateway. 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? Location Picture 

Upper Mound 

Citadel Gate 1 

Harrison 2011, Fig. 7-

8 

Statue N Embedded in the north-

western wall of the 

projected south-eastern 

citadel gateway complex. 

 
(Harrison 2011) 

Upper Mound 

Citadel Gate 2 

Harrison 2011, Fig. 9 

Statue N On the western half of the 

projected pathway of the 

south-eastern citadel 

gateway complex. 

 
(Harrison 2011) 

Upper Mound 

Citadel Gate 3 

Harrison 2012a, Figs. 

8-10 

Statue Harrison 2012 In the centre of the 

projected pathway of the 

south-eastern citadel 

gateway complex. 

 
(Harrison 2012a) 

Upper Mound 

Citadel Gate 4 

Harrison 2012a, Fig. 

14 

Statue N In the centre of the 

projected pathway of the 

south-eastern citadel 

gateway complex. 

 
(Harrison 2012a) 
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Kingdom of Patin Miscellaneous Monumental Artwork 

 In addition to the gate complex, two isolated pieces of monumental artwork were also 

found in contexts that belonged to the eastern citadel gate or around Building II inside the 

main citadel itself.  Both of these pieces were originally located by members from 

Braidwood’s team in the 1930s.  Outer Wall Eastern Citadel Gate 1 is a collection of four 

fragments that originally belonged to a colossal statue that was seated on a throne.  They 

were first located in the 1936 season embedded within the pavement of the area, but the 

original emplacement of the statue cannot be established.  Like Suppiluliuma’s monumental 

statue it likely would have been a dominant piece of artwork within the citadel gate based on 

the ratio of the fragmented pieces, but this can be considered speculation until more evidence 

is uncovered.  The inscription preserved between the four fragments is largely incomplete but 

does mention a Halparuntiya, who could have been the same King Halparuntiya of Patin 

(Qalpurunda of Unqi in Assyrian sources) that was mentioned by Shalmaneser III’s sources 

in 857 and 853 BCE (RIMA 3: 11, 18).  The other major piece of monumental art was 

Building II (Citadel) 1, which was a double lion statue base that was recovered in the 

entrance to the Building II on top of the citadel mound by Braidwood’s workers.  There were 

also a number of small remains with Luwian hieroglyphics found in the general area of the 

same building’s entrance which Hawkins classified together as TELL TAYINAT 2.  Their 

topics of conversation seem to have included everything from religions matters to litigation 

and even a brief mention of the Kingdom of Patin’s army, but only a small amount of textual 

information was recovered from each due to their fragmented states (Hawkins 2000, 369-

371). 
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Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000) 

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 unless 

otherwise noted) 

Outer Wall Eastern 

Citadel Gate 1 

Hawkins 2000: TELL 

TAYINAT 1 

Statue TELL TAYINAT 

1 

In the remnants of the 

eastern citadel gate. 

 
(Hawkins 2000) 

Building II (Citadel) 

1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Tainat 1 

Column N  In the main southern 

entrance to Building II. 

 
Building II (Citadel) 

Non-Iconographic 

Inscription 

Hawkins 2000: TELL 

TAYINAT 2 

N/A TELL TAYINAT 

2 

In small fragments of the 

main southern entrance to 

Building II. 

N/A (No Iconography) 

 

City of Sakçagözü 

Introduction 

 Just southeast of Maraş and c.25 kilometres to the northeast of Zincirli is the small 

Turkish village of Sakçagözü.  This village has often lent its name to a höyük mound (also 

known by the name of Çoba Höyük) located three kilometres to the northwest since Carl 

Humann and Otto Puchstein travelled through the region in the late 19th century CE.  It was 

excavated for the first time by John Garstang, Phythian Adams, and Hamilton Beattie.  In just 

two short seasons (autumns 1908 and 1911) they were able to establish a partial site 

chronology stretching from the Late Neolithic Era all the way to the Early Iron Age and 

uncovered a bīt-hilani palace containing most of the iconographic evidence that will be 
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reviewed below (Garstang 1908, 97-101).  Civil unrest in the region as well as issues with 

obtaining an excavation permit from the Ottoman government precluded him from opening 

up any more excavations after the 1911 season, but a couple of decades later Garstang 

strongly encouraged a team led by archaeologists John Waechter, Marjory Veronica Seton-

Williams, Joan du Plat Taylor, and Sinclair Hood to undertake further excavations in the area.  

Their work commenced in 1949 and was able to establish a preliminary sequence of 

occupation at the site (du Plat Taylor et al. 1950, 55).  No further archaeological activity has 

taken place on the Early Iron Age layers of Sakçagözü since Waechter’s team left in 1949, 

although two one month surveys of the surrounding region which focused on prehistoric 

artefacts were led by Andrew Garrard in 1995 and 1996 (see Greaves 2015 for more on the 

site’s excavation history).  Waetcher’s team was able to significantly clarify the chronology 

of Sakçagözü by separating it on a ceramics based stratigraphy into 12 different layers that 

started in the Chalcolithic and extended into Early Medieval times, with Periods IX-XI 

representing the Early Iron Age.  Differentiating these early 1st millennium BCE layers from 

each other was no small task for Waetcher’s experts because, especially in the case of Period 

X, medieval era silos and some of Garstang’s excavation trenches had disturbed the 

stratigraphy so much there was very little undisturbed archaeological material left with which 

to date the layers (du Plat Taylor et al. 1950, 82). 

Despite the best efforts of Waetcher and his associates, our available information for 

the site’s early 1st millennium BCE history remains limited as no textual sources from the era 

have ever been recovered from the site.  This lack of information has opened the door for a 

number of debates about the exact identification and dating of the Early Iron Age 

architectural features, which have been advanced by some of the leading scholars in ancient 

Near Eastern archaeology including Emil Kraeling (1918), Benno Landsberger (1948) 

Ussishkin (1966a), Orthmann (1971, 2008), and Hawkins (see especially 1982).  All five men 
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were in agreement that the palace of Sakçagözü uncovered by Garstang’s workers (see 

Context #2) could not have been the home of an independent kingdom, but their opinions 

split when trying to ascertain whether the city belonged to the Kingdom of Gurgum, 

Kummuḫ, or Sam’al.  Kraeling (1918) believed the settlement belonged to the Kingdom of 

Sam’al.  His reasoning was that the ancient name for Sakçagözü was recorded in Neo-

Assyrian records as Lutibu, a fortified city and location of a battle where King Ḫaiiānu of 

Sam’al’s coalition tried to resist Shalmaneser III’s invasion of northern Syria in 858 BCE.  

Kraeling’s argument has not been disproven but remains completely circumstantial, as Lutibu 

could have also been the city of Yesemek (25 kilometres southeast of Zincirli) or another 

unidentified site (Yamada 2000, 95).  Sakçagözü’s location is also not as strategically 

advantageous to protecting Sam’al as it would appear on a basic map because it lies on the 

opposite side of the north-western spur of the Kurt Dağ, considerably farther east than the 

main northern approach to Sam’al coming from Maraş (du Plat Taylor et al. 1950, 71-72).  

Landsberger (1948) advanced a different hypothesis when he suggested Sakçagözü’s 

sculptures could have been made under the rule of King Mutallu of Kummuḫ in the late 8th 

century BCE, right before his kingdom was absorbed into the Neo-Assyrian Empire in 708 

BCE.  Ussishkin (1966a) tweaked this proposal by using an artistic style based argument to 

suggest the monumental art was built in two different periods, with the gate orthostats being 

carved in the late 9th or early 8th century BCE and the palace constructed in the second half of 

the 8th century BCE.  Like Landsberger, he believed the palace orthostats were constructed by 

King Mutallu of Kummuḫ’s artisans.  Hawkins (1982) also believed Landsbeger’s idea was 

“ingeniously suggested,” but postulated that Sakçagözü could have been located within the 

territory of Gurgum based on the sculptural style of the palace reliefs.  His opinion was these 

pieces of art shared more similarities with Carchemish’s and Malatya’s artwork than they did 

with Sam’al’s (Hawkins 1982, 423).  Orthmann (2008, 559) flatly disagreed with this latter 
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assessment by Hawkins, pointing out the architectural design of Sakçagözü’s palace and its 

lion sculptures shared more common traits with those at Zincirli than anywhere else.  While 

these chronological arguments have all been very useful to the field, this thesis will assess the 

site’s evidence independently until the remains can be more securely identified with another 

Early Iron Age state. 

Sakçagözü Context #1: Citadel Gate 

 

Sakçagözü: Citadel Gate (after Ussishkin 1966a, Fig. 2) 

Once the workers under Garstang (1908, 102) began their trevals they quickly located 

a fortification wall that surrounded the entire area with only one gateway in the south-western 

part of the complex, a number of “Upper Buildings” within the walls superimposed on each 

other on top of the mound, and a portico area in the north-eastern part of the enclosure that 

would eventually be identified as the entrance to the palace.  Monumental art was found in 

the south-western gateway and the palace entrance, although all three pieces that likely 

belonged to the former were found by Garstang’s team out of context and the gate itself had 

been heavily damaged by erosion (Orthmann 1971, 532).  Ussishkin (1966a) used Garstang’s 

original notes to suggest reconstructions for the emplacements of two of the three orthostats 
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(Citadel Gate 1-2). Citadel Gate 1’s chariot hunting scene would have aligned the left 

(western) half of the west tower’s south-eastern wall, with the general action of the orthostat 

(except for the character at the far right stabbing the lion in the head) directly facing toward 

the entrance of the gate.  Garstang (1913, 68-69) also noted that an orthostat almost exactly 

like this one on the left (western) half of the north-western wall of the east tower mirrored 

CG 1’s illustration, but this was not recovered by his team.  The other orthostat that Ussishkin 

reconstructed (CG 2) was also on the eastern tower’s outer wall, except that it was on the 

south-western side of the structure.  It showed a scene with a man holding a spear behind the 

back of a lion to the left (north-west) moving in the same direction toward the gate.  Garstang 

(1908, 12, 103, 105, plate 35/2) noted that another orthostat of what appeared to be a lion 

(CG 3) was found in the gate area, but neither Garstang nor Ussishkin were able to locate its 

original location.  Garstang (1908, 101, 105-106, plate 35/1) also reported that several other 

sculptures existed in the gateway including a couple of monumental lions, but these 

fragments were lost before they could be catalogued more thoroughly. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? 

(Hawkins 2000 

unless otherwise 

stated)  

Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Citadel Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü B/1 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

gateway complex. 

 

Citadel Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü B/2 

Orthostat N Eastern side of the southern 

wall of the gateway 

complex. 

 

Citadel Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü B/3 

Orthostat N Likely emplaced along the 

western or eastern wall of 

the gateway. 
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Sakçagözü Context #2: Palace Entrance 

 

Sakçagözü: Palace Entrance (after Orthmann 1971, Plan 8) 

 The other 13 piece of monumental art were found almost entirely undisturbed from 

their original locations by Garstang’s 1908 team in what he termed the palace portico area in 

the north-eastern sector of Sakçagözü’s fortified area.  The artwork consisted of two main 

groups, one on the north-west passage of the entrance (west wing) and the other on the south-

western passage (east wing), with a monumental statue emplaced in the centre of the 

passageway between the two.  The artwork from the west wing (Palace Entrance 1-7) started 

with PE 1-2, which were both located on the outer south-western wall of the palace and 

directly faced toward visitors approaching from that direction.  This pair clearly shared an 

intended visual relationship with PE 12-13 on the opposite (east wing) passage orthostats, 

with both pairs depicting the same combination of two unidentified human looking figures 

with a winged disc overhead accompanied by a third mythological figure that was facing 

toward the passage on the adjacent orthostat.  The similarities between both sides of the 

passage continued with PE 3 and PE 8, which were monumental statues of lions that faced 

directly toward visitors approaching from the southwest.  PE 4 and PE 10 on the west and 
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east wings of the passageway respectively followed with images of winged sphinx characters 

moving from north-east to south-west toward the entrance to the structure.  PE 5 and PE 9 

continued each collection with orthostats that illustrated a single robed male walking in the 

same direction.  PE 9 was fragmented to the point that most of the head and right side of the 

image has been lost, but given the amount of similarities between the other pieces of artwork 

on each side of the passage it is likely that it looked similar to the character on PE 5.  The 

final two preserved orthostats from the west wing of the gateway (PE 6-7) connected with PE 

5 at a 90 degree angle along the south-western wall of the inner court area.  Neither image 

would have been visible to traffic walking directly through the gate unless they turned about 

135 degrees to their left when approaching from the south-west.  These two orthostats appear 

to have intended to coordinate with PE 5 by showing two more unidentified human looking 

images moving toward the gate entrance in procession like manner, with one holding a fan 

(PE 6) while the other had a perched bird on its arm (PE 7).  It is possible that a similar pair 

of orthostats existed on the opposite side of the passage, but if this is true neither was 

preserved.  The final piece of monumental art would have been the aforementioned 

monumental statue (PE 8) that was emplaced directly between the two walls of the passage 

facing toward the south-west.  It illustrated two sphinx looking creatures that would have 

been emplaced in the middle of the main flow of traffic heading from south-west to north-

east through the entrance into the interior of the palatial building beyond. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text? Location Picture (Photos Courtesy of 

the Garstang Museum of 

Archaeology unless otherwise 

stated) 

Palace Entrance 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/1 

Orthostat N Western part of the outer 

south-western wall (1st of 

2). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 
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Palace Entrance 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/2 

Orthostat N Western part of the outer 

south-western wall (Last of 

2). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Palace Entrance 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/3 

Statue N Western wall of the palace 

entrance passageway (1st of 

3). 

 

Palace Entrance 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/4 

Orthostat N Western wall of the palace 

entrance passageway (2nd of 

3). 

 

Palace Entrance 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/5 

Orthostat N Western wall of the palace 

entrance passageway (Last 

of 3). 

 

Palace Entrance 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/6 

Orthostat N Western part of the 

entrance’s inner south-

western wall (1st of 2). 

 

Palace Entrance 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/7 

Orthostat N Western part of the 

entrance’s inner south-

western wall (Last of 2). 
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Palace Entrance 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/8 

Statue N In the centre of entrance’s 

passageway. 

 

Palace Entrance 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/13 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the palace 

entrance passageway (1st of 

3). 

 
(Orthmann 1971) 

Palace Entrance 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/12 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the palace 

entrance passageway (2nd of 

3). 

 

Palace Entrance 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/11 

Statue N Eastern wall of the palace 

entrance passageway (Last 

of 3). 

 

Palace Entrance 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/10 

Orthostat N Eastern part of the palace’s 

outer south-western wall 

(1st of 2). 

 

Palace Entrance 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Sakçagözü A/9 

Orthostat N Eastern part off the palace’s 

outer south-western wall 

(Last of 2). 
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Kingdom of Sam’al 

Introduction 

 The city of Sam’al was located on the höyük mound now known as Zincirli, 

approximately ten kilometres north of the modern Turkish town of İslahiye and 100 

kilometres west from the headwaters of the Upper Euphrates River.  Sam’al has been known 

archaeologically since Osman Hamdi Bey first surveyed the site in 1882.  The following year 

Zincirli was visited by Felix von Luschan, who concluded the site was ripe for a full scale 

excavation.  Dr. Luschan teamed up with Robert Koldewey and subsequently began their 

trenches in 1888.  This pair led five campaigns to Zincirli.  The first three were from 1888-

1891, after which the team had a hiatus until the fourth season began in the spring of 1894.  

The final excavation occurred eight years later in 1902, after which work at the site became 

impossible for a variety of reasons including both world wars and the Turkish War of 

Independence.  The vast majority of archaeological evidence at the site was found during 

these five seasons and split up between the collections of the Vorderasiatisches Museum 

(Berlin), Arkeoloji Müzeleri (Istanbul), and the Louvre (Paris), with a few sculptures being 

left at local museums in Adana as well as Gaziantep.  After a 104 year absence from the site, 

archaeologists in the form of David Schloen’s team from the University of Chicago have 

excavated at Zincirli since 2006.  Their main objective has been to finish Luschan and 

Koldewey’s work on the citadel and expose large sections of the lower town to gain a more 

thorough understanding of the entire site (Schloen & Fink 2009b, 203-205). 

The city was first settled during the Early Bronze Age, but seems to have been at least 

partially abandoned in the Late Bronze Age.  This all changed when a ruling dynasty started 

by a Sam’alian ruler known as Gabbār rose to prominence.  There are two major proposals 

about the rise of Gabbār and his people: they were either members of the Aramaean cultural 

group phenomenon who migrated from the northern reaches of the Euphrates River region to 
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the area after the Bronze Age collapse, or they were a local population who rose to 

prominence after the Late Hittite Empire evaporated as part of that very same collapse c. 

1200 BCE.  Aramaean experts including Sader (1987, 174-175), Dion (1997, 106-107), and 

Lipiński (2000, 239) have generally supported the migration theory while the local 

emergence hypothesis has become more popular in recent years thanks largely to publications 

from the Schloen’s team.  The Aramaean argument has traditionally been supported by the 

assertion that the name “Sam’al” itself means “north” in Aramaic and thus denoted a far 

northern branch of the Aramaeans who moved into the region, but Schloen and Fink (2009b, 

208) challenged this by noting how the Sam’alians spoke their own peculiar dialect of 

Aramaic which was not as closely related to other forms of the language as it would initially 

appear. 

It may currently be unclear where Gabbār and his people came from, but it is likely 

that by the c.920 BCE date originally proposed by Landsberger (1948, 37-40) Gabbār had 

successfully seized power from whoever his predecessors were in the area.  Most of our 

information from the site’s early history comes from a 16-line Phoenician inscription left 

behind by a successor of Gabbār’s known as King Kilamuwa which was found near the 

entrance to Building J in the fortified Citadel area (see Citadel Area 11, below).  The only 

predecessor to King Kilamuwa we have any information on outside of his inscription is King 

Ḥayya, who ruled in 858 BCE when Shalmaneser III engaged Sam’alian forces at the Battles 

of Lutibu and Alimuš according to Assyrian sources (RIMA 3: 9-10).  We also know from a 

combination of Assyrian and local Sam’alian textual sources including the Hadad, 

Panamuwa, and Barrakib inscriptions that there was a line of at least nine rulers which started 

with King Gabbār and ended when King Barrakib, along with his people, were absorbed into 

the Neo-Assyrian Empire in the late 8th century BCE.  The rough chronology of this royal 

line was reconstructed by Josef Tropper (1993, 19), with Gabbār’s rule likely starting around 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCcQFjABahUKEwjgu8-Yo4XHAhWKmtsKHaXpBM4&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgraphemica.com%2F%25E1%25B8%25A5&ei=Nl27VeDIKoq17gal05PwDA&usg=AFQjCNECnIUFNfmpsPP74KrXPIwkBoXyvg&sig2=_qUvpY2lv2rPj_JO0dRUbA
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920 BCE and his successors including Kings Ḥayya (c. 858 BCE), Kilamuwa (c.840 to c.810 

BCE), Panamuwa I (ending in at the latest 745 BCE), Barṣur (murdered in c.745 BCE), 

Panamuwa II (c.743-c.732 BCE), and Barrakib (c.733-c.720 BCE) ruling more or less 

continuously until the realm’s demise. 

This historical timeline has been adopted by most modern scholars who have written 

about the site, but associating the archaeological information from Zincirli’s contexts with 

this chronology has proven to be exceptionally difficult.  It is clear architecturally that at 

some point in the late 10th or 9th century BCE Sam’al suddenly grew in size from eight to 50 

hectares and was fortified by a circular double outer wall guarded by two hundred guard 

towers which protected the lower town from attack.  The original eight hectare site from the 

Bronze Age was transformed into a royal citadel complex with another large wall separating 

the citadel from the lower town.  Luschan and Koldewey’s initial excavations focused on 

three of the outer wall gates (southern, western, and north-eastern) and the citadel itself 

including the Outer Citadel Gate, Lion’s Pit, Upper Palace, Northern Portico, Southern 

Portico, Building J, Building K, Building L, Gate Q, and four different bīt-hilani palace 

buildings.  Despite these excavations, when exactly all of these structures were built and 

which Sam’alian leaders ordered their construction remains heavily debated.  Based purely 

on comparing the artistic styles of the sculptures to other north Syrian reliefs Orthmann 

(1971, 135) noted the orthostats at the Southern City and Outer Citadel Gates shared enough 

similarities with the Long Wall of Sculpture at Carchemish to date them to the same era, 

c.950-900 BCE.  This date would mean most of the artistic evidence from these gates was 

likely carved during the reigns of King Gabbār or his immediate successor.  Pucci (2008, 39) 

analysed the information left over from Luschan’s notes on the architectural and ceramic 

finds and came to a similar conclusion by stating that “the town had already attained its 

greatest expanse” during Gabbār’s reign.  However, Orthmann and Pucci’s research have 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCcQFjABahUKEwjgu8-Yo4XHAhWKmtsKHaXpBM4&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgraphemica.com%2F%25E1%25B8%25A5&ei=Nl27VeDIKoq17gal05PwDA&usg=AFQjCNECnIUFNfmpsPP74KrXPIwkBoXyvg&sig2=_qUvpY2lv2rPj_JO0dRUbA
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received a challenge from Schloen and Fink in what has been published so far from their 

current excavations on site.  Based on the limited amount of stratigraphic layering present in 

their excavations of the lower town and the presence of only two or three architectural phases 

in most of the city, the pair concluded the earliest date for the construction of the wall, along 

with the associated monumental iconography, was around 850 BCE.  This proposed date is 

nearly a century later than what Schloen’s predecessors originally suggested.  Schloen and 

Fink (2009a, 8) have even gone as far as to hypothesise that it may have been Shalmaneser 

III’s invasion itself that spurred the original fortification construction program at the site, 

although further proof supporting this or any other chronology will have to wait until their 

excavation reports are fully published. 

Sam’al Context #1: Southern City Gate 

 

Sam’al: Southern City Gate (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 24) 

Sam’al’s double outer city wall largely restricted traffic from the surrounding 

countryside and was only accessible through three gateways, with one each existing in the 

western, north-eastern, and southern sections of the wall.  Only the latter of these three was 
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found with any monumental iconographic evidence of note.  The artwork of the outer wall 

gate would have been found on the inner gatehouse of the two walls that surrounded the city, 

although the exact architectural layout of the images has been lost so it is impossible to 

determine whether or how the orthostats related to each other.  According to Von Luschan 

(1902, 203) fragments of two portal lions were found near the southern entrance to the inner 

gate, although only one substantial piece of these (Southern City Gate 1) has survived.  The 

remainder of the images (SCG 2-9) were located in front of the outer wall of the south-

eastern corner of the inner gatehouse, which if this was close to their original location would 

have made them easily visible to the right (east) from the northern entrance of the outer 

gateway.  Gilibert (2011, 59-61) interestingly mentioned that every character on the 

orthostats except for one on SCG 6 was clearly oriented in a west to east manner, directly 

away from the entrance to the city toward the gap between the inner and outer double walls 

of the city.  Beyond this orientation the artwork showed very little coordination except for 

SCG 7-8 and possibly 9, which were likely meant to illustrate the same hunting scene.  The 

remainder of the orthostats illustrated a wide variety of seemingly unrelated activities 

including the taking of a severed head (SCG 3), the sipping of libations (SCG 6), and a series 

of mythological images (SCG 2, 4-5). 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Southern City Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

1 

Statue N Probably fragmented from 

the eastern portal lion 

statue for the innermost 

gatehouse of the double 

gateway. 
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Southern City Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

3 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (1st 

of 8). 

 

Southern City Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/3 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

5 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (2nd 

of 8). 

 

Southern City Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/4 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

4 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (3rd 

of 8). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Southern City Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/5 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

6 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (4th 

of 8). 
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Southern City Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/6 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

7 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (5th 

of 8). 

 

Southern City Gate 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/7 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

8 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (6th 

of 8). 

 

Southern City Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/8 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

9 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (7th 

of 8). 

 

Southern City Gate 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli A/9 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

10 

Orthostat N Near the south-eastern wall 

of the inner gatehouse (Last 

of 8). 

 

 

Sam’al Context #2: Outer Citadel Gate 

 The Outer Citadel Gate was the only major access point to the citadel area, located 

roughly 175 metres north of the outer wall’s southern city gate.  36 illustrated orthostats on 

40 basalt slabs were found aligning the majority of the front court as well as the northern and 

southern entrances to the gate, while the inner court featured aniconic orthostats only.   
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Sam’al: Outer Citadel Gate (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 28) 

The largest group was found in the front court, which would have been visible to public 

traffic from the city even if access to the citadel was restricted at any point.  Three of the 

orthostats existed along the southern face of the south-western and south-eastern portions of 

the gate which would have been visible before entering the front court itself from the south 

(Outer Citadel Gate 1-2).  They both appeared to illustrate violence oriented themes, with a 

chariot archer team riding over a fallen corpse on OCG 1 and an unidentified figure equipped 

with a helmet, shield, spear, and sword on OCG 2.  The remainder of the orthostats in the 

front court existed in two parts, with roughly half of the images on the western half (OCG 3-

13) and the other group on the eastern side (OCG 14-26).  OCG 3 was the corner block to 

OCG 2 with a man carrying an animal on his back.  The remainder of the west front court 

orthostats would have directly abutted each other in continuous fashion.  OCG 4-6 showed a 

series of three peaceful scenes, with the two individuals drinking from cups at a table (OCG 

4) being approached by three civilians from the right (north).  The next group of scenes 

(OCG 7-9) wrapped around the north-western corner of the court showed an archer (OCG 7) 

stalking a stag and a deer (OCG 8-9).  The remainder of the western front court scenes 

presented an even more scattered collection of themes, with the large lion of OCG 12 being 
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joined by two mythological orthostats (OCG 10, 13) and possibly a third one (OCG 11), 

although it is impossible to tell whether this was meant to illustrate a mortal or deity.  What 

can be ascertained from the six orthostats placed between the front and inner court 

passageway (OCG 11-16) is their emplacement patterns mimicked each other on either side, 

with the large lions on OCG 12 and 15 as well as lion headed humans on OCG 13 and 14 

appearing directly opposite of each other.  OCG 17-27 resumed the more random 

emplacement pattern, with a diversity of themes being represented including mythological 

(OCG 17-18, 24), musical (OCG 21-22), and wildlife (OCG 20, 23).  The south-eastern 

corner of the front court ended with two orthostats of single figures, the first one illustrating 

the Storm God Tarhunza (OCG 26) and the second a possible goddess or mortal female 

(OCG 27) looking toward the main town to the south.  The remainder of the Outer Citadel 

Gate orthostats were placed in the passage between the inner court and the northern entrance 

from the gate.  The orthostats in the northern entrance passage (OCG 28-31) also showed 

some coordination, with the path being flanked by a large bull image on both sides (OCG 28-

29) and mortal looking figures facing north into the citadel behind (OCG 30-31).  OCG 32-

36, with 32-34 on north-east wall of the passage and 35-36 on the north-west wall, would 

have been difficult to see when approaching from the south and mainly meant for people 

exiting the gate from the north.  OCG 32-33 showed men or deities holding a spear and 

additional objects in their other hands, which for OCG 32 was an animal and OCG 33 a 

shield.  These two were joined by OCG 34’s winged sphinx, which like both 32 and 33 faced 

the entrance to the passageway.  The OCG 35-36 orthostats on the other (north-west) wall 

also abutted each other and illustrated unidentified large four legged animals, with the one on 

OCG 35 apparently having been wounded by an arrow to the neck in a similar manner to 

OCG 9 in the front court.  Given this evidence it is fair to speculate whether these two were 
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meant to be paired with a hunting archer similar to the one on the front court’s OCG 7, but 

any sign of an orthostat such as this has never been found. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Outer Citadel Gate 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

12-13 

Orthostat N Western part of the 

gateway’s outer southern 

wall. 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/13 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

25 

Orthostat N Eastern part of the 

gateway’s outer southern 

wall. 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

13 

Orthostat N South-western corner block 

of the southern gateway 

entrance, with only the 

image on the eastern side 

surviving. 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/3 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

14 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(2nd of 5). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/4 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

15 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(3rd of 5). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/5 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

16 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(4th of 5). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/6 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

17 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(Last of 5). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/7 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

18-19 

Orthostat N North-western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(1st of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/8 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

20 

Orthostat N North-western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(2nd of 4). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 

10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/9 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

21 

Orthostat N North-western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(3rd of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/10 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

22 

Orthostat N North-western wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(Last of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/11 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

22-23 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

passageway between the 

gateway entrance and the 

main gatehouse (1st of 2). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/12 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

24 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

passageway between the 

gateway entrance and the 

main gatehouse (Last of 2). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/25 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

41 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the 

passageway between the 

gateway entrance and the 

main gatehouse (1st of 2). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

15 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/24 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

39-40 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the 

passageway between the 

gateway entrance and the 

main gatehouse (Last of 2). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 

16 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/23 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

39 

Orthostat N North-eastern wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(1st of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

17 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/22 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

38 

Orthostat N North-eastern wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(2nd of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

18 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/21 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

37 

Orthostat N North-eastern wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(3rd of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

19 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/20 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

36 

Orthostat N North-eastern wall of the 

southern gateway entrance 

(Last of 4). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

20 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/19 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

34-35 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (1st of 8). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 

21 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/18 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

32-33 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (2nd of 8). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

22 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/18 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

31 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (3rd of 8). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

23 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/17 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

29-30 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (4th of 8). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

24 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/16 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

28 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (5th of 8). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

25 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/15 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

27 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (6th of 8). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 

26 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/14 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

26 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (7th of 8). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

27 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/13 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

25 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the southern 

gateway entrance (Last of 

8). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

28 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/26 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

42-43 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

passageway between the 

main gatehouse and the 

northern gateway entrance 

(1st of 2). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Outer Citadel Gate 

29 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/30 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

47-48 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the 

passageway between the 

main gatehouse and the 

northern gateway entrance 

(1st of 2). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

30 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/31 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

49 

Orthostat N Eastern wall of the 

passageway between the 

main gatehouse and the 

northern gateway entrance 

(Last of 2). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 

31 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/27 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

44 

Orthostat N Western wall of the 

passageway between the 

main gatehouse and the 

northern gateway entrance 

(Last of 2). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

32 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/33 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

51 

Orthostat N Eastern part of the 

gateway’s outer northern 

wall (1st of 3). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

33 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/32 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

50 

Orthostat N Eastern part of the 

gateway’s outer northern 

wall (2nd of 3). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

34 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/31 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

49 

Orthostat N Eastern part of the 

gateway’s outer northern 

wall (Last of 3). 

 

Outer Citadel Gate 

35 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/28 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

45 

Orthostat N Western part of the 

gateway’s outer northern 

wall (1st of 2). 
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Outer Citadel Gate 

36 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli B/29 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

46 

Orthostat N Western part of the 

gateway’s outer northern 

wall (Last of 2). 

 

 

Sam’al Context #3: Citadel Area 

 

Sam’al: Citadel Area (after Gilibert 2011, Fig. 39) 

 The excavations led by Von Luschan, Koldewey, and Schloen have been able to 

locate a scattered collection of 31 art pieces in various contexts on top of the citadel mound.  

The first of these (Citadel Area 1-7) was located in the vicinity of what Luschan knew as 

Gate E, which was built in the centre of a second west to east running perimeter wall that 

separated the outer citadel gate from the palace area to the north.  Not a single piece of art 

was found directly in the gateway, but five large statues of lions were found in what Von 
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Luschan termed the “Lion’s Pit” approximately 15 metres in front of the gateway.  Four of 

the five were found on their side and the entire group had clearly been displaced from their 

original intended resting places in ancient times, but Von Luschan (see especially 1898), 

Pucci (2008), and Gilibert (2011) all felt they were meant to be sets of portal lions for the 

southern entrance to Gate E.  Two more sculptures (CA 6-7) were also found in the vicinity 

of the gate as well.  These two sphinx looking statues most likely belonged to the artwork of 

Gate E as well, although again this cannot be confirmed.  Two other artefacts were found just 

outside the palace walls.  A large monumental statue (CA 8) was found buried alongside the 

south-eastern corner wall of a structure in the northern part of the palace named Building J.  

This context was technically outside of the palace proper in the open area between Gate E 

and the palace, but it is possible this statue was originally meant to be part of the palace 

artwork then purposefully tossed out and damaged as suggested by Gilibert (2011, 77).  The 

only other piece of art that existed outside of the palatial confines was CA 9, which was a 

funerary stele for a grave found alongside the eastern wall of the Hilani I building. 

Gate Q controlled the entrance to the palace and was likely the location for two more 

portal lions (CA 10-11) that ostensibly flanked the gateway on either side, although this again 

cannot be confirmed because the original architecture of the gate was poorly preserved (Von 

Luschan 1911, 270-271, 369-371).  The palace existed in two parts to the west of Gate Q, 

with northern and southern building complexes that were separated by a large courtyard in 

the middle, directly to the west of the gate.  Only the CA 12 orthostat, otherwise known as 

the “Kilamuwa” orthostat after the Phoenician inscription of King Kilamuwa preserved on it, 

was found in the northern complex on the left (western) side of the main southern entrance 

into Building J.  While the inscription itself was very informative about the reign of King 

Kilamuwa and his predecessors (see this site’s introduction), the orthostat was completely 

isolated from any other monumental art pieces.  The main concentrations of orthostats in the 
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citadel area were found across the northern courtyard in the southern portion of the palace, 

especially the northern portico/Hilani IV complex (CA 13-21) and at the Hilani II and III 

buildings.  The majority of the northern portico architecture, which consisted of a roofed 

portico that separated the courtyard into two halves and a connected structure to the east 

known as Hilani IV, was according to Pucci (2008, 68) likely established at the end of the 8th 

century BCE during the reign of King Barrakib.  As part of this construction orthostats and a 

monumental statue were commissioned to line both the south-western and south-eastern 

corners of the building, of which the statue and eight orthostats have survived.  Six of these 

(CA 13-18) were found on the south-western side, with the characters illustrated on CA 13-

16 clearly walking in a procession like manner from left (west) to right (east) toward CA 17, 

which contained a scene of King Barrakib himself sitting on a throne.  Behind the king was 

CA 18, which contained an image of two attendants carrying a jug and some archery gear.  

King Barrakib was also illustrated directly opposite CA 17 on the south-eastern corner of the 

building with two attendants (CA 20), although this orthostat was not accompanied by a 

procession of any sort.  Between the two images of the king was a monumental statue of a 

sphinx (CA 19). 

 On the opposite (western) side of the southern courtyard from the Hilani IV orthostats 

was the entrance to the building known as Hilani III.  Like Hilani IV, both walls of the 

eastern entrance to the building were lined with orthostats, but only eight of the original 23 

orthostats were published.  According to Von Luschan’s notes the original building contained 

14 orthostats with attendants walking from south to north and nine more walking in the 

opposite direction, with both groups likely proceeding toward the building entrance.  Of these 

CA 23-26 survived from the southern group while CA 27-29 belonged to the northern one.  A 

pair of monumental statues with two sphinxes (CA 21-22) flanked the gateway on either side, 

while another monumental lion statue which was found outside of the building in the 
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southern courtyard (CA 30) could have also belonged to this structure.  Even less artwork 

from the Hilani II building on the eastern side of the southern courtyard survived, with only a 

sphinx bearing orthostat (CA 31) being attributed to the building by Von Luschan. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Citadel Area 1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

53 (Lion’s Pit) 

Statue N To the south-east of Gate E 

(1st of 5). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Citadel Area 2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

52 (Lion’s Pit) 

Statue N To the south-east of Gate E 

(2nd of 5). 

 

Citadel Area 3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/3 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

55 (Lion’s Pit) 

Statue N To the south-east of Gate E 

(3rd of 5). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Citadel Area 4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/4 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

54 (Lion’s Pit) 

Statue N To the south-east of Gate E 

(4th of 5). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Citadel Area 5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/5 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

56 (Lion’s Pit) 

Statue N To the south-east of Gate E 

(Last of 5). 

 

Citadel Area 6 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/6 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

57 

Statue N To the south of Gate E (1st 

of 2). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 
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Citadel Area 7 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli C/7 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

58 

Statue N To the south of Gate E 

(Last of 2). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Citadel Area 8 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli E/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

63-64 (Outside 

Building J) 

Statue N Buried outside the eastern 

wall of the northern 

palace’s Building J. 

 

Citadel Area 9 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli K/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

90 (Hilani I) 

Stele N On a grave situated along 

western wall of the Hilani I. 

 

Citadel Area 10 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli D/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

59-60 (Gate Q) 

Statue N Near Gate Q (1st of 2). 

 

Citadel Area 11 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli D/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

61-62 (Gate Q) 

Statue N Near Gate Q (Last of 2). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 
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Citadel Area 12 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli E/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

65 (Building J) 

Orthostat CS II: 2.30 In the main entrance to 

Building J. 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Citadel Area 13 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/8 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

73 (Hilani IV) 

Orthostat N South-western corner block 

of the Hilani IV building, 

with images on the western 

and southern sides. 

 

Citadel Area 14 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/7 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

72 (Hilani IV) 

Orthostat N Western part of the outer 

southern wall in the Hilani 

IV building’s entrance (2nd 

of 4). 

 

Citadel Area 15 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/6 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

71 (Hilani IV) 

 

Orthostat N Western part of the outer 

southern wall in the Hilani 

IV building’s entrance (3rd 

of 4). 
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Citadel Area 16 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/5 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

70 (Hilani IV) 

Orthostat N Western part of the outer 

southern wall in the Hilani 

IV building’s entrance 

(Last of 4). 

 

Citadel Area 17 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/4 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

69 (Hilani IV) 

Orthostat N North-western corner block 

of the southern entrance to 

the Hilani IV building, with 

images preserved on the 

northern and eastern sides. 

 
(Voos 1985) 

Citadel Area 18 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/3 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

68 (Hilani IV) 

Orthostat N Western part of the inner 

southern wall in the Hilani 

IV building’s entrance. 

 

Citadel Area 19 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

67 (Hilani IV) 

Statue N In the centre of the Hilani 

IV entrance passageway. 

 

Citadel Area 20 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

66 (Hilani IV) 

Orthostat N Along the eastern wall of 

the Hilani IV building’s 

eastern corner. 

 

Citadel Area 21 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

76 (Hilani III) 

Statue N In the eastern entrance to 

the Hilani III building (1st 

of 2). 
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Citadel Area 22 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/2 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

77 (Hilani III) 

Statue N In the eastern entrance to 

the Hilani III building (Last 

of 2). 

 
(Gilibert 2011) 

Citadel Area 23 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/6 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

80 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the south-eastern wall 

of the Hilani III building 

(1st of 4). 

 

Citadel Area 24 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/7 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

81 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the south-eastern wall 

of the Hilani III building 

(2nd of 4). 

 

Citadel Area 25 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/8 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

82 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the south-eastern wall 

of the Hilani III building 

(3rd of 4). 

 

Citadel Area 26 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/9 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

83 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the south-eastern wall 

of the Hilani III building 

(Last of 4). 

 

Citadel Area 27 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/4 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

78 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the north-eastern wall 

of the Hilani III building 

(1st of 2). 
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Citadel Area 28 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/5 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

79 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the north-eastern wall 

of the Hilani III building 

(Last of 2). 

 

Citadel Area 29 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/10-11 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

84-85 (Hilani III) 

Orthostat N On the north-eastern wall 

of Hilani III. 

N/A (No pictures available) 

Citadel Area 30 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli H/3 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

86 (Hilani III) 

Statue N In the central courtyard 15 

metres to the east of Hilani 

III. 

 

Citadel Area 31 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli G/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

87 (Hilani II) 

Orthostat N On the north-western part 

of Hilani II. 

 

 

Sam’al Miscellaneous Monumental Artwork 

 Six additional pieces of monumental art have been found in Zincirli, with one (Sam’al 

Northern Lower Town 1) being found set against the wall of a small room in the northern 

lower town and five more (Sam’al Miscellaneous 1-5) within the walls of the citadel’s palace 

just reviewed above.  According to the preserved text Sam’al Northern Lower Town 1 was a 

funerary stele dedicated to the memory of a servant for King Panamuwa I who likely 

participated in Sam’al’s vineyard industry.  Two more orthostats created by King Barrakib’s 

scribes were found in the citadel area close to the northern portico/Hilani IV area (Sam’al 

Miscellaneous 1-2).  They both showed the ruler in civilian clothing and noted how King 

Barrakib was “the servant of Tiglath-pileser III, lord of the four quarters of the earth” (CS II: 

238, 161; KAI 217).  It is possible both were supposed to interact with the northern 

portico/Hilani IV artwork explored above, but archaeologists as of yet have been unable to 
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reconstruct where these two pieces would have resided.  The same can be said for the other 

three out of context citadel pieces as well (Sam’al Miscellaneous 3-5), which were found in 

three different contexts around the southern courtyard but cannot be definitively linked to any 

one piece of architecture in the area. 

Artwork Iconography 

Type 

Associated Text?  Location Picture (Orthmann 1971 

unless otherwise stated) 

Sam’al Northern 

Lower Town 1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

91 (Northern Lower 

Town) 

Stele Pardee 2009 

Inscription 

In the small room of a 

residential building in the 

northern part of Zincirli’s 

lower town. 

 
(Pardee 2009) 

Sam’al Miscellaneous 

1 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli K/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

74 (Northern Portico) 

Orthostat CS II: 2.38 In some rubble just to the 

south of the northern 

portico area. 

 

Sam’al Miscellaneous 

2 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli K/11 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

75 (Northern Portico) 

Orthostat KAI 217 In some rubble just to the 

south of the northern 

portico area. 

 

Sam’al Miscellaneous 

3 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli F/9 

Orthostat N Near the northern portico 

area. 
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Sam’al Miscellaneous 

4 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli J/2 

Stele N In Room P1, one metre 

south of Hilani II. 

 

Sam’al Miscellaneous 

5 

Orthmann 1971: 

Zincirli J/1 

Gilibert 2011: Zincirli 

88 (Hilani II) 

Statue N Eight metres from the 

south-western corner of 

Hilani II. 
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Chapter III: Analysis of North Syria’s Early Iron 

Age Monumental Iconography 

Introduction 

Catalogue Summary 

 In the previous chapter we systematically reviewed the available monumental 

iconographic evidence from northern Syrian contexts during the Early Iron Age, with all of 

these images likely being produced or reused at some point between c.1000-650 BCE.  The 

pertinent evidence from the nine major sites mentioned above can be separated into 31 

monumental art contexts that between them featured two major types of monumental imagery 

(orthostats and statues) as well as some associated inscribed stele.  The largest group of 

contexts (8 of 31) existed at Carchemish, where all but one (Carchemish’s Inner City South 

Gate) were located between the King’s and Water’s Gates in the Lower Palace Area.  

Orthostats, monumental statues, and stele were all found in these contexts, with orthostats 

dominating the other two categories.  The two next largest groupings were at Tell Halaf and 

Zincirli, which contained five monumental art contexts each.  At Tell Halaf the majority of 

the artwork was concentrated around the complex of King Kapara’s palace, including the 

southern exterior face of the building, the northern palace entrance, and the Scorpion’s Gate 

entrance just to the east of the main building.  The site also featured two monumental 

contexts in the lower town.  Orthostats dominated the southern exterior wall artwork, 

although the rest of Tell Halaf’s collection mainly consisted of statues with a few orthostats 

from the northern entrance and a single stele from the southern lower town mixed in.  Three 

of Zincirli’s five contexts were centred around its version of a citadel area, with others being 

located on the southern gate of the outer wall or in the northern lower town.  Orthostats 

predominated in Zincirli, although both the southern city gate and citadel area contained 
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statues as well.  The next largest grouping was at ‘Ain Dāra, where four monumental art 

contexts were found in direct association with the site’s main temple building.  Three more 

have been located within the past decade at the excavations of Tell Ta’yinat, with two 

occurring in fortified gateways and the third on top of the citadel mound.  Sakçagözü and 

Karatepe also featured two monumental art containing contexts each, with Sakçagözü’s pair 

being located within its citadel area while Karatepe’s were in the two outer gateways of the 

town.  Orthostats predominated at both sites, with a few statues mixed in except for 

Sakçagözü’s Citadel Gate.  The final two monumental art bearing locations were found at 

Aleppo and Arslantepe, with the former located within the walls of the temple dedicated to 

Aleppo’s version of the Storm God and the latter in the fortified Lions’ Gate.  Orthostats 

numerically dominated the collections at Aleppo and Arslantepe, although a few colossal 

statues were also included in these contexts. 

Several interesting themes among early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria’s 

monumental artwork can immediately be discerned from the contexts collected together in 

the catalogue.  These pieces seem to have been almost exclusively concentrated in four 

context types: gateways in fortification walls, on the exterior or interior building walls of 

temples, and on the exteriors of palaces.  The only possible exceptions to this rule were the 

Herald’s Wall, Processional Entry, and Royal Buttress from Carchemish and the two “cult” 

areas in the lower town of Tell Halaf.  Nearly half of the total monumental art contexts (14 of 

31) were associated with either citadel or outer fortification wall gateways, with seven of the 

nine major sites (the exceptions being Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra) containing at least one gateway 

with monumental artwork and three sites (Carchemish, Zincirli, Karatepe) having multiple 

image bearing gateways.  Only four of the nine major sites featured a context with 

monumental art in a palace area.  The largest collection was found around King Kapara’s 

palace at Tell Halaf, with the other two significant concentrations being on the citadel mound 
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of Zincirli and in the likely palace complex excavated at Sakçagözü.  One column base was 

also found inside Building II on the citadel at Tell Ta’yinat, but no other monumental artwork 

has been found in association with this artefact so far and even its northern Syrian origin has 

been challenged (see miscellaneous contexts section in this chapter).  Iconography bearing 

temples also seem to have been a minority compared to gateway art, with only three of the 

nine main sites (‘Ain Dāra, Aleppo, Carchemish) having contexts associated with them.  It is 

likely the two “cult” contexts within the lower town of Tell Halaf as well as Building II at 

Tell Ta’yinat were also religious in nature, although none of these buildings could be 

confirmed via inscription as proper temples. 

Structure of the Analysis Chapter 

 This chapter seeks to provide a preliminary framework for establishing the relevance 

of the monumental artwork catalogued in Chapter II to warfare related topics.  As was noted 

in the introduction, ancient Near Eastern iconographic evidence has generally been linked to 

conflict related topics by either attempting to directly analyse the scenes themselves for any 

notable conflict related information or by surveying all the evidence in the entire context, 

including any associated non-monumental iconographic, textual, or artefact remains, as a 

group in order to establish the relevance of the entire area to warfare.  We will briefly 

acknowledge the direct analysis views by addressing how or whether it is possible to 

specifically define conflict related monumental iconography in EIA northern Syria, then 

proceed to assess the imagery within their original archaeological contexts.  This latter task 

will be done in multiple parts.  Each individual section will start with a review of the 

evidence located in each context type (i.e. gateways, temples, or palaces), noting which 

monumental artefacts were prevalent and their pre-Early Iron Age history.  It will then 

proceed through an art historically minded analysis of any previous arguments that have been 

made about the iconography’s potential functions by this dissertation’s predecessors.  The 
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third portion will shift the focus to warfare by searching for any signs of conflict related 

evidence within the context types.  Each section will then end by merging the art and warfare 

related discourse together in order to understand more about how the Early Iron Age northern 

Syrians visualised and understood warfare through the monumental iconography in 

comparison to their Late Bronze Age predecessors and early 1st millennium BCE successors. 

Are There Any Warfare Related Scenes in Early Iron Age Northern Syria’s Monumental 

Iconography? 

 Apparent iconographic representations of images carrying weapons has formed an 

essential cornerstone of evidence for ancient Near Eastern warfare studies since the first true 

region wide catalogue of warfare related images was collected together by Yadin (1963).  In 

contrast to the largely philological leanings of his ancient Near Eastern military historical 

peers at the time, Yadin (1963, 25) strongly believed iconographic remains were particularly 

advantageous for studying conflicts because 

“on many of these monuments are graphic representations of military events which 

cannot be reconstructed by an examination of other relics nor given such tangible 

expression by literary description alone.  They are of immense help to an 

understanding of several branches of warfare- tactics, weapons, and fortifications.” 

This statement by Yadin directly reflected the commonly held belief at the time that the 

iconographic images could be assessed in a narrative or photographic fashion in order to 

supplement other available textual or artefact records.  Orthmann (1971, 398-424) also 

largely pursued this path by devoting two of his chapters to investigating the individual figure 

and scene types present in northern Syrian art, including four categories which were 

specifically interested in combat or warriors. 

As was stated in the introductory chapter this basic methodology employed by Yadin 

and Orthmann was severely challenged by the articles of Winter (especially 1985a, 1983b, 
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1981), who noted most images of the period could not provide accurate information on any 

theme unless they were assessed within their original environments with their intended 

functions and audiences in mind.  Winter’s base methodology represented a significant 

challenge to the basic catalogues of military historical images collected by scholars such as 

Stillman & Tallis (1984) because they prevented warfare experts from using any of the 

imagery to study conflicts unless there was another source type (usually textual) to confirm 

the scenes were originally intended to be conflict related.  Hamblin (2006, 10-11) noted that 

scholars who have attempted to produce information without these limitations in mind have 

been prone to presenting idealised or anachronistic views of the era which fail to establish the 

functions of the artwork as the originally intended audiences would have perceived them. 

This series of methodological difficulties would initially seem apocalyptic for the 

purposes of a warfare centric dissertation using iconography as a core source, but as was 

noted by Uehlinger (2007, 122) the good news for historians is that while ancient Near 

Eastern representational art can often be misleading, this process of distortion is itself 

evidence of phenomena that many historians wish to study including the mentalities, 

ideologies, and identities of the cultures that created them.  This is as true for conflict related 

studies as any other historical discipline because the creation of the artwork strongly 

exhibited the cultural values each faction gave significant importance to.  These can be used 

to illuminate more about the very reasons northern Syrian leadership structures conducted 

warfare as well as the grand strategic tasks they wished to have accomplished.  Thus while 

there are a significant lack of northern Syrian scenes which specifically depicted mortals 

causing casualties to other mortals on battlefields compared to contemporary sources from 

the Neo-Assyrian Empire, all the artistic themes are warfare related in general because they 

reflected the very ideologies and identities the cultures of the region were willing to fight for.  

We shall now turn to analysing the spatial and architectural contexts within which all of these 
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monumental pieces of art functioned in, starting with the fortification wall passages nearly 

every member associated with a northern Syrian society would have observed at some point 

in their lives. 

Gateway Contexts 

Introduction 

Fortification walls and their associated gateways have formed a critical part of 

warfare themed ancient Near Eastern studies since the very beginning of the discipline, from 

Herodotus’ The Histories noting the alleged imperious strength of Babylon’s late 7th Century 

BCE fortification systems to the first excavations in northern Mesopotamia by Layard and 

Botta that were both able to begin the process of recovering Nineveh’s and Khorsabad’s walls 

respectively.  Subsequent research on the original proliferation of defensive structures in the 

region has determined that large protective stone walls were already known at sites such as 

Jericho and Beidha in Palestine during the late 8th- early 7th millennium BCE and seem to 

have gained prominence from there, with settlements in Anatolia (Hacilar), Persia 

(Anshan/Tell Malyan), and Mesopotamia (Tell al-Sawwan) all showing clear signs of 

fortification by the late 4th millennium BCE.  By the end of the 3rd millennium BCE 

fortification walls had already become so common around established settlements in Sumer 

and Egypt that famous conquerors such as Sargon of Akkad and King Narmer of Egypt 

boasted about conquering multiple enemy fortified cities (for multiple examples of this see 

the summaries of Hamblin 2006, 24-34, 74-75, 318-320).  This tradition of fortification 

continued across the region throughout the rest of the Bronze Age and into the Early Iron 

Age.  In relation to early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria, gateways with monumental 

iconography could be found at Carchemish (Water’s Gate, Great Staircase, King’s Gate, 

Inner City South Gate), Zincirli (Southern City Gate, Outer Citadel Gate, Citadel Area Gates 

E and Q), Arslantepe (Lions’ Gate), Tell Halaf (Scorpion’s Gate), Sakçagözü (Citadel Gate), 
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Karatepe (North Gate, South Gate), and Tell Ta’yinat (Upper Mound Citadel Gate, Outer 

Wall Eastern Citadel Gate).  Orthostats and colossal statues were the two main types of 

monumental iconography associated with these contexts. 

Orthostats, which was originally a Classical Greek term that simply referred to large 

sculpted upright stone slabs used in building construction, first began to be connected to 

fortification walls in the Near East when mud-brick based defensive structures started to be 

replaced by ones made out of stone.  This seems to have started in the late 4th millennium to 

early 3rd millennium BCE in the Levant at sites such as Tel Yarmut and continued throughout 

the rest of the 3rd millennium BCE, although for the most part was limited to the replacement 

of foundations in Egypt as well as Mesopotamia due to the lack of native stone quarries in 

each area.  By the early 2nd millennium BCE in Anatolia, Syria, and the Levant there was 

enough stone available to either raise these foundations just above the surface or to cover the 

lower portions of the mud-brick or stone walls with protective stone slabs that guarded 

against erosion.  According to the research conducted by Harmanşah (2007), aniconic 

orthostats from this era were located in the fortified gateways at Ebla as well as Alalakh and 

gradually became more prevalent across Syria, Anatolia, the Levant, and northern 

Mesopotamia during the latter half of the 2nd millennium BCE.  None of these slabs appear to 

have been decorated with iconography until the Late Bronze Age, with the gateways located 

at Alacahöyük in central Anatolia and Hazor in southern Syria likely representing two of the 

first illustrated examples of gateway orthostats (for Ḫattuša’s own gateway monumental 

sculptures, see below).  They also seem to have been known to Tiglath-pileser I, who 

according to his textual evidence may have emplaced aniconic or iconographic versions of 

orthostats on several buildings within his capital of Aššur (Harmanşah 2007, 77-78, 85-86, 

90; RIMA 2: 38-45). 
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It was from these meagre beginnings that the proliferation of iconography on gateway 

orthostats in Early Iron Age northern Syria started, with over 160 surfaces with imagery 

carved into them being found across our nine focus sites.  Most ancient Near Eastern art 

historians such as Frankfort (1954, 146), Orthmann (1971), and Winter (1982) have noted the 

iconography bearing orthostats were likely a Late Hittite or Early Iron Age northern Syrian 

invention, although the former was careful to point out that Assyria “surpassed the inventors 

in the application of the method” when installing them around the palaces of Nimrud, 

Khorsabad, and Nineveh.  This statement from Frankfort can only be considered partially true 

at best because while the iconography bearing limestone and basalt orthostats of the Neo-

Assyrian Empire tended to revolve around palace areas, no stone orthostats of the northern 

Syria style can be directly attributed to an Assyrian gateway context until the 7th century 

BCE.  The closest comparatives from northern Mesopotamian gateways were the glazed 

brick friezes that adorned a few of their contexts such as the West Gate of Fort Shalmaneser 

at Nimrud and the bronze bands that were fastened to the wooden doors of the gates at 

Balawat.  Both of these were considered by Harmanşah (2007, 74, 84) as part of a larger 

programme of increasing decoration across Anatolia, Syria, and northern Mesopotamia 

during the early 1st millennium BCE.  However, his hypothesis minimalised the differences 

exhibited in the materials used to construct and the emplacements of the artwork in the three 

regions before Tiglath-pileser I’s reign. 

 While Early Iron Age northern Syrian orthostat carving likely originated as a Syro-

Anatolian phenomenon, the emplacement of monumental statues within gateway contexts 

had a much larger and more varied history throughout most of the ancient Near East.  In 

Early Iron Age northern Syria these statues came in two basic forms: as paired portal 

sculptures that flanked either side of a gateway or as larger monuments in the round that were 

placed in the interior area of a gateway or associated gatehouse.  Both styles of statues tended 
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to work in cooperation with each other, with the contexts at Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, 

Karatepe, and Tell Ta’yinat all featuring a combination of the two types of artwork within 

their gateways.  At all but the latter site the statues were also found in close proximity to 

orthostat reliefs.  Tell Halaf’s Scorpion’s Gate also combined two monumental hybrid sphinx 

statues with some aniconic orthostats. 

Although these monumental statue types were used in cooperation with each other, 

cross-comparisons with other art collections from the ancient Near East indicate they were 

likely the product of two separate artistic traditions.  Portal statues featuring either hybrid 

animal characters or lions are well known from Mesopotamian and Egyptian contexts starting 

in the 3rd millennium BCE, although they tended to be associated with temples, houses, and 

palaces more consistently than as part of city gateways.  Some of our earliest evidence for 

monumental statues in gateways came from the Late Hittite Empire, with the Lions’ and 

Sphinx’s Gates along the southern outer wall of the city both being named after a pair of 

portal sculptures that were found flanking the entrances of each.  A similar portal pair could 

also be found at the Sphinx Gate at Alacahöyük, which were clearly meant to visually 

coordinate with the orthostat reliefs that could be found on both sides of the same gateway 

(for more on the potential EIA northern Syrian artistic connections to the LBA Hittites see 

Chapter IV).  While portal statues were well known to ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, the 

actual erection of large in the round statues within the parameters of a city gate seems to have 

been a uniquely Syro-Anatolian trait.  Ussishkin (1989) noted this phenomenon could be 

witnessed at several Bronze and Early Iron Age sites in the region including Ebla, 

Alacahöyük, and Boğazköy in addition to the remains from Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, 

Karatepe, and Tell Ta’yinat catalogued above.  These statues, which were usually two to four 

metres tall when they were first sculpted, would have completely dominated the visual scene 

of any context they were emplaced at.  As also noted by Ussishkin (1989, 491) every single 
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one of these statues was found removed from their exact original positions and in most cases 

fragmented to some extent.  This has naturally led to speculation on the exact artistic and 

practical functions of these statues along with the rest of the related monumental artwork 

within each of these contexts. 

Potential Functions of Northern Syrian Gateway Monumental Art 

 The basic architectural characteristics and potential usages of gateways in ancient 

Near Eastern fortification walls are relatively self-evident: they were controlled access points 

that allowed contact between the townspeople of the fortified area and the outside world, but 

could be blocked easily when a pertinent situation demanded it.  The latter was most often 

implemented in a militaristically strategic manner when enemy armed forces threatened to 

conquer the city by violent means, but could also be exercise in certain ritualistic, civil, or 

economic situations as well.  While this much is clear about gateway contexts, the exact role 

of how ancient Near Eastern iconography complimented this process is largely up for debate.  

For while well supplied fortifications and the associated garrisons within them could (and 

often desired to) exist without having access to the outside world for extended periods of 

time, as visual medians of communication iconography and art were naturally reliant on the 

audiences that travelled to observe them at all times.  Since the first mass group of ancient 

Near Eastern archaeologists began their research the fortified gateways with artwork have 

generally been treated as more ceremonial or civil areas with “less of a defensive character” 

(Gilibert 2011, 58; Von Luschan 1898, 111-112).  Certainly the scenes themselves when 

studied in the mostly individualistic manners preferred by scholars such as Akurgal (1949) 

and Orthmann (1971) gave little reason to suggest anything different.  The vast majority of 

the themes they catalogued from Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, Tell Halaf, Sakçagözü, 

Karatepe, and Tell Ta’yinat were religion, civilian, royal family, or nature related, with not a 

single image from what Winter (1985a, 28) defined as a proper battle narrative scene.  
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Subsequent scholarship on gateway art has continued to attempt to shed more light on the less 

militaristic and more ritual or civic oriented events that could have taken place in these areas.  

For Blomquist (1999, 15-18), Early Iron Age Levantine gateways were both liminal and civic 

spaces that, as the only avenues of contact between the inside and outside worlds, were 

witness to the widest variety of events within any context of a city from being places of the 

judgement, exclusion, or execution of unwanted townspeople to an areas that were ideal for 

displaying political and religious symbols of power.  She also ventured briefly with a cross-

comparative into Early Iron Age northern Syrian studies by comparing their evidence for 

ritual actions within gateways, but found that in contrast to Levantine sites evidence for north 

Syrian gate cults was almost non-existent except for Carchemish’s Inner Wall South Gate 

(Blomquist 1999, 210).  Despite Blomquist’s reservations, most EIA northern Syrian experts 

who have ventured into the field of interaction between art and religious ritual such as Voos 

(1983) and Gilibert (2011) have concluded that gates were the prominent loci of ritual 

performances, citing Carchemish’s Lower Palace area gates and cross-comparative 

connections with the gate rituals of the Late Hittite Empire as their evidence (see especially 

Görke 2008, Haas 1994). 

 It is also possible that gateway iconography served as symbols of political power 

which sought to project messages associated with establishing and maintaining overall 

authority in their respective areas.  The basic tenants of this research were first laid out by 

Ussishkin (1989, 490), who felt the large in the round monumental statues mentioned above 

were specifically emplaced in each location to “symbolise authority, domination, or the 

conquest of the city in question.”  He believed this phenomenon could be traced throughout 

most of Early Iron Age northern Syria and to two Levantine sites beyond.  The first of the 

latter was at Samaria, where he concluded an unknown Israelite king emplaced a monumental 

stele in the north-eastern gate of the outer wall, while the second case was at c.10th century 
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BCE Megiddo, where he suggested that Pharaoh Shoshenq I of Egypt placed a stele marking 

his control of the area’s most visually dominant gateway.  Ussishkin’s preliminary research 

on large monumental statues in gateways was greatly expanded upon in relation to 

Carchemish by Elif Denel (2007), who sought to conduct a thorough investigation on how 

kingship was established through political and ceremonial means in the state.  In an artfully 

crafted argument, Denel was able to minimalise the religious and militaristic roles of 

gateways in favour of understanding the majority of the archaeological remains of the city as 

ceremonial aspects of establishing royal authority in the area.  She did this by first noting that 

the King’s Gate had massive cedar doors and a small gatehouse, which she felt was an “over-

emphasis” on the protective nature of the area that was more concerned with keeping the 

population under control than for any actual militaristic purpose (Denel 2007, 186).  She then 

used textual and iconographic sources in collaboration to suggest that while religious and 

ritual rites were prevalent across the site, they were mainly a vehicle for enabling “messages 

of power, authority and legitimacy of the ruling elites to be conveyed within a framework of 

tradition” (Denel 2007, 197).  While there is no denying that monumental art had at least 

some authority enhancing meaning embedded into them, especially since they were creations 

that had to be sponsored by the rulers of the state, it is highly unlikely these political values 

could independently shape the basic religious and social structures of Carchemish or any 

other Early Iron Age northern Syrian society. 

Denel’s (2007, 179) study specifically associated itself with the larger movement of 

investigations into ancient Near Eastern art historical interpretations that came in the wake of 

the articles published Winter in the early 1980s.  Another successor to Winter’s early career 

essays was Zainab Bahrani, who like Denel’s work for Carchemish sought to reimagine our 

perspectives on how the populations of ancient Mesopotamia perceived and interacted with 

their own iconography.  Although Bahrani herself has never published an article directly 
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devoted to the study of gateway contexts, her theories on how iconography interacted with 

the societies of Mesopotamia in times of war could shed far more light on why gateways in 

early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria were adorned with images.  Her thesis, which was a 

composite of her own hypotheses with the cross-comparative arguments of scholars such as 

Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben (1998, 2005) and Classical historian Paul Virilio 

(Virilio & Lotringer 1983), suggested that in most of the ancient Near East iconographic 

images were not just passively viewed but were actively associated with military strategy.  

She accused many modern archaeologists of emphasising the bureaucratic rationalities 

associated with defining power in war and politics over the supernatural rituals which were 

readily present in the texts of especially the Neo-Assyrian Empire, which clearly noted that 

the military commanders of their culture felt that acts such as removing the statues of gods 

and the destruction of images of kings were real methods of warfare that could bring the 

submission of a fortified city as practically as a siege tower or battering ram (Bahrani 2008, 

215-216 for accusation of peers).  Bahrani (2008, 163-164) went even further than this by 

suggesting that violent punishments could be exhibited on other cultures by deporting statues 

from their home cities, purposefully damaging them, and then emplacing them in Assyria in 

their newly fragmented states in the same way that populations could be deported and 

prisoners tortured, although this has since been challenged by academics such as Magnus 

Widell (2008).  Her arguments were very innovative for the ancient Near Eastern art 

historical field but not without parallel in the same era’s conflict studies, with Hamblin (2006, 

12) emphasising that war was not just “organized violence” as suggested by Bahrani (2008, 

9), but that it was more akin to “the means by which the gods restored cosmic order,” mainly 

through divinely appointed kings.  Although some of the finer details on her more extreme 

arguments on the relationship between ancient warfare and iconography need refining, 

Bahrani’s core argument about the potential for iconography to actively participate in war 
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requires a quick overview of how exactly the architectural design of a gateway sought to aid 

defences during assaults from opposing armed forces. 

Gateways and Northern Syrian Warfare 

 The most obvious and likely the original purpose for building fortification walls 

around cities in the ancient Near East was to serve as a tactical (i.e. within the confines of a 

battlefield) protection against enemy armed forces that were so significant they had strategic 

(i.e. overall campaign and geo-political) implications for both the attacker and defender.  

Some of our first attestations to sieges of fortified locations in the ancient Near East came as 

early as the 3rd millennium BCE, when King Sargon of Akkad noted how he was able to 

conquer the fortifications of cities such as Uruk and tear them down (Frayne 1993, 10-15).  

Sargon’s achievements were worthy of boasting about because even in the Early Iron Age 

taking a fortified settlement was always a difficult proposition for the aggressor that required 

a combination of very clever intellect from the attacking commander as well as some 

specialised equipment.  The first and most important task was to create at least one access 

point from which the attackers could assault the defending forces.  Access points could be 

created in two main ways: armies could attempt to force their way through an existing 

gateway or create a brand new entrance into the fortifications. 

Although we have no texts from Early Iron Age northern Syria that directly discussed 

siege operations, a good indication of how besiegers created new access points in the walls 

can be gathered from a series of cross-comparatives with New Kingdom Egyptian, Hittite, 

and Neo-Assyrian texts.  One of the most pertinent of these is the Akkadian-language tablet 

inscription KBo 1.11 (CTH 7), better known as “The Siege of Uršu” text.  Likely composed 

by scribes who worked during the reign of Hittite King Ḫattušili I (c.early 17th-late 16th 

century BCE), the text explicitly mentioned a full range of options the king likely had at his 

disposal to create new access points into the settlement including constructing siege towers 
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and building siege ramps with piles of earth (Beckman 1995, 23-26).  Judging by 

archaeological evidence from New Kingdom Egypt (see iconography at the Ramesseum 

Temple at Thebes) and Middle Bronze Age Mesopotamia (see Sumerian King Ishme-Dagan 

of Isin text ARM 1.135, 1.138), using ladders to scale walls and tunnels to undermine them 

from below might have also been known to some Bronze Age Syrian and Anatolian cultures, 

although this cannot be confirmed.  None of these methods of attack were easy and the 

advantage in every situation was always with the defender.  Ladders could hypothetically be 

used at any point on the wall, but were nearly suicidal to use against actively manned 

fortifications since they could be easily thrown off the battlements by the defenders.  Siege 

towers, ramps, and tunnels took weeks or months to build (or in some extreme cases, years), 

and the entire construction process had to be supervised by at least one highly specialised 

engineer that knew how to employ the machine, design the ramp, or make sure the tunnel did 

not cave in on the workers.  Siege towers also had to have suitable wood types available 

nearby or that could be imported in by the army’s logistical forces from another area.  

Creating even one new access point into any fortification area was a process that was prone to 

suffering high casualties at the hands of defending forces or took the vast majority of the 

campaigning season to execute properly even for small settlements with one fortification 

wall. 

Given the massive difficulties besiegers had with creating new access points into the 

ancient Near East’s defensive systems, siege assaults tended to focus their attention on 

overpowering the gateway areas that already existed within each set of fortifications.  

According to evidence such as the Siege of Ursu text this could be done directly by either 

constructing a battering ram to bash the gates down or by simply burning them down with 

fire.  Both could be effective by themselves and were especially powerful when they were 

employed with the threat of creating a new access point by one of the means explored above, 
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forcing the defenders to respond to multiple threats if they wished to keep their town clear of 

enemy forces.  The architects associated with the defending fortifications also knew that 

gateways were the most likely points to be attacked on the walls, so tended to devote a large 

percentage of their attention to designing gateways that allowed as much access to the 

settlement as possible during times of peace while at the same time frustrating any attempts 

to take the area from potential attackers.  According to the architectural evidence from both 

the iconography bearing and aniconic gateways in Early Iron Age northern Syria the designs 

of their fortifications were no exception to this.  Every gateway located so far at the sites of 

Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, Tell Halaf, Karatepe, and Tell Ta’yinat were either 

chambered or multi-chambered defensive structures that could architecturally accommodate 

two or three sets of gates when required.  The only gateway that has been uncovered from the 

region so far without a chamber was at Sakçagözü’s citadel area.  Several of these chambered 

gateways, including the North and South gates at Karatepe along with the Lions’ Gate at 

Arslantepe, were preceded by four to five metre wide corridors before the gate itself was even 

reached.  Attacking any passage with multiple gates would have presented obvious additional 

difficulties for the besieger, who could not simply burn or batter one set of doors down to 

gain access to the defenders beyond, and the narrow corridors would have begun the process 

of restricting the manoeuvrability of assaulting troops into potential kill zones before they 

could even reach the gate.  We also have enough evidence from Carchemish, Zincirli, Tell 

Halaf, and Tell Ta’yinat to support the suggestion made by Pucci (2008, 171-172) that their 

series of fortifications could maintain their integrity under assault even if the outer portion of 

the defences fell to invading forces.  These fortifications would have forced the besieger to 

repeat the process of building the necessary siege materials all over again for a second or 

third time to overcome the final defenders in the walls or else resort to starving them out.  In 
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short, early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria’s gateways could clearly be called upon to 

help the defensive capabilities of the garrison whether artwork was included on them or not. 

Gateway Context Monumental Iconography & Northern Syrian Warfare 

 As has been hypothesized by scholars such as Mazzoni (1997b), EIA northern Syria’s 

gateways were almost certainly multi-functional structures which consistently participated in 

the community’s socio-religious events and could also be used to project images of political 

authority as long as they conformed to the cultural values of the society in question.  In 

addition to these probable functions it is also very likely that gateway structures and their 

associated iconographic remains actively helped the defences of settlements against siege 

assaults in times of war.  Gateways with artwork have generally been treated as more 

ceremonial or civil areas with less of a practical defensive character to them, but this is not 

reflected in the architectural designs of the gateways at sites such as Carchemish, Zincirli, 

and Tell Halaf, which show very little variation between the basic dimensions of aniconic and 

iconographic bearing gateways (see for instance Zincirli’s three outer wall gates, Outer Wall 

West Gate versus Water’s Gate at Carchemish).  This research also completely minimalises 

several of the major lessons learned from the plethora of articles produced by Winter and her 

successors about the affective properties ancient Near Eastern artwork had in relation to the 

audiences who would have been intended to perceive them.  As Winter stressed in several of 

her publications (see especially 2007, although her theory dates much earlier, for example 

1985a, 28), public monuments in the ancient Near East were not neutral images that passed 

along passive messages to onlookers, but were often perceived as powerful pieces of art that 

projected their intended messages onto the audiences in question.  The potency of the images 

and their associated texts as facilitators of ritual performances or projections of political 

power in northern Syria have already been noted by Voos (1983), Denel (2007), and Gilibert 

(2011), making it likely that they perceived their artwork in a similarly active manner to their 
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Mesopotamian neighbours.  Bahrani (2008) built on the foundation laid down by Winter’s 

articles to suggest these messages were powerful enough that they could become important 

components of military strategy, even going as far as to suggest the assault and abduction of 

the iconographic monuments themselves could be the main objective of an entire 

campaigning season.  As noted by Widell (2008) this last note is likely an overstatement of 

the truth, but there is little doubting that in Early Iron Age northern Syria monumental artistic 

images were likely perceived as very active, powerful objects capable of transmitting 

important messages whether violent events were occurring in the  area or not. 

When observed in the manners suggested by Winter as well as Bahrani the 

iconography in gateways can arguably take on a completely new perspective as active 

additions to the fortification walls which helped the defenders repel invaders during siege 

assaults.  As we have already established above, it is widely acknowledged by scholars such 

as Yadin (1963, 21-23) and Blomquist (1999, 16) that gateways were usually one of the 

weakest points in the defensive wall and most likely to be attacked by besieging forces.  The 

architecture of all the gateways outside of Sakçagözü were well equipped with at least one 

gatehouse chamber and an accompanying set of massive wooden doors (if not two or three) 

that were meant to resist enemy assault.  At four to five metres wide each gateway was wide 

enough to allow traffic to enter largely unhindered into the settlement during times of peace, 

yet at the same time was restrictive enough it still limited the besieger’s manoeuvrability in 

times of war.  The vast majority of the gateway monumental iconography at the sites of 

Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, Tell Halaf, Karatepe, and Tell Ta’yinat was originally 

located in the passages leading up to the gatehouses (i.e. Zincirli Outer Wall South Gate; 

Karatepe North and South Gates) or within the confines of the chambers themselves (i.e. 

Carchemish King’s Gate, Water’s Gate; Zincirli Citadel South Gate; Arslantepe Lions’ Gate), 

making it most likely that the main intended audiences were individuals approaching from 
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outside the gate and heading toward the main settlement.  This traffic in times of war would 

have mainly been characterised by enemy warriors trying to funnel by the fortifications via 

one of the breached gateways.  Approaching through these sets of iconographic images would 

have been a spiritually sapping existence that sought to break the will of the attacker to kill 

on multiple levels before he would have even encountered the horrors of hand to hand 

combat in the relatively confined, visibility restricted areas that characterised the typical siege 

assault.  Apotropaic guardians in the forms of composite creatures and lions would have 

switched from guardians against evil spirits to providing significant reminders of the ferocity 

of the defenders that resided inside the settlement.  Deities with weapons or committing other 

violent acts would have been powerful reminders that the gods of the town still existed and 

would vent their wrath on any who opposed their will.  Even libation and banquet scenes 

served as more passive reminders of the ritual powers of the people within the fortifications 

and would have given faces to the civilians the assaulting warriors would have been intending 

to harm within the walls.  If we choose to believe in the affective properties of the artwork 

when pushed to their fullest extent by scholars such as Bahrani (2008), it is even possible that 

some of the orthostats and colossal statues such as the large royal monuments of kings 

emplaced within gateways and the guardian lion statues would have been perceived as 

tactical threats which had to be actively defeated as part of the assault.  All of these pieces of 

art would have been targeted at weakening the enemy’s tactical morale right before combat, 

the single biggest objective of some of the most famous ancient military manuals from across 

the world including T’ai Kung’s Six Secret Teachings (see Sawyer 1993) and The 

Arthashastra (Kautilya [no date]).  The only way to defeat the defenders and their associated 

monumental iconography by non-diplomatic means was by waging war on such a violent 

scale that it sought to displace or destroy the defenders, the civilians, their gods, and the very 

architecture the besieged resided in before the desired geo-political result could be 
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completely enforced on the vanquished.  Judging by the destruction layers that were left 

behind at the gateway contexts of sites such as Zincirli and Karatepe, many of the populations 

and their associated monuments may have suffered such a fate in Early Iron Age northern 

Syria. 

Temple Contexts 

Introduction 

 The sheer importance of temples, cultic areas, and associated ceremonial contexts to 

the life of every person who lived in the ancient Near East, from the king down to the typical 

farmer, cannot be overstated.  Temples and religious cult areas were one of the few features 

that were nearly ubiquitous in one form or another to every recorded society in the region.  

Despite their likely prevalence throughout the ancient Near East’s history, religious contexts 

are significantly more difficult to identify through archaeological remains than fortification 

walls because they could exist in multiple architectural forms ranging from the remote 

sanctuaries of the Late Hittite Empire such as Eflatunpinar to the three potential “cult” 

buildings that were found in the lower town of Tell Halaf (see Tell Halaf Southern Lower 

Town Cult Building 1-4 and Northern Lower Town Cult Buildings 1-2, above and 

Miscellaneous Contexts in this chapter).  The easiest way to alleviate this difficulty in 

identification is by having a written source included within the confines of the context that 

specifically mentions that the building was utilised as a temple dedicated to the worship of a 

particular deity.  Three contexts from early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrian sites, 

including the temples to the Storm God in Carchemish and Aleppo as well as the former 

site’s Long Wall of Sculpture, have been discovered in such a manner.  Two more contexts 

from Carchemish’s Lower Palace Area (Herald’s Wall and Processional Entry/Royal 

Buttress) and the four monumental art containing areas associated with the temple at ‘Ain 

Dāra will also be included within the boundaries of this section.  ‘Ain Dāra’s remains have 
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been identified as temple oriented thanks to the building’s architecture, while the former two 

contexts will be included because of their proximity to their city’s Temple of the Storm God 

and the two Luwian texts from the Royal Buttress which specifically mentioned the 

associated scenes were meant to represent Yariri “establishing” Kamani over a temple 

(Hawkins 2000 KARKAMIŠ A6 and A7a; also see PE & RB 10-11 in catalogue chapter).  

Archaeological research at the site has been unable to determine whether the temple building 

he was being “established” over referred to the large unknown structure the Herald’s Wall, 

Processional Entry, and Royal Buttress were carved onto or the known Storm God temple 

just to the north-west, but in either case the inscriptions provide proof that these contexts 

were meant to interact on at least a certain level with a temple building.  Two major types of 

monumental artwork, orthostats and statues, along with a single stele were found in 

association with these ten contexts.  Orthostats dominated the artwork present at Aleppo and 

Carchemish by a large majority, with 88 of the 93 total pieces across all five of their 

monumental temple art contexts consisting of this type.  Four statues were also found in these 

areas, including two near the southern entrance to Aleppo’s Temple of the Storm God, the 

base of another in the interior of Carchemish’s Storm God Temple, and the final one along 

the northern wall of the Processional Entry.  The individual stele was also initially located 

within one of the interior walls of Carchemish’s Temple of the Storm God.  ‘Ain Dāra’s 

monumental iconographic remains consisted of a more even mix of 66% orthostats and 34% 

statues, not including the miscellaneous remains that were found around the site’s sanctuary.  

These nine temple associated contexts from only three of the major monumental art 

containing sites in Early Iron Age northern Syria pale in comparison to the nearly universal 

phenomenon of iconography bearing gateways in the region, with Zincirli, Arslantepe, Tell 

Halaf, Sakçagözü, and Karatepe having no monumental iconography emanating from obvious 

temple building complexes at all and Tell Ta’yinat only containing one column base from 
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Building II on the citadel that can be associated with a possible temple (for more on this 

column base see the Palace & Miscellaneous Context section, below). 

 A quick turn to the rest of the temple contexts across the ancient Near East suggests 

the emplacement of multiple iconography bearing orthostats on the exterior or interior of a 

temple building was relatively rare, but the tradition of placing portal statues within them was 

much more established.  As was noted above in relation to fortification gateways, orthostats 

and statues seem to have emanated from at least two separate artistic traditions that were 

spliced together by early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrian artisans.  The placement of 

aniconic orthostats in temple contexts likely originated during the early 2nd millennium BCE 

in Syria, with the large stone slabs in the interior of Temple D in the western half of Ebla’s 

citadel complex representing one of our first examples of these being actively utilised in a 

temple area (Harmanşah 2007, 75-76).  Aniconic orthostat employment continued to spread 

across Syria, Anatolia, and the Levant during the 2nd millennium BCE in the temple 

structures that were present at Aleppo, ‘Ain Dāra, Ḫattuša, Megiddo, Hazor, and possibly 

Tell Kabri (for the possible functions of the latter aniconic orthostat containing building see 

Yasur-Landau et al. 2012, 21-22).  Yet the notion of including iconography on these stone 

slabs seems to have only been implemented on very isolated occasions, with Aleppo and ‘Ain 

Dāra being the two main examples from the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages (Harmanşah 

2007, 81).  Iconography bearing orthostats on the outside walls of a temple were even more 

rare, with Carchemish’s Long Wall of Sculpture and ‘Ain Dāra’s temple providing the most 

extensive examples of this from the entire ancient Near East.  Portal sculptures of hybrid 

creatures and lions were much more common, with Mesopotamian examples being located at 

numerous 2nd millennium BCE temples including ones at Mari, Nimrud, and Uruk.  The 

practice was also known to Syrian sites such as Ebla and Bronze Age Tell Ta’yinat.  It may 

have even been implemented in two of the temples at Ḫattuša, although the exact 
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emplacements of these lion reliefs and stone sphinxes have not been established.  As was 

noted by Kohlmeyer (2009, 198-199) this combination of Mesopotamian, Syrian, and 

possibly Hittite iconography can be illustrated quite clearly at Aleppo, with especially the fish 

genius relief representing a merger between a Mesopotamian themed topic (hybrid creature 

placed at a building entrance) on a traditionally Syrian iconography bearing surface 

(orthostat). 

Potential Functions of Northern Syrian Temple Monumental Art 

Temples were one of the main focal points of ancient Near Eastern societies that 

served to reaffirm the core religious and cultural values of the area while also allowing a 

portal by which the mortal world could communicate with the gods.  Each temple was 

dedicated to a particular deity and it was believed the associated god or goddess literally 

rested within the confines of the structure when they were not freely roaming around the 

cosmos.  As residences of the divine the interior spaces of temples across the entire region 

usually had their access restricted except for special festivals or rituals, in which case the 

public would have likely been allowed to step within the walls of the structure.  These basic 

facts which can be gleaned from any general level source that includes a description of 

ancient Near Eastern temples such as Hundley (2013) seem to hold true for Early Iron Age 

northern Syrian temples as much as they do for the rest of the region, although the restricted 

access notion has been challenged by the archaeological evidence from the temples at ‘Ain 

Dāra and especially Aleppo (see ALEPPO 6 text, below). 

Analysis of the main functional roles of the iconographic evidence around temples has 

focused on the rituals and festivals which occurred near the premises of these structures.  

However, attempting to define what exactly these were or when they were held has proven to 

be difficult given our paucity of sources on the topic.  Virtually no Phoenician or pre-Late 

Assyrian Aramaic textual information recovered so far from EIA northern Syria has 
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discussed the potential religious rites that would have occurred anywhere in the vicinity of 

temples and relevant Luwian sources are limited.  Gilibert (2011, 109-114) attempted to 

combine the iconographic, artefact, and textual evidence together from Carchemish and 

Zincirli to form a cohesive narrative that outlined the interactions between religious rituals 

and monumental art at the two sites.  Her examples from Zincirli, which were intended to 

comprise roughly half of the book, were unfortunately thoroughly unconvincing as only one 

text that even mentioned a ritual at the site and no installations that could be associated with 

one have ever been recovered (Gilibert 2011, 109, 123).  Without a monumental art 

containing temple context from Zincirli or any other supporting evidence her discussions 

naturally turned toward the Lower Palace Area of Carchemish, where Gilibert (2011, 109-

114) via Hawkins 2000’s texts organised nine passages that mentioned ceremonial 

performances in the State of Carchemish.  These texts (including Hawkins 2000’s 

KARKAMIŠ A1a, A4d, A6, A7, A11a, A11b+c, A26f, A31+, and CEKKE) which prior to 

Gilibert were also used by Denel (2007) to substantiate her theory on Carchemish’s kingship, 

gave insights into major ceremonies such as the initial commemoration of a new temple 

building (KARKAMIŠ A11a, A31+), the ascension of a new political leader to power 

(KARKAMIŠ A6, A7, A26f), the royal acquisition of a settlement (CEKKE), and the 

offering of war trophies to the gods at the end of a successful campaign by the army 

(KARKAMIŠ A1a, A11b+c).  Three of the nine the texts (KARKAMIŠ A1a, A4d, A11a) 

also mentioned the need for frequent offerings of bread, sheep, or oxen to statues that 

represented the images of former political leaders (KARKAMIŠ A1a, A4d) or the Storm God 

Tarhunza (KARKAMIŠ A11a).  These texts from Carchemish offer the most convincing 

examples for Gilibert’s main thesis, although according to the inscriptions this was not the 

only activity type the Lower Palace Area of Carchemish was meant to participate in (see 

below). 
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 Other mentions of temples and religious offerings exist in the Luwian hieroglyphics 

aside from Carchemish’s texts, with the latter being more common than the former.  Our 

current body of Luwian texts recovered so far make it quite clear that it was common practice 

to give offerings to the gods in numerous locations across northern Syria and Anatolia.  These 

offerings could be made directly to freestanding statues (Hadad Inscription from Zincirli, 

Hawkins 2000’s MARAŞ 3, MALPINAR, KULULU 1, ÇİFTLİK), fortresses (Hawkins 

2000’s KARATEPE 1), wine vineyards (Pardee 2009, Hawkins 2000’s TELL TAYINAT 2, 

SULTANHAN), while on campaign with the army (Bunnens 2006’s TELL AHMAR 6), and 

even to mountains (Hawkins 2000’s AKSARAY, HİSARCIK 1, BULGARMADEN).  On the 

other hand mentions of temples or inscriptions found within temple contexts outside of 

Carchemish’s Lower Palace Area are very rare, with the four inscriptions from Aleppo 

(Hawkins 2011’s ALEPPO 4-7) located in the interior of the Temple of the Storm God being 

the main representatives of this group.  Of these inscriptions, ALEPPO 6 stands out as the 

clear outlier by being the only Luwian source from the entirety of Early Iron Age northern 

Syria that discussed the active practice of religious offerings inside a temple building.  The 

majority of the text gave instructions to visitors on how to make offerings to the colossal 

images of King Taita and Aleppo’s Storm God by stating: 

“4. (He) who comes to this temple to celebrate the god, 

5. if he (is) a king. 

6. Let him sacrifice an ox and a sheep. 

7. On the other hand if he is a… king’s son, 

8. or he (is) a country lord, 

9. or he (is) a river-country lord, 

10. let him too sacrifice a sheep. 

11. On the other hand if he (is) an inferior man, 

12. (there shall be) bread, oblation and… [text broken off] (Hawkins 2011, 45).” 

 

As can be seen from Hawkins’ translation of the inscription it was clearly possible for 

members from all levels of society from the king to “inferior” people to enter through the 

temple building doors and give sacrifices to the gods.  It is still possible access to the building 
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for these offerings was restricted to ritual and ceremonial occasions only as was common 

around the rest of the ancient Near East, but the lack of a time-period stipulation in the text 

and the fact that the architectural designs of the temple buildings at Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra 

included false windows offer further support for the suggestion that they were open to the 

public during most times of the year (Novák 2012, 48; Kohlmeyer 2009, 192).  When viewed 

in this more publicly accessible light the main function of the monumental iconography 

within the temples at Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra would have been as facilitators of a unique 

religious experience, a chance to literally walk among the gods inside an area that resembled 

an intersection between the world of the mortals and the divine that in most parts of the 

region were only accessible to priests.  In an era that was heavily reliant on the gods to 

establish the cultural and religious values of the societies in the region, an experience such as 

this would have significantly aided Aleppo’s rise as one of the most famous cult centres in 

the ancient Near East (Töyräänvuori 2012, 161). 

Temples and Northern Syrian Warfare 

“What a weapon!  Religious faith deserves a chapter to itself in the annals of war 

technology, on an even footing with the longbow, the warhorse, the tank, and the hydrogen 

bomb” (Dawkins 1989, 331).  There is very little archaeological evidence to indicate that 

temples were ever intended to be directly involved in warfare related combat: no arrowheads 

or spearheads were found in the remains that suggested any geo-political related violence 

took place in the areas, there is no evidence for a temple armoury that supplied weaponry to 

the populace in times of need (as was true in the Neo-Babylonian Sippar, see MacGinnis 

2012), and no architectural remains exist that would suggest the temples could be turned into 

fortresses when assaulting forces neared.  Despite this lack of violence related evidence, the 

textual information present from Early Iron Age northern Syria and the ancient Near East in 

general makes it quite clear that, as was stated by evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in 
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relation to the general course of events in military history across the millennia, temples and 

their associated gods were formidable powers that formed an integral part of every military 

campaign that began in northern Syria.  According to textual information that originated from 

the Kingdoms of Sam’al (CS II: 2.37 Panamuwa Inscription), Masuwari (Hawkins 2000’s 

TELL AHMAR 1, Bunnens 2006’s TELL AHMAR 6), and several leaders in Tabal (Dinçol 

et al. 2015’s ARSUZ 1 & 2, Poetto’s 2010 ŞARAGA, Hawkins 2000’s TOPADA), the very 

notion of victory in war could only be obtain with the consent of the gods.  The most 

important god that held the fate of victory and defeat in his hands was believed to have been 

the Storm God Tarhunza, but in five of the seven texts (all except TELL AHMAR 1 and 

ŞARAGA) groups of gods were cited as having roles in establishing the victories.  The most 

extensive of these lists was the one made by the scribes of King Hamiyata of Masuwari on 

TELL AHMAR 6, which claimed his victories were sponsored by a strong combination of 

deities including Tarhunza, Ea, Moon God, Sun God, Stag God, Karhuha, Kubaba, Sauska, 

and Sarruma.  Multiple gods were sought for support because they each gave specific 

advantages to a political leader that went to war, such as the Moon-God increasing the 

acumen of the commander and the Stag-God providing wild animals to feast on during the 

march (as suggested in more peaceful times by Hawkins 2000’s BOHÇA).  As TELL 

AHMAR 6 once again made quite clear these advantages were not just restricted to passive 

modifiers, but at least in King Hamiyata’s case could be unleashed from the heavens in the 

form of a “Tarhunza of the Army” who literally ran before the king and his armed forces in 

order to crush their enemies.  The curse against destruction at the end of the text unveiled 

another caricature of this Tarhunza of the Army, which could apparently be made into a 

ferocious lion (Bunnens 2006, 11-31).  The superior morale of any army that believed they 

were supported by the gods in these manners would have been a formidable force to face on 

any battlefield in Early Iron Age northern Syria. 
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 Given the massive advantages deities gave to leaders who were able to gain their 

favour and well as their overall roles in establishing the core cultural values of early 1st 

millennium BCE northern Syrian societies, it is not surprising to note that the texts suggest 

temples were active strategic targets for military campaigns to capture or, if they did not fear 

divine repercussions, destroy.  As was noted above for fortified gateways this level of warfare 

which targeted monuments and sacred spaces is best known from Late Assyrian Empire 

sources (see especially Bahrani 2008, 159-181) and was commonly practiced across ancient 

Mesopotamia, Syria, and the Levant, although interestingly there is very little evidence for 

this or even protective curses from Late Hittite Empire sources (Goedegebuure 2012).  There 

is also no evidence to suggest the temples at Aleppo or ‘Ain Dāra were damaged by war 

during the Early Iron Age, but the same cannot be said for the Temple of the Storm God at 

Carchemish.  As was noted by the text Hawkins (2000, 88-89) catalogued as KARKAMIŠ 

A1a, during the reign of Suhi II an otherwise unknown military leader named Hatanima was 

able to lead a group of plunderers that ransacked through several temples in the Lower Palace 

Area of Carchemish, severely damaging the Temple of the Storm God in the process.  The 

text in many ways raises more questions than it does answers: What faction did Hatanima 

belong to?  Why did he attack temples?  How did he and his band infiltrate through multiple 

layers of fortification walls into the most sacred area of Carchemish?  Definitive answers to 

these questions will have to wait until more archaeological evidence pertaining to the incident 

is uncovered, but a few general points can be made.  The first is it is difficult to overstate the 

massive importance this attack would have had on the overall morale of every individual 

from Carchemish.  In stark contrast to the campaigns of Shalmaneser III, which according to 

his records seems to have consciously worked around the fringes of the state’s sphere of 

influence, Hatanima’s followers boldly struck at the very heart of the religious and socio-

political infrastructure of the city (Winter 1983a, 188-189 for Shalmaneser III’s campaigns).  
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As we know from Mesopotamian records the strategic repercussions of losing even one 

temple, let alone multiple ones, would have been immediate and significant.  Gods who had 

their homes (i.e. temples) destroyed went into exile, their divine powers and protections being 

removed from the entire city (Bahrani 2008, 165-166).  This may have been the primary 

objective of Hatanima’s attack, but as was gleefully told by Suhi II’s scribes their leader 

reacted quickly and decisively when his society needed his leadership the most.  He 

immediately led out the army of Carchemish toward two settlements that apparently had geo-

political connections to Hatanima.  The importance of this assignment could not have been 

lost on anyone who belonged to the army of Carchemish, as the very core values of their state 

they were employed to protect had been violated.  Both settlements were destroyed and the 

severed heads of the defenders brought before the Temple of the Storm God in Carchemish, 

allowing Suhi II to prove to his people that gods such as the Saparkean Tarhunza had not 

abandoned them.  He then set about on a construction programme that would ensure the 

continued spiritual support of Carchemish well into the future. 

Temple Context Monumental Iconography & Northern Syrian Warfare 

 According to the architectural remains that have been uncovered from Early Iron Age 

northern Syria so far the inclusion of monumental iconography in association with a temple 

building was a relatively rare occurrence, with the main examples of illustrations being found 

on the temples of Aleppo, ‘Ain Dāra, and Carchemish.  Of these three sites the iconographic 

remains at Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra likely interacted with warfare in a different manner than 

those associated with the Lower Palace Area of Carchemish.  There is no evidence to suggest 

that the structures in Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra would have been subjected to damage from 

warfare related violence at any point in the era.  If anything the evidence suggests both 

buildings, especially Aleppo’s temple, were respected across the entirety of the ancient Near 

East as holy sites where anyone from great kings to the typical farmer could stand among the 
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gods in a liminal space that was normally restricted to temple priests, providing the visitor 

with a uniquely interactive version of worship and communication with the gods.  While the 

iconography of these two temples would have likely been shielded from the most violent 

parts of conflicts in the region, there is some iconographic and textual evidence to suggest 

that they participated in warfare in a more geo-political manner.  The Early Iron Age 

remodelling of Aleppo’s temple was clearly in part a political show of force by King Taita of 

Walastin/Palastin, who had a large enough ego to have his artisans place a massive image of 

himself directly opposite the Storm God of Aleppo, with the two towering over every other 

piece of iconography in the room.  King Taita’s efforts to court the favour of the gods and his 

place among them could be seen as an integral part of his political efforts to secure a large 

kingdom that stretched from the Amuq Plain to Carchemish in the east and Meharde in the 

south as suggested by Hawkins (2009, 2011), although there is perilously little evidence that 

he was ever able to control a kingdom of this size at any point in the era.  Even as late as 853 

BCE the temple at Aleppo was still being used as a facilitator of geo-political ambitions, 

when Shalmaneser III noted that he made offerings to the Temple of the Storm God at 

Aleppo.  Like King Taita’s remodelling this move can be seen as an attempt to sway the 

support of Aleppo’s powerful Storm God to his side, a strategy that was commonly employed 

by Neo-Assyrian rulers as discussed at length for their wars in the Levant by Dubovský 

(2006a).  For the cultures that resided in Early Iron Age northern Syria, successfully 

acquiring the sponsorship of gods such as this would have been considered far more powerful 

than any potential new chariot design or innovative body armour. 

 While the monumental iconographic images at Aleppo and possibly ‘Ain Dāra served 

to facilitate the geo-political machinations of the political rulers of the time when called 

upon, the archaeological evidence from Carchemish suggests the iconography of the Lower 

Palace Area was directly affected by the more destructive actions of Early Iron Age warfare.  
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As was mentioned earlier the horrors of war were brought straight to the temples of 

Carchemish by an unknown leader named Hatanima, who in turn was crushed by armed 

forces under the command of Suhi II of Carchemish.  The combination of the iconography 

and the inscriptions on the Long Wall of Sculpture made it quite clear that for Suhi II tactical 

victory by arms was just the first step toward completely rebuilding the morale of 

Carchemish’s populace.  He also had to convince his followers that the temples which formed 

an integral part of their society could be protected and influential deities such as the 

Saparkean Tarhunza had not abandoned their cause.  Suhi II’s main monumental 

iconographic effort to address both of these was the emplacement of the Long Wall of 

Sculpture on the south-eastern wall of the new Temple of the Storm God building.  At face 

value the wall appears to be a military procession as noted by Hogarth (1914), but as was 

mentioned in the catalogue chapter the scenes lack a clear visual narrative to aid the story on 

the KARKAMIŠ A1a text about Hatanima’s attack and subsequent demise.  While the 

presence of the gods and the royal family on LWS 1-4 are relatively self-evident, what were 

the functions of the apparent chariots and armoured characters on LWS 5-9 and 11-15?  It is 

entirely possible they were meant to represent warriors returning from campaign, but Barnett 

offered an interesting hypothesis on the images when he suggested the scenes represented the 

gods “returning to their temple from which they had been evicted” (Barnett & Woolley 1952, 

165).  Woolley largely dismissed the suggestion by emphasising the battle oriented nature of 

the artwork, but Barnett’s hypothesis has an intriguing amount of support from the content of 

the KARKAMIŠ A1a text, specifically on lines 25-27 where Suhi II’s scribes mentioned their 

leader “made this assemblage of the gods, and this potent Tarhunza I made stand, and with 

him I made these gods stand” (Hawkins 2000, 88-89).  While they could have been referring 

exclusively to the images on Carchemish LWS 1-4, it could have also been meant to include 

all the images on LWS 5-15 as well, with the entire Long Wall illustrating the deities of the 
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city literally marching back to the temple of the Saparkean Tarhunza with the heads of those 

who had dared to defile his place of residence.  If Barnett’s supposition is correct these 

images would have been representing the greatest desire of Suhi II and the audiences of 

Carchemish after Hatanima’s desecration, which was to see the Saparkean Tarhunza return to 

his rightful places of residence.  The communicative power of the Long Wall iconography 

would have left no doubt to any potential audience in the Lower Palace Area about the 

Saparkean Tarhunza’s continued support of Suhi II’s reign and Carchemish in general. 

 Far less can be stated about the possible roles of the iconography present along the 

Herald’s Wall and Processional Entry due to a lack of architectural and textual evidence.  

Both groups were emplaced along the northern and western walls of the same building 

complex which could have included one or more temples, but archaeological explorations in 

the area have been complicated by an Imperial Roman forum that was built on top of it.  

Attempts to gather more information from the contexts have been further hindered by the lack 

of textual inscriptions that were included in either context, leaving us almost completely 

reliant on extrapolating information from the images themselves.  As has been noted on 

several occasions (e.g. Gilibert 2011, 39) the images did not present any obvious coherent 

narrative, although there were some general thematic trends in each context.  Every orthostat 

on the Herald’s Wall except for HW 6’s sphinx, HW 9’s mythological creatures, and HW 

13’s “master of animals” contained scenes of violence or a character carrying at least one 

weapon, with the general theme continuing over into the first four orthostats on the northern 

wall of the Processional Entry (PE & RB 1-4).  These very violent themes completely 

disappeared on the southern portion of the Processional Entry, with PE & RB 14-26 focusing 

on musicians or individuals carrying different goods toward what was likely the main western 

entrance into the building complex.  Thus it can be considered likely that the images of the 

southern Processional Entry were likely intended to function in a different manner than those 
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found around the Herald’s Wall and northern Processional Entry, although anything more 

detailed than this will have to wait until further excavations at the site can uncover more 

information. 

By the time Yariri and his successor Kamani assumed political control it is clear that 

the orthostats of the Royal Buttress had taken on a much more narrative style, with the 

Luwian inscriptions Hawkins (2000, 123-129) catalogued as KARKAMIŠ A6 and A7a-j 

providing clear captions that identified the two leaders as well as nine other major members 

of the family during the ceremony that established Kamani “over the temple.”  The most 

difficult to identify images on the Royal Buttress are the seven characters illustrated on PE & 

RB 6-9.  Orthmann (1971, 412-418) suggested they were Kamani’s bodyguard or similarly 

high status social warriors, while Gilibert (2011) believed they were likely attendants such as 

those represented on King Barrakib of Sam’al’s Hilani IV building orthostats (see Sam’al 

Citadel Area 18 in the catalogue chapter).  Neither of these suppositions can be outright 

disproven, although unlike the images associated with Barrakib’s artwork six of the seven 

characters on the Royal Buttress were shown with swords as side arms in addition to the 

weapons they were carrying, which would have been a peculiar piece of equipment to 

illustrate civilian attendants with.  Given the context of the rest of the Royal Buttress and the 

associated textual information it is also possible that the seven images were intended to 

represent the male family members of Kamani that were able to progress into adulthood, but 

this cannot be confirmed beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Palace & Miscellaneous Contexts 

Introduction 

 The base English word of palace is derived from the Latin term palatium, which 

referred to the Palatine Hill that contained some of the highest social status residences in 

Republican and Imperial Rome.  In the ancient Near East palace structures were not 
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exclusively private residences but usually massive multi-building complexes that could be the 

main seat for political, industrial, and religious activities in addition to housing the ruling 

class of a particular polity.  The origin of these multi-functional buildings can be clearly 

identified as early as the 3rd millennium BCE in Mesopotamia at the sites of Kish, Tell 

Asmar, and Tell Brak (Winter 1993, 28-29).  They continued to be utilised straight down to 

the height of the Neo-Babylonian Empire in the late 7th-early 6th century BCE and beyond.  

Some of the most extensively excavated palaces of this type have been located in Assyria, 

where the architecture at Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Nineveh contained copious amounts of 

orthostats bearing reliefs and monumental statues which have formed the backbone of ancient 

Near Eastern artistic research since they were first uncovered in the mid-19th century CE.  

While these massive complexes characterised the known palatial architecture of ancient Near 

Eastern regions such as Mesopotamia and Egypt, the palatial building type that was most 

prevalent in Early Iron Age northern Syrian seems to have been derived from a separate 

tradition.  These much smaller building complexes have been defined within ancient Near 

Eastern academia since the late 19th century CE as bīt-hilani palaces, after the Akkadian 

language term for the new palace types Tiglath-pileser III and Sargon II allegedly built in the 

late 8th century BCE in northern Mesopotamia.  Each of these structures was characterised by 

a columned portico entrance that sat atop a small flight of stairs with two long rooms that 

were parallel lengthwise to this.  Several smaller rooms could also be attached to the back of 

this basic design when necessary.  All the monumental artwork contexts from Early Iron Age 

northern Syrian citadels were located in the bīt-hilani style palaces at Tell Halaf (Southern 

Palace Face, Northern Palace Entrance), Sakçagözü (Palace Entrance), and Sam’al (Citadel 

Area 8-31 as well as Miscellaneous 1-5).  These contexts used a combination of orthostats 

and monumental statues except for the southern exterior face of Tell Halaf’s palace, which 
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was illustrated exclusively with orthostats.  Four inscribed stelae were also found around 

Sam’al’s palace area on top of the citadel. 

Studies dealing specifically with the employment of orthostats and monumental 

statues inside bīt-hilani style palaces have been overshadowed by the large amount of 

academic level discussion that has been devoted to the possible origin and exact architectural 

classifications of these buildings since the late 19th century CE.  As was stated above the first 

usage of the term in antiquity was by the scribes of Tiglath-pileser III and Sargon II, who 

noted that their overlords ordered the construction of a building complex with bīt-hilani style 

features as part of their larger palaces at Nimrud and Khorsabad respectively.  According to 

the same sources these designs originated from the palaces present in contemporary “Hatti” 

(Novák 2004, 335, 346-347).  This ambiguous suggestion involving Hatti was taken literally 

by some early 20th century CE ancient Near Eastern experts such as Bossert (1934), who 

believed that the bīt-hilani style was a Late Hittite Empire survival.  However, this was 

disproven by Frankfort (1952, 129-131) who subsequently assigned them a Bronze Age 

northern Syrian origin based on the architectural evidence from Alalakh and Ras Shamra.  

Ussishkin (1966b) built on Frankfort’s hypothesis by suggesting Palace 1723 at Megiddo was 

also a bīt-hilani style palace, a thought that was expanded on by his contemporaries to 

include the designs of the palace buildings at several other locations in the southern Levant 

including Bethsaida and the description of Solomon’s palace in Biblical text 1 Kings 7:1-12.  

Ussishkin’s hypothesis has subsequently been rejected on architectural grounds by Iron Age 

southern Levantine experts Ilan Sharon and Anabel Zarzecki-Peleg (2006, 145).  Similar 

issues with identification have cropped up in Assyriological studies where, despite many 

attempts to do so with structures such as Palace F at Khorsabad, no structure in a Late 

Assyrian context has been confirmed as a bīt-hilani style building.  This has left scholars 

flummoxed as to what exact building or design type the Neo-Assyrian scribes were 
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specifically referring to.  Further exacerbating this issue is the Luwian word for palace, let 

alone an equivalent to bīt-hilani, is currently unknown, making it impossible to establish 

what concept the Neo-Assyrians were referencing in the very cultures they allegedly 

attributed the architectural style to (Melchert 2003, 302).  What can be said is the adoption of 

the bīt-hilani style by the Assyrians correlates with the same era which saw the empire adopt 

a number of non-Mesopotamian architectural and artistic features from northern Syria, 

including the custom of lining walls with carved orthostats and the pattern of urban planning 

in the Assyrian heartland cities.  These cultural interactions have been explored on multiple 

occasions by scholars such as Winter (1982) and Bunnens (1995), with both concluding that 

contact with the northern Syrian states in the 9th and 8th centuries BCE shaped the subsequent 

existence of the Neo-Assyrian Empire down to the latter’s destruction in the late 7th century 

BCE.  The bīt-hilani style palace may have been part of this cultural exchange between the 

two regions, although the available archaeological evidence has not managed to establish this 

beyond a reasonable doubt so far. 

Potential Functions of Northern Syrian Palace Monumental Art 

 While the basic arguments associated with trying to identify the origins of the bīt-

hilani style palaces are well known in academic circles, comparatively little research has 

focused on understanding how the buildings at Tell Halaf, Zincirli, and Sakçagözü functioned 

within the contexts of their individual kingdoms.  The two main scholars who have sought to 

address the functional aspects of these buildings were Pucci (2008) and Osborne (2012), with 

Pucci focusing on the remains from Tell Halaf, Sam’al, and Tell Ta’yinat while Osborne’s 

article concentrated on just the latter site.  Their approaches were different but in many ways 

complimentary to each other.  Pucci focused almost exclusively on the architectural remains 

from her three main sites and then combined them with several theoretical approaches 

descended from architectural understandings of space usage.  Osborne (2012, 53) largely 
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sought to accomplish similar objectives by utilising the textual sources in combination with 

approaches that focused more on pure scientific data such as finding an individual room’s 

relative asymmetry in relation to the entire building.  These approaches produced two 

different conclusions on the functional nature of bīt-hilani palaces.  Pucci felt that bīt-hilani 

style designs were part of a larger uniquely Early Iron Age northern Syrian architectural plan 

that sought to organise the external spaces around the structures, with the bīt-hilani porticos 

accomplishing this by projecting images from their exterior building walls to areas beyond 

(for example Tell Halaf’s southern palace wall, Zincirli Hilani Buildings III-IV).  For her the 

interiors of these palace buildings beyond the portico were the private area where mainly the 

ruler and his associated staff resided, making this palace’s function more equivalent to the 

Latin term palatium than the multi-functional building designs seen across the rest of the 

region.  Osborne’s analysis concluded that the entire bīt-hilani building, not just the portico, 

consciously employed the architecture to exude the power of kingship throughout the entire 

structure where “the tightly bound nexus of symbols that the bīt-hilani embodied 

communicated the unmistakable message of authority to all who entered it, just as did the 

orientations of the walls themselves.”  Another interesting difference between the two 

scholars was the amount of Neo-Assyrian influence each associated with the bīt-hilani’s 

function.  Osborne (2012, 60-61) felt there was a consistent theme of projecting kingship that 

could be traced between the northern Syrians and the empire, while Pucci (2008, 168, 175-

176) was of the opinion that the contextual and architectural differences between the two 

cultures was significant enough to suggest the usages of space by northern Syrian structures 

largely differed from their Mesopotamian and southern Levantine neighbours.  In short, both 

academics believed bīt-hilani palaces were projections of kingship and authority, although 

they differed on how exactly the buildings accomplished this. 
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Both studies were admirably constructed and pursued by each scholar for their 

respective objectives and can be further elaborated on by the iconographic evidence, or there 

lack of, that has been recovered from Early Iron Age northern Syrian monumental art 

contexts.  There is very little evidence from the artwork to substantiate the argument that the 

northern Syrian kings projected their power via monumental iconography in a similar manner 

to the Neo-Assyrians as suggested by Osborne (2012).  As was noted by Pucci (2008, 168), 

the artwork from the empire’s palaces existed in different contexts for separate audiences 

than the northern Syrians.  Most of the Late Assyrian artwork was located inside palace or 

temple buildings that could only be seen by the eyes of those with access approved by the 

elites (for more see Chapter IV).  Not a single image from Early Iron Age northern Syria can 

be associated with an interior palace building, with all the artwork appearing on the outside of 

these structures in either portico entrances or on the southern face of King Kapara’s palace at 

Tell Halaf.  Another notable feature of the bīt-hilani iconographic evidence is the almost 

complete lack of Luwian texts or cross-comparative themes in the artwork from other Early 

Iron Age northern Syrian sites.  The entire assemblage of texts from these areas consists of 

the north Phoenician language Kilamuwa inscription from Building J in Zincirli’s citadel area 

(CS II: 2.30; listed as Sam’al s Citadel Area 12 above), four Aramaic inscriptions attributed 

to kings of Sam’al (CS II: 2.36-2.38, KAI 217), and the laconic inscriptions scattered on King 

Kapara’s artwork at Tell Halaf (see the Kingdom of Palê section in the catalogue for all of 

these examples).  The lack of artistic themes involving violence (i.e. mythological, hunting, 

sacrifices, holding likely weapons in a striking position) in these contexts is also notable: not 

a single orthostat or statue from Zincirli’s or Sakçagözü’s palace areas contained an image of 

violence in any form, while the surviving remains of the bīt-hilani structures at Tell Ta’yinat 

and Carchemish contained no iconographic images at all.  Tell Halaf was a notable exception 

to this, with both the northern entrance and southern face of the palace containing a plethora 
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of orthostats and statues with violent themes in manners that can be more directly cross-

compared with the gateway and temple context artwork from the rest of northern Syria that 

was catalogued in Chapter II.  Thus the emplacements of monumental bīt-hilani artwork at 

Zincirli, Sakçagözü, and Tell Halaf differed substantially from the mainstream monumental 

art locations of the other northern Syrian states, which tended to revolve around gateways and 

temples, yet at the same time did not clearly correlate with Neo-Assyrian palace designs 

either.  These features all combine to suggest we have iconography associated with a 

structure type that clearly was intended to project the power of northern Syria’s political 

leaders across their territories, but in manners which were atypical for the larger percentage 

of the Early Iron Age northern Syrian states reviewed in this dissertation. 

Palaces and Northern Syrian Warfare 

 As structures which were used as large projections of authority and kingship across 

the entire kingdom, the bīt-hilani style buildings had clear connections to the overall 

processes associated with warfare through the king himself.  The available textual evidence 

from Early Iron Age northern Syria indicates that, just like in most of the ancient Near East, 

in times of war the kings of the region ideally served a multi-functional role as the spiritual 

leader of the people who was approved by the gods, the political leader of the state, and the 

commander-in-chief of the army.  The first of these was particularly important because, as 

was noted above in the temple contexts section, nobody would believe their faction could 

achieve a victorious political result without the approval of the gods.  They would be even 

further inspired to accomplish the political objectives of the state if they believed they were 

being actively aided by a powerful warlike deity such as the Tarhunza of the Army.  Once the 

king had gained approval from the gods, he could then turn toward setting political tasks that 

his followers could achieve in order to accomplish his divinely ordained will.  The textual 

records indicate these tasks could vary widely, with the rulers of the region not being 
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inherently predisposed in a Hobbesian manner towards inflicting violence against their 

neighbours.  Much of their political tasking was directed toward improving the infrastructures 

of their societies by building structures such as gateways, fortresses, temples, freestanding 

statues, granaries, and houses.  This domestic focus was strongly reflected in the Hadad 

Inscription which was found at the modern village of Gerçin, where King Panamuwa stated 

that he received the support of a collection of gods including Hadad, El, Rašap, Rakib-El, and 

Šamaš to restore the devastated areas of his kingdom.  He specifically recorded that he “cut 

off war… from the house of my father.  And in my days also Y’dy [Kingdom of Sam’al] ate 

and drank” (CS II: 2.36, 156-158).  The CEKKE inscription from Carchemish sheds a similar 

light on the period of Kamani and his first servant Sastura, who chose to show their political 

power by purchasing the settlement Kamana from a culture known as the Kanapuweans.  The 

stele was quite specific about the compensation both sites received, with the Kanapuweans 

being given 600 mules and the other associated parties receiving mostly livestock or minas of 

silver.  Once the territory was acquired, Carchemish’s representatives quickly set about re-

establishing the newly enlarged political boundaries of the state with frontier stele and 

guarding the city against attack with the power of Tarhunza, Karhuha, Kubaba, and Ea 

(Hawkins 2000, 143-151).  The three Sfire stelae also suggested that Bar-ga’yah was able to 

peacefully negotiate for the territory of Tal’ayim as part of treaty (or treaties) between his 

royal house and Mat’iel of Arpad (CS II: 217).  All three of these inscriptions are excellent 

examples of how kings could gain prestige by rebuilding their territories or even acquiring 

new lands without having to resort to using an army in battle, an accomplishment military 

theorists such as Sun-tzu (Sawyer 1993, 160-161) and B.H. Liddell Hart (1941, 208-211) 

lauded as the pinnacle of grand strategic excellence in their respective eras. 

 The written records from Early Iron Age northern Syria also indicate that many kings, 

tarwani- (for an explanation of this term, see Chapter V below), and other political leaders of 
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the region were not afraid to employ their armed forces in order to gain a divinely ordained 

political result as well.  Textual mentions of a REX (king) or tarwani-’s involvement directly 

with an army can be found in Hawkins 2000’s Corpus (KARKAMIŠ A4b, A1a, A11b+c, 

A12, A31+A30b1-3; MARAŞ 4; TELL TAYINAT 2; TOPADA), with additional mentions 

of campaigns also appearing in Sam’al’s Aramaic records (CS II: 2.37, CS II: 2.38) and from 

additional research on the Luwian inscriptions which has been conducted over the past 

decade (Bunnens 2006 for TELL AHMAR 6 from Masuwari; Harrison 2012 Colossal Statue 

for Patin; Taş & Weeden 2011 for İSTANBUL 2 inscription; Marchetti 2014a for King Suhi I 

stele from Carchemish).  According to these sources armies were employed in a variety of 

strategic offensive and defensive situations, with the resetting of political borders or 

destruction of enemy settlements being the most common (see KARKAMIŠ A4b/King Suhi I 

stele 2014, KARKAMIŠ A1a, KARKAMIŠ A31+A30b1-3, TELL AHMAR 6, MARAŞ 4, 

Harrison 2012 Colossal Statue).  Two inscriptions from the State of Carchemish (A11b+c, 

A12) indicated their armies were occasionally employed to ravage the countryside of a 

particular region for strategic purposes without actually capturing any territory, while the 

annals of Shalmaneser III and Hawkins 2000’s TOPADA suggested the polities of the region 

were capable of executing defensive oriented strategic plans which sought to protect their 

territories via coalitions when necessary.  Civil wars or, to term it more precisely, dynastic 

struggles for power are known from these sources as well, with the Panamuwa inscription 

from the Kingdom of Sam’al and TELL AHMAR 1 from the Kingdom of Masuwari 

discussing how both of their ruling lines descended into violent conflict during the era.  The 

Panamuwa and subsequent Barrakib inscriptions from Sam’al also noted that they took their 

armed forces on campaign with Tiglath-pileser III, with King Panamuwa dying during the 

campaign which culminated in the Siege of Damascus in 733 BCE.  We are given the 

impression in these texts that the king himself could lead his warriors while on campaign, 
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although it was not considered mandatory (see Chapter V, below).  While the social elites 

from Early Iron Age northern Syria gave us a general idea about the justifications and 

intended strategic goals of their campaigns via the inscriptions, we are left largely devoid of 

other more specific information on these campaigns.  Nothing remotely resembling a precise 

route of march or an order of battle for an army can be located and, unlike the equivalent 

New Kingdom Egyptian and Neo-Assyrian texts, even the king’s direct presence on the 

battlefield was minimalised in these sources.  If the written records from the region are any 

indication, the typical Early Iron Age northern Syrian political leader gained just as much 

prestige by using war to improve the health and vitality of his people over showing brute 

strength on the battlefield. 

Palatial Context Monumental Iconography & Northern Syrian Warfare 

 The architectural remains from Early Iron Age northern Syria indicate that the 

association of monumental iconography directly with a palace building was rare for the entire 

region and virtually unheard of in Luwian inscription containing contexts, with the three main 

palaces being located at Tell Halaf, Sakçagözü, and Zincirli.  All three structures featured a 

building entrance with a portico that was lined with orthostats and statues on both sides.  

King Kapara’s palace at Tell Halaf featured an additional collection of illustrated and 

aniconic orthostats on the southern face of the main palace building.  The main function of 

the three palace entrances during times of peace and war was almost certainly as projections 

of the ruler’s divinely given authority, with all three porticoed areas containing a plethora of 

symbols that were traditionally related to the expression of kingship in the ancient Near East 

including columns, monumental statues of lions, and iconographic themes that revolved 

around the ruler of the kingdom.  It is unclear whether the orthostats on the southern face of 

Tell Halaf’s palace would have aided this process or were intended for different functions.  

Both Pucci (2008) and Gilibert (2011) have suggested the 20 x 80 metre space that was 
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between the southern palace face and the citadel’s southern fortification wall could have 

served as a ritual area where performances were conducted in front of the orthostats, but no 

archaeological evidence has been found to confirm this.  Further complicating this issue is the 

nearly universal belief among scholars that the orthostats were reused from an earlier 

structure (or structures) which predated King Kapara’s reign and were then later placed on 

the palace’s southern face (see for instance Novák 2013, 271-272).  Even if this is true, the 

functional question of the southern palace face orthostats still remains: why did King 

Kapara’s artisans feel it was necessary to emplace the orthostats at this new location over 

leaving them at their previous ones?  No sustainable answer can be offered with the currently 

available sources of evidence, although the new context and laconic inscriptions which were 

likely added onto the orthostats during his reign suggests that Kapara and possibly his people 

believed it was important to centralise the vast majority of the site’s monumental art onto the 

walls of the palace.  This trend toward the centralization of monumental art onto the palace 

architecture can also be seen at Zincirli and arguably Sakçagözü.  As was established via the 

architecture by Pucci (2008, 39), the earliest artwork at Zincirli were the gateway orthostats 

and monumental statues associated with the southern outer wall gate and the two main citadel 

gates (southern citadel gate, Lion’s Pit statues).  The monumental imagery on top of the hill 

mostly dated to the 8th century BCE or later, with the carvings of Hilani buildings IV and III 

being attributed to the rule of King Barrakib of Sam’al.  A similar process may have occurred 

in Sakçagözü as well, although this is more difficult to prove since no written sources have 

survived from the site.  Never the less, it is interesting to note that Ussishkin (1966a, 18-23) 

was of the opinion that the gateway orthostats were carved earlier than the palace artwork 

based on the architecture of the citadel area and their artistic styles. 

The evidence from all three monumental art containing contexts in Early Iron Age 

northern Syria combine to suggest that the intended audiences and the messages the royal 
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elites were sending to their populations via the artwork was changing.  The political leaders 

of the Kingdoms of Sam’al, Palê, and the area around Sakçagözü perceived a need to collect 

and concentrate the power of their iconography around their personal residences and centres 

of power instead of sharing them out to other important strategic assets in the community 

such as gateways and temples as had been traditionally done by most of the rulers across the 

region.  A perfect example of this can be found with the monumental statues of lions that 

were located across Early Iron Age northern Syria.  Lions, which have been well established 

in ancient Mesopotamian literature as active projections of kingship as well as royal authority 

and likely served a similar purpose in northern Syria, were found at the entrances to buildings 

at all nine major monumental art containing sites that have been reviewed in this thesis (see 

Allsen 2006, Cassin 1981 for the lion’s relationship to kingship).  At six of the sites (‘Ain 

Dāra, Aleppo, Arslantepe, Carchemish, Karatepe, Tell Ta’yinat) these statues were found 

exclusively in gateways or temple entrances and never associated with a palace building.  The 

three exceptions to this were at Sakçagözü, Tell Halaf, and Zincirli.  At the former two sites 

monumental lion statues only appeared around their respective palaces.  At Zincirli 

monumental lion statutes were affiliated with both the palatial and gateway architectures, 

although as was established above the gateway sculptures were likely created well before the 

palace ones.  These lion sculptures strongly support the suggestion that a sudden shift had 

occurred in the way rulers wished to exude their kingship over their subjects and anyone else 

who visited the palaces. 

But why would this shift have suddenly occurred?  Several possibilities can be 

surveyed, although none of them can be supported by the limited body of evidence beyond a 

reasonable doubt.  The first is the cultures which inhabited these three sites increasingly 

started to adopt more centralised forms of displaying their authority and power due to 

influences from the Neo-Assyrian Empire, which as of the late 8th century BCE was primed 
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to carve up all of northern Syria into imperial provinces.  This is certainly supported at 

Zincirli, where both of the inscriptions from the reign of King Barrakib clearly noted that he 

and his predecessor King Panamuwa II submitted as vassals to Tiglath-pileser III in the late 

8th century BCE.  It is even possible that the Hilani IV and III palace structures were planned 

by Assyrian architects, although this cannot be confirmed (as suggested by Pucci 2008, 39).   

Sakçagözü’s artwork cannot support this claim as directly, but it has been generally assumed 

since the first excavations of Garstang that the stylistic designs of the site’s artwork showed 

strong Neo-Assyrian influences that were most comparable to the Hilani IV and III palaces at 

Zincirli (Ussishkin 1966a, 18).  Tell Halaf’s artwork remains an outlier here because the 

chronology of the site in relation to the Neo-Assyrian conquest of the area remains very 

unsettled (see Tell Halaf section in catalogue).  There is no evidence to suggest that King 

Kapara of Palê employed Assyrian artisans or was in any way influenced by northern 

Mesopotamian designs, although the geographical location of his kingdom in comparison to 

the other northern Syrian polities makes this a distinct possibility.  Tell Halaf also presents a 

difficulty when trying to establish this shift in representation on chronological grounds 

because the artwork was almost certainly constructed in the late 10th or early 9th century BCE, 

around two hundred years before the first column of the bīt-hilani palace at Zincirli was 

emplaced.  Although we cannot establish conclusively why any shift in the nature of 

illustrating buildings should have occurred at Tell Halaf, Sakçagözü, and late 8th century BCE 

Sam’al, the effects were clear: the iconography of kingship was no longer to be associated 

with fortified gateways or temples, but was to be permanently tied with the abode of the ruler. 

Miscellaneous Contexts Summary 

Very little monumental artwork has been excavated by the archaeologists who have 

explored Early Iron Age northern Syria since the late 19th century CE outside of the fortified 

gateway, temple, and palace contexts mentioned above.  Two of the main exceptions to this 
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were the Northern and Southern Lower Town Cult Buildings at Tell Halaf.  As was noted 

above in the catalogue, determining the exact functions of the three buildings within the 

lower town with monumental art pieces (Southern Lower Town Cult Building 1-2 and 

Northern Lower Town Cult Buildings 1-2) without any written evidence has been 

problematic, but the remains of each context strongly suggest they were all used for ritual or 

cultic purposes.  This was the conclusion of Moortgat (1955), Orthmann (2002), Pucci 

(2008), and Novák (2013) based on the inclusion of probable offerings in front of all the 

monumental statues.  Novák’s (2013, 271) latest research has noted that the two northern 

buildings may have been the site’s new burial area for the royalty and associated societal 

elites of the area, a theory his excavation team gave more sustenance to by discovering an urn 

containing cremated remains in the area.  He further concluded that these statues were likely 

the centre of ancestor cults, a practice that had already been established in northern Syria 

during the Bronze Age and is also known from the Early Iron Age stelae that were studied by 

Bonatz (2000).  The stele from the northern lower town of Zincirli published by Pardee 

(2009, 53-54) also mentioned the existence of a funerary cult, with the Aramaic text 

specifically stating that he placed the stele in “my eternal chamber and established a feast (at) 

this chamber: a bull for Hadad… a ram for Šamš, a ram for Hadad of the Vineyards, a ram 

for Kubaba, and a ram for my ‘soul’ that (will be) in this stele.”  Iconographic images which 

served in cultic roles served to further reinforce the socio-religious values of their respective 

populations. 

Even less can be said about the contexts of the south-eastern Anatolian rock reliefs 

which contained Luwian inscriptions and/or images such as KIZILDAĞ 1, İVRIZ 1, and 

KARADAĞ 1-2 (see Hawkins 2000, 424 for a full list as of 2000; also see Özcan & Yiğit 

2014 for the evidence from Kusçu-Boyaci).  Inscribing images or texts onto rock faces was a 

well-known Late Hittite tradition based on the information from Late Bronze Age sites such 
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as İmamkulu which seems to have carried over to the Iron Age in south-eastern Anatolia, but 

was never practiced in any northern Syrian region.  The texts on these reliefs provide the vast 

majority of our non-Assyrian evidence for the region, with inscriptions such as TOPADA and 

IZGIN 1-2 being particularly informative on conflict related matters as will be assessed 

below.  Unfortunately the images by themselves cannot significantly help this thesis, because 

while they were technically found in their original emplacements virtually nothing is known 

in an archaeological sense about the areas which surrounded these pieces, so determining the 

original environments they wished to project their images into is nearly impossible at this 

time. 

 The other major miscellaneous category that deserves a special mention here are the 

iconography bearing monumental artefacts which were found in the region but cannot 

necessarily be assigned to a northern Syrian culture.  Perfect examples of this can be found at 

Tell Fecheriye (just to the north of Tell Halaf), Arslantaş, and Tell Ta’yinat, where the statue 

of a political leader, a colossal lion statue, and a statue base with a double lion respectively 

were found.  While they were all clearly located within northern Syria, none of the sculptures 

can be attributed to the product of northern Syrian artisans with certainty.  Tell Fecheriye’s 

monumental statue represented an otherwise unknown man named Hadad-Yis’I, who likely 

ruled the Upper Khabour region including Tell Fecheriye and Tell Halaf at some point in the 

9th century BCE.  While Orthmann (2002, 90-91) suggested that stylistically the statue had 

many traits which could be compared with Tell Halaf’s sculpture or artwork from other 

northern Syrian sites, the bilingual Akkadian and Aramaic text on the statue clearly noted that 

Hadad-Yis’I was either a vassal king or governor of the Late Assyrian Empire.  This, 

combined with his father’s Assyrian name (Samas-nuri; Novák 2013, 272), clearly places this 

statue within the realm of Neo-Assyrian rather than northern Syrian art.  A similar issue has 

cropped up with the dating of the colossal lion found in the southern part of the eastern 
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Arslantaş gateway.  Akkadian, Aramaic, and Luwian inscriptions were located on the lion, 

but the Akkadian and Aramaic inscriptions seem to bear different content than the Luwian 

one.  While the former two clearly discussed how the Assyrian governor of Kār-Shalmaneser, 

Ninurta-belu-usur, constructed the walls and gates of the city, the Luwian inscription noted 

the foundation of the city Hatata by an unnamed country-lord from the Kingdom of Masuwari 

(RINAP 1: 162-163; Hawkins 2000, 246-248).  Thus it is unclear whether the statue was 

created by Assyrian or Luwian speaking artisans, although the existence of the Masuwari 

inscription suggests the statue may have originally belonged to that kingdom before being 

repurposed by the Late Assyrians.  Similar issues have also appeared with the dating of the 

double lion base from Tell Ta’yinat, which was originally excavated by Braidwood’s team in 

the entrance to Building II of that site’s citadel area (Building II (Citadel) 1, in catalogue).  

The initial reports on the site by McEwan (1937) and Haines (1971) both suggested the statue 

belonged to a temple that would have been used by the population of the settlement when 

they were part of the Kingdom of Patin during the 8th century BCE and possibly earlier.  This 

was severely challenged by Hawkins (2009, 166-168), who felt the artistic style of the statue 

was distinctly Neo-Assyrian to the point that he dated the sculpture and entire Building II 

structure to the post-Late Assyrian conquest of the site in the late 8th/early 7th century BCE.  

Harrison (2012b, 18-19) did not completely contradict Hawkins’ hypothesis in regards to the 

column base but did note the architecture of the building itself pre-dated the arrival of the 

Late Assyrians, with the temple probably serving as both a West Syrian megara and Neo-

Assyrian Langraum style temple during the period.  Several Luwian inscription fragments 

were also found in the vicinity of the column base, but Hawkins (2009) simply used these to 

further his argument by suggesting that they were likely damaged during the Assyrian 

takeover of the city.  This piece of iconography has been included in the catalogue based on 
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its provenance within a context that was northern Syrian at some point during the Early Iron 

Age, even if this particular double-lion column base cannot be conclusively proven as such. 

Summary of Context Analysis 

 This analysis of the monumental iconographic remains from the catalogue has firmly 

established that the imagery in Early Iron Age northern Syria can help us understand how the 

early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare in comparison 

to other Late Bronze and Early Iron Age cultures in the Near East.  The iconographic remains 

were mostly found in association with four major context types: gateways that were built into 

fortification walls, on both the exterior and interior walls of temple buildings, and covering 

the entrance walls of palace structures.  Of these fortification gateways dominated, with 

seven of our nine major sites (‘Ain Dāra and Aleppo being the exceptions) featuring at least 

one fortified gateway with illustrations.  Although the defensive capabilities of the 

architecture associated with these structures has been well established to the point of being 

considered “obvious” by scholars such as Blomquist (1999, 15), virtually no academic 

attention has been devoted to the possible defensive capabilities of the iconography within 

these gateways.  The general perception among ancient northern Syrian archaeologists since 

the late 19th century CE has been that iconography bearing gateways were more ceremonial 

in character, while those without illustrations were meant for more militaristic purposes (see 

for example Von Luschan 1898, 111-112).  This theory is not substantiated by the 

architectural access routes into the gates, which did not vary between iconographic and non-

iconographic ones at any northern Syrian site, or our major visual and textual primary sources 

from the ancient Near East, which as has been established repeatedly by Winter (especially 

2007, 1985a) and subsequent scholars such as Bahrani (especially 2008), would have been 

perceived by the cultures of the region as powerful images that forcibly projected their power 

onto the audiences who perceived them.  Active imagery placed in or right before the 
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gatehouse of each area would have aided the morale of the defenders in the area and likely 

weakened the resolve to resist of any enemy who feared the gods of the settlement they were 

about to violently enter.  They may have even been considered tactical threats in and of 

themselves if the most extreme hypotheses purported by Bahrani (2008) are to be believed.  

Successfully conducting violent assaults on a settlement with one or more iconography 

bearing gateways would have required the aggressor to wage war on mortal, architectural, 

and supernatural levels that intended to destroy the human defenders, capture their civilians, 

exile their gods, and displace the very architecture that the besieged resided in before any 

desirable geo-political result could be achieved.  Even if all of that was accomplished, an 

aggressor would have also had to hope that the spiritual curses against destruction which 

were included on many of the monuments did not draw the permanent ire of the gods. 

 This analysis has also established that the monumental iconography containing temple 

and palatial contexts can also help us understand how the northern Syrians comprehended 

and visualised warfare.  Early Iron Age northern Syria was filled with cultures which 

established the very socio-political frameworks of their societies on the religious values of 

their gods, which made temples and palaces both powerful projections of geo-political power 

and obvious strategic targets for enemy armed forces to attack in order to crush a northern 

Syrian faction’s will to resist.  A blatant example of temples being the strategic objective of 

an attack was found in the Lower Palace Area of Carchemish, where an otherwise unknown 

military leader named Hatanima attempted to strike at the jugular of Carchemish’s social 

structure by ransacking the temple district of their capital city and severely damaging the 

Temple of the Storm God.  Suhi II of Carchemish responded in kind to Hatanima by torching 

two settlements that were affiliated with him and delivering vengeance on the man himself, 

sending an unmistakable message of Carchemish’s militaristic power that has survived to the 

present day.  He then crowned his victory on campaign by illustrating the replacement of the 
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temple Hatanima burned down with a procession of gods returning into Carchemish’s Lower 

Palace Area.  Having the blessing of the gods was not just considered a significant bonus to 

morale for Early Iron Age northern Syria’s armies; it was also believed that deities such as 

the Tarhunza of the Army could run before the troops and rulers who were properly ordained, 

virtually sweeping aside any petty resistance the enemy could offer before the first composite 

bowman would have even been in range.  The textual sources indicate quite clearly that the 

very notion of victory in war could not be obtained without the blessing of the gods, making 

their support imperative for any potential campaign. 

The political leaders of northern Syria worked within this same societal framework 

and used the iconography from the gateways, temples, and their own palatial residences to 

establish their authority.  Palatial monumental artwork was relatively rare across the region, 

being limited mostly to the central palace buildings at Tell Halaf, Sakçagözü, and late 8th 

century BCE Sam’al.  It is currently unclear why palatial artwork proliferated at these three 

citadels over the remains of the other sites the region, but one reason seems to be that there 

was an increased focus on centralising the powers of the imagery onto the residences of the 

kings.  Except for a couple of statues in the lower town virtually all the monumental 

iconography at Tell Halaf was focused on the main palace complex, while the gateway 

architecture of both Sakçagözü and Zincirli have generally been dated to earlier eras than the 

construction of the palaces.  Our current body of evidence cannot confirm beyond a 

reasonable doubt why this shift would have occurred, but it is interesting to note all three 

settlements were likely conquered by the expanding Neo-Assyrian Empire within half a 

century of when each of these palace structures was built (at Sakçagözü this has only been 

established by comparing artistic styles, so needs further proof before this can be declared for 

certain).  The iconography bearing palace structures of northern Syria arguably reflected this 

merger between the two regions, with the images occurring on a traditionally Neo-Assyrian 
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context type (palaces) but being emplaced on the exterior walls of the structures in 

prototypical Early Iron Age northern Syrian fashion. 
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Chapter IV: Cross-Comparison with Neo-Assyrian 

& Late Hittite Monumental Art Contexts 

 Thanks to the mutually cooperative nature of early 1st millennium BCE northern 

Syria’s monumental iconography and their associated textual records, one of the major 

objectives this thesis wished to accomplish has already been completed.  As has been 

illustrated clearly in the previous two chapters, we can confidently say that the monumental 

iconography of the region can help us understand more about how the early 1st millennium 

BCE northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare in some form, whether it was King 

Taita expressing his geo-political as well as supernatural power by directly associating his 

image with the Aleppian Storm God or the gateway images providing defences against 

potential enemies from any realm.  We will return to the possible implications this has for 

northern Syrian research in Chapters V and VI, but before proceeding further it will first be 

necessary to place our catalogue of evidence within its broader ancient Near Eastern context.  

This will be done in order to accomplish another major goal of this dissertation, which is to 

understand northern Syria’s visualisations and understandings of warfare in comparison to 

their predecessors as well as contemporaries in the ancient Near East.  As was noted in 

Chapter I, the sources of evidence uncovered in Late Hittite and Neo-Assyrian contexts have 

traditionally shaped the study of EIA northern Syria since the late 19th century CE.  This 

chapter will begin with a brief review of the Late Assyrian monumental art contexts, then 

outline the arguments which have offered hypotheses on how they participated in the 

conflicts of the Neo-Assyrian Empire and the associated task of establishing their monarch’s 

kingship.  It will then proceed with the proper cross-comparative between the Late Assyrian 

and EIA northern Syrian bodies of evidence, which mainly seeks to explore the academic 

discourse that has discussed who the intended audiences were for the art, what messages the 
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commissioners of these works wished to send to the said audiences, and how these reflected 

the cultural values of their respective societies during times of war.  The chapter will 

conclude with a second cross-comparison that will shift its focus to the two main Late Bronze 

Age predecessors of the EIA northern Syrians, the Late Hittite Empire and the collections of 

artwork from 2nd millennium BCE sites such as Ebla, Alalakh, and Hazor that were defined 

by Paolo Matthiae (1989) as Old Syrian.  This section will assess whether the artistic and 

architectural designs associated with either of these traditions can be used to help understand 

the preliminary developments associated with early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria’s 

monumental art. 

Neo-Assyrian Monumental Art Contexts, c. 1114-705 BCE 

Survey of Late Assyrian Monumental Art Contexts 

The birth of Late Assyrian art contextual studies can be firmly traced to the late 1970s 

and early 1980s, when Reade (1979a-c, 1980, 1981) and Winter (especially 1981, 1983b, 

1997) began to investigate the relationships between multiple types of iconographic evidence 

within some of the best preserved sections of 9th to 7th century BCE Neo-Assyrian 

architecture such as the throneroom of Ashurnasirpal II’s Northwest Palace.  As was noted 

with hindsight by Fales (2009), these studies were immensely impactful on ancient Near 

Eastern research as a whole because they allowed scholars to reconstruct a far larger 

percentage of the overall iconographic programs that Assyrian rulers wished to relay to their 

constituents and foreigners, instead of just studying the content of each artefact in more 

individualistic manners as had been done previously.  The embedded Akkadian and Aramaic 

textual records which were located within many of these pieces of art also re-ignited 

cooperative efforts between Near Eastern art historians and linguists, which had become 

more infrequent since the early 1950s (Uehlinger 2007, 177-179).  Efforts by archaeologists 

to reconstruct the decorative programs which were commissioned by Neo-Assyrian rulers 
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have largely centred on the palace room interiors of 9th-8th century BCE Nimrud, late 8th 

century BCE Khorsabad, and 7th century BCE Nineveh.  Monumental art could also be found 

in temple contexts and in the form of isolated freestanding statues which were emplaced in 

front of palace entrances, temple entrances, fortification wall gateways, and city squares.  The 

vast majority of these remains, especially the famous palace bas-reliefs, were commissioned 

by seven rulers including Ashurnasirpal II, Shalmaneser III, Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon II, 

Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, and Ashurbanipal.  For the purposes of this thesis we will be 

mostly concerned with the decorative programs that were associated with the first four of 

these rulers, as by the time King Sennacherib ascended to the throne in 705 BCE the vast 

majority of northern Syria had been absorbed into the Neo-Assyrian Empire (there were some 

south-eastern Anatolia holdouts such as the Kingdoms of Adanawa and Malatya, see 

Catalogue chapter above).  This naturally means the basalt reliefs from the palaces of Nimrud 

will take precedence, with other significant collections coming from Aššur, Nineveh, 

Khorsabad, and Imgur-Enlil (Balawat).  Limited amounts of relevant artefacts have also been 

located in provincial centres such as Dūr-Katlimmu, Til-Barsip, and Arslantaş, but these will 

only be referenced sporadically at best as they were for the most part found out of context or 

located in areas where the remainder of the architectural remains were not explored, severely 

limiting their usefulness outside of what information was preserved on the accompanying 

texts. 

 The city of Nimrud (Kalḫu) was first mentioned in the textual records of 

Ashurnasirpal II, who stated that it was a settlement which had experienced difficult times 

since it had been founded by a previous Assyrian monarch (RIMA 2: 222).  The new king 

saw potential in the site and decided to set up his main imperial court there, which has 

survived into the archaeological record today in the form of the Northwest Palace that was 

located by Layard in the late 1840s CE.  This complex, along with Sargon II’s palace at 
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Khorsabad, can be considered the two most well preserved Late Assyrian monumental art 

contexts, with archaeologists managing to preserve imagery from all four wings of the 

Northwest Palace.  As was outline thoroughly by Winter (see especially 1983b), the 

decorative patterns of the palace concentrated on using colossal statues and bas-relief scenes 

depicted on basalt orthostat surfaces to project messages to audiences who were allowed to 

venture into the interior sections of the complex.  This context also contained some remains 

from the reigns of Tiglath-pileser III and Sargon II, most notably inscriptions and a few 

artefacts dedicated to Queens Yabâ and Atalia (RINAP 1: 164).  Two other major royal 

palaces were also constructed after Ashurnasirpal II’s death, although neither of these was 

preserved as well as the Northwest Palace.  The first of these was constructed by 

Ashurnasirpal’s son Shalmaneser III in what would later be termed Fort Shalmaneser on the 

south-eastern portion of Nimrud’s citadel area.  The main monumental iconographic evidence 

preserved from this context was a throne base depicting tribute delegations from Babylonia 

and the Kingdom of Patin.  Monumental art was also emplaced in the palace of Tigalth-

pileser III, which was located directly in the centre of the Nimrud citadel mound.  Despite the 

multiple relief and text bearing fragments found in this area very little is known about the 

architecture of the building complex itself, making any reconstructions of the overall 

decorative scenes largely impossible.  The other major context type that contained 

monumental art at Nimrud was temples.  The two most pertinent of these were the Ninurta 

and Šarrat-nipḫi structures, with the former containing a combination of reliefs and colossal 

statues while at the latter three additional sculptures including one of Ashurnasirpal II himself 

have been found.  Seven other temple constructions were mentioned explicitly in the records 

of Ashurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III as well, with the latter renovating the Ninurta and 

Nabû temples in addition to building a ziggurat dedicated to Ninurta, although only limited 

physical remains from these structures have been located (RIMA 2: 189-190; RIMA 3: 5-6 
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for summaries of their constructions).  Two other notable Nimrud contexts where 

monumental art was preserved were the Central Building and Centre Palace of Shalmaneser 

III, both located on the citadel mound.  It is unknown if these structures were meant to serve 

as temples or as part of palaces, but colossal statues and multiple relief fragments were 

preserved in both locations.  The remainder of the large scale artwork at Nimrud consisted of 

sculptures including the Rassam and Black Obelisks along with the Kurba’il Statue.  The 

obelisks were originally located in the area of the Central Building, while the statue was 

found in the storeroom of Fort Shalmaneser.  Another colossal sculpture of note was the lion 

statue located in the area of Nimrud’s eastern city wall gate, which remains the only piece of 

monumental art that was found in a fortification wall gate context at Nimrud. 

 Spectacular artefacts of note were also located in Assyrian heartland cities of Aššur, 

Nineveh, Imgur-Enlil (Balawat), and starting with the reign of Sargon II at Khorsabad, 

although the remains of especially the former two settlements did not preserve into the 

archaeological record as well as Nimrud’s Northwest Palace.  Prior to the reign of 

Ashurnasirpal II Aššur had been the traditional capital of the Assyrians dating back to the 

Bronze Age and it still was an important cultural centre in the Late Assyrian period.  

According to the textual records of the empire, the 9th-8th century BCE monarch who spent 

the most time sponsoring construction in the city was Shalmaneser III.  This is reflected by 

the monumental remains from his reign which included some obelisk fragments, a bronze 

band from a gate door of the Anu-Adad Temple, and two statues of the king which were 

found near the Tabira Gate of the city’s outer fortification wall (RIMA 3: 5 for a summary of 

the construction texts).  The main palace which was utilised during the Late Assyrian period 

was the Old Palace, but interestingly it has been hypothesized by Julia Orlamünde (2011, 

447-450) that this structure contained no notable iconography beyond what was associated 

with the Standard Inscription of Aššur.  Nineveh was another traditional Assyrian heartland 
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city that would gain even greater prominence as the capital of the empire in the 7th century 

BCE, but 9th-8th century BCE monumental art containing contexts from the site are rare.  

Even in the textual records building projects were largely restricted to temples during the 

reigns of Ashurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III, while Tiglath-pileser III’s scribes hardly even 

mentioned the city at all.  The most notable physical finds from the city were fragmentary 

reliefs from the main palace and the Ištar Temple.  During the reign of Sargon II both Aššur 

and Nineveh were supplanted by the newly constructed capital city of Khorsabad, which as 

noted above was located by archaeologists with its original palace relatively intact.  

According to Winter (1981), Nimrud’s Northwest Palace clearly served as an inspiration for 

Sargon II’s artisans, with a combination of even larger scale basalt orthostat reliefs than those 

present the Northwest Palace being incorporated with monumental statues in portal areas to 

powerfully project messages to the intended audiences.  Gordon Loud and Charles Altman 

(1938, 35) noted these decorative programs were almost entirely constricted to the main 

palace and the associated palace temples, with the vast majority of the rest of the settlement 

lacking any decoration.  The final major archaeological site in Assyria with monumental 

iconography of note was the settlement of Imgur-Enlil, otherwise known as Balawat.  It was a 

relatively minor settlement in the Late Assyrian period compared to the other four cities 

reviewed here, but two separate collections of bronze door bands from the reigns of 

Ashurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III that depicted combat, tribute, and other warfare related 

activities during their reigns were very well preserved.  The bands were originally excavated 

from three separate doors, with two of them belonging to each king’s respective palace and 

the third coming from the Temple of Mamu. 

 Monumental iconography finds from provincial city contexts other than Balawat or 

which existed outside of the Assyrian heartland entirely are rare and unfortunately tended to 

be imperfectly preserved by the original excavators.  The governor’s palaces in the northern 
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Mesopotamian settlements of Dūr-Katlimmu and Shadi-kanni were decorated with orthostat 

reliefs during the reign of Ashurnasirpal II, with the latter site’s collection also including 

some statues of winged human-headed bulls and a lion.  Only fragments of the reliefs have 

been discovered so far, but the surviving images depicted a combination of attendants and 

mythological creatures.  A notable site from the provinces was the town of Kār-Shalmaneser, 

otherwise known as Til-Barsip or Tell Ahmar.  Several interesting artefacts, including 

fragments of wall paintings and a colossal statue of a human, were located in Kār-

Shalmaneser after the area had been vacated by the Kingdoms of Masuwari and Bīt-Adini.  

Enough of the wall painting fragments survived to reconstruct a couple of the original murals, 

while the statue located in 1993 was only the fourth Late Assyrian colossal statue ever found 

that did not depict a king or deity (Roobaert 1996, 83).  Other sculptures of note which would 

have likely existed during the rule of the Late Assyrians in northern Syria were the Tell 

Fecheriye statue, two pairs of colossal lions that were located in the western and eastern gates 

of Arslantaş, and possibly the double lion column base at Tell Ta’yinat.  These artefacts have 

already been commented on in the previous chapter so will not be reviewed here. 

Audiences for & Potential Warfare related Functions of Neo-Assyrian Monumental Art 

 Even before the excavations of Nimrud and Nineveh had begun in 1842 early 19th 

century CE academics had already come to associate the average Assyrian with the concept 

of warfare thanks to the Hebrew Bible and occasional mentions of their conquests in 

Classical accounts.  The initial discoveries of Botta’s and Layard’s teams, including massive 

scenes of conquest and (once they were translated) lengthy lists of defeated enemies, 

confirmed their suspicions.  This created an association with the Late Assyrians and 

bloodthirsty conquering which largely persists in general level military history sources to this 

day.  This view has come under an increased amount of scrutiny since the late 1970s as 

Assyriological art historians have moved toward investigating the imagery within their 
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original contexts instead of reading them as the direct “experience of the soldier” (Frankfort 

1954, 143).  These approaches were pioneered by Reade (1981, 1980, 1979a) and Winter 

(1981), who both outlined that Neo-Assyrian warfare iconography did not simply illustrate 

historically accurate narratives of campaigns and battles in a photographic manner, but were 

much more complex scenes that cooperated with the texts to project spiritually enhanced 

messages to their intended audiences. 

This research naturally led to additional questions which sought to understand more 

about these messages and the audiences who may have viewed them.  The topic is one that 

has been previously addressed by a cornucopia of publications since the late 1970s, although 

as was noted by Fales (2009, 279-280) no clear overall consensus has emerged as to what 

audiences were (or were not) allowed to view the imagery.  Fales’ own study summarised the 

suggested audience types into four basic categories that could have potentially viewed the 

artwork including all non-palatial audiences, the inner palatial audience, deities, and the king 

himself.  Initially the most common opinion among Assyriologists was the images, especially 

those of war, mainly functioned in propagandistic terms, with both Liverani (1979, 298-299) 

and Winter (1981, 22) noting they were aimed at “the manipulation of foreign visitors” as 

well as “the shaping and maintenance of the local population.”  The main problem with this 

assessment which has been pointed out by scholars such as Fales (2009, 280) and Collins 

(2014, 621) is beyond the banquet events related on the Stele of Ashurnasirpal from Nimrud 

there is very little supporting evidence to suggest the typical Neo-Assyrian or foreign civilian 

could witness the interior palatial or temple artwork on a regular basis.  Roaf (2008, 211) 

noted another issue when he suggested many of the smaller figures on the scenes would have 

been difficult to perceive without the aid of artificial light in the darker interior spaces of the 

palaces.  These limitations have led to an increased amount of speculation by Assyriologists 

in the past two decades that the primary intended audiences were not the general public, but 
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personnel who could more regularly witness the images within the palaces and temples.  This 

angle has been pursued in multiple fashions by scholars such as Cifarelli (1998), Ataç (2010), 

and Collins (2014).  The former author was of the opinion that especially in the 9th century 

BCE one of the most important audiences was the royal court of Assyria itself, with the 

messages being strongly projected to the audience in order to promote obedience and avoid 

intrigues as well as assassination attempts (Cifarelli 1998, 212).  Ataç (2010, 86) also cited 

the importance of the court officials as an audience, although he believed their roles were 

embedded within a “mystical-mythological” background which was likely expressed in the 

iconographic programs of the palaces.  Collins (2014, 619, 636-638) largely followed this 

strand of thought by using a compilation of hypotheses from his predecessors including 

Winter (1981, 2007), Bahrani (2006, 2008), and Ataç (2010) to suggest the palatial imagery 

served in an affective role by helping to sanction the violence of Assyrian warfare in the eyes 

of the court and gods.  Although a true consensus on the nature of the audiences for Neo-

Assyria’s monumental artwork remains elusive, all the authors above were careful to note 

that in the iconography and texts it was almost always the king himself who was the centre of 

attention, whether he was receiving tribute from allied polities or illustrated at the head of his 

powerful army on the battlefield.  Our surviving evidence from Assyrian reliefs as well as 

royal stelae were almost entirely dominated by the presence of the monarch, and as 

mentioned above only four monumental statues of non-monarchs or deities have ever been 

found in Late Assyrian period contexts.  Therefore no matter whom the intended audiences 

were, the powerful messages which the monumental iconography and associated texts 

intended to send were clearly ones which wished at least in part to facilitate the overall 

ideology of the king whether it was in the eyes of the public, the royal court, or the gods. 

 The royally inspired nature of the evidence has naturally led to an increased amount 

of academic interest in how Assyrian monarchs formulated, implemented, and promoted their 
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conceptions of rule across the Early Iron Age Near East through the monumental artwork and 

associated texts.  In regards to the iconographic evidence, three of the earliest studies about 

the nature of Assyrian kingship were completed by the articles of Reade (1979a), Winter 

(1981), and the typology of Magan (1989).  The latter publication assessed all the available 

iconography and supporting textual information from the Late Assyrian world at the time, 

concluding the images showed the monarchs of the period in 14 different roles including ones 

which featured them as builders, cultivators, army commanders, hunters, priest/cult 

worshippers, and deities.  Of these basic topics subsequent research over the past 30 years has 

generally focused on the relationship between the monarch, the divine, and Assyria’s overall 

worldview, with the publications by Winter (1997), Peter Machinist (2006) and Bradley 

Parker (2011) being excellent examples of this.  All three concluded the monarch’s 

iconography did not just serve as blunt individualistic expressions of political clout, but 

existed within a societal framework which associated their physical representations with the 

desirable concepts of the institution of kingship that his subordinate political leaders and the 

gods wished to see from their ruler (Winter 1997, 95; Machinist 2006, 188; Parker 2011, 375-

376).  Perhaps most interestingly for the purposes of this thesis, there has also been some 

suggestion that this Assyrian notion of ideal rule was meant to extend beyond the physical 

borders of the empire to the entire known world.  Possible support for this can be found in the 

repeated formulaic dialogue of many Akkadian texts, with the scribes who wrote about 

Tiglath-pileser I’s expedition to Mount Lebanon often starting with formulaic lines such as 

“strong king, king of the universe, king of Assyria, king of all the four quarters” (RIMA 2: 

36).  Holloway (2002) suggested texts such as these provided proof the Late Assyrian’s 

conquests were driven by a religious minded imperialism which sought to enforce the 

worship of the god Aššur on all surrounding cultures, although this argument has been 

refuted several times including by Oded (1992) and Fales (2010).  Another hypothesis along 
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similar but less extreme lines was provided by Mattias Karlsson (2013, 58-63), who 

suggested the Late Assyrians believed their king’s role as the leader of the mortal world had 

already been established by the gods well before the Early Iron Age.  In this scenario his 

authority would have included transcendent and immanent dominions over all the foreign 

territories in addition to Assyria itself, as long as he performed his required duties in the eyes 

of his immediate political subordinates and the gods.  Although it is currently impossible to 

prove whether Assyrian monarchs thought of themselves as the literal masters of the universe 

or simply wished to project their royal ideologies as far as possible, there is little doubting 

kingship played a vital role in understanding the Assyrian psychology toward their images of 

conflict and conceptions of warfare. 

Cross-Comparing North Syrian & Neo-Assyrian Monumental Art 

Contexts 

 One of the most established cross-comparatives in Early Iron Age Near Eastern 

history has been the one between northern Syrians and Late Assyrians, with archaeologists 

such as Woolley (1921, 82-84) attempting to aid his restoration of the physical architectural 

remains of Carchemish’s Inner City South Gate with an image from Shalmaneser III’s palace 

gate door at Balawat.  While there is no doubting their eastern neighbours and eventual 

successors had a significant impact on the northern Syrians during the era, when just the 

original archaeological contexts of the monumental art are surveyed a number of notable 

contrasts emerge between the two regions.  As was noted thoroughly in Chapters II and III, 

northern Syria’s monumental artistic contexts tended to be dispersed between gateways in 

fortification walls, on the exterior or interior building walls of temples, or on the outer faces 

of palaces buildings, with gateways predominating.  Virtually no parallel can be found in 

Neo-Assyrian art for the emplacement of orthostats in fortification gateways, with the 

empire’s basalt reliefs being almost entirely concentrated within the major royal palaces and 
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select temples.  Monumental statues were attested to in Nimrud’s eastern city gate and the 

Tabira Gate of Aššur, but it is unclear whether these were part of coordinated decorative 

programs or expressed themselves in more isolated manners.  More common ground can be 

found in temple contexts, where significant interior décor was present in at least some of the 

temples at Nimrud, Aššur, Carchemish, ‘Ain Dāra, and Aleppo.  However, nothing equivalent 

to the collections on the south-eastern exterior wall of the Temple of the Storm God at 

Carchemish (Long Wall of Sculpture) or the building walls of ‘Ain Dāra’s temple can be 

located in the Assyrian evidence.  A comparison of the major palace contexts largely tells the 

same story; while monumental palatial art was known to multiple palaces in both Assyria and 

northern Syria, the art from the former had no direct comparative for the massive collection 

of orthostats located on the exterior southern wall of King Kapara’s palace at Tell Halaf.  

When all of these differences between the contexts are assessed together, a clear pattern 

emerges between the public visibility of the northern Syrian monumental art versus the 

relatively secluded and possibly restricted nature of Late Assyrian evidence. 

As was established most prominently for ancient Near Eastern studies by Winter 

(1981, 1983b), differences in the locations of iconographic contexts can have a massive 

ripple effect through our entire understanding of how a culture wished to express itself 

through its own imagery, particularly when their intended audiences and potential functions 

are analysed.  In regards to the northern Syrian evidence some brief observations can be made 

here in addition to what has been published by Neo-Hittite scholars such as Mazzoni (1997a), 

Denel (2007), Pucci (2008), Federico Giusfredi (2010, 2014) Gilibert (2011, 2015), and 

Osborne (2012).  Interestingly the emplacements of the northern Syrian gateway orthostats 

and statues almost always sought to project the largest percentage of their imagery onto the 

exterior audience who wished to pass through the gate rather than focusing on the interior 

population working within the walls.  For gateways embedded in second or third layer 
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fortification walls such as the Upper Mound Citadel Gate at Tell Ta’yinat this meant they 

were projecting their messages to the lower towns of their respective sites as well as those 

who lived outside of the settlement, while the outer wall gateways at Karatepe, Malatya, and 

the Water’s Gate at Carchemish were mainly targeting audiences who lived completely 

outside of the city boundaries.  Examples of this could be witnessed in the temple and palace 

contexts as well, with the vast majority of ‘Ain Dāra’s artwork being displayed on the 

exterior portions of the building and the artwork from the palace at Tell Halaf also clearly 

intended to reach audiences that existed outside of the main palace building itself.  The public 

accessibility and potential audiences for the vast majority of northern Syria’s artwork were so 

diverse it has led to a number of suggestions from Neo-Hittite scholars regarding their 

potential functions, with theories ranging anywhere from centres of religious ritual 

(especially Voos 1983, Gilibert 2011) to propagandistic illustrations of political ideology 

(Denel 2007, Osborne 2012).  In all likelihood the monumental art contexts probably 

operated on several of these levels while they reached multiple audience types at the same 

time.  This contrasts markedly with Neo-Assyrian monumental art, where even in situations 

where the public was allowed to view the palatial interiors, such as Ashurnasirpal II’s 

massive banquet at Nimrud, the main messages projected from the iconography were clearly 

concentrated around the overall goal of promoting the position held by the monarch in 

society. 

While some remains from northern Syria did seek to promote the role of the king, 

especially those from Malatya, Tell Halaf, the Temple of the Storm God in Aleppo, and 

Sam’al’s main citadel area, there is also a surprisingly high amount of imagery and associated 

texts which minimalised or did not even mention the role of the king.  The most blatant 

example of this is at Karatepe’s North and South Gates, where the story of King Awariku’s 

life was completely overshadowed by the grandiose achievements of Azatiwata, who was 
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apparently a simple “sun-blessed man” promoted by his ruler to do everything from lead the 

armies of Adanawa on campaign to commission massive building projects (Hawkins 2000, 

47-58).  According to the hypotheses purported by Giusfredi (2010, 2014) and Gilibert 

(2015) similar situations likely occurred in Carchemish especially after the era of Great King 

Ura-Tarhunza, where leaders known by titles such as tarwani- and REGIO.DOMINUS 

including Astuwatamanza, Suhi II, and Katuwa were clearly powerful enough to commission 

pieces of art and lead the armies of the state into battle without holding the official title of 

REX (king).  Perhaps even more surprising are the situations at both of Sam’al’s fortified 

gateways, the Water’s Gate and Herald’s Wall of Carchemish, and all the monumental art 

contexts at Sakçagözü as well as ‘Ain Dāra, where no inscriptions attributing the 

commissioning of these monuments to the reign of a king or any other political leader have 

ever been located.  While this can likely be at least in part attributed to the imperfect nature 

of uncovering archaeological content, such a high number of contexts without confirmed 

royal inscriptions also could suggest the leaders of northern Syria did not place their images 

or texts within monumental art contexts as consistently as their Late Assyrian 

contemporaries.  The overall lack of the king’s direct presence in the imagery of many 

northern Syrian contexts compared to Late Assyrian monumental artwork seems to have been 

especially true in warfare related scenes; not a single piece of art from the former region 

depicted a king directly participating in a battlefield engagement.  This of course marks a 

massive difference between the artwork of Early Iron Age northern Syria and the Late 

Assyrians, where you would have to go no further than the throneroom of the Northwest 

Palace at Nimrud or Room 13 of Khorsabad’s main royal palace to find representations of 

Ashurnasirpal II and Sargon II respectively in the presence of their armies.  As we will 

explore in the next chapter this lack of a monarch constantly participating in military 

campaigns is also reflected across the surviving conflict related Luwian, Aramaic, and 
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Phoenician textual sources from all northern Syrian contexts, which combine to suggest the 

cultures of the region conceptualised warfare in comparable but distinct manners from those 

pursued by the Neo-Assyrian Empire. 

Cross-Comparing Late Hittite Empire & Early Iron Age 

Northern Syrian Monumental Art Contexts 

As was discussed at the beginning of Chapter I, it has been generally assumed since 

the presentation given by Sayce at the May 2nd, 1876 meeting of the Society of Biblical 

Archaeology that the cultures which existed in early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria 

adopted the architectural and artistic designs which originated in the Late Hittite Empire.  

Although artefacts which have been attributed to LBA Hittite artisans have been located at 

several dozen sites across Anatolia, the largest collections of their monumental art were 

concentrated along the southern gateway at Alacahöyük (also known as the Sphinx Gate) and 

at a scattering of locations in Ḫattuša including the Lions’ Gate, Sphinx’s Gate, King’s Gate, 

and Yazilikaya rock sanctuary.  It was also the opinion of Kohlmeyer (2009) that some of the 

iconography in Aleppo’s temple, including three of the orthostat reliefs on the eastern interior 

wall as well as three of the four portal statues, were also emplaced by the Hittites, although 

this cannot be definitively proven (see below in this section for more).  At each one of these 

sites the architectural remains and associated artistic designs featured different 

characteristics.  At Aleppo and Ḫattuša the iconography tended to present individual 

characters in portal pairs or by themselves, with the three colossal statues of Aleppo’s temple 

entrance (see Aleppo TSG 1-3 in Chapter II) and the orthostat at Building B of Ḫattuša being 

examples of the former and latter respectively.  The exceptions to this were at Yazilikaya and 

Alacahöyük, where several sets of characters were presented in much more concentrated 

manners.  This was especially apparent at Alacahöyük’s Sphinx Gate, with the images being 

displayed in unison on the orthostat surfaces of the gateway’s West and East Towers. 
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While the groups of artwork at these two sites are comparable to what was produced 

by EIA northern Syrian architects and artisans, several difficulties emerge when trying to 

definitively prove a connection to the LBA Hittites over other contemporary collections from 

2nd millennium BCE Syria which were referred to by Matthiae (1989) as Old Syrian.  As we 

noted in Chapter III and was explored by Harmanşah (2007), the architectural tradition of 

emplacing aniconic orthostat surfaces on northern Syrian buildings predated these Hittite 

sites by nearly half a millennium, with the fortified gateways at the Old Syrian sites of Ebla 

and Alalakh being the best examples of this.  Even by the second half of the 2nd millennium 

BCE Alacahöyük’s Sphinx Gate is the only clear example of a context in LBA central 

Anatolia which contained groups of illustrated orthostat reliefs, with Hittiteologists such as 

Dirk Mielke (2011, 1041) noting the uniqueness of the site in Hittite evidence.  Even further 

difficulties arise when one considers that the construction of the artwork collections at 

Yazilikaya and Alacahöyük have generally been dated to the c.13th century BCE, which 

would have been nearly a century after King Suppiluliuma I invaded Syria and established 

Hittite influence over most of the region.  Thus it is far more likely that we can attribute the 

architectural designs of the EIA northern Syrian monumental art contexts, particularly those 

which relied heavily on groups of orthostat surfaces, to the Old Syrian architectural styles 

that were prevalent at sites such as Hazor, Qatna, Alalakh, and Ebla more than those which 

originated in LBA central Anatolia. 

 Trying to prove a connection between the LBA Hittites and early 1st millennium BCE 

northern Syrians by comparing their artistic styles is also problematic.  As was stated in 

Chapter III the first sites that started to display iconography prominently on orthostat surfaces 

were at Alacahöyük, Ḫattuša, Aleppo, and Hazor.  Hittite art historians such as Piotr Taracha 

(2012, 111) have noted in relation to Alacahöyük’s iconography that the designs present on 

the Sphinx Gate were likely first utilised by the Hittites on ceramic and metallic remains such 
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as the c.16th century BCE vase from İnandiktepe.  According to this analysis the importance 

of cultic scenes such as banquets and processions was first established on these artefact types, 

then transitioned to orthostat surfaces later (for comparative purposes see for example 

banquet scene on the fourth register of the İnandiktepe vase on Taracha 2012, Fig. 3 

compared to Carchemish WG 5 or Sam’al OCG 4 in Chapter II).  These illustrations provide 

the most likely sources of LBA Hittite artistic influence on the cultures which inhabited early 

1st millennium BCE northern Syria, but cannot be definitively proven as such because 

figurative art types were also well known to the 2nd millennium BCE Syrians.  As was 

surveyed by Matthiae (1989), one of the largest collections of figurative imagery from the 

region came from Ebla, particularly the Palace G building where multiple images carved into 

limestone inlays were uncovered.  Like the Hittite vase from İnandiktepe, these scenes 

featured several coordinated characters participating in the same event, with Ebla’s examples 

usually focusing on violent warfare associated subjects which can be compared with EIA 

northern Syrian contexts such as those on Carchemish’s Long Wall of Sculpture (see for 

instance Matthiae 1989, Plate IVa-d compared to the Carchemish LWS 10, 12-14 reliefs 

catalogued in Chapter II).  Matthiae (1989, 55-56) was convinced that the Old Syrian images 

were part of an “autonomous cultural tradition” which originated in early 2nd millennium 

BCE Syria and carried on through the monumental artwork of northern Syria’s EIA cultures 

until the Neo-Assyrian conquest of the region in the late 8th century BCE.  Thus we will have 

no concrete proof for whether the idea of employing iconographic imagery on public 

buildings originated in 2nd millennium BCE central Anatolia or Syria until more independent 

chronological evidence can be unearthed. 
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Chapter V:Textual Analysis of the Northern Syrians 

at War, c.1000-650 BCE 

 The previous chapters of this thesis have been able to establish two major points 

which the contents of this section are reliant on.  The first is that the combination of 

iconographic, textual, and architectural sources within each major monumental art context 

type located in Early Iron Age northern Syria can tell us more about their visualisations and 

understandings of warfare by analysing how they represented their cultural values, or the 

desired mentalities, ideologies, and identities of their respective cultures, on their monuments 

and which audiences they desired to project these values to.  Our understanding of these 

cultural values can then in turn be used to assess more about how their societies perceived 

and comprehended warfare.  The second is northern Syria’s monumental iconography existed 

in contexts which were comparable but largely distinct from contemporary Late Assyrian 

artwork, with the former having a noticeably larger focus on projecting the messages of their 

imagery into public environments to a wide variety of audiences.  Both of these points 

together strongly suggest the Early Iron Age northern Syrians visualised their conflict related 

monumental iconography in unique manners which deserve to be recorded and also hint at 

the possibility that their conceptions of warfare may have differed from those pursued by 

their non-Syrian contemporaries.  To establish further support for the latter hypothesis we 

need to turn to the surviving textual evidence from all Early Iron Age northern Syrian 

contexts (as opposed to just monumental artistic ones) as well as cross-comparative sources 

which mentioned the region (i.e. southern Syrian Aramaic, Neo-Assyrian) in order to create a 

greater understanding about how the cultures of northern Syria visualised and understood 

warfare through their monumental iconography. 
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This section will review our information available for conflicts in the region based on 

two key warfare related themes that are based on what can be established via the texts.  The 

first theme will focus on the geo-political levels of wars by analysing the information 

available for the leadership structures in the region, how these structures justified their 

actions, and the grand strategies they used to accomplish their desired political objectives.  

The second theme will survey the roles of armed forces during these wars, including how 

they were likely organised, what logistical upkeep was necessary for them, and which 

campaign strategies as well as tactics they utilised to achieve their grand strategic objectives.  

Northern Syria’s Luwian, Aramaic, and Phoenician textual sources provide small but 

surprisingly useful insights into both of these major themes.  The relevant Luwian texts can 

be found mostly within the pages of Hawkins 2000’s Corpus (KARATEPE 1; KARKAMIŠ 

A4b, A1a, A11b+c, A12, A24a, A31+A30b1-3; TELL AHMAR 1; MARAŞ 4; TELL 

TAYINAT 2; IZGIN 1-2; TOPADA), with additional information being available from 

publications by Bunnens (2006; TELL AHMAR 6), Kaufman (2007; İNCİRLİ), Poetto 

(2010; ŞARAGA), Taş & Weeden (2011; İSTANBUL 2), Harrison (2012; Colossal Statue), 

Marchetti (2014a; King Suhi I stele), and Dinçol et al. (2015; ARSUZ 1 & 2).  Phoenician 

and Aramaic language records also offer a limited amount of support, especially those from 

Zincirli (CS II: 2.30, 2.36-2.38, KAI 217) and the small Syrian village of Al-Safria (CS II: 

2.82).  The inscriptions which were emblazoned onto the Zakkur and Melqart stelae (CS II: 

2.33 and 2.35) also contain some insights into Early Iron Age northern Syrian warfare, even 

though both were found in southern Syrian contexts.  Most of these written records, including 

the ones listed above from Karatepe, Carchemish, Maraş, Tell Ta’yinat, Zincirli, and TELL 

AHMAR 1, were embedded within monumental or stelae based iconography as well, making 

the two source types largely complimentary to each other (see catalogue chapter for the 

individual associations of inscriptions and images).  These records will also be complimented 
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by information from the relatively well known texts of the Neo-Assyrian Empire.  Five main 

Assyrian monarchs mentioned their campaigns into northern Syria including Tiglath-pileser I 

(RIMA 2), Ashurnasirpal II (RIMA 2), Shalmaneser III (RIMA 3), Tiglath-pileser III 

(RINAP 1), and Sargon II (ARAB II).  A few additional Assyrian and Urartian texts also 

exist for the chronological gap between 824-743 BCE, with Adad-Nārārī III and Shalmaneser 

IV briefly mentioning northern Syrian political events, while Argišti I, Sarduri II, Argišti II, 

and Rusa II were the main Urartian kings who ventured into the region.  The geo-political 

influence of the latter group was relatively limited, with the Kingdoms of Malatya, Gurgum, 

and Kummuḫ being the main northern Syrian states that were affected by the Urartians. 

Geo-Political Themes 

Leadership 

Studies on kingship and other associated political topics have a long lineage in early 

1st millennium BCE Near Eastern textual and iconographic evidence based studies, especially 

those pertaining to the Neo-Assyrian Empire, with the publications by Liverani (1979), Reade 

(1979a), Mattila (2000), Radner (2010, 2011), and Ataç (2010, 2015) serving as a small 

sample of these.  Despite these efforts we know very little about the leadership structures of 

northern Syria from the empire’s sources, as most of these studies have focused on 

understanding the overall royal ideologies Assyrian kings wished to project through their 

texts and iconography over how the more minor political positions under their rule functioned 

(see Mattila 2000 for a notable exception) or the exact nature of the foreign government 

systems that opposed them.  Because of this, the Akkadian texts only noted the distinct 

political titles of their northern Syrian opposition on rare occasions.  A perfect example of 

this phenomenon is the amount of information we have for Katê of Que (Adanawa), who 

despite clearly being a politically powerful foe who opposed Shalmaneser III on repeated 

occasions was never referred to directly as a king and only indirectly as such once, with the 
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scribes of Shalmaneser III generally referring to him as “Katê the Quean” instead (RIMA 3: 

10 for the indirect exception).  The only region-specific title the Assyrian records recognised 

from northern Syria was “king of the lands of Hatti,” although as mentioned in Chapter I no 

explanation was given as to whether this was a geographical term, statement applicable to 

Carchemish only, or referred to a royal title which could correlate with the Luwian-Hittite 

concept of a “great king” (MAGNUS.REX, see below). 

While there has certainly been less research done on the political structures of 

northern Syria than their northern Mesopotamian contemporaries, the former discussion has 

started thanks to the writings of Neo-Hittite experts such as Franco Pintore (1983), Denel 

(2007), Giusfredi (2010), and Gilibert (2011, 2015).  A point of contention that has arisen 

between these scholars has been whether the typical northern Syrian political system was 

characterised by an overall official who could only assume some of the functions of a ruler on 

certain occasions (Pintore 1983), were for the most part typical Near Eastern monarchies 

(Giusfredi 2010), or were more prone to witnessing political power struggles between kings 

and country-lords (Gilibert 2015).  Although several terms for rulers or other high political 

positions of power are known from the region including MAGNUS.REX (“Great King”), 

HEROS (uncertain in Early Iron Age, only used by the Great Hittite Kings in the Late Bronze 

Age), IUDEX-la or tarwani- (uncertain; see below), REGIO.DOMINUS (“Country-Lord”), 

and FLUMEN.DOMINUS (“River Lord”), the most common term used for identifying a king 

was REX (“King”).  The only post-11th century BCE state in the region that regularly 

eschewed the usage of the term REX was Carchemish, where leaders such as Suhi II and 

Katuwa were referred to by the titles tarwani- and REGIO.DOMINUS.  As has been noted by 

Giusfredi (2010, 2014) and Gilibert (2015), the usage of the term tarwani- during this era at 

Carchemish was particularly interesting because it appears to have originally denoted a 

subordinate political position to MAGNUS.REX as was noted on Hawkins 2000’s 
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KARKAMIŠ A4b, but then was used as an official title for the State of Carchemish’s overall 

political leader by the time tarwani- Suhi II ruled in roughly the late 10th century BCE.  

While the term REX was most often utilised when signalling out the overall leader of a state 

during times of peace as well as war, our Luwian textual information also makes it clear that 

it was possible for a non-ruling political member to not just have overall command of the 

army, but to determine the entire grand strategic plan of the kingdom.  Seven Luwian and 

Aramaic texts discussed the king during times of war (CS II 2.37, CS II 2.38, TELL AHMAR 

6, Harrison 2012 Colossal Statue, MARAŞ 4, ARSUZ 1 & 2) and three more noted great 

kings in similar situations (KARKAMIŠ A4b, Marchetti 2014a King Suhi I stele, TOPADA), 

but the remainder mentioned leaders who either used a combination of the terms in their titles 

or belonged to non-royal stratums of society.  In addition to the four texts that noted the 

existence of a tarwani- at Carchemish in association with conflicts (KARKAMIŠ A1a, 

A11b+c, A12, A31+A30b1-3), further information from Adanawa (KARATEPE 1), the 

western Taurus mountains (PORSUK), and possibly from the Kingdoms of Malatya (IZGIN 

1-2) as well as Masuwari (TELL AHMAR 1) denoted people who led the state into war 

despite not being associated with the normal title REX.  The clearest example of this can be 

found in KARATEPE 1, where an individual known simply as Azatiwata the “Sun-Blessed 

man” was allowed to build the army, expand the frontiers, and oversee the economic 

infrastructure of the state on behalf of King Awariku of Adanawa (Hawkins 2000, 48-58).  

PORSUK’s fragmentary inscription also noted that a man named Parhwira commanded the 

army on behalf of his king Masaurhisa (Hawkins 2000, 528).  A similar situation may have 

existed in the Kingdom of Malatya as well, where according to the descriptions on IZGIN 1-2 

a man named Tara who called himself both a HEROS and REGIO.DOMINUS of Malatya 

had enough authority to build a new settlement known as Taita, import some people from 

Malatya to the new township, and add to the frontiers of another town known as Hiliki 
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(Hawkins 2000, 314-316).  These textual records combine to suggest that, as proposed by 

Giusfredi (2010), the leadership structures of the region were mainly characterised by kings.  

However, enough exceptions to or delegations of power from monarchs exist in the records to 

question whether conducting warfare was always considered an essential part of displaying 

kingship in Early Iron Age northern Syria. 

Reasons & Justifications for Warfare 

 Once a geo-political threat or objective had been identified by the leadership structure 

of the state, our evidence suggests it was considered an absolute requirement by most Near 

Eastern cultures to legitimise the political reasons for why the polity was going to war in the 

first place, especially in the eyes of their gods.  This was largely because, as was noted above 

in Chapter III, the very notion of victory in war could not be obtained without the proper 

consent of at least one god.  Our surviving sets of evidence from both northern Syria and Late 

Assyria reflect this for their respective factions, although unsurprisingly neither region’s 

leaders usually acknowledged any possible justifications their foes gave for a conflict.  

According to the northern Syrian texts wars were usually justified by the Storm God 

Tarhunza or a variation of his, with Great King Wasusarma (TOPADA), King Barrakib of 

Sam’al (CS II: 2.37 Panamuwa Inscription), King Hamiyata of Masuwari (TELL AHMAR 

6), tarwanis- Suhi II and Katuwa of Carchemish (KARKAMIŠ A1a, A11b+c, A12), Country-

King Ariyahina’s son from Masuwari (TELL AHMAR 1), Azatiwata of Adanawa 

(KARATEPE 1), Suppiluliuma of Walastan/Walastin (ARSUZ 1 & 2), and an unknown 

leader from the Kingdom of Patin (TELL TAYINAT 2) all noting that their actions were 

justified by support directly from the Storm God.  Two exceptions to this rule can be found 

among the region’s evidence.  The first is from Carchemish, where KARKAMIŠ A4b, 

A31+A30b1-3, and Marchetti 2014a’s Suhi I stele indicated it was possible to justify their 

wartime activities exclusively through the eyes of the goddess Kubaba.  This may have only 
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applied to Carchemish, as no textual records from anywhere else in the region suggest she 

was capable of justifying the actions of a war without help from another deity.  The other 

exception can be found in the Aramaic records from the Kingdom of Sam’al, where King 

Barrakib justified his place on the throne as well as his militaristic role as a vassal to Tiglath-

pileser III with the support of Rakib-El, a term which literally translates as “the chariot driver 

of the god El” (CS II: 2.30, 147-148; CS II: 2.38, 160-161).  In the TOPADA, TELL 

AHMAR 6, KARKAMIŠ A11b+c, KARKAMIŠ A12, and TELL TAYINAT 2 texts five 

other gods were also used to supplement the support of Tarhunza and Kubaba including one 

of Carchemish’s patron gods Karhuha, the mountain god Sarruma, Mesopotamian god of 

creation Ea, Hurrian goddess of war Sauska, and Stag-God Runtiya.  The ŞARAGA 

inscription also noted a probable sacrifice to the god Santa, but is too fragmented to tell 

whether this offering was related specifically to a conflict or not.  Any leader who tried to 

conduct warfare or any other geo-political act without the express consent of at least one 

deity was condemned to failure, often in a rather violent manner.  Mentions of the fate of 

leaders who allegedly failed to follow the appropriate protocol can be found on KARKAMIŠ 

A1a and TELL AHMAR 1.  The former suggested that the temple raider Hatanima’s demise 

was hastened by a physical attack from the Saparkean Tarhunza, while the latter noted a 

Tarhunza of the Sky literally gave the son of King Hamiyata to the Country-Lord Ariyahina’s 

son so the latter could “destroy his head” (Hawkins 2000, 88-89, 240-241). 

 While appealing to the local gods for support was an orthodox strategy for Near 

Eastern leaders, one of the major differences between the northern Syrian and Neo-Assyrian 

sets of evidence is the empire’s texts indicated it was desirable to recruit the help of enemy 

gods for wars in addition to satisfying the needs of their own.  This phenomenon has been 

documented most heavily by scholars such as Dubovský (2006a) and Crouch (2009) in the 

late 8th-early 7th century BCE Levant, where Assyrian kings such as Sennacherib sought to 
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recruit the aid of the Hebrew God against the Kingdoms of Israel and Judah, but was also 

noted on several Assyrian campaigns into northern Syria as well.  The most pertinent of these 

involved the Storm God Tarhunza, whose worship was translated into Mesopotamian 

literature under the label of the god Adad.  The inscriptions written by Tiglath-pileser I’s 

scribes introduced Adad as the “hero, who storms over hostile regions, mountains, (and) 

seas” and mentioned destroying the combined armies of Nairi “like a storm of the god Adad” 

(RIMA 2: 12, 21).  An especially intriguing passage occurred in the subsequent records from 

the reign of Shalmaneser III, who specifically mentioned that when he fought the coalition of 

four north Syrian armies near the city of Lutibu, including ones from Sam’al, Patin, Bīt-

Adini, and Carchemish, the Assyrian monarch had his scribes note that his forces defeated 

them when they “rained down upon them destruction (lit. “flood”) as the god Adad would” 

(RIMA 3: 10, 16).  As we noted above the Storm God was also the most consistently cited 

deity by the northern Syrian states when they wished to justify their warfare actions, meaning 

that both sides were likely calling the same or very similar gods to support their cause.  In 

essence the Late Assyrian monarchs were questioning the very notion that the leadership 

structures of northern Syria were divinely ordained in manners independent from Assyria’s 

overall rule of the known world.  For a group of societies that prided themselves on properly 

worshipping the gods in the texts, illustrated many of their most important buildings with 

religious or mythological iconography, and were responsible for maintaining the visual 

experiences at the temples of ‘Ain Dāra and Aleppo, the claims of the Assyrian monarch 

would not have been interpreted kindly.  An indication of this spiritual resistance is given in 

the fragmented Luwian text KARKAMIŠ A24a, which specifically noted that when an 

unnamed Assyrian king tried to carry off the Halabean Tarhunza (possibly a physical statue 

of him, although the text is too fragmented to confirm this), the Storm God of Aleppo 

proceeded to “smote Assyria with a firebrand” (Hawkins 2000, 135).  While we must not take 
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this information too far and attempt to equate their theological disagreements with the 

monotheistic “holy wars” which characterised the Levant and Egypt in the High Medieval 

Age, the northern Syrian and Late Assyrian methods for justifying their conflicts would have 

clearly had the potential to cause perpetual rifts between the two regions. 

Grand Strategic Tasks 

 We are unusually well informed from both northern Syrian and Late Assyrian sources 

about the typical grand strategic tasks the political leadership of the northern Syrian states 

wished to accomplish, although the former sources offer a much greater variety of options 

than the northern Mesopotamian ones.  Textual records indicate the rulers of northern Syria 

were able to employ their grand strategic methods in both attack and defence around their 

respective geo-political spheres of influence, although their objectives seem to have been 

very limited when on the offensive.  Purely offensive methods of expressing geo-political 

power are known from six texts which were inscribed by the State of Carchemish 

(KARKAMIŠ A1a, A11b+c, A12, A25a, A31+A30b1-3, CEKKE), another from the 

Kingdom of Gurgum to the north (MARAŞ 4), and three more from Tabal (ARSUZ 1 & 2, 

İSTANBUL 2).  In each case the objectives were limited to the raiding, sacking, or 

acquisition of a few settlements.  Tarwani- Katuwa of Carchemish was one of the most active 

rulers in his era, with his records indicating that he was able to attack the city of Kawa, waste 

the river-land of Sapisi, hack down the walls of Awayana, and subject the fortresses of the 

Pinateans in at least three separate campaigns (Hawkins 2000, 103-104, 113-114, 141-142).  

As was noted above in the palace section of the analysis chapter, the text on the CEKKE stele 

also recorded that Carchemish was capable of acquiring territory in more peaceful manners as 

well.  It is generally accepted by most scholars that these unknown settlements were likely 

towns located near the established borders of Carchemish.  An argument by Osborne (2013) 

tried to challenge the notion that northern Syrian states adhered to the concept of continuous 
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political boundaries, but his argument has little support from the region’s evidence and seems 

unlikely considering the CEKKE text specifically recorded the engraving and emplacing of 

frontier stelae around the new township of Kamana (Hawkins 2000, 144-145).  In fact, a 

considerably large amount of the grand strategic texts from northern Syria suggest the rulers 

of the region were heavily preoccupied with establishing the borders of their respective states.  

Grand strategic objectives which fall into in this category are alluded to in KARKAMIŠ A4b, 

Marchetti 2014a Suhi I’s stele, IZGIN 1-2, KARATEPE 1, Harrison 2012’s Colossal Statue, 

and TELL AHMAR 6, with all seven texts noting how the prestige of their respective king, 

tarwani-, or appointed representative of the king was strengthened by his acquisition of 

frontier territories.  Despite the limited scope of these actions, which often did not see a 

single settlement switch hands between factions, they seem to have been regarded with 

enough aplomb to occupy prominent positions on some of the most distinctive iconographic 

monuments in the region, such as the northern and southern gateways of Karatepe and the 

nearly four metre tall monumental statue of Suppiluliuma from Tell Ta’yinat.  The main 

objectives of these texts was not to show the leader as an all-conquering warlord who was 

capable of bringing vast regions under his sway, but to flaunt his militaristic strength just 

enough to show his power as bestowed upon him by the gods and convince the non-royal 

members of his state that he could protect them in times of need.  

The remainder of the texts discussed grand strategic objectives which can be 

characterised as either defensive operations against invasion or trying to restore a realm from 

chaos.  Mentions of campaigns where the relevant northern Syrian state was on the grand 

strategic defensive are more rare than documented instances where the state was having its 

infrastructure built up or was on the offensive, but as was reviewed above the substantial 

remains of multiple layers of fortification walls at all of our focus sites except the temples at 

Aleppo and ‘Ain Dāra betrayed more significant defensive concerns than the written records 
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admitted.  The two main non-Akkadian texts that discussed defensive operations can be 

found on the Luwian text TOPADA and the Aramaic Kilamuwa inscription from Sam’al (CS 

II: 2.30), although the JISR ES HADID fragment may have also referred to an unknown 

defensive action based on the statement that the leader who commissioned the text expelled 

something or someone from the Kingdom of Patin (Hawkins 2000, 379).  In terms of 

militaristic strategy the beginning sections of the TOPADA and Kilamuwa texts followed a 

very similar pattern: they first mentioned the aggressor of the conflict (eight hostile kings in 

the former, the Kingdom of Adanawa in the latter), then noted how they sought to acquire 

any potential allies (the kings Warpalawa, Kiyakiya, and Ruwata for Great King 

Wasusarma’s text; the Late Assyrian Empire for King Kilamuwa) before the violence began.  

The structure of the two texts parted at this point, with TOPADA going on to note how the 

Storm God Tarhunza was able to take victory away from the invading Parzutean armed forces 

and give it to Wasusarma while the Kilamuwa inscription failed to even note whether any of 

Sam’al’s armed forces were deployed to accompany the Assyrians on their campaign against 

the Adanawaeans (Hawkins 2000, 452-454; CS II: 2.30, 147-148).  While specific mentions 

of defensive grand strategic operations against a foreign faction were relatively rare, three 

more Early Iron Age northern Syrian sources (CS II: 2.37, TELL AHMAR 1, KARATEPE 1) 

discussed how the region’s political leaders could gain a significant amount of prestige by 

clearing their territories of what were perceived as internal chaotic forces disrupting the 

kingdom.  This was one of the main purposes of the texts located on the North and South 

gates at Karatepe, which stated that Azatiwata was able to remove “all the evil which was in 

the land” and put the “bad men, masters of gangs… under my feet” (Hawkins 2000, 49-51).  

TELL AHMAR 1 and the Panamuwa inscription from the Kingdom of Sam’al wished to 

project similar messages to their respective audiences, although on both of these occasions it 

was to legitimise the rule of a new leader in the eyes of their people and gods.  Despite 
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occurring in two completely different polities, the structure of the information in the texts is 

once again interesting: both began by stating their initial reasons for legitimate rule, how the 

just power of their lineage was taken away violently by an illegitimate usurper, then restored 

by the rightful actions of the original line’s descendants (Hawkins 2000, 240-241; CS II: 

2.37, 159).  What is particularly interesting about these two texts and the remainder of the 

written evidence for grand strategies reviewed above is they made a clear distinction between 

sanctioned violent acts, such as the destruction of Alatahana and Hazauna by Suhi II of 

Carchemish’s armed forces, and unsanctioned violent actions such as the seizing of power by 

usurpers and the robbing of territories mentioned in KARATEPE 1.  These sources suggest 

the socio-political values of the cultures in the region made it quite clear to the political and 

associated military leadership structures that they had to execute their grand strategies, 

especially any that involved violent acts, within the cultural frameworks of their societies as 

established by the gods or risk being declared as sacrilegious evils by contemporary or future 

generations. 

In contrast to the variety of grand strategic options for northern Syrian leaders alluded 

to in their texts, the formulaic Assyrian written records for the most part suggested the 

Syrians had very limited strategic options that could never succeed without the guiding hand 

of the Assyrian monarch.  As has been explored by academics such as Oded (1992), the Neo-

Assyrian records indicated their kings had very simplistic relations with non-Assyrian 

factions: they were either submissive states that were part of the organised world which gave 

their proper tribute to Aššur and the rest of the Mesopotamian gods in the Late Assyrian 

pantheon, or they were part of the unsubmissive chaos of the world that needed to be pacified 

by violence so they could ideally return to giving tribute in the proper manner.  As such the 

Assyrian records are dominated by this dual world perception of the king either using 

violence to force the chaotic enemies of the world to submit or protecting his tributaries from 
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rebellious factions attempting to hinder them, with several notable northern Syrian leaders 

finding themselves on both sides of this process during their reigns.  A perfect example of the 

latter was Sangara of Carchemish, who initially gave his tribute to Ashurnasirpal II, then 

participated in the two anti-Assyrian coalitions from northern Syria that faced Shalmaneser 

III in 858 BCE, subsequently gave tribute again multiple times from 858-853, then resisted 

enough to have 97 of his cities captured by the Assyrians in 849-848 BCE (RIMA 2: 217; 

RIMA 3: 10, 16, 18, 23, 53).  Another distinct difference between the two sets of written 

evidence is that while the focus of the Luwian and Aramaic sources was on the royalty 

gaining prestige by improving the overall well-being of their states, the Neo-Assyrian scribes 

tended to strongly emphasise the importance of military victories with armed forces over all 

other potential grand strategic solutions.  Diplomatic recourse with factions which defied the 

rule of Aššur and the rest of the gods was not a realistic option; the end result of these 

campaigns against the chaotic enemy was usually intended to be the destruction of their 

armed forces and the subsequent taking of their settlements.  Although this was certainly a 

very destructive form of warfare, as was noted by Crouch (2009, 191) the primary objective 

was usually not the complete extermination of the area’s population, but the elimination of 

any political opposition to Assyrian rule and the establishment of tribute to the gods.  While 

giving tribute to or the experiencing the wrath of the king at the head of his army were the 

two most pertinent grand strategic themes in the imperial texts, exceptions to the rule were 

known.  Four of these occurred when Assyrian monarchs were called upon to settle a frontier 

boundary dispute between two factions.  One involved Tiglath-pileser III settling the 

boundary in favour of the Kingdom of Adanawa against Arpad (Kaufman 2007’s İNCİRLİ), 

another saw Adad-Nārārī III set Zakkur of Ḫamat’s frontier against Arpad as well, while the 

other two were settled in favour of King Ušpilulume of Kummuḫ by Adad-Nārārī  III and 

Shalmaneser IV (RIMA 3: 203-205, 240 for the latter three).  All four of these share distinct 
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similarities with the frontier rearrangements mentioned in the Luwian texts (see especially 

KARKAMIŠ A4b, Marchetti 2014a Suhi I stele, Harrison 2012 Colossal statue above) and 

according to Karlsson (2013, 142) lacked the standard Assyrian narrative structure which 

generally outlined the background to the conflict, march toward battle, tactical engagement, 

the aftermath of the battle, and onmarch or homemarch.  These exceptions can likely be 

interpreted as the Late Assyrian kings being dragged into wars as they were understood and 

conducted on a more northern Syrian level, with limited objectives lacking the apocalyptic 

risk of losing to a faction that was willing to devastate vast tracts of territory and dispel the 

very notion that the gods supported anyone but the Assyrian king’s right to rule. 

Employment of Armed Forces 

Recruitment & Organisation of the Army 

It was only once the leadership structures of the region had properly justified their 

actions and settled on spiritually sanctioned violence as their grand strategic method that the 

employment of an army could be considered.  Although warfare related activities in northern 

Syria are registered in a high amount of Luwian, Aramaic, Phoenician, Akkadian, and even 

Urartian inscriptions from the Early Iron Age, a considerably smaller portion of them focused 

on the specific processes associated with how the factions of the region employed armed 

forces during conflicts.  This includes almost a complete lack of equivalent sources to the 

cuneiform texts that have been used by scholars such as Dezső (2012a, 2012b, 2016) and 

MacGinnis (2012) to reconstruct portions of the Early Iron Age Assyrian and Chaldean 

Babylonian armed forces respectively.  Armies or unit types are only even mentioned in the 

northern Syrian texts on 12 different occasions, with five of these originating from contexts 

that belonged to Carchemish (KARKAMIŠ A1a, A4b, A11b+c, A12, Marchetti 2014a Suhi I 

stele) while the remaining seven were scattered in areas associated with the Kingdoms of 

Sam’al (CS II: 2.37, CS II: 2.38), Adanawa (KARATEPE 1), Masuwari (TELL AHMAR 6), 
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Patin (TELL TAYINAT 2), and the Taurus Mountains (TOPADA, PORSUK).  The only text 

that mentioned an armed force’s size was TELL AHMAR 6, which stated that King 

Hamiyata campaigned from his capital at Tell Ahmar all the way to the Balikh River in the 

east with 500 chariots, a cabinet of five advisors, and an unknown amount of other followers 

who accompanied the army on their way to establishing a cult to the Tarhunza of the Army 

(Bunnens 2006, 11-31).  King Hamiyata’s claim aligns well with what little information we 

have about the operational sizes of chariot corps in the period from Akkadian sources, with 

Shalmaneser III claiming the factions associated with the southern Syrian coalition at the 

Battle of Qarqar in 853 BCE were capable of fielding anywhere from 10 to 2,000 chariots 

depending on their size and proximity to the area (RIMA 3: 23).  The presence of chariot 

forces, or at least a commander who rode a chariot, were mentioned on multiple other 

occasions in the northern Syrian and Late Assyrian texts as well.  One of these was during 

Shalmaneser III’s 858 BCE campaign through the region, where he mentioned taking chariots 

and paired horse teams as part of the booty from his victories against both northern Syrian 

coalitions who faced him.  Tiglath-pileser III made a similar claim when discussing the defeat 

of the 743 BCE coalition headed by the Kingdom of Urartu (RIMA 3: 9-22, RINAP 1: 34-

35).  In the northern Syrian texts chariots were associated with Kings Panamuwa and 

Barrakib of Sam’al (CS II: 2.37-2.38), as well as tarwani- Katuwa of Carchemish on two 

separate occasions (KARKAMIŠ A11b+c, A12).  Mentions of horsemen were less common, 

although KARATEPE 1 and TOPADA from Anatolia serve as important exceptions to this.  

The TOPADA inscription specifically mentioned the campaign when Great King Wasusarma 

fought the Parzutean cavalry on multiple occasions with his own Royal Horse unit, clearly 

indicating the king saw horsemen as one of the highest social status units in his army.  

Northern Syrian infantry were almost never mentioned in Luwian and Aramaic textual 

records, with the statement by Azatiwata of Adanawa on KARATEPE 1 that he “made army 
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upon army,” and “shield upon shield” being the most likely inferences to infantry in the 

records (Hawkins 2000, 49-50).  Another mention of northern Syrian infantry came from 

Ashurnasirpal II when he noted the armies of the Bīt-Baḫiāni, Carchemish, and Patin all 

consisted of chariots, cavalry, and infantry which escorted him on his campaign after their 

rulers had paid tribute (RIMA 2: 216-218).  The high proportion of chariotry and horsemen 

mentions to infantry in the records should not be taken as literal statements that the states of 

northern Syria actively sought to employ these two unit types over infantry, but as indications 

that chariotry and cavalry were seen as the only troops who were prestigious enough to be 

worthy of mention in royally commissioned texts. 

Campaign Logistics 

Our information on the logistical requirements for supporting the forces of northern 

Syria while on campaign is also extremely limited, although a couple of hypotheses can be 

teased out from what the evidence offers.  Not a single text from northern Syrian contexts 

state anything explicitly about logistics, or what can be defined as “the planning and 

implementation of the production, procurement, storage, transportation, distribution and 

movement of personnel, supplies, and equipment” for a military campaign (Bowler 1975, 

vii).  However, the tribute lists of goods collected by Assyrian kings and a couple of 

economic related northern Syrian texts can offer glimpses into the available conflict related 

materials as well as the possible pack animals which would have moved them around.  

Ashurnasirpal II’s main campaign into the region seems to have utilised some of the latter 

animals, with the records from his reign indicating the Bīt-Baḫiāni, Carchemish, and Patin 

provided him with a selection of harnessed chariots, horses, thousands of oxen, tens of 

thousands of sheep, and even a chariot of polished gold that was befitting of royalty (RIMA 

2: 216-218).  A similar selection of goods can be found among the tribute lists of 

Shalmaneser III, although the chariots and horses of the region seem to have fallen out of 
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favour by that point in comparison with raw materials, oxen, and sheep.  The inscriptions of 

the Kurkh Monoliths also suggested that Carchemish was asked to give oxen and sheep, 

while similar tribute records on a couple of clay tablets from Aššur noted that Patin was 

required to deliver horses and donkeys in addition to the former two animals as well.  

Another text written by Shalmaneser III’s scribes claimed the total amount of booty that had 

been acquired from all the conquered regions (including non-northern Syrian ones) through 

his 20th regnal year consisted of 9,920 horses and mules, 35,565 oxen, 19,690 donkeys, and 

184,755 sheep (RIMA 3: 16, 38, 55).  While the reliability of the numerical values presented 

in these accounts is highly questionable, they do collaborate well with the information on the 

Luwian texts.  As has been demonstrated by Giusfredi (2010) via Hawkins (2000), our 

economic records from northern Syria such as the transactions recorded on the KULULU 

lead strips noted that they were capable of moving large consignments of supplies, 

specifically sheep and what can likely be translated as barley in KULULU’s case (Hawkins 

2000, 503-513).  While the intended recipients of these particular shipments were civilians, 

similar shipments of barley and sheep such as this would have helped sustain an army in the 

field for many weeks.  Oxen were one of the most likely candidates that moved these supplies 

and are mentioned on texts KARKAMIŠ A4d, TELL AHMAR 6, MARAŞ 3, MARAŞ 5, and 

CEKKE, although in all of these cases they were being offered as sacrifices to gods instead of 

being used to pull consignments around.  The source types from both regions combined seem 

to indicate that sheep and oxen were the two most prolific domesticated livestock types in 

northern Syria, with donkeys as well as horses being less noted for their quality compared to 

the rest of the Near East.  If oxen were employed for logistical purposes they were a useful 

animal that could carry 1,000-1,200 lbs. each, but could only move ten kilometres daily 

before they had to rest (Engels 1978, 15-16, 154-156).  Northern Syrian sources do not give 

any indication that the other major pack animal types known to the ancient Near East, which 
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as was noted by Engels (1978, 13-15) were donkeys, mules, camels, and horses, were 

employed for logistical purposes.  The only animal of this group that was mentioned in our 

northern Syrian texts were horses and these discussed them in clear combat roles (see 

recruitment & organisation, above).  Our information on the topic is meagre enough that 

making anything but preliminary observations about whether these four other pack animal 

types were used or not can be considered premature, especially since they were all known to 

their Late Assyrian contemporaries just across the Jazira Desert (see most recently Dezső 

2016, 80-82 and Fig. 41). 

Campaign Strategies & Tactics 

A similar dearth of information also inhibits our ability to understand much about the 

specific campaign strategies and battlefield tactics the northern Syrian great kings, kings, 

country-lords, river-lords, and tarwani- wished to employ against enemy forces.  While this 

could be an accident of archaeological discovery, as was noted at the end of the previous 

chapter we have enough militaristically relevant sources from the region to suggest it also 

may have been because the leaders of the period simply did not feel it was necessary to show 

themselves or their armies as warriors on the battlefield.  This is supported by the assertion 

that despite having hundreds of iconography bearing monumental artefacts and textual 

records that were specifically produced to illustrate the prestige of Early Iron Age northern 

Syria’s royalty in the eyes of the gods, not a single one of them described or showed a king 

fighting on a battlefield.  Even in one of our most militaristically descriptive Luwian records, 

TELL AHMAR 6 that was commissioned by King Hamiyata of Masuwari, his scribes did not 

suggest their leader was at the head of Masuwari’s army releasing arrows from the back of 

his chariot or stabbing a spear into the chest of an enemy solider, but simply that tactical 

victories were won because the Tarhunza of the Army ran before them (Bunnens 2006, 11-

31).  Due to the strong relationship between Assyrian warfare, iconography, and establishing 
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the monarch’s royal ideology the empire’s texts offer slightly more information about the 

tactical capabilities of the northern Syrians, although they naturally noted their monarch was 

always able to prevail no matter how the enemy attempted to resist.  They documented that 

the northern Syrians were capable of facing the Assyrians on open battlefields as well as in 

siege situations.  The widest diversity of northern Syrian campaign strategies and tactics were 

recorded by Shalmaneser III’s artisans in relation to the events of 858 BCE, where it was 

specifically noted that the first coalition consisting of the Kingdoms of Sam’al, Patin, 

Carchemish, and Bīt-Adini “attacked me [Shalmaneser III] to do battle” at Lutibu, then 

subsequently switched to a more defensive stance at Alimuš later in the same year (RIMA 3: 

9-10).  As was noted by Winter (1983a, 190-192), these texts also indirectly suggested the 

Assyrians did not perceive themselves as powerful enough to prevail in a head-on 

confrontation with the State of Carchemish when on campaign, preferring instead to either 

fight their armies outside of their home terrain in the Kingdom of Sam’al or to avoid them 

altogether by striking weaker enemies such as Aḫunu of the Bīt-Adini at Til-Barsip.  As their 

army grew in strength and became more centralised starting with the reign of Tiglath-pileser 

III, the campaign strategies of the Assyrians became more aggressive while the recorded 

responses of the northern Syrian states became the epitome of passiveness.  For Tiglath-

pileser III and Sargon II the armies of northern Syria such as the force led by Pisiri of 

Carchemish were usually presented as the nearly invisible defenders of rebellious cities, 

completely powerless to interdict in the inevitable deportation and replacement of their 

rebellious populations by the people and yoke of Aššur (ARAB II: 4). 

Given the current dearth of information on this topic, it is possible going forward that 

one of our most useful source types for establishing the tactical possibilities of the armed 

forces in the region may be the region’s physical artefact remains.  As was noted in the 

introductory chapter conflict related remains were located at the late 19th-20th century CE 
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excavations of Tell Halaf (Oppenheim 1966, 217), Carchemish (Woolley 1921, 73-81), 

Arslantepe (Pecorella 1975, 52-53, Fig. 13; Puglisi & Meriggi 1964, Tavola 58), and Zincirli 

(Luschan & Andrae 1943, 75-89).  An interesting collection of artefacts including hundreds 

of arrowheads, spear or javelin heads, daggers, swords, helmets, mace heads, scale mail 

platelets, an axe head, bronze greave, bronze coated leather shield, and an ornate chariot 

ornament were found between these four sites, although the stratigraphic layers any of these 

belonged to were never recorded.  This severely limited the usefulness of these artefacts for 

the purposes of 20th century CE studies, but the more recent research at Tell Ta’yinat offers a 

possible way forward for studying northern Syrian military equipment.  Between 2010 and 

2012 the excavation teams of the site were able to preserve the original contexts of a group of 

arrowheads as well as a nearly 65% intact iron shield.  According to the preliminary 

information which was provided the shield was designed with bosses arranged around the 

perimeter and an omphalos decoration in the centre (Harrison 2012a, 11; Harrison 2010, 6, 

8).  More artefact finds such as this in combination with the iconographic and textual 

information reviewed above would eventually allow scholars to significantly expand our 

current understanding of early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrian warfare and beyond. 

Summary of the Textual Analysis 

 We can confidently state that the textual records of EIA northern Syria, particularly 

those which were located in contexts which also featured monumental artwork, can help 

scholars understand how the cultures of the region visualised and understood warfare.  The 

iconographic and textual records both help to illustrate the cultural values which drove the 

conceptions of warfare that were promoted by the great kings, kings, country-lords, river-

lords, and tarwani- of the region.  This conception can and should be cross-compared with 

other contemporary cultures in the Near East, but had a unique character of its own that 

deserves to be recognised.  As was common for many of the factions in the region, warfare 
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was conceived and conducted on a very mythological level where the gods and their 

associated imagery actively participated in virtually every facet of the process, from helping 

to facilitate the justifications for why the pertinent leadership structure wished to go to war in 

the first place to aiding the morale of defenders in tactical siege situations against assaulting 

foes from the outside world.  Even when the gods had been appeased in the appropriate 

manners, warfare was still a highly structured activity that promoted the strict 

accomplishment of limited political tasks such as realigning boundaries with other factions 

and punishing robbers as well as other evils.  Violence could be inflicted with ferocity on the 

enemy if necessary, but was not the only objective of conflicts and was often minimalised in 

favour of diplomatic recourse or building up the core socio-economic infrastructures of 

societies.  Fighting with the army on battlefields was also a massive risk for the leadership 

structures of northern Syria because while minor defeats or raids could be explained away as 

misfortunes which could be corrected with proper offerings to the gods, major defeats 

questioned the very notion that the elites of the polity were supported by deities at all and 

thus threatened to fragment the entire socio-political structure of the society in question. 

The employment of the army by these factions fit within this general scheme unless 

they were opposed by an aggressive enemy such as the Neo-Assyrian Empire.  Northern 

Syrian armies tended to stay within their own territories, but were capable of raiding or 

conquering a few settlements that likely existed near the previously established borders of 

their respective states.  These armies mainly consisted of charioteers, cavalry, and infantry 

like most of their Early Iron Age contemporaries, with the former being the highest status 

unit of the three that the societal elites and their entourages were most consistently associated 

with.  Not much information has survived about the logistical nature of these armies, 

although we do know from the Luwian and Akkadian language economic texts that they were 

able to move large consignments of food and material, likely with pack animals such as oxen.  
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We also cannot say very much about the campaign strategies and tactics of the northern 

Syrian factions because their own native records showed an indifference to recording these 

and Late Assyrian sources tended to portray them in ineffective manners unless they 

submitted to the just rule of their monarch. 
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Chapter VI: Conclusion 

 We have sought to answer one central question throughout this work: can the 

archaeological evidence found within the monumental iconographic contexts of Early Iron 

Age northern Syria be used to examine how the cultures of the region visualised and 

understood warfare in comparison to their Late Bronze Age predecessors and early 1st 

millennium BCE contemporaries in the Near East?  As part of this we have sought to explore 

the answers to three questions which are embedded within our main one: 

1) Can the contexts which contained monumental iconography tell us anything about 

how the Early Iron Age northern Syrians visualised and understood warfare? 

2) Can the warfare related material remains and/or textual information from the region, 

especially ones which were recovered within monumental art containing contexts, tell 

us anything about how the early 1st millennium BCE northern Syrians visualised and 

understood warfare? 

3) Did the nature of how warfare was visualised and understood by the northern Syrians 

through their monumental iconography in comparison to their predecessors as well as 

contemporaries change from c.1000-650 BCE? 

Can the Monumental Iconography Contexts Unveil Information on How Early Iron Age 

Northern Syrians Visualised and Understood Warfare? 

Defining the broad concept that we today classify as warfare can be difficult because 

it is a complex collection of topics that can affect every institution in a society, yet at the 

same time cannot be conducted in an autonomous way without being relegated to the realm 

of pure unsanctioned violence.  As was common across most ancient conflict studies in the 

early 20th century CE, the first attempts to understand EIA Near Eastern warfare tended to 

focus on matters which related directly to the violent employment of the military, with 

scholars either attempting to reconstruct the organisation of the army mostly with textual 
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sources (e.g. Manitius 1910) or using the depictions on the iconographic evidence to unveil 

the “experience of the soldier” while on campaign or in battle (e.g. Scurlock 1997, Dalley 

1985, Stillman & Tallis 1984, Yadin 1963; Frankfort 1954, 143 for quote).  These studies, 

especially those which relied on understanding the illustrations as direct representations of 

warfare, were severely challenged by the articles of Winter (especially 1985a, 1983b, 1981), 

who noted most images of the period could not be counted on to provide accurate narratives 

of events unless the sources of evidence which surrounded them (usually textual) provided 

such information.  Not a single context from early 1st millennium BCE northern Syria 

contains what can be defined by both iconography and text as a battlefield or campaign 

narrative.  This has made any attempt to use the imagery from sites such as Carchemish to 

directly reconstruct how their army looked or was organised difficult.  However, as was noted 

by Uehlinger (2007, 122) the very processes of iconographic distortion alluded to by Winter’s 

articles can be used to study the mentalities, ideologies, and identities of the cultures who 

created them, giving scholars a greater perspective on the overall cultural values these 

societies held as important.  These core cultural values can then be used to illuminate more 

about conflict related topics such as the very reasons northern Syrian leadership structures 

used to justify their wars, why they wished to pursue them, and the grand strategic tasks they 

sought to accomplish.  So even though a direct image of exactly what the typical northern 

Syrian soldier looked like while on campaign or when participating in a tactical engagement 

remains elusive, the monumental iconography preserved in EIA northern Syria can be used to 

give us a far greater understanding of the “full personal, social, and cultural character” of the 

societies who lived in the region, a goal military historians such as Lynn (2003, xiv), Black 

(2004), and Gat (2006) have been attempting to achieve for their own eras of study for the 

past two decades.  These “cultural” or “new” studies of military history have sought to 

understand warfare not as just a process which inevitably involves the employment of at least 
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two armed forces on a battlefield, but encourages discussions which focus on the impact of 

conflicts across an entire culture and emphasise the importance of political decision making 

in warfare whether violence was involved or not. 

 When warfare is defined in this more “cultural” manner the combination of textual 

and image bearing artefacts located within the monumental iconography contexts contain a 

surprisingly high amount of warfare related information.  31 monumental art contexts were 

found scattered across our nine major focus sites, with eight of them being located at 

Carchemish, five each at Tell Halaf and Zincirli, four around the main temple of ‘Ain Dāra, 

three in association with Tell Ta’yinat, and two each at Sakçagözü as well as Karatepe.  

Individual contexts were also found at Aleppo and Arslantepe.  The vast majority (29 of 31) 

were associated with either fortification wall gateways, exterior areas of palace buildings, or 

on the walls of temples.  As we assessed in Chapter III the iconography within each one of 

these context types did participate in warfare, although the nature of their participation 

varied.  45% (14 of 31) were located on the fortification gateways at Carchemish, Karatepe, 

Malatya, Sakçagözü, Tell Halaf, Tell Ta’yinat, and Zincirli, making this the most prevalent 

monumental art context type in the region.  According to the overall EIA architectural layouts 

that have been discovered at each of these sites, six of the seven (with the exception being 

Sakçagözü) were heavily fortified settlements that usually consisted of at least one outer 

fortification wall which surrounded the city and another that separated the town’s main 

residence area from the citadel.  The fortifications at Carchemish, Tell Halaf, and Zincirli are 

particularly well preserved examples of this.  The only realistic way to access these towns 

from the surrounding countryside would have been to approach through the fortified 

gateways which allowed passage through each wall.  The addition of iconography to these 

structures seems to have been very common on the perimeter wall gates and virtually 

standardised on the structures which allowed access through the interior fortification walls; 
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the only examples of completely aniconic gateways that have been located in the region were 

on the outer walls of Carchemish, Tell Halaf, and Zincirli.  As has been observed by Syro-

Hittite scholars such as Mazzoni (1997b) these fortifications would have witnessed the 

entrance of virtually every individual that wished to interact with the populace within, likely 

meaning the iconography was intended to project their images to multiple types of audiences.  

These audiences during times of war would have consisted of warriors attempting to funnel 

into the city by breaching the gateways, as in pre-High Medieval sieges it was very difficult 

to create new access points through fortifications without spending significant amounts of 

time constructing installations such as dirt ramps or siege towers.  Traditionally 

archaeologists such as Von Luschan (1898, 111-112) have suggested that gateways which 

were emblazoned with iconography had “less of a defensive character,” but this view must be 

revised in light of the research done by Winter (see especially 2007, 1985a) and Bahrani 

(2008).  As the former stressed in several of her publications, iconography bearing public 

monuments in the ancient Near East were perceived as powerful pieces of art that forcibly 

projected messages onto their intended audiences.  In terms of gateways this means the 

iconography should actually be seen as additions to the defences which had both practical and 

supernatural implications.  Practically the imagery would have been useful during times of 

conflict because they forced any enemy warriors who passed near them to suffer through a 

spiritually sapping experience that sought to break their will to kill on multiple levels before 

they would have even encountered the violent horrors associated with ancient siege assaults.  

Even more importantly to the northern Syrian psyche the imagery would have also allowed 

these gateways to participate in the supernatural realm, creating ritually charged havens 

within the walls of these settlements that were monitored by the gods and capable of keeping 

the residences of deities as well as mortals protected from the chaotic evils of the world. 
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 The other two major monumental art containing context types which existed in early 

1st millennium BCE northern Syria were associated with temple or palace buildings, although 

according to our current archaeological knowledge of the region neither was nearly as 

prevalent as the image bearing gateways.  The largest collections of temple associated 

monumental artwork were found at ‘Ain Dāra and the buildings devoted to the worship of the 

Storm God Tarhunza in Aleppo as well as Carchemish.  Just like the gateway imagery the 

iconography within each of these also appears to have participated in warfare related 

activities, although this is difficult to confirm for ‘Ain Dāra’s structure with the lack of 

textual information which has emanated from the site.  Our two best preserved contexts of 

this type are the interior of the Temple of the Storm God at Aleppo and the Long Wall of 

Sculpture from Carchemish.  While both were devoted to worshipping similar deities, the 

iconography within each context seems to have functioned in different manners.  Thanks to 

the contents of Hawkins 2000’s KARKAMIŠ A1b inscription we know the Long Wall was 

constructed on the order of tarwani- Suhi II of Carchemish because of an attack by a leader 

known as Hatanima on the imagery which had previously resided in a similar location.  As 

was noted in Chapter III the reliefs did not record the standard narrative of a battle or 

campaign in a similar manner to 9th-7th century BCE Assyrian palatial monumental artwork, 

but likely illustrated a series of deities from Carchemish including the Saparkean Tarhunza 

literally returning from exile to the temples they called home.  The large nature of the images, 

in combination with their prominent location along the main path from the lower town 

through the King’s Gate to the Great Staircase, would have left no doubt to anyone who 

observed them as to whether the gods still supported Carchemish and condoned the political 

power of Suhi II.  The iconography which inhabited the interior of the Temple dedicated to 

the Storm God at Aleppo was also cleverly used by a political leader to emphasise the 

legitimacy of his power, this time in the form of King Taita I of Walastin/Palastin.  While the 
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main objective of the orthostats within the building was likely to facilitate the communication 

of deities with mortals in the liminal spaces which comprised the temple’s interior, Taita’s 

builders also were able to emphasise his individual importance to the cosmos by placing an 

image of their leader that was in scale with the adjoining representation of Aleppo’s Storm 

God (see Aleppo TSG 30-31 in catalogue).  These two images were significantly larger than 

any of the others in the room and would have immediately dominated the vision of the vast 

majority of people who entered the area.  Taita’s effort to place himself on iconographically 

equal footing with one of the region’s most powerful gods must be seen as part of his geo-

political attempts to secure a large kingdom that stretched from the Amuq Plain to 

Carchemish in the east and Meharde in the south as was suggested by Hawkins (2011, 2009), 

although whether he actually achieved this cannot be confirmed beyond a reasonable doubt 

with our current sources of evidence.  Both of these contexts suggest that the EIA northern 

Syrians viewed the gods and their associated imagery as important components to 

legitimising the actions of the political structures that ruled them, actions which included 

virtually every warfare related activity that was sanctioned on a geo-political level. 

 The practice of emplacing monumental iconography on the walls of palaces also 

seems to have been relatively uncommon compared to the fortification gateways, with 

Sakçagözü, Tell Halaf, and Zincirli being the only ones which contained remains of this type.  

Determining the functions of these structures has been problematic due to the fact that only a 

limited amount of textual information from these sites, including extremely few Luwian 

language scripts, have ever been located by archaeologists.  This has left us almost entirely 

reliant on attempting to understand their intended roles and audiences purely from where the 

illustrated monuments were emplaced.  All three of the main palace structures at these sites 

were comparable as they each featured a building entrance with a portico that was lined with 

orthostats and statues on both sides.  The southern wall of King Kapara’s palace at Tell Halaf 
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also featured a heavy concentration of orthostat reliefs.  Despite being separated by several 

centuries chronologically (see Chapters II-III for the chronological arguments associated with 

all three sites), the functions of the artwork in the three palace entrances were likely similar.  

Thematically each of these collections contained a high amount of symbols that in the ancient 

Near East were traditionally related to the expression of kingship, with columns, monumental 

statues of lions, and court officials being particularly prominent (see for example Sakçagözü 

PE 3-8, Tell Halaf BHPNE 4, 6, 12, and Sam’al CA 1-5, 13-15, 18 in Chapter II).  At each of 

these sites there also seems to have been an increased amount of focus on centralising the 

power of the iconographic messages from the entire settlement directly onto the residence of 

the king; the vast majority of the monumental iconography at Tell Halaf was located on the 

main palace complex while the gateway architecture that was present at Sakçagözü and 

Zincirli has generally been dated to earlier eras than the construction of the palace entrances 

(see Chapter II for the chronological arguments associated with both these sites).  This 

suggests that the primary function of the artwork within these contexts was to project the 

ruler’s authority to the audiences that perceived them.  As we explored in Chapter IV, this 

was an objective for monumental sculpture that was well known to Late Assyrian kings and 

artisans, but interestingly in comparison to their material not a single one of the EIA northern 

Syrian pieces of colossal art was found in the interior of a palace building.  The size of the 

reliefs and statues themselves, which were large enough to be plainly visible from a much 

longer distance than some of the finer details on the elaborate 9th-7th century BCE Neo-

Assyrian orthostat relief scenes, strongly indicate that these images were intended to 

primarily project the authority of the king to those who were passing by outside of the palace 

instead of the populations who resided within.  Thus we have a group of images which seem 

to represent a blend between several artistic traditions, with the palaces passing their 

messages to public audiences in similar manners to the other two major context types in EIA 
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northern Syria, but having the practical as well as supernatural powers of the iconography 

channelled directly through the abode of the king in manners that were atypical for most of 

the monumental artwork in the region. 

Can the Warfare Related Material Remains or Textual Information from Northern Syria Tell 

Us Anything About How the Early 1st Millennium BCE Cultures of the Region Visualised and 

Understood Warfare? 

 While the main basis of this dissertation has been built on establishing the importance 

of the monumental iconography in EIA northern Syria, as was suggested by the 

methodologies of Winter (see especially 1983b, 1981) and Collins (2014) it is also important 

to understand how these images were intended to interact with any surrounding sources of 

evidence which occurred in each area.  As was catalogued in Chapter II many of the most 

famous Luwian, Phoenician, and Aramaic inscriptions which have been recovered from the 

region were inscribed upon monumental artwork, with Hawkins 2000’s KARATEPE 1 

(Karatepe North Gate 9, 16-17, South Gate 10 in Chapter II), MALATYA 4-11 (Malatya 

Lions’ Gate 1-6, 10-12 in Chapter II), and the Kilamuwa inscription on Sam’al CA 12 being 

notable examples of this.  Luwian, Aramaic, or Phoenician language inscriptions were 

recovered in 15 of the 31 contexts which contained monumental art, with the largest 

collection coming from Carchemish (6 of 15).  Karatepe (2 of 15), Tell Ta’yinat (2 of 15), 

Malatya (1 of 15), and Aleppo (1 of 15) also had at least one Luwian language inscription 

preserved on their collections of art, while Aramaic texts could be found in two of Tell 

Halaf’s contexts and within the citadel area of Sam’al.  Eight of these areas which contained 

a combination of imagery and inscriptions were fortification gateways, another four were 

located on the exterior or interior walls of temples, and all three Aramaic contexts were 

associated with palace structures.  As we surveyed in Chapter V, our knowledge of early 1st 

millennium BCE northern Syrian conflicts can also be helped by the out of situ inscriptions 
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that have been uncovered at sites such as Tell Ahmar, Maraş, and Al-Safria.  In addition to 

this textual information, warfare related material remains were uncovered at Carchemish, Tell 

Halaf, Zincirli, Arslantepe, and Tell Ta’yinat.  The potential importance of these artefacts to 

future warfare studies of the region will be discussed at the end of this section. 

 The textual records which existed in EIA northern Syria, particularly the Luwian 

language ones, have significantly helped the proceedings of this study on two major levels.  

They have first of all provided information that was originally intended to complement the 

messages that were being projected by the iconography, creating extra layers of 

understanding for each context that cannot be established by the artwork alone.  As was 

assessed by Winter (1983b) especially in relation to the throne room of Ashrnasirpal II at 

Nimrud, this was usually not done with direct explanatory captions of the artwork (see 

Carchemish’s Royal Buttress for an exception to this), but by accompanying the images with 

texts that were meant to transmit related but independent additional messages to those who 

could read them.  This allowed the monuments to communicate on multiple mortal as well as 

supernatural levels.  An excellent example of this can be found with the combination of the 

imagery which existed in the Temple of the Storm God at Aleppo and the inscriptions 

Hawkins (2011) translated from the area, particularly ALEPPO 6.  This latter inscription was 

a message from King Taita that instructed worshippers on what sacrifices they should bring 

to ensure continued divine support from the deities who were associated with the temple.  

This message was delivered just to the right of where the aforementioned large image of 

himself was standing next to Aleppo’s Storm God, validating that his words on the text would 

have been delivered with the power of a man who could iconographically justify his place 

alongside one of the most powerful deities in the region (see previous section in this chapter, 

Aleppo TSG 30-31 in Chapter II).  The primary objective of the Lions’ Gate artwork at 

Malatya was to illustrate King PUGNUS-mili’s place among the deities in a similar manner, 
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with inscriptions such as Hawkins 2000’s MALATYA 5 and 7 indicating that he stood in the 

same spaces as the gods Parata and Sarruma on the Malatya LG 1-2 orthostats.  The texts also 

revealed that it was not always leaders with the title REX (king) who had their 

accomplishments celebrated on the monumental iconography.  The most blatant example of 

this is at Karatepe, where the inscriptions Hawkins (2000) catalogued as KARATEPE 1 on 

the North and South gates of the town spent far more time discussing the life of Azatiwata the 

“Sun-Blessed” man than King Awariku of Adanawa.  Azatiwata claimed to have achieved a 

large amount of tasks around the kingdom including the construction of the two outer 

gateways at Karatepe, although due to the lack of captions it is impossible at this time to tell 

whether Azatiwata had his own personage illustrated on either of the gates. 

 Textual records from both the monumental and non-monumental contexts of the 

region have also provided a substantial amount of information on how the EIA northern 

Syrians conceptualised warfare.  As was assessed in Chapter V this conception can be cross-

compared with other ancient Near Eastern cultures, but had a unique character of its own that 

deserves to be recognised.  Based on especially the Luwian and Aramaic textual sources (for 

a full listing of these see Chapter V’s introduction), conflicts seem to have been pursued on a 

very mythological level where the approval of the gods was needed for every major geo-

political decision, a hypothesis which as noted in the previous section can be supported by the 

iconography.  The very notion of victory in war could not be obtained without the proper 

consent of at least one god, which according to surviving records such as Hawkins 2000’s 

TOPADA, KARATEPE 1, and TELL TAYINAT 2 was usually the Storm God Tarhunza.  As 

was stated by Hawkins 2000’s KARKAMIŠ A1a and TELL AHMAR 1 leaders who did not 

gain enough support from the gods met gruesome ends.  KARKAMIŠ A1a suggested that 

Hatanima’s death was caused by a physical attack from the Saparkean Tarhunza, while TELL 

AHMAR 1 spoke of a Tarhunza of the Sky who literally gave the son of King Hamiyata to 
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Country-Lord Ariyahina’s son so the latter could execute the former.  As part of this 

justification it was also essential for each leader who wished to engage in conflict to outline 

the grand strategic methods and desired outcomes he wanted to obtain with the help of the 

gods.  According to texts such as those preserved on the CEKKE and TELL AHMAR 6 

stelae these objectives were usually limited to areas which were either within or near the 

border of the relevant faction, with the former inscription being an especially excellent 

example of how tarwani- Kamani and his first servant Sastura of Carchemish were able to 

acquire some territory peacefully from a culture known as the Kanapuweans (Hawkins 2000, 

143-151). 

 While the archaeological sources from the region have significantly helped our 

knowledge on how the EIA northern Syrians visualised and understood the processes 

associated with conflicts, the evidence has not been able to unveil nearly as much information 

on how the factions of the region used their militaries during warfare.  Armies or unit types 

are only even mentioned on 12 isolated occasions in the Luwian, Aramaic, and Phoenician 

texts (see Chapter V for a list of these), and none of the monumental iconography within our 

contexts represented a narrative scene of a battle or army on campaign in the 9th-7th century 

BCE Neo-Assyrian palatial manner.  EIA northern Syria’s indifference to representing 

campaign strategic or tactical events becomes even more apparent when we consider the fact 

that despite having hundreds of iconography bearing artefacts and textual records which were 

specifically commissioned by political elites, not a single one of them described or illustrated 

a king fighting on a battlefield.  Even in the brief instances when battles were mentioned such 

as on TELL AHMAR 6, the scribes of King Hamiyata did not suggest their leader was 

violently engaged with his enemies in any way but simply stated that tactical victory was won 

because the Tarhunza of the Army ran before the king and swept his enemies aside (Bunnens 

2006, 11-31).  Due to the indifference of the iconographic and textual sources, it is quite 
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possible going forward that the best evidence for establishing the militaristic portion of EIA 

northern Syrian warfare studies will be the region’s conflict related physical remains.  As was 

mentioned in Chapters I and V, stashes of weapons as well as armour were found by the late 

19th-early 20th century CE excavations at Tell Halaf, Carchemish, Arslantepe, and Zincirli.  

Unfortunately the amount of information that can be gleaned from these artefacts is minimal 

since virtually none of their original locations were properly recorded.  However, the newer 

excavations which have commenced at especially Carchemish, Zincirli, Arslantepe, and Tell 

Ta’yinat over the past two decades have the potential to produce enough evidence to facilitate 

the building of the first ever typology devoted exclusively to early 1st millennium BCE 

northern Syria military equipment.  Some of the artefacts which could be included in a 

publication such as this would be the collection of arrowheads and a 65% intact iron shield 

which were located at Tell Ta’yinat from 2010-2012 (see Harrison 2012a, 2011, 2010).  

These physical remains would allow scholars to aid our understanding of Early Iron Age 

northern Syrian warfare that has already been established by the other evidence types located 

within the region’s archaeological contexts. 

Did the Nature of How Warfare was Visualised and Understood by the Northern Syrians 

Through their Monumental Iconography Compared to their Predecessors and Successors 

Change from c.1000-650 BCE? 

As was discussed in Chapter I, the first major catalogues of early 1st millennium BCE 

northern Syrian monumental artwork completed by Akurgal (1949) and Orthmann (1971) 

attempted to produce a chronological structure for the era by splitting their c.1200-700 BCE 

evidence into three eras which, in their opinions, progressively showed a transition from LBA 

Hittite to Neo-Assyrian influences.  The documentation surveyed in this dissertation, 

particularly in Chapter IV, has shown that this traditional chronological approach to the age 

can be considered questionable because it over-emphasises the importance of the imperial 
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traditions which existed in the region from c.1400-609 BCE while minimalising the 

contributions of the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age cultures of Syria to their own artwork.  

As was established in Chapter IV the groups of monumental imagery which were constructed 

especially at Ḫattuša and Alacahöyük share visual similarities to what was produced by EIA 

northern Syrian architects and artisans, but there is insufficient evidence to prove a direct 

connection between the two though their architectural or artistic remains.  On architectural 

grounds the available evidence from sites such as Ebla and Alalakh suggests that orthostat 

surfaces were used in Syria around half a millennium before they were first implemented in 

central Anatolia, while it cannot be conclusively determined at this time whether the 

figurative imagery that initially inspired artisans to illustrate large public buildings first 

appeared in c.16th century BCE central Anatolia (see Taracha 2012) or c.19th-18th century 

BCE Syria (as suggested by Matthiae 1989).  In lieu of a definitive connection between the 

LBA Hittite and EIA northern Syrian monumental art collections we cannot assess the two in 

an accurate objective manner until more evidence is unearthed to establish the basic 

characteristics of each tradition separately.  Once this is accomplished then it will be possible 

to cross-compare how the two used their colossal imagery to visualise and understand 

warfare. 

Thanks to the relatively large collections of monumental art which have been 

collected from EIA northern Syrian and Late Assyrian contexts it is already possible to 

conduct a cross-comparative between these two collections.  While there is no doubting that 

the latter had a significant impact on the former especially as the early 1st millennium BCE 

progressed, several notable contrasts become apparent when the monumental artwork 

contexts of each region are analysed.  As was noted in Chapters III-IV there seems to have 

been a significant difference between the intended audiences and functions of the 

illustrations, with a clear distinction emerging between the public visibility of the northern 
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Syrian monuments versus the relatively secluded and possibly restricted nature of Late 

Assyrian evidence.  Chapter II’s catalogue and the subsequent analysis in Chapter III proved 

that EIA northern Syria’s colossal art contexts were almost exclusively associated with 

fortification wall gateways, temple buildings, and the outer walls of major palace buildings.  

All of these areas, particularly the iconographic gateways, were so accessible that any 

audience that wished to visit the relevant EIA northern Syrian settlements would have had 

difficulty avoiding them.  The potential audiences for the vast majority of the region’s 

artwork were so diverse that it has led to a cornucopia of suggestions from Syro-Hittite 

scholars regarding the possible functions of these contexts, with theories ranging anywhere 

from centres of religious ritual (see Voos 1983, Gilibert 2011) to propagandistic illustrations 

of political ideology (see Denel 2007, Osborne 2012).  In all likelihood they probably 

operated on several of these levels at the same time.  This contrasts strongly with the largely 

palace oriented Neo-Assyrian monumental art contexts, where the main messages projected 

from their iconography were concentrated around the overall goal of promoting the position 

held by the monarch in society.  While some iconographic remains and textual sources from 

EIA northern Syria did highlight the key roles their rulers played during the era (see Chapter 

V for a survey of these texts), a surprisingly high amount of these sources minimalised or did 

not even mention the role of the king, with Karatepe’s North and South Gates as well as the 

evidence associated with the tarwanis of Carchemish being perfect examples of this. 

The differences between the monumental artwork of the EIA northern Syrians and 

Late Assyrians becomes even more apparent when we assess how they both sought to 

visualise and understand warfare through their respective archaeological sources.  As was 

surveyed in Chapters IV-V, our surviving evidence from EIA northern Mesopotamia suggests 

warfare related actions for the Neo-Assyrians were framed within a societal structure which 

primarily sought to promote the desirable concepts of kingship that the gods wished to see 
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from their anointed ruler (see especially Winter 1997, Machinist 2006, Parker 2011).  

According to Assyrian textual records (see especially RIMA 2, RIMA 3, and RINAP 1) one 

of these desirable concepts involved acquiring regular tribute for Aššur and the rest of the 

gods in the Late Assyrian pantheon from surrounding states.  : they were either submissive 

polities who were part of the organised world that gave their proper tribute to the gods or 

were involved with the unsubmissive chaos of the world that needed to be pacified by 

violence so they could return to giving tribute.  As has been noted by scholars such as Collins 

(2014), Assyria’s monumental imagery supported this objective by almost exclusively 

illustrating warfare related scenes which were either meant to represent the monarch crushing 

the opposition of his enemies on the battlefield or show his vassals giving tribute to 

Mesopotamia’s deities in the proper manners. 

We have no trace of archaeological evidence from EIA northern Syria that suggests 

the cultures of the region visualised or perceived conflicts in the exact same way as their 

northern Mesopotamian contemporaries.  As was discussed especially in Chapter V, warfare 

for states such as Carchemish, Sam’al, and Adanawa seems to have been a highly structured 

activity that promoted the strict accomplishment of limited geo-political tasks like realigning 

borders with neighbouring factions and ensuring the vitality of the lands against supernatural 

as well as practical evils.  Men such as tarwani- Suhi II of Carchemish showed that violence 

could be inflicted with sudden ferocity on enemies if necessary, but in the textual and 

iconographic sources these militaristic events were usually minimalised in favour of 

promoting how they were able to appease the will of the gods by other means such as 

building up the core socio-economic structures of the relevant state or ensuring their 

territories were protected against evil spirits.  The monumental iconographic remains of the 

region supported these desires in several manners.  The imagery located within the gateway 

contexts, along with the associated curses against destruction which usually accompanied 
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them, were active additions to the defensive structures that helped prevent evil spirits and 

mortal tactical threats alike from disrupting the livelihoods of the citizens who lived within 

each settlement.  The illustrations, particularly in the gateway and temple contexts, also 

helped to define spaces where the leadership structures of the region could visually interact 

with deities in the same area.  This facilitated the ability of EIA northern Syria’s politicians to 

appease the desires of the gods and also served to enhance their own standing among the 

populace, with the scenes that portrayed deities as well as kings together such as Malatya LG 

1-2 and Aleppo TSG 31-32 being perfect examples of this.  As was noted in Chapter V 

gaining the consent of the gods was not just for propagandistic or oppressive purposes; it was 

an absolute requirement for justifying any warfare related geo-political action. 

The most notable change that may have occurred with EIA northern Syria’s 

monumental iconography during the era is that at some undetermined point in the late 9th-8th 

century BCE the building of temple and gateway contexts dissipated in favour of emplacing 

colossal artwork on major palace structures.  Monumental palatial imagery was only found at 

three of our nine main sites from Chapter II’s catalogue (Tell Halaf, Sakçagözu, Zincirli), so 

this potential transition does not seem to have been practiced by the vast majority of EIA 

northern Syria’s cultures at any point in the era.  Even at the three sites which contained 

palatial artwork, pinpointing the exact nature or time-period(s) associated with this possible 

artistic development have been fraught with methodological difficulties.  As we surveyed in 

each relevant section of Chapter II’s catalogue, establishing the overall chronologies of all 

these sites, particularly Tell Halaf and Sakçagözu, has been problematic.  Estimates for the 

initial emplacement of Tell Halaf’s colossal palatial imagery have ranged anywhere from the 

10th-8th century BCE, while the main palace at Sakçagözu has never been dated securely by a 

pottery or textual source based stratigraphy (see each site’s relevant section in Chapter II for 

more).  Until each of their respective chronologies can be more firmly secured by future 
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sources of evidence, neither can be used to define the potential development of northern 

Syrian artwork throughout the early 1st millennium BCE.  These methodological difficulties 

have also been coupled with a general lack of comparable monumental artistic information 

from other ancient Near Eastern palaces such as those associated with EIA northern Syria’s 

Imperial Hittite predecessors or Neo-Assyrian contemporaries.  Our survey of the ancient 

Near East’s palaces, particularly in Chapters III (291-303) and IV (312-327), noted that while 

the region was generally dominated by the architectural presences of large multi-building 

palatial complexes, all three iconography bearing EIA northern Syrian palaces were much 

smaller structures that the Neo-Assyrians may have called bīt-hilani.  Unfortunately no 

building which can be definitively identified as a bīt-hilani type has ever been found in a Late 

Assyrian or EIA northern Syrian context, so attempting to correlate the features of this 

structure as described by Neo-Assyrian scribes with EIA northern Syria’s palaces will be 

difficult until further sources of evidence are uncovered. 

Thus our main case study for analysing whether there was a general transition in late 

9th-8th century BCE northern Syria from emplacing artwork around gateways and temples to 

palace entrances is the site of Zincirli.  As we assessed in Chapter II, the collections 

associated with the city’s two gateway contexts (the Southern City Gate and Outer Citadel 

Gate) were likely both emplaced well before the images associated with the Citadel Area.  

Thanks to a couple of Aramaic inscriptions from the site (see Chapter II catalogue for these), 

the core of the Citadel’s monumental artistic remains have been securely dated to the 8th 

century BCE reigns of Kings Panamuwa I, II, and Barrakib.  All three of these leaders openly 

admitted that they served the Neo-Assyrians as political vassals, with the latter ruler 

emphasising on the Panamuwa and Barrakib inscriptions how he and his father were servants 

“of Tiglath-pileser (III), lord of the four quarters of the earth” (CS II: 161).  How this 

political development affected the monumental artwork of the 8th century BCE Kingdom of 
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Sam’al is still up for debate, but several interesting hypotheses based on the architectural, 

textual, and artistic remains of the Citadel Area can be suggested here.  The first is despite 

their clear political inferiority to the empire as of the late 8th century BCE, the rulers of 

Sam’al still did not directly copy the artistic and architectural methods which were used to 

construct contemporary Late Assyrian contexts such as those located at Khorsabad (see 

Chapter IV for a brief review of Assyria’s main palatial art contexts).  While both cultures 

sought to concentrate their artwork around palaces in this period, as we cross-compared in 

Chapter IV (see particularly 312-317, 321-325) the images from Sam’al’s Citadel area were 

still being displayed prominently in locations that would have been relatively easy for the 

general public to see in comparison to Assyria’s late 8th-early 7th century BCE collections.  

The imagery of Sam’al’s Citadel Area also maintained EIA northern Syria’s traditional focus 

on mythological themes.  This continuity differed strongly from the colossal artistic 

developments in late 8th-early 7th century BCE Neo-Assyria, where kings were showing an 

increased amount of interest in how to represent themselves with more divine-like 

characteristics as well as focusing more intently on illustrating themes that were related to 

specific historical campaigns.  Thus this era at Zincirli (and possibly Tell Halaf as well as 

Sakçagözu if their sets of evidence are more securely linked to the c.late 9th-8th century BCE) 

can be seen as the beginning of a transition period where the nature of kingship in both 

regions was changing, but in contrasting ways.  Sam’al’s 8th century BCE palace clearly held 

a grander position in the iconographic architecture of the site than it previously had and may 

have even surpassed the gateways as the primary symbolic conduit of mythological power 

throughout the settlement, but it still pandered to general public and mythological audiences 

far more than the kingship driven ideology that characterised most Late Assyrian 

monumental iconography.  If this pattern can be further established with archaeological finds 

from other late 9th-8th century BCE northern Syrian sites it could significantly enhance our 
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understanding of how the monumental imagery transitioned from independent northern 

Syrian to Late Assyrian Imperial rule in the late 8th-early 7th century BCE. 

Conclusion Summary 

 Based on the archaeological remains which were originally located in EIA northern 

Syria’s monumental art contexts we can confidently say the evidence can be used to examine 

how the cultures of the region visualised and understood warfare.  These images were 

generally found in association with temple buildings, fortification wall gateways, or in the 

main entrances to palaces.  Each context’s iconography would have participated in activities 

associated with establishing the cultural values of the polity in question whether it was during 

times of peace or war.  Fortification wall gateways were the most prevalent context type in 

the region from c.1000-650 BCE, with seven of our nine main focus sites featuring at least 

one of these image bearing structures.  Virtually every human being that wished to interact 

with the populations who lived inside the associated fortification walls would have had to 

pass by these images, making it likely that their messages were multi-dimensional in nature.  

One of these messages was to establish the presence of the gateways in the supernatural 

realm, allowing them to create ritually charged havens within the walls of each settlement 

that were protected by deities as well as humans from the evils which roamed the lands 

beyond.  The imagery located in temples were also clear facilitators of supernatural 

experiences, with the iconography being utilised to help establish the structure’s main role as 

a liminal space where the mortal and supernatural worlds could interact with each other.  

According to textual records such as Hawkins 2011’s ALEPPO 6 these were open to the 

public on at least some occasions during the year, making it possible for political leaders such 

as King Taita I of Walastin/Palastin to broadcast blunt messages of their geo-political 

strength as sanctioned by the gods.  As we have established through the Luwian, Aramaic, 

and Phoenician texts that were often found in direct association with the monuments this was 
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not just for propagandistic purposes; it was essential to court the support of the gods because 

the cultures of the region believed it was impossible to obtain overall victory in war without 

them.  Palaces tended to use their sets of imagery to facilitate the political and supernatural 

power of the ruler, with the artwork generally supporting this by focusing on themes which 

symbolised the role of kingship at these sites.  These messages would have been similar to 

the ones projected by contemporary Neo-Assyrian collections, but due to their highly visible 

locations on the exteriors of palaces likely targeted different audiences than the ones desired 

by the northern Mesopotamians. 

Based on the contexts which monumental art remains were located in we can also 

suggest a preliminary structure for how the EIA northern Syrians visualised warfare in 

comparison to their predecessors and contemporaries.  There is very little evidence to suggest 

that the region’s monumental artwork and associated architecture was anything other than a 

development of Late Bronze Age Syrian traditions, although it is possible that their images 

may have been influenced by the LBA Hittite painted ceramic and metallic designs such as 

those emblazoned on the c.16th century BCE vase from İnandiktepe (see Taracha 2012, Fig. 

3).  Regardless of whether the EIA northern Syrians owed a debt to LBA Hittite artisans or 

not, it is clear that in the early 1st millennium BCE the cultures of northern Syria produced 

monumental art on a scale never before seen in the region.  These collections were for the 

most part emplaced in different areas than those found in 9th-8th century BCE Late Assyria, 

with EIA northern Syria’s contexts focusing far more heavily on projecting their intended 

messages to a wider variety of public audiences than their northern Mesopotamian 

neighbours.  They were also used to transmit visualisations of conflicts which were unique 

from each other, with the Assyrian iconography generally focusing on themes which involved 

their monarch acquiring tribute by violent means while the EIA northern Syrian illustrations 

tended to highlight the ability of their political leaders to appease the will of the gods by other 
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means such as giving libation offerings to the gods or ensuring their territories were protected 

against evil spirits.  These two distinct traditions seem to have merged to some extent in the 

8th century BCE at sites such as Zincirli, although even on the eve of their final destruction 

rulers from the Kingdom of Sam’al such as Panamuwa II and Barrakib were still attempting 

to display their colossal imagery in locations which were relatively easy to access compared 

to contemporary Assyrian collections at sites such as Khorsabad.  Despite their eventual 

demise, much of the information from Early Iron Age northern Syria’s monumental 

iconographic contexts has managed to survive to the present day and will hopefully continue 

to inspire future scholars to conduct more research on the cultures which inhabited the region. 
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